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All counters count.
This counter thinks
while it counts.

Our new 1159 Recipromatic Counter
reduces frequency measurements to a
single step: connecting the unknown
signal to the input terminals. The
counter's built-in computer then takes
over and immediately gives you a sixdigit readout of any input frequency
between 0.6 Hz and 20 MHz. Ranging is
taken care of automatically by the
counter, and decimal point and unit of
measurement are automatically and
clearly displayed. Where speed and the
need to safeguard against human error
are important factors, the foolproof and
automatic operation of the 1159 has
tremendous value.
How does this counter measure frequencies down to 6 Hz with six-figure
resolution in 0.1 second (and to 0.6 Hz
in 1second)? By means of a built-in,
IC computer that converts a multipleperiod measurement into a frequency
readout. In numerous low-frequency
applications,precisefrequencymeasurements have been made up to now only
by time-consuming and tedious measurements and calculations. The 1159 not
only reduces measurement time to 0.1
second in most cases but it also does
most of your thinking for you.
To accommodate unusual operating
conditions, we have provided some
secondary controls and concealed them
behind a hinged door on the front

panel. They include the display-time
and signal-conditioning controls, all of
which are programmable.
Since normal operation of the 1159 is
completely automatic, this counter
makes an ideal system component.
External instructions to the counter are
minimal and infrequent as they concern
only secondary functions. BCD output
for six digits of data, decimal point, and
measurement units is provided at
the rear.
By using our 1156-A Decade Scaler
with the 1159 counter, you extend the
upper frequency limit of the 1159 to
100 MHz. A new scaler (1157) extends
the limit to 500 MHz. With either scaler
there is no sacrifice in the counter's
automatic frequency ranging capability.
A rear-panel switch enables you to
multiply measurement quantities by 1,
10, or 100 to maintain correct decimal
location when a scaler is used.
Price of the 1159 is $2100 in the U.S.A.,
for either the bench or rack model. For
complete information, write General
Radio Company, W. Concord,
Massachusetts 01781; telephone (617)
369-4400. In Europe, write Postfach 124,
CH 8034 Zurich 34, Switzerland.

GENERAL RADIO
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You design RF circuits
in terms of frequency domain.
Now you can measure their
performance that way, too.
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Forget all equipment limitations that used to plague
signal analysis in the 1 kHz to 110 MHz range. The
HP 8552A /8553L Spectrum Analyzer has all the characteristics--absolute calibration, high stability, freedom from internal distortion and spurious responses—
that make it an indispensable tool for virtually every
frequency domain measurement.
Absolute signal levels are displayed from —130 dBm
to +10 dBm (0.07 1,V to 0.8 V). With the wide 100 MHz
scan, you see the broad spectrum quickly, precisely.
Reduce the scan width in calibrated steps (to as narrow as 2 kHz) for detailed examination of individual
signals. With the analyzer's distortion-free 70 dB dynamic range ana narrow 50 Hz resolution, you can
characterize complex signals, even in the presence of
other hie -level signals.
Yours for the asking—a brochure describing how these
Electronics
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vital circuit performance characteristics are measured
accurately and conveniently: oscillator spectral pur.ty;
amplifier -esponse and distortion; mixer conversion
efficiency; modulation index; filter response. Price of
the full system —8553L RF section, 8552A IF section,
141S Variable Persistence Display section—$5225.
Your HP field engineer can give you the details on how
this remarkable new instrument can solve your irequency domain measurement problems, in circuit
design lab or final system evaluation. Or write to
Hewlett-Packard, Palo Alto, California 94304; Europe:
54 Route des Acacias, Geneva.

HEWLETT h
SPECTRUM

PACKARD

ANALYZERS
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Trading off
ACCURACY FOR SPEED?

Get both in your system

with Hewlett-Packard's
2402A Integrating Digital Voltmeter
It doesn't make sense to keep using one of those DVMs
that forces you to sacrifice speed or accuracy, does it?
Why slow down your system to measure signals buried
in noise? And why tolerate preamp errors and delays
when measuring low-level signals?
Hewlett-Packard's 2402A Integrating DVM offers an
unequalled combination of speed, accuracy, and noise
immunity in a single instrument. No trade-offs necessary. It makes 5-digit measurements 43 times per
second, resolving answers down to a microvolt with
0.01% accuracy at full speed. You get lab accuracy at
system speed, even in noise that would slow activefilter DVM's to avirtual halt.
Full programming and BCD output are standard and
make the 2402A ideal for use with digital computers
and automatic measuring systems. Plug-in options
2

Circle 2 on reader service card

measure AC, frequency, and resistance with equal
ease, and afast autoranger covers all five ranges from
100 mV to 1000 volts. Price: $4800.
Isn't it time to take the trade-offs out of your system?
Start by calling your local HP field engineer for more
information. Or write Hewlett-Packard, Palo Alto, California 94304; Europe: 54 Route des Acacias, Geneva.
06817

HEWLETT
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Computers: NASA project explores
tactile input-output devices
Commercial electronics: Binary-coded
magnetic dots for punchless cards
Manufacturing: System monitors
welding operation
Avionics: 6-pound loran receiver;
X-band power source for solid state
radar; 94-Ghz radar
Integrated electronics: first in
series of SCM's calculators with
MOS LSI
Advanced technology: Piezoelectric
power source
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At long last, ERTS is on the way
The much-delayed program to keep arunning
check on the earth's resources—crops, soil,
forests, mineral deposits, water supplies,
and the like—is moving into the REP stage
Alfred Rosenblatt and Paul A. Dickson,

U.S. Reports
51
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Designer's casebook
•IC circuit measures
speed of switches
•Op amps replace transformer
in phase detector circuit
•Signals shifted 180°
as amplitude remains constant
•Zener circuit detects
transients in power lines
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New etchant puts dielectric
isolation in the groove (cover)
As aresult of an anisotropic etchant,
the technique has been made practical for
linear, high-voltage, and certain
digital IC's
David F. Allison, Albert P. Youmans, and
Thomas H. Wong, Signetics Corp.
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West Germany: Color-set makers move
fast on IC's; cordless handset
liberates telephone users
Japan: Sony develops cassette
for color video recorder
Soviet Union: Computer industry
badly needs a czar
Great Britain: Mu!lard tries pulse
duration modulation for 3J-watt
audio amplifier
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Ferroelectric memories
for special applications
Though slow, these units are rugged enough
to withstand terrific punishment
Alvin B. Kaufman, Litton Systems
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Coupling sets magnetic film
on closed flux path
Over the years, thin-film memories' high
speed and low cost have commanded interest
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Components review
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Ratiometer does it digitally
Gaussmeter for repair shop, lab
Core memory speeds IC tests
Microwave review
Terminal for 960-Mhz market
Semiconductor review
Switch and trigger on one chip
MOS FET's switch in 3 nsec
Microwave line from MERA project
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Keeping track of Japan's
high-speed passenger trains
Extensions of the five-year-old superfast
line linking Tokyo and Osaka are now planned;
electronics will play abig role in the work
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To the Editor:
Regarding your analysis of the
state of electronics in the automotive field [March 17, P. 84], Iwould
like to draw your attention to the
graph on page 88 showing brake
coefficient of friction versus wheel
slip. If the greatest braking force is
applied in the 10%-to-20% wheel
slip range, the blue line, "High
Friction Dry Concrete," should also
have a peak at the point of maximum braking force.
J.C. Flanagan
Department of
Engineering Technology
Del Mar Technical Institute
Corpus Christi
Texas
•The curve representing the effect of dry concrete on the tire
brake force was, indeed, incorrectly
drawn. At 100% wheel slip, the
curve should be down somewhere
about 0.77.
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Date of birth
To the Editor:
If author W.J. Moroney had
searched in preparing his article on
microwave
integrated
circuits
[June 1, 1968, p. 100], he would
have found that both microwave
and lower-frequency mOs IC's are
of the same age, having been developed as Siamese twins.
Responsible were two Scotsmen
—J.T. Anderson and myself—senior
staff members at AEI Research
Labs in Rugby, England. We filed
for a subsequently granted patent
on Nov. 11, 1958.
William J. Scott
Consulting engineer
Rugby
England

Officers of the Corporation: Shelton Fisher, President and Chief Executive Officer; John L. McGraw, Chairman;
Robert E. Slaughter. Executive Vice President; Daniel F. Crowley, Donald C. McGraw, Jr., Bayard E. Sawyer. Senior
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Controlled response
To the Editor:
I read with interest your New
Products story entitled "Controlling power without interference"
[Jan. 20, p. 140], but felt tempted
Electronics
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All the advantages of tantalum
in one LOW COST capacitor!
EPDXY-DIPPED TANTALEX CAPACITORS...

-{ (-High stability—very little capacitance

For industrial, commercial, and entertain-

change, even at outer limits of operating

ment electronic applications where tantalum
capacitors were previously too expensive!

temperature range.
(-Low dissipation factor of these capacitors permits higher ripple currents.
-1
(--Meet

Type 196D Solid-electrolyte Tantalum

environmental test conditions of
Military Specification MIL-C-26655B.

Capacitors have special epoxy-dip coating

E- Prime capacitance and voltage ratings.

-

which

keeps costs down without sacrifice

in dependability. Positively seals capacitor
section while providing excellent electrical
insulation. Protects against mechanical damage in handling.

Based on rating popularity of other types
of solid tantalum capacitors.
-I (-Designed for continuous operation

at

temperatures from —55 C to +85 C.
For complete technical data, write for Engineer-

Radial lead design for plug-in mounting
on printed wiring boards. The .250" lead
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North Adams, Massachusetts 01247.
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SCIENCE/SCOPE
For the first time in air-weapons history, the U.S, Navy recently launched two
missiles from a single aircraft almost simultaneously and scored "hits" on two
distant, widely separated airborne targets.
The missile firing was
a test of
the Navy's Phoenix missile and its AWG-9 missile-control system, both developed
by Hughes Aircraft Company.
The AWG-9 is the only air-to-air system with a
track-while-scan radar mode that enables it to launch several missiles and keep
them on course while simultaneously searching the skies for other targets.
The Phoenix missiles scored "hits" on Ryan Firebee jet drones by passing so
close they would have destroyed a full-size aircraft.
The Phoenix and AWG-9
will be used in the Navy's new F-14A fighter to provide long-range air defense
for the fleet and air-combat superiority for "dogfight" situations.
Some of the mysteries of Mars may be solved late this summer by earthbound scientists, thanks to the two-channel radiometers aboard the Mars Mariners NASA
launched
built by
key role
July and
to learn

on February 24 and March 27.
The precision instruments, designed and
Santa Barbara Research Center, a Eughes subsidiary, will perform the
of "taking the temperature" of Mars when the two spacecraft fly-by in
August.
By studying the temperature characteristics, scientists hope
something about the planet's surfsce and possibly about its atmosphere.

11 papers on ion engine electric propulsion by Hughes Research Laboratories scientists were presented at the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics
7th Electric Propulsion Conference in Williamsburg, Va., recently.
Hughes has
been active in this field since 1958, when it won the first NASA ion engine development contract, and is currently at work on major programs for Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Lewis Research Center,

and Goddard Space Flight Center.

Cameras used to film below-zero sequences for two forthcoming motion pictures -Universal's "Airport" and Twentieth Century-Fox's "Patton" -- were checked out
at temperatures as low as -20 ° F. in one of the temperature/humidity chambers at
Hughes Ground Systems Group at Fullerton, Calif.
Chambers are ordinarily used
to test antenna pedestals and drive systems, high-speed military computer modules, and even tiny components like resistors and capacitors at temperatures
ranging from +300 ° F. to -100 °F.
Help Hughes develop its ¿th -generation military computer.
Immediate opportunities for Computer Engineers (System, Test, Yaintenance, Staff)...Designers (Memory, Logic, Peripheral System)...Programmers (Diagnostic, JOVIAL, Real-Time).
Requirements:
engineering degree, at least two years of related experience,
U.S. citizenship.
Please send your resume to Mr. J. C. Cox, Hughes Aircraft
Co.,

P.O. Box 90515,

Los Angeles 90009.

HLghes is an equal opportunity employer.

3elgium, The Netherlands, and West Germany have begun operating a new, threenation electronic air defense control system, following successful completion
of all tests.
Advanced system, which will detect, track, and identify airborne
targets and control interceptor aircraft, was built, installed, and tested by
Hughes Ground Systems.
Its growth into a major link of NADGE (NATO Air Defense
Ground Environment) will be completed by Hughes during the next 30 months.

Creating anew world with electronics

I
L
HUGHES:
HUGHES

AIRCRAFT
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punching
information
•Six basic punching concepts
• Turret punch presses
•Stylus operated turret
punch presses
•OBI punch presses
•Single station punch presses
•New horn punch presses
•Adjustable punch and die sets
• All shapes and sizes of
punches and dies
• Template layout machines

Complete information! Illustrations, descriptions, specifications
and prices. Ask your distributor for
the new 44-page Di-Acro punching
catalog or write us.
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to make a few remarks—"tut-tut."
Iwas under the impression that
there were companies in the U.S.
making power controllers that use
zero-crossover techniques. But we
ourselves—as great exponents of
phase control in our thyristor-controlled drives, and being somewhat
involved in power control—have
made zero-crossover systems in single- and three-phase forms (three
and four wires) up to 400 amps.
\Ve have recently delivered (via
Honeywell) several units to the
United Kingdom Atomic Energy
Authority, and our total kilowattage would appear to put Omnionics (the source of your story) as
a back marker.
P.A. Bennett
Managing director
P. Allen Bennett Ltd.
Sheffield
England

Actually enhanced
To the editor:
Your article about the Navy
drone helicopter program, called
Dash [Jan. 20, p. 50], incorrectly
states that Dash was grounded because of "serious problems with its
telemetry system." In fact, the
telemetry system—which was designed, developed, and manufactured by the Sierra Research Corp.
under a prime contract with the
Navy—actually halves the attrition
rate of these vehicles in those limited areas where they have been
deployed.
The telemetry system monitors
the performance of the Dash before
and during flight, enhancing operation and maintenance of the weapons system.
Ronald W. Hershberger
Director of program management
Sierra Research Corp.
Buffalo
N.Y.

The
Coastal States
Gas Producing Co.
of Texas
uses Farinon
microwave systems
for reliable
communications
So do three oil companies
in Africa, four more in Venezuela,
nine major US oil producers,
43 major US telephone companies,
16 US government agencies,
and five railroads ...
... among 223 others.
They appreciate Farinon's skill
at combining high performance
and reliability with economy.
Write for our catalog of radio,
microwave and multiplex equipment,
accessories and services.

Readers' letters should be addressed:
To the Editor
Electronics
330 West 42nd Street, New York
N.Y. 10036

Farin
!virtu Electric, 935 Washington St., San Carlos, Cal. 94070
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Who's Who in this issue

Allison

Youmans

A graduate of China's National Taiwan University in 1953, Hsu Chang,
who wrote the article on thin-film
memories that begins on page 120,
went on to earn M.S. and Ph.D. degrees from the Carnegie Institute of
Technology. Completing his studies
in 1959, he joined the magnetics
department at IBM Research. With
time out for a stint at his alma
mater as an associate professor,
Chang has been engaged in the investigation of magnetization reversal in thin films; multilayer structures; and ultrafast, large-capacity
memories.

Rosenblatt

8

Wong

Authors and authorities, the Signetics trio of David
Allison, Albert Youmans, and Thomas Wong,
wrote the cover story on dielectric isolation that
starts on page 112. Allison, one of the firm's
founders, holds a master's degree from Stanford
University. As avice president, his duties include
extending the development of integrated circuitry
in general and the dielectric isolation process in
particular. Earlier in his career, he worked on
double diffused planar silicon transistors at Fairchild Semiconductor. Youmans, manager of advanced process research and development in the
product development group, is responsible for advanced work on dielectric isolation, beam-lead
processing, flip-chip bonding, and packaging. He
earned his B.S. at Furman University. Wong, a
design engineer with the product development
group, concentrates on bipolar digital arrays. Prior
to joining Signetics, he worked at Fairchild.

Prolific is the word for Alvin Kaufman, author of the piece on ferroelectric memories, beginning on
page 118. He's turned out over 200
technical papers and articles since
graduating from Los Angeles City
College in 1938. Now managing the
instrumentation and nuclear studies
section at Litton's applied research
lab, he has also worked as an instrumentation specialist at Northrop, Douglas, and the Arnoux Corp.
In between the time he spends on
the job and at his typewriter, Kaufman finds time for ham radio; he's
long been the voice of W6Y0V.

Dickson

Kaufman

Joining forces to produce the story on
earth resources technology satellites (page
98) were associate editors Alfred Rosenblatt and Paul Dickson. Al, one of three
(so far) bearded staffers at Electronics,
holds abachelor's degree from the Cooper
Union School of Engineering. He has nine
years experience in the industrial publications field, and in 1965 was awarded a
Rockefeller-Sloan Fellowship at Columbia University's Graduate School of
Journalism. \Vashington-based Paul won
a B.A. with distinction from Wesleyan
University in 1961. He spent three years
in the Navy, serving atour aboard the aircraft carrier, Franklin D. Roosevelt, as a
communications officer and cryptologist.
Paul's been covering the electronics beat
in the capital for almost two years.
Electronics
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For the engineer whose responsibility is checking out
incoming precision components, the new Fluke 3330
Programmable Constant Current/Voltage Calibrator will
shorten your day and heighten your nights. For the first
time, computer programmed checkout over awide range
of voltages and currents is available with an off-the-shelf
low priced quality instrument.
The Fluke 3330 is unique. It can be operated in either a
constant current or constant voltage mode. Modes can
be changed without turning the unit off. Voltage range
is 0to 1000 volts in three ranges with 10% overranging.
Voltage accuracy is .-0.005%. Resolution is 0.1 ppm.
Stability is 25 ppm per month. Line and load regulation
are 2 ppm of range. Ripple and noise are less than 50
Is. Voltage trip is adjustable from 1y to 1000 v. Output
current is 100 ma in the 10 and 100 y ranges and 50 ma
in the 1000 vrange.
In the constant current mode, ranges are 0 to 100 ma
in three ranges with 10% overranging. Accuracy is
±0.01%. Resolution is 1ppm. Stability is 50 ppm/month.
Line and load are 2 ppm of range. Compliance voltage
is 1000 volts on the 1 and 10 ma ranges and 500 volts
on the 100 ma range.
Crowbar effect through a programmable relay shorts
output to limit voltage while changing loads.
Programmable functions are output range, mode, level
and polarity, voltage and current limit, crowbar, and
standby/operate. Programming time is tens of milliseconds. Price is $2,995.
For full details write or call us today.
Fluke. Box 7428, Seattle, Washington 98133.
Phone: (206) 774-2211. TWX: 910-449-2850.
In Europe, address Fluke Nederland (N.V.), P.O. Box 5053,
Tilburg, Holland. Phone: (04250) 70130. Telex: 884-50237.
In the U.K., address Fluke International Corp., Garnett Close,
Watford, WD2 4TT. Phone: Watford 27769. Telex: 934583.
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PRECISION TESTING
AND CALIBRATION
MADE EASY...
or how the new Fluke
programmable constant
current, constant
voltage calibrator goes
to work calibrating
and testing precision
instruments, semiconductors, resistors
and
sub-assemblies.

FLUKE

If you want better designs,

Fairchild MSI lets you design asystem in the time
you used to spend designing acircuit. A few MSI
building blocks will do more work than a hundred ICs. We have versatile, compatible off-theshelf devices that function like shift registers,
counters, decoders, latching circuits, storage elements, comparators, function generators, etc.
Just about all you need for any digital application. Like ascanning keyboard encoder:
If you'd like a simple method of converting
keyboard switch closures to a binary code, you
need only 5of our CCSL building blocks and the
logic diagram on the right. (Conventional design
techniques would require about 30 conventional
ICs to do the same job.) Besides simplicity, this
design provides fast rollover, insensitivity to
contact bounce, and eliminates ambiguity when
several keys are depressed.
The two major elements of the design are a
64-position matrix and a six-bit synchronous
counter. (The counter is composed of a 9316
four-bit binary counter and a9020 dual JK flipflop.) The three Most Significant Bits of the
counter output address the 1-of-8 decoder (9301)
forming one side of the matrix, sequentially
driving its outputs "low". The three Least Significant Bits address the 9312 scanning multiplexer (the other side of the matrix), sequentially looking at its eight inputs. With this
arrangement, all multiplexer inputs are scanned
once for every change in the decoder output.
Each intersection of the decoder outputs and
the multiplexer inputs can be used as akey position. If one of the keys is depressed, a "low"
from the decoder is detected by the multiplexer
and converted to a "high" on its negation output. This triggers a one-shot that inhibits the
counter from advancing further and provides a
"data ready" signal. The duration of the oneshot is set to cover any possible contact bounce.
The output of the counter can now be used as
10

the encoded signal, and the matrix can be
arranged so that any key closure provides any
binary code from 000 000 to 111 111.
The code that appears corresponds to the
first key depressed. As long as that key remains
down, the retriggerable one-shot continues to
receive reset pulses that hold the counter at the
count independently of any other switch closures on the board. Once that key is released,
the counter resumes its scanning after the oneshot time period has run out.
The addition of a few more MSI elements
would add even greater capability to this
design. As an example, the addition of another
9312,9316 and 9601 can result in asingle serial
binary PDM output group in response to each
key depression. Additional control inputs could
be used to restrict the range of the scan counter
if only certain keys should be enabled in a certain mode as is the case in key punch machines.
Addition of a 9304 Read-Only Memory would
allow the selection of any code output with a
single keyboard design. A single monolithic
parity generator could be added to provide
parity at very little additional cost. Or, you
might want to add two Read-Only Memories to
drive a character display and a normal output
simultaneously.
Our universal CCSL logic blocks let you build
circuits that you couldn't even consider with less
complex or less flexible ICs. We now have 15
off-the-shelf MSI devices that you can use to
lower costs and increase performance. More are
on the way.Write for additional specs and application notes. We'll put you on our list for future
mailings, too.
FAIRCHILD SEMICONDUCTOR/A Division of Fairchild
Camera and Instrument Corporation
Mountain View, California 94040
(415) 962-5011/TWX: 910-379-6435

Fe" 1=411—In
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use fewer components.

64 POSITION KEY SWITCH MATRIX
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DATA
READY

Scanning
keyboard encoder
Circle 11 on reader service card
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The versatile
100 KHZ
Astroverter

Absolutely—and it's a high speed ADC,
with 5 ',sec. word conversion and a
double-buffered output of 11 binary bits
and sign. Two plug-in cards contain all
the timing, bit selection and comparator
circuitry required, leaving plenty of room
for additional functions. For detailed
kDC information, circle number 497.

It's an
ADC

NW'

te «WM

èiiliSsM4)

The Astroverter is also a
Add two more plug-in cards and you have
oscilloscopes, meters a
a high-speed 16-channel multiplexed
Plug-in cards provide refE
ADC. And you can have as many as 128
and DAC formats of 8, 11
channels if you desire. Switching and
bits plus signs; up to 14 CAI
settling time of less than 5 esec., with 5
be mounted for extensive "
esec. digitizing, provides a total thru-put
capability. Circle number 491
rate of 100 kHz. Get more information
plete details.
by circling number 498.

It's a

It's a
New
Concept
in Data
System
Packaging...

DAC

The

Astroverter

is

an

extremely flexible, high-speed,
low-cost

data

acquisition

instrument comprising a7" rackmounted chassis, with built-in
power supply, and 16 card slots to

-_-1111011161M11

accommodate a large family of
interchangeable plug-in cards. With
these cards, you can "design" virtually
any type of data system—and probably
still have room left for future expansion.

eetti,

ONtetë6
coo

0

What's your system need? General pur0

pose computer peripheral devices? Hybrid

0

•

computer system interface? Acquisition for
industrial process control systems? Whatever it is, you'll find that the Astroverter offers

kC for driving
recorders.
mce, control
)r 14 binary
cards may
aick-look"
for corn-

For simultaneous sample and hold, the
Astroverter cam be configured with up to
16 Sample and Hold Amplifier cards in
a single package. The card features
±.01% accuracy, .
±..01% settling time
(in 4,sec.) and DC to 100 kHz frequency
response, with a 50 nanosecond
aperture. Circle number 500 for detailed
information.

the versatility, speed, reliability and economy
necessary to meet virtually all your operational
requirements. One of the most welcome features
of the Astroverter is its surprisingly low cost.
Whichever configuration you select, you'll find the
price hundreds of dollars under other available and
probably slower models. Then there's economy

in expansion. You don't buy another
instrument ... you merely buy another
card. Get the complete story today about
the
cost

versatile,

high-speed,

Astroverter.

Write

or

lowcall

ASTRODATA

Astrodata Inc., 240 E. Palais Rd., Anaheim, Calif.; (714) 772-1000.

Applications Power*

Who's Who in electronics

PUTTING
CURRENTLIMITER
DIODES
TO WORK

PROBLEM: How to decrease common-mode gain factor without increasing supply voltage V„„?
SOLUTION: Replace R, with current limiter diode CL4710.

(CL. DIODE)

21,

Zo,Rs=4 Meg

—10V

011

Vs

+Vss

In abalanced circuit the commonmode gain is decreased in approximate proportion to the ratio of
source resistances. By substituting
the Siliconix CL4710 for the 22.5K
source resistance, R, is raised to 4
megohms. Common-mode gain is
decreased by a factor of over 100.
For further information and immediate applications assistance, call
the number below. Ask for extension 19.

Giliconix
incorporated
1140 W. Evelyn Ave. • Sunnyvale, CA 94086
Phone (408) 245-1000 • TWX: 910-339-9216

*Applications Power: An everincreasing product line, an in-depth
applications team waiting to serve
you!
14

Kahl

Confident and smiling, David S.
Kahl summarizes the problems that
have plagued Sperry Rand's Gyroscope division without wincing, unusual for a Sperry executive. But
Kahl, 46 years old and newly appointed vice president for engineering at Sperry Gyroscope, feels that
the division is coming back to life.
In his own words, "Our loss programs are pretty well washed away;
there are no more bleeding arteries."
"Needless to say, we've learned
from our mistakes," he goes on. "In
the first place, we were bidding on
contracts that would have given
anybody trouble. Unfortunately, we
were unlucky enough to win them.
Then we found ourselves getting
into the development stage of these
firm fixed-price efforts with no idea
what the production phase of the
contract was going to cost," he admits.
Readiness. Now, Kahl indicates,
Sperry is doing its homework properly. It's putting more money into
its preparations before making proposals, making sure that its designaccuracy margins are wide enough
—one of the prime causes of errors
during the division's troubled times.
"We're also staying away from civilian work and concentrating instead on military efforts," Kahl says
with a rueful grin that brings to
mind such fiascoes as Sperry's $5.4
million electronic traffic -control
contract with New York City and
the $25 million inertial navigation
deal with Pan Am.
Kahl also feels that a new re-

search and development organization will help in the division's
resurrection. Formerly, Sperry Gyroscope was split into three technological groupings — information
and communications (loran, displays, and computers), inertial systems (gyroscopes), and radar.
"When we were working on asystem that required, say, that our
inertial people work with the electro-optics group as well as the
loran staff, we found that communications between them all was
anything but ideal. At best there
was duplication; at worst, margin
errors. Now we've lumped all three
groups together under one man
who has all the responsibility, and
more importantly, all the money,"
Kahl explains.
The blood may indeed be surging back through Sperry's veins.
The division, which chopped its
engineer force to about 1,000 from
3,500, is now actively recruiting
engineers. At the moment, Kahl has
requisitions in for more than 100
experienced men. And among the
programs under way is an ambitious one to design a loran-aided
weapons-delivery
system
that
would combine the best features of
loran and inertial navigation.

"What we need less than anything
is another invention." This statement—music to the ears of an economy-minded Administration and
Congress but a cause of shudders
to the electronics industry—reflects
the feelings of the FAA's new administrator, John H. Shaffer, toward
air traffic control. Shaffer maintains that "the technology is already
there—the job is one of applications
engineering. There's no big need
for alarge R&D program."
But the picture is not altogether
black for the electronics industry's
future market at the FAA; Shaffer
says that though a "massive application of money" isn't needed,
he would like to spend something
around $250 million annually over
the next 10 years. Big needs are
computers, displays, and printers.
An urgent need now, for use in
Electronics
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When you need

Header or Double Cup

ppourcue

_,LPD

Monolithic

Centralab
designs them
Need dependable ceramic dielectric capacitors to replace vacuum, oil-filled or mica units? Centralab designs
them. Need capacitors that are stable at high tempera-

Single Cup,
including water cooied
Feed Through

tures? Centralab designs them. Need capacitors to
handle high voltage and high current? Centralab designs
them. Need small size capacitors with high capacitance?
Centralab designs them. Need capacitors to operate at
medium current and voltage? Centralab designs them.
Need transmitting capacitors for plate blocking with
high power transmitting tubes? Or high transmission
line coupling? Or bypassing in high voltage circuits?
Or neutralizing? Centralab designs them, too. In fact,
Centralab custom engineers transmitter capacitors for
industrial equipment, commercial and military transmitters of all kinds.
And ceramic capacitors from Centralab offer more
custom-design features, last longer and are backed by
more comprehensive application engineering skill than
any other capacitor you can use. Don't let lesser
capacitors shut down your equipment.
Stay operational with Centralab.
To put the reliability of Centralab's
ceramic RF capacitors to work for you,
send reader service card today.
Centralab's Application Engineering
Department will contact you to discuss
your design requirements. Or, if you
prefer, send drawings and requirements
directly to Application Engineering
Department 2X0 at the address below.
M-6828

CENTRALAB
tr on

s U. 5.n

GLOBE UNION

INC

5757 NORTH GREEN BAY AVENUE
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 53201
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Who's who in electronics

Shaffer

Transients get the short-circuit treatment with the JA/OTM electronics
protector in your equipment.
Transient/overvoltage response of
500 nanoseconds, firing tolerances
of ±.5%, and hydraulic-magnetic
overcurrent protection—all wrapped
up in one neat little package.
A dangerous transient or overvoltage
fires the JA/Q voltage detector
circuit, which shunts the load, and
brings the line voltage back through
its nominal value within 500
nanoseconds. With ashunt across
the load, the hydraulic-magnetic trip
mechanism sees adead short; the
protector opens within 10
milliseconds.
Normal overcurrent protection is
comparable to that obtained with
Heinemann's highly respected
Series JA circuit breaker. Like the
JA, the JA/Q protector is available

4266
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in multi-pole models, with or without
time delays. You can also mix JA
and JA/Q poles with several other
options to get the exact kind of
protection you need to match your
equipment.
For further information about the
JA/Q, write for Bulletin 3370.
Heinemann Eiectric Company, 2600
Brunswick Pike, Trenton, N.J. 08602.

the nation's automatic air traffic
control system, is alow-cost transponder. "A $1,000 piece of equipment for installation in a $3,000
plane is out of the question," he
says.
Shaffer also will be pushing for
the use of satellites for navigation
and air traffic control. He observes
that with four synchronous satellites, aircraft positions could be
determined to within 50 feet.
Shaffer, 50, a world war II
bomber pilot and Air Force manager of the B-50 and B-47 programs,
went to work for TRW in 1957.
When he left to take his present
post, he was in charge of the firm's
Washington operations.
Bombs away. After only a few
weeks with the FAA, Shaffer
dropped abomb on the airline industry. On the subject of overcrowded airports, he said bluntly:
"Airlines have to be less cannibalistic in their scheduling. They have
to stop flying half-empty airplanes
that unnecessarily eat up airspace."
He feels that the short takeoff and
landing (sTOL) aircraft may offer a
partial solution to the problem and
wants his agency to assist its development as much as possible.
Shaffer sees his main job at FAA
as that of a systems engineering
director. "Systems engineering" has
become aWashington management
catchword, but Shaffer is perhaps
the only top-ranking bureaucrat
who'd define it simply as "common
sense used in the broadest possible
way."
Electronics
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Foxboro engineers select A-B hot molded potentiometers

"Best repeatability—component-to-component
and setting-to-setting"

Fcxboro Model EL2H elec -'unic
cc ntroller for process reguat crt:
The control mode adjustmerts use
Allen-EraclEy Type J hot molded variable
risistors with values of 10, 1(0,
and 230 me¡ohras.

Widely used throughout the proems
industries, the Foxboro Model 62H
Universal Controller is ahighly dependable precision instrument. During the
years of painstaking development,
Allen-Bradley engineers worked closely
with Foxboro to provide apotentiorneter having unusually high resistance
values, which would provide the precise
performance required.

A-B Type J hot molded
variable resistor rated 2.25
watts @ 70°C. Available in
single, dual, and triple
units. Standard total resistance values from 50 ohms
to 5 megohms. Special resistance values and tapers
can be supplied.

©Allen-Brailey Company 1968
867E.2

Allen-Bradley Type J potentiometers
were the answer. They have asolid hot
molded resistance track which is produced by an exclusive A-B molding technique that assures extremely long cperating Iife. Accelerated tests—exceezing
100,000 revolutions—show very s. ght
resistance change. Control is smoo: --1at
all times with adjustment approaching
infinite resolu:ion. There are none of
the abrupt turn-to-turn resistance van-

ations inherent in vrirewoune controls.
Furthermore, Allen-Bradley Type J potentiometers are—for all practical purposes—noninductive, permitting their
use throughout the frequency spectrum.
Whether your particular circuit design can be best satisfied with one of
the millions of standard Type J variations or whether it calls for unusual
resistance characteristics, it will pay you
to look first to A-B Type J potentiometers. Their more than 25-year history of
providing superior performance is your
guarantee of complete satisfaction. For
full details, please write for Technical
Bulletin 5200: Allen-Bradley Co.,
1201 South Second Street, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin 53204. Export Office: 1293
Broad St., Bloomfield, New Jersey,
U.S.A. 07003. In Canada: Allen-Bradley
Canada Limited.

ALLEN -BRADLEY
QUAL TY
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LEVERWHEEL SWITCH a brand new concept..
Since when does Cherry make rotary thumbwheel s.'+ituriet" L-anue we figured out how to make them better. Which is right now with the new
Cherry "Leverwheel " Thumbwheel Lever-Action switche t.,at set in half the time of conventional thumbwheels.

THE SLOW PLUNK VS. THE FAST SET

A single movement of the Leverwheel lever through its Ware IS all
that's necessary for a complete 10-position cycle. (Compare that to
plunking through the 360 rotation on uunventional thumbwheels!)

[MCC:Lettall
TM

FlOM

EVERYTHING'S COMING UP ZERO

There's instant reset at no extra cost. A shrink. •-.cep with the hand
and all levers return to home position with e.Lry switch in the bank
returnee te - zero '.

tit, 'bakers et ta,nous. tiepehdaole precieon Snap-Action Switches...

CHERRY •

•

.:31see.-.errz...--quere..-_,:!Zir..,:;:_::
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...Thumbwheel Lever-Action by CHERRY...
SEND TODAY for a free copy of the
new eight-page brochure describing the complete
line of Cherry Leverwheel and Thumbwheel Switches.
For immediate action
phone: 312/831-5024
.

DETENT SPRING OF HEAT
TREATED BERYLLIUM COPPER
BERYLLIUM COPPER
BRUSH (WIPERS)
WITH GOLD
CONTACTS.
HIGH IMPACT POLYCARBONATE
END CAPS, CASE, LEVER
AND WHEELS.

-

MODULAR CONSTRUCTION PERMITS
ASSEMBLY OF AS MANY UNITS AS REQUIRED.
UNI QUE SETTING LEVER AND
INTERNAL GEAR MOVE ONLY 60°.
É
/ETENTS AND LETTERING WITH
EXTERNAL PINION ON REVERSE SIDE.
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD OF GLASS FILLED
EPDXY WITI- GOLD PLATING OVER NICKEL.
JUST TWO SCREWS NEEDED TO ASSEMBLE
INDIVIDUAL UNITS INTO SWITCH MODULES.
CHERRY ELECTRICAL

PRODUCTS

CORP.

CHERRY HAS NEW STANDARD
THUMBWHEEL SWITCHES, TOO!
Like the unique new Leverwheel, the new Cherry
traditional thumbwheel switches are available in
both miniature and subminiature size, totally-interchangeable with other leading thumbwheels on the
market today. And all are engineered for millions
of detent ogerations!

1656 Old Deerlield Road, Highland Park, Illinois 60035
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New B-il® eu
outperforms
other coppers
at no extra cost
that's
ANACONDABILITY
Only Anacondability could
have produced Boron
Deoxidized Copper (B-D cu),
the newest high performance
coppermetal from Anaconda.
It required the total corporate
capabilities of Anaconda
to develop it ... from marketing
research and advanced copper
technology, to application

20

engineering and rigid quality
control.
Today B-D cu offers almost
unlimited design possibilities in
areas where grain growth and
embrittlement have long
been problems. Possessing
the high conductivity of
oxygen-free copper.... Boron
Deoxidized Copper also
combines the desirable properties of Deoxidized Copper.

Costing no more than other
oxygen-free coppers, B-D cu is
already in use in aircraft
multiple disc brakes, glass-tometal seals, composite metal
coins, pinch-off tubes and
welded communications cable
shielding. Good reason to go
with Anacondability
Anaconda's total capability to

Electronics IMay 12, 1969

improve copper alloys without
increasing costs.
B-D cu is used in anew disc
brake that provides a better
solution to aircraft emergency
braking.
Sudden emergency braking
of aircraft usually resulted
in burnt-out brake discs
necessilating complete replacement and costly downtime.
Anaconda's B-D cu alloy
is used in anew liquid-cooled

disc brake in which the
temperatures a:e controlled
so maintenance time is reduced
for the brakes and the tire
life is increased.
This new aircraft brake is
certified on the Boeing 727.
For technical information on
Boron Deoxidized Copper
and other high temperature,

Think copper, think

high conductivity copper alloys,
send for Publication TP-58
on Boron Deoxidized Copper
today to: Anaconda American
Brass Company, 414
Meadow Street Waterbury,
Connecticut 06720. In Canada:
Anaconda American Brass
Limited, Ontario.
2.8.23

ANACONDA
AMERICAN BRASS COMPANY
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POWERTEC
GR
LOGIC POWER

5V@ 2.5A

*Guaranteed Reliability

COMPACT HIGH
RELIABILITY FAMILY
For use with MOS's OP amps TTL, and other
IC logic. The dense packaging of this complete family is areal system space saver.
Only MIL and computer grade components
are used in this versatile family. Calculated
reliability per MIL-HD8K-217A exceeds
150,000 hours.
Optional OVP and ADJUSTMENT features are
available as adders to provide EXACTLY
what your particular application requires.
Input: 115VAC 47-440 Hz
Typical Outputs: 0to 36V at .25A
5.0V at 2.5A
±15.0V at .5A
The Powertec GR Series is currently available from stock. Detailed specifications and
prices are available upon request.
CUSTOM POWER SYSTEMS
Powertec's experts are capable of solving
your most difficult power conversion requirements.

POVVERTEC
DIVISION

9168 DeSoto Ave., Chatsworth, Calif. 91311
Phone (213) 882-0004

IRTRONJICS

CORPORATE0
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Laser meeting makes room for research
mon electrical driving source to inIn amajor departure from form, the
crease resolution in adeflection sys1969 IEEE Conference on Laser Entem.
gineering and Applications will
Popular source. Several papers—
cover some important experimental
and an entire session—will be detechniques for which no application
voted to the neodymium-doped yag
has yet been found. Though, like
laser. Continuous pumping of this
previous meetings, it will stress the
laser by akrypton lamp will be depractical aspects of laser techscribed by Sylvania Electric Prodnology, the May 26-28 Washington
ucts
and Westinghouse research
conference will also consider mode
labs, with both reporting 100 watts
locking and nonlinear optical mac-w output and the former claiming
terials, neither of which has re2.9% efficiency at 1.06 microns.
sulted in an industrial process or
And Texas Instruments will outline
device.
its c-w pumping with a gallium
A.J. DeMaria of United Aircraft
arsenide-phosphide diode to get an
Research Laboratories will discuss
efficiency of 1% [Electronics, April
methods of producing picosecond
28, p. 40].
pulses by passing laser beams
Bell Labs will discuss its use of
through an absorbing dye. He'll
electrical feedback loops to stabialso describe recent successes in
lize a mode-locked yag laser. And
chirping and compressing laser
F.E. Harper and M.I. Cohen of
pulses in a manner analogous to
Bell will report on an unusual apradar.
plication of this laser—alloying aluIn the session on nonlinear opminum junctions into n-type silicon
tics, Stephen E. Harris of Stanford
with heat pulses.
University will cover such materials
There'll also be several papers on
as lithium niobate, lithium tantalate,
dye lasers and saturable absorbers,
and barium sodium niobate ("baand one on a new computer-gennanas"), which are used in freerated optical element called akinoquency doublers, optical parametric
form, which produces three-dimenoscillators, and modulators. At the
sional images without the disadvansame session, Joel Falk and J.E.
tages associated with the making
Murray, also of Stanford, will reof holograms.
port on a new parametric oscillation method that eliminates some of
For further information, contact F.R. Arams,
Airborne Instruments Laboratory,
the problems posed by the convenMelville, N.Y.
tional use of mirrors. By passing
the output of aruby laser through
alithium niobate crystal, they have
achieved a 50% conversion effiCalendar
ciency.
Acousto-optic deflection of laser
Conference and Exposition on
Underground Distribution, IEEE;
beams—a laboratory technique that
Anaheim Convention Center, Anaheim,
looks promising for display applicaCalif., May 13-16.
tion—will be covered in three papers. D.A. Pinnow of Bell Labs will
Vehicular Communications Symposium,
report on an 80-megahertz bandIEEE; Los Angeles, May 13.
width deflector using alpha iodic
Spring Joint Computer Conference,
acid and a lithium niobate transIEEE, American Federation of
ducer; W.H. Watson and Adrianus
Information Processing Societies;
Korpel of the Zenith Radio Corp.
Sheraton Boston Hotel, War Memorial
will describe atechnique that comAuditorium, Boston, May 14-16.
pensates for the optical dispersion
Symposium on Semiconductor Effects
of acousto-optic deflection cells in
in Amorphous Solids, U.S. Army;
a three-color laser tv system; and
Holiday Inn, New York, May 14-16.
Watson will join Robert Adler in
explaining how two acousto-optic
Power Industry Computer Applications
cells can be cascaded with acorn(Continued on p. 24)
Electronics
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The wonderful
goofprod machine.

(Model 305/360 pinpoints correct carrier levels by-the-numbers)
This is the world's first fully foolproof frequencyselective levelmeter, tracking signal generator, and
spectrum display system. It combats human error
with crystal-clear displays of every key measurement
parameter. Each reading, each setting, each switch
you push lights up. This alone makes it hard to misinterpret a reading. But for our human engineers,
lighted displays were only the beginning.
Consider, for example, the direct digital frequency readouts. The frequency counter displays
automatically summed outputs of both the coarse and
fine-tuning oscillators. In the frequency-locked mode,
the counter shows the composite frequency to the
nearest 10-Hz increment. Continuous tuning gives
you a three-digit display to the nearest 0.1 MHz. So
you can't mistake the mode you're in.
And how are you going to misinterpret your
attenuation-level settings? Bright three-digit displays
on the levelmeter and generator units present automatically totalled outputs of the 10- and 1-dB per-step
attenuators. Each clearly indicates level setting and
polarity with reference to meter zero. Should someone absent-mindedly leave the set in calibration
mode, both displays stay off.
All digital counters employ flat-plane, highbrightness displays that give you a much wider viewing angle than gas-glow tubes. The levelmeters introduce a rear-projected scale with bright, illuminated
Electronics ;May 12, 1969

pointer, a new metering technique that does away
with parallax distortions. Switchable meter-scale expansion resolves input levels to 0.05 dB.
With a range of 1 kHz to 32.1 MHz, Model
305/360 is the only test system of its kind that covers
both voice and HF bands of the frequency spectrum.
Product File 169 takes up the war on goofs in
greater detail. For your set, write Philco-Ford, 3885
Bohannon Drive, Menlo Park, California 94025. Or
call (415) 322-7222, ext. 329.
SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS
Frequency Range
Frequency Resolution:
Locked Mode
Continuous Mode
Measurement Range:
Low Sensitivity (1 kHz to 32.1 MHz)
High Sensitivity (60 Hz to 32.1 MHz)
Measurement Accuracy (at 1MHz. O dBm)
Selectiv ty (switch selected):
Wrdeband
3 dB bandwidth
60 dB bandwidth
Narrowband
3 dB bandwidth
60 dB bandwidth

1kHz to 32.1 MHz
10 Hz
100 kHz
—8910 + 22 dBm
—109 to + 2dBm
0.2 dB

3100 *200 Hz
8000 + 500/ — 1000
250 +50 Hz
1000
100 Hz

PHILCO
PHILCO-FORO CORPORATION
Sierra Electronic Operation
Menlo Park, California • 94025
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Meetings
(Continued from p. 22)

Conference, IEEE; Brown Palace Hotel,
Denver, Colo.; May 18-21.
Offshore Technology Conference,
IEEE; Albert Thomas Convention Center,
Houston, Texas; May 18-21.
National Aerospace Electronics
Conference, IEEE; Sheraton Dayton
Hotel, Dayton, Ohio; May 19-21.
Biomedical Sciences Instrumentation
Symposium, Biomedical Sciences
Division of the Instrument Society
of America and the University of
Michigan; Chrysler Center, University
of Michigan, Ann Arbor; May 19-22.
Mid-year Meeting, Society of Automotive
Engineers; Palmer House, Chicago;
May 19-23.
National Power Instrumentation
Symposium, Instrument Society of
America; Ben Franklin Hotel,
Philadelphia, May 19-21.

A bold claim, perhaps, but well-founded. For in designing and producing our new Sage Thick Film Hybrid

Microcircuits,

we apply years of

pioneering

experience in the field of miniaturized electronic components. The same traditions of quality and technology which have enabled Sage Resistors to set standards of reliability are their birthright.
Among the characteristics of Sage Microcircuits are:
• CUSTOM CIRCUIT DESIGN
• PROVEN RELIABILITY
• HIGH CIRCUIT DENSITY
• PACKAGING VERSATILITY
microcircuitry

application

demands

quality,

maximum performance, minimal size, new, improved
packaging ...and economy . .Sage now offers a
completely qualified, reliable source of supply. We
welcome the opportunity to discuss your requirements. Sage Electronics Corp., Box 3926, Rochester,
N. Y. 14610 Tel: (716) 586-8010

A leader in Microcircuitry

SAGE

ELECTRONICS
SUBSIDIARY OF GUITON INDUSTRIES, INC.

Microwave Power, International
Microwave Power Institute; University
of Alberta, Edmonton, Canada;
May 21-23.
System Performance Effectiveness
Conference (SPECON 5), Naval Material
Command; West Auditorium
Department of State, N.W. Washington,
D.C.; May 21-22.
Workshop on Applied Magnetics, IEEE;
Sheraton-Park Hotel, Washington,
D.C.; May 22-23.

• PASSIVE AND ACTIVE CAPABILITY

When

Symposium on Electron, Ion, and Laser
Beam Technology, IEEE; National
Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg,
Md.; May 21-23.

Electromagnetic Compatibility
Conference, Society of Automotive
Engineers; Grand Hotel, Anaheim,
Calif.; May 22-23.
Computer-Aided Device Analysis and
Design, New Technical and Scientific
Activities' Committee, IEEE; Stevens
Institute of Technology, Hoboken, N.J.;
May 26.
Conference on Laser Engineering and
Applications, IEEE; Washington Hilton
Hotel, Washington, D.C.; May 26-28.
Magnetic Powder Core Seminar, Metal
Powder Industries Federation; O'Hare
Inn, Chicago, June 2.
Microelectronics Conference, IEE;
Congress Theatre, Eastbourne,
England, June 3-5.
Design Automation Workshop, Association for Computing Machinery, IEEE;
Hotel Carillon, Miami, June 8-12.
(Continued on p. 26)
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Programmable.
Full-function programmability
DC to 50 MHz Counting Range
Universal counter/ timer functions
BCD output
.

all for only $1285

The new Monsanto Model 110A offers you a broader
range of operational advantages than any counter/timer in
its price range. Front-panel functions are tailor-made for
programming with the Monsanto Model 501A Digital Programmer, or with virtually any other contact-closure or
logic-level source.

Circle 25 on reader service card

Now consider these other features of the Model 110A:
the full complement of counter/timer functions; dc to 50
MHz counting range; marker and gate outputs; provision
for external time base; and BCD output. Plus the inherent
reliability of Monsanto "4th generation" integrated circuit
construction. Plus the 2-year Monsanto warranty.
Price of the Model 110A is $1285; of the Model 501A,
$375. For a demonstration or technical data call your local
Monsanto Feld Engineering Representative or contact us
direct Monsanto Company, Electronic Instruments, West
Caldwell, New Jersey 07006; (201) 228-3800.

Monsanto

take
the mess
out of
breadboarding
with

Meetings
(Continued from p. 24)

Pattern Recognition Studies, Society of
Photo-optical Instrumentation Engineers; Holiday Inn and Coliseum,
New York, June 9-10.

elite 1

Chicago Spring Conference on Broadcast and Television Receivers, IEEE;
Marriott Motor Hotel, Chicago, June
9-10.
International Communications Conference, IEEE; University of Colorado,
Boulder, June 9-11.
Federal Research and Development in
the 70's—its Need and Scope, National
Security Industrial Association, State
Department West Auditorium, Washington, D.C., June 11-12.
Consumer Electronics Show, Consumer
Products Division of Electronic
Industries Association; New York Hilton
and Americana Hotels, New York,
June 15-18.

Short courses

e

•

•

•

This unique instrument takes all the scavenging
and soldering out of design, while conveniently
accommodating any combination of IC's and Descrete Components.
BUILT-IN FEATURES
• Precision Pulse Generator, VariableFreq., Ampl. and Width.
• Variable Power Supply.
• Neon Lamp Display with Drivers.
ADVANTAGES:
• Total breadboarding without soldering.
• Complete breadboard interconnections
with solid #22 wire.
• Breadboarding with any combination of
IC's and Descrete's.
• Convenient desk-top operation.
AS A UNIVERSAL INTERFACE
. .use the elite 1 for all DESIGNING, TESTING,
and BURN-IN; and reduce your breadboarding to
merely — inserting components, interconnecting
with #22 wire and monitoring circuit responses via
built-in display.

ri

$650.00 complete

EL Instruments Incorporated
61 First Street, Derby, Connecticut 06418 Telephone 203-735-8774
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Automation in electronic test
equipment, New York University;
United Engineering Center, New York;
June 16-20; $265 fee.
Communication systems and
time-variant electromagnetic
propagation media, University of
Colorado; June 16-July 3; $300 fee.
Power semiconductors—SCR devices
and application techniques, University
of Missouri, Columbia; August 6-8;
$100 fee.

Cali for papers
Solid State Devices Conference, IEEE;
University of Exeter, England, Sept.
16-19. June 27 is deadline for submission of synopses to Dr. P.C. Newman,
Allen Clark Research Center, Caswell,
Towcester, England.
Symposium on Circuit Theory, IEEE;
Mark Hopkins Hotel, San Francisco,
Dec. 8-10. July 1 is deadline for submission of papers to Prof. B.J. Leon,
School of Electrical Engineering, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York 14850.
Joint Conference on Mathematical and
Computer Aids to Design, Association
for Computing Machinery, IEEE, and
the Society for Industrial and Applied
Mathematics; Disneyland Hotel, Anaheim, Calif., Oct. 26-30. July 1 is deadline for submission of abstracts to J.F.
Traub, Computing Science Research
Center, Bell Telephone Laboratories,
Murray Hill, N.J. 07974.
Electronics
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Forget your ordinary light couplers. These LightCoupled Data Amplifiers by Develco are something
else.

They

through

a

pipe

those

fiber-optic

tenuous

light

guide

incoming
over

40 feet or more. This assures total
tion between input transmitter and

signals

distances

of

electrical isolareceiver. Major

benefits:
•

100 dB comrion-mode

rejection at 50 MHz

• Complete ground-loop immunity
• Operation of transmitter or rece ver at common-mode vcItages to 50 kv
All this adds up to a major advance in the art of data
acquisition,

a claim

easily

supported

by

the

specs

(sampling below).

6110
Data Amplifier
Frequency
Response
Input
Range
Typical

0-20 kHz

6120
Data Amol,fier
0-50

6153
Scope Plug-In t

Wiz

0-50 MHz

6-80 kHz
+ 1. 10, 100 my
4 1, 10 y
50 dB

500 my tc 10 y

500 my

30 dB

to 200

y

30 dB

SNR
Input
Impedance

1 megohm

1 megohm

paralleled

paralleled

1 megohm or
50 ohms

by 20 pf

by 20 pf

paralleled
by 20 p1

Drift

0.025%
full scale/°C

Output

4
- 10 y @

10 ma

0.5%

1 cm/12 hrs./10"

full scale/°C
Iy p-to-p,

full scale

50 ohms

deflection

Operating

-ur
\
Cord-of-light amplifies dataJ
in total electrical isolation
Temperature

+ 15 °C to 40 °C

Range

For complete specifications, or a demonst

lity,

at 2433, Leghorn St., Mountain View, Calif. 94040. Or call (415) 969-1600.

k Prices start at S900.00. •100
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CO, INC.

MHz available on special order fTektronix 544, 546 or 547
Circle 27 on reader service card
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An
equal-opportunity
contact.

New connectors with
universal JT design
concepts assure greater
standardization for all.

JT connectors with rear-release
crimp contacts have a lot of fans.
Because they have lots of advantages. But there haven't been many
ways to take advantage of these
advantages. Until now.
Now, there are all kinds of ways
to benefit from rear-release crimp
contacts. Because Bendix is now
putting them in all kinds of connectors: rectangular, cylindrical,
printed-circuit, rack-and-panel. With
fixed solder or filter contact options.
With all kinds of shell types and
sizes. With all kinds of insert patterns with 12-, 16-, 20-, 22- and
22D contacts. With high-density
models with up to 128 contacts.
All to give you the opportunity
to standardize. To ease operation,
installation and maintenance problems in the field. To cut back on
spares and application tools. And
to reap all the benefits that have
become traditional with Bendix JT
connectors: compactness, light
weight, reliability and long life.
There's another traditional benefit
with Bendix connectors: innovation.
Bendix is constantly introducing
new connectors following the universal terminations concept. Which
means you can look forward to
even more opportunities to standardize. For details, contact: The
Bendix Corporation, Electrical Components Division, Sidney, New
York 13838.

Bendix
Electronics
28
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gale

Now dug into Ultranotion anc
reduce time-sharing costs as much as 88%
Plug into the new Honeywell Series
16 Time-Sharing System
H1648 and get one step closer to ultimate
efficiency. That's Ultrainotion.
The H1648 can supply up to 48
simultaneous users with
state-of-the-art conversationol
computer-sharing capability for ihe
lowest cost in its clos.
As a dedicated, problem solving
system, the H1648 delivers proven
software, thorough documentation
and training, quick response (2 to 5

seconds), and achoice of popular
languages. That's Ultramation.
The H1648 is easy to use, too. Fifteen
fundamental commands are all you
need to compose, test and execute
solutions. The system is all I
/C, has a
960 nanosecond memory cycle time,
and an unmatched data base.
For an in-plant demonstration or
literature, write to Honeywell,
Computer Control Division, Dept. 14,
Old Connecticut Path, Framingham,
Mass. 01701.

Honeywell
AL11011/1A1

ION
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Editorial comment

Europe measures the gap ...
The American engineer visiting Europe may carefully avoid mention of the technology gap, but his
European host is almost certain to bring it up; it
gives him an opportunity to contend there is no gap.
Protests notwithstanding, the gap exists. French,
German, and British engineers recognize it tacitly
by discussing its causes. On the one hand, they
assert that the gap is made to seem larger than it is
by the propensity of U.S. electronics firms to reveal
plans for new products long before they're ready
for market. Some underscore this charge by saying
salesmen for U.S. companies have "larger-diameter
mouths" than salesmen for European companies.
And, they say, U.S. firms are not averse to "unfair
practices" (price cutting) to get business. Ironically,
many who comment in this vein think European
companies should emulate the Americans.
One young German engineer at AEC-Telefunken's
semiconductor plant in Heilbronn believes the gap
is more economic than technical. "There's no technological gap in certain brains," he says. Yet the
present shortage of engineers in Germany makes

it difficult to convert good ideas into products.
engineer suggests that the internal organizttion
European companies be reshaped to enipliasize
projects and products, that government support of
research and development be increased and made
more efficient, and that engineering education be
improved.
None of these steps will be taken overnight. Many
companies adhere to traditional organizational
structures that encourage empire-building within
individual departments. Furthermore, the governments aren't inclined to vote substantial funding
for projects they often don't fully understand.
Finally, even the large European companies have
failed to subsidize formal programs for the continuing education of their engineers. Some discourage them from pursuing advanced studies.
Nevertheless, progress is evident in Europe's
recognition of the problems to be solved. Regardless of how they define the gap (or even if they
don't adinit its existence), they can now begin work
to close it.

... while the U.S. widens it
European companies may try to narrow the gap, but
the Americans are forging ahead. Fairchild Semiconductor, for example, plans this year to invest
$20 million in new plant and equipment and another
$20 million in research and development at its Palo
Alto, Calif., facilities. The company expects to install wire bonders that can handle 60,000 bonds in
one shift; die bonders that can attach 40,000 dice
per shift; and automatic test equipment that will
test 92 parameters at 18,000 tests per hour.
To help launch large-scale-array technology and
to solve such problems as complex network analysis,
U.S. companies will invest heavily in computeraided-design techniques (NASA estimates an annual
expenditure of up to $100 million). They are abetted
in their unending race to exploit technology by the

4—Circle
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ease of obtaining risk capital in this country. One
wonders whether companies like Texas Instruments
or Fairchild could have been launched in the stifling
financial environment existing in many European
countries.
American manufacturers have still another big
advantage over their European rivals: the domestic
markets into which they direct the bulk of their output are generally much larger than the domestic
markets of any given company in Europe. They can
thus cut costs through volume production and go
after the international market as well.
And this is the route U.S. firms are following in
pursuing their objectives—one of which is to leave
all competitors far behind, be they European or
American. •
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Hybrids from
United Aircraft?

unrewucneu pnotogra

in

or a typical 1/4

square onululayer mar iviuuum.

You'd better
believe it!

Thin film. Thick film. Single layer.
Multilayer. Hermetic and nonhermetic
packages.Whatever you need in custom
hybrid microcircuits, you can get it
from us. Because—beyond engineering
skills—we have proven capability in
every major hybrid production and

packaging technique.
And we have apilot line that lets you
prove out designs before committing to
full production.
Call our Hybrid Microcircuit Marketing Manager at (215) 355-5000.
TWX 510-677-1717. Or write direct.

•

Electronic.,..,United
Components
Aircraft
TREVOSE,

PENNSYLVANIA

19047

In the West: 128 E. Katella Ave., Orange, Calif. (714) 639-4030
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Siliconix spins off
equipment division

Philco-Ford division
readies color seeker
for military tryouts

RCA receiver may
sail in new destroyer

Electronics IMay 12, 1969

The equipment division of Siliconix Inc., which did nearly a million
dollars in outside sales last year, will be spun off within two or three
months as an independent company known as the IPT (for International
Production Technology) Corp. IPT will expand Siliconix's basic equipment—FET testers, wafer probers, and contact printers—into abroad line.
Thomas S. (Stoney) Edwards, afounder of Siliconix and present manager
of the Equipment division, will become president of IPT; John F. Day III,
former marketing manager for the Optical Systems division of the Itek
Corp., and program manager on the Itek Eye, will be vice president
for operations; and Charles M. Bodine, chief mechanical engineer at the
Signetics Corp., where he developed the first plastic dual in-line package,
will be engineering vice president.
Siliconix will have two seats on the board of directors and aminority
interest in IPT. Siliconix president Richard E. Lee said that the spin-off
solved a potential management problem for his company, in that the
equipment product line had largely been determined by Silieonix's
internal needs, and that further expansion would require astrong commitment. In addition, Lee noted, some equipment customers were
reluctant to deal with acompetitor.
IPT will build mechanical, electronic, and optical systems for semiconductor makers and users, and for hybrid circuit manufacturers. The
company will occupy the present Siliconix headquarters after Siliconix
moves to its new building this summer.

A color seeker that can operate in two spectra and discriminate between
the wavelengths of decoy flares and aircraft emissions has been developed
by Philco-Ford's Aeronutronic division. It will be incorporated into the
division's study of a low-altitude, forward-area defense system for the
Army's Missile Command. RCA's Defense Electronic Products division
would provide the all-weather radar for the system if Aeronutronic wins
the prime contract.
Aeronutronic is also building flight models of the seeker, with one to
go to the Navy for flight testing later this year. The Air Force hasn't
purchased a system, but Aeronutronic officials expect that service to
evaluate the seeker when it tests anumber of sensors later this year.

RCA's new digitally programable receiver could find its way into the
Navy's DX antisubmarine and shore-support destroyer. RCA and General
Dynamics are providing the ship's electronic warfare equipment.
The receiver, expected to be especially useful in processing emanations
from multiple targets when friendly radar transmissions are jammed, was
developed by RCA's Electromagnetic and Aviation Systems division.
It can be programed to sweep across awide frequency spectrum with
good stability over the military temperature ranges; and its pulse repetition period can be programed over awide range. The receiver can listen
across the entire S, C, or X bands, with windows of special interest
programed in.
R-f resolution in X band-20 megahertz—isn't unique, but RCA engineers believe the combination of the broad bandwidth with that resolu33
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tion, digital programing, and a pulse-repetition-period resolution of 1
microsecond represents afirst.

Bell has case for
hologram memories

Fairchild's 715
ready ayear late

Post Office draws
350 from industry

NASA readies RFP
for ERTS program
by tightening specs

34

A Bell Labs researcher has built an acousto-optic deflector with abandwidth of 80 megahertz, twice that of previous devices. His deflector—part
of an experimental 4-million bit memory that accesses any of 1,024 holograms in a microsecond—strengthens the case for optical memories in
future telephone switching systems. These now use magnetic twistor cards
to store information.
The researcher, Douglas Pinnow, bonded alithium niobate transducer
to a crystal of alpha iodic acid, and drove the unit with a 140-Mhz
midband signal. He will report on the deflector at the Laser Engineering
and Applications Conference in Washington, May 26 to 28.
Nearly ayear after its scheduled introduction, the 715 operational amplifier by Fairchild Semiconductor is finally ready. The high-speed 715 was
supposed to be the star of the parade of linear devices that the company
brought out last year [Electronics, June 24, 1968, p. 177]. The reason
for the long delay: the op amp had to be redesigned after it proved
impossible to develop astandard compensation network for the original
circuit. The 715 boasts aunity gain slew rate of 20 volts per microsecond,
with asettling time of 300 nanoseconds to within 0.1% of the output
value. Open loop unity gain crossover is 65 megahertz.
Fairchild expects the circuit to find use in d-a and a-d converters;
linear circuit marketing manager Mike Markkala says that because of
the fast settling time, it will outperform discrete op amps with five
times the slew rate. Price is $48 in lots of 100 for military grade circuits,
and $15 for industrial devices. Marklcala promises delivery from stock
as of June 16.
The Post Office, whose research and engineering budget emerged
unscathed from the Administration's pruning process [Electronics,
April 28, p. 46] can look for increased contractor interest, if last week's
Pattern Recognition Symposium is any indication. Some 350 company
representatives crowded the one-day meeting in Washington to discuss
electronic zip-code and address reading.
Among the systems discussed was Philco-Ford's flying spot scanner
for zip codes. A spokesman for the firm said that the system, under
development for several years, still is only 45% to 47% effective in
recognizing five-digit codes.
NASA's request for proposals for the Earth Resources Technology Satellite program should appear within the next week [see story on p. 98].
It appears that the schedule has been tightened so that parts of the
Phase B and C studies will be completed in three months and the
remainder in five months. Two or three firms will get contracts.
Phase D—procurement of the spacecraft themselves—will be pushed
up, possibly indicating that NASA doesn't want an entirely new craft.
The reason for the latest delay: the space agency was tightening the
specs and making spacecraft experience astronger criterion for selection.
Circle 35 on reader service card—*-
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Think about promises
and pries and how they don't
amoUnt to ahill of beans
without specs, service, integrity,
research and the resources of
an electroncs giant to back them up.
Think about Fairchild Instrumentation.
On 1t's way to the top.

Model 8220/FM01
500 MHz Frequency Counter, $1,/55
Direct reading
7-digit display with memory
Quality IC construction
Convenient operation
Self check

Multifunction —DC volts, DC millivolts,
AC volts, ohms, current, BCD
Dual slope integrating
Automatic polarity
Manual and automatic ranging
20% overranging

FREQUENCY MODE
Range
Gate Time
Reads In

Model 7000A
4-full Digit Multimeter, .01%, $1,175

10Hz to 50MHz
50MHz to 500MHz IPrescaler )
0.1sec, lsec, lOsec
kHz with automatically positioned
decimal point

Specifications:
DC VOLTAGE MEASUREMENTS
Ranges

1.0000V F.S. + 20% overrange
to 1000V F.S. in 4 ranges

Accuracy

± (0.01% reading + 0.01% F.S.)
23 °C ± 1°C for 3 months

COUNT MODE
Maximum Count
Displayed
Maximum Count Rate

If you've been thinking about
DVMs and counters,
think about this:

TIME BASE
Frequency
Aging Rate

Temperature Stability

9,999,999
50MHz

500MHz

<3 parts in 10 7 per week after Iday
continuous operation
Guaranteed < ± 2 parts in 107 per
month after 1month continuous
operation (< ± 7parts in 109 per day)
< + 3 parts in 107 over 0°C to
+55 °C range

50mV rms
100mV rms
Approximately 1001{11 in parallel
with 40pF
5011 resistive

GENERAL
Dimensions

54
1 "Hx9"Wx12!ÇD

PRICE (including FM01)

$1,795,00

Optional Medium$190.00

Price

Stability
imliz
Oscillator
Optional High
Stability
IMHz Oscillator

100µV (10µV DCV only)
-- 5 readings per second
IV > IkMit

Normal Mode Rejection

10V >
100V -- 10Mit
1000V
10Mit
> 30dB at 60Hz

Common Mode Rejection

> 40dB at 120Hz
> 50dB at 400Hz
> 100dB at 60cps

1MHz

INPUT SPECIFICATIONS
Sensitivity
10Hz to 50MHz
50MHz to 500MHz
Impedance
50MHz

Resolution
Measurement Rate
Input Impedance

Guaranteed < + 1part in 107 per month
(< ± 7parts in 109 per day)
Price $350.00
Guaranteed < ± 3parts in 108 perm
< ± 1part in 109 per day)

OPTIONS
(Options are plug-in cards)
Option 01-Auto Range
Option 02-AC Volts
Frequency from 10Hz
to 100kHz on all ranges
Option 03-Resistance
Ranges
Option 04-DC Current
Ranges
Option 05-BCD Output
Option 06-AC Volts
Frequency from 10Hz
to 20kHz on all ranges
Option 07-100mV
Range

Gate Times

Dimensions

5%"Hx8 3 s"Wx 12"D, Half rack size

PRICE 7000/7000A
with options
01, 02, 03, 04 or 07
with options
01, 03, 04, 06 or 07

$1,175.00

DC to 30MHz
kHz with automatically selected
decimal point
lOsec, 1sec, 0.1sec, 10ms, 1ms

Gate is manually opened
and closed by
function select switch

Normal Mode Rejection
Resistance

DC Volts, Ohms,
External Current Shunts Available
1.500V F.S. to 1000V F.S. in 4 ranges
(ImV resolution)
1.5V Range: >1000Mit
I5V to 1000V Ranges: --,10Mit
Typically >60db DC to IkHz
with up to 1K1t unbalance
Typically >40dB at 60Hz
1.500k F.S. to 15.00M12 F.S.
in 4 ranges (lit resolution)

CCURACY
FOR 6 MONTHS
15 °C to 35 °C
DC Volts
kit
MO

± (0.1% reading + 1digit)
± (0.2% reading
1 digit)
± (1% reading + 1 digit)

GENERAL

TIME BASE
< ± 2 parts in 106 per month

INPUT SPECIFICATIONS
100mV rms sine wave:
300mV peak to peak for pulses
Attenuator: DCX1, X30, ACX1:
true trigger level control,
AC and DC coupled input
Approximately 1MIt shunted by 25pF

GENERAL
Dimensions

3jeHa 63
,X"Wxr.ï"D
(8 1
/ "D including knobs)
2

Weight

3./I

Power Requirements

115V + 10%, 60-400Hz, 11 watts

lbs

PRICE
115-60Hz
1-9
10-24

Input Impedance
Common Mode Rejection

TOTALIZE FUNCTION

Impedance

$1,795.00

Model 7050
31
2 Digit Multimeter, 0.1%, $354
/

DC Volts

Single Period Resolution
100ms
Multiple Period Resolution
(for 103 periods )
50Ons
Periods Averaged
1, 10, 102, 103

Sensitivity

$1,895.00

Specifications:
FUNCTIONS

PERIOD AND
MULTIPLE PERIOD
AVERAGE RANGE

Aging Rate

Price $175.00
Adds 100mV F.S. with 20% overrange

Multifunction —DC volts, ohms, current
Dual slope integrating
Display storage (non-blinking display
Automatic polarity
nput impedance: 1000Mit

Specifications:
FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
Range
Display

Price $110.00
1.0000kit F.S. to 10000k11 F.S.
Price $175.00
1.0000mA to 1000.0mA
Price $125.00
Price $350.00

tENERAL

Model 8050
30MHz Frequency Meter, $650
Period, Multiple period average, Totalize
5-digit display with memory is standard
Crystal controlled time base
True trigger level control
Input impedance: IM12
Reliable IC construction
Self check

Price $125.00
Price $450.00

$650.00
$635.00

'e'er

Dimensions
Weight
Power
Alternate Power Models:
Line Voltage
230V + 10%, 50-400Hz
100V + 10%, 50-400Hz

3)4"Hx 61
/1"Wx 7WD
Less than 4 lbs
115V + 10%, 50-400Hz, 7 watts

Order Model 7050-230
Order Model 7050-100

RICE
1-9
10-25

$354.00
$324.00

ACCESSORIES
Current Shunts
Range
PART «93000259

150µA F.S. to 1.5A F.S.
Price $50.00

Tilt Stand/Handle
PART #93000258

Price $16.00

PURCHASE ORDER

Take alook at our products. Compare our specs
and prices with anybody else. Then -Duy Fairchild
because we'll do alittle more for you.

Model 8220-500MHz Direct Re2ding Frequency Counter. 7-digit display
with memory. Price: $1795.00.
(additional specs on reverse side)

LI Model 70(i0A —Dual Slcpe Integrating 4-full Digit Multimeter. 0.01%
accuracy. Measures DC volts, DC millivolts (10µv resolution), AC volts, ohms,
current, BCD. Price: $1175.00.
(additional specs )ri reverse side)

e,:e\

Fi

Model 8050 —30MHz Frequenzy/
period meter (with 8051 pre-scaler,
capability extended to 300MHz). Also
measures multiple period average and
totalizes. Price: $650.00.

Model 7C 50 — Dual Slope Integrating 3 -Dig.t Multimeter. 0.1% accuracy. Measures DC volts, ohms, current.
Price: $354.00.
(additional specs on reverse side)

(
additional specs on reverse side)

OK, Ilooked. Icompared. And Idecided to buy Fairchild.
Please send me the instruments I've checked.

I'd like another week to decide. Meantime,
send your new full-line ca7alog.
NAME

TITLE

FIRM

ADDRESS

CITY

zTATE

ZIP

FA\ IRCH11—.17
VSTRUMENTATION

Send to: Fairchild Instr amentation, A Division of Fairchild Camera
and Instrument Corporation, 9.4 East Argues Avenue, Sur nyvale, California 94086.
Or call (toll free) 800-538-7901.
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FIRST CLASS
PERMIT
NO. 329
SUNNYVALE
CALIFORNIA

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
NO POSTAGE STAMP NECESSARY IF MAILED IN THE UNITED STATES

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY

FAIRCHILD INSTRUMENTATION
974 East Arques Avenue
Sunnyvale, California 94086

Ideal
Constant Current
Like Having 2,500,000,000 Ohms in Series With
2,500,000 Volts

Independent Voltage Limit
— preset your voltage, light
warns when complying voltage limit is reached.

Excellent Resolution —
0.02% of range setting,
three decades of ranges.

Precise Regulation — 26
ppm down to 1microampere
output.

Patented Guard Circuit —
prevents leakage paths and
voltage monitoring from degrading output.

Unlike many so-called "constant current" sources, the
new CCB Series has the necessary high impedance,
non-capacitive output. There s essentially no stored
energy to dump, delaying response to programming or
load changes. Patented Guard Circuit allows the output
voltage to be monitored, eternally, without degradation.
Further, the new COB Series permits you to preset
current and voltage before cornect.ng your load.
Two models are now available: the 617713 at 0-500 mA,
0-50V; the i5181i3 at 0-250 mA, 0-100V. Either can be
remote programmed (resistan.::e or voltage) with an
accuracy of I% or be:ter.

Other operating features are: Transient recover/ time
of iess than 200 usec for output recovety to within 1%
following a full load change; programmec speed of
less than 500 i.isec. nom zero to 99% of p-ogrammed
current output; resolt.tion of 0.02% of the range switch
setting; rms ripp e less than 80 ppm of tange.
Both Constant Current Sources are 31/
2 " high
halfrack size, weighing 10 lbs., and are priced at $425.00.
For additional specifications, contact your local HP
sales office or write: Hewlett-Packard, New Jersey
Division. 100 Locust Avenue, Berxeley Heights, New
Jersey 07922 ...In Europe, 1217 Meyrin -Geneva.

Additional Constant Current! Voltage Models
For Higher Current ...!ins sophistication

HEWLETT àhe PACKARD
POWER

SUPPLIES

Circle No. for details 515

3 MODELS
o-3A
Up to 53V

9 MOCELS
O -3A
Up to 320V

Circle 516

Circle

e17
21 306
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GUARDIAN

GUARDIAN

LEVER
SWITCHES

PRINTED CIRCUIT
PLUG-IN RELAY

GUARDIAN ELECTRIC

MANUFACTURING COMPANY 1550

Chicago, Illinois 60607

P2EU9

• Available with two or three
switching positions. B Nine versions combining off, momentary
or locked positions. 3 Snap-in
inserts permit changing actuator
switching positions at any time.
• Non-illuminated or illuminated
with color coding. • Contacts
rated at both 11
/ and 10 amps at
2
115V AC resistive. U Up to 4 pole
double throw per station. 111 .110
Quick Connect Terminals and/or
Solder Terminals.

Circle No. 501

For Literature.

• Unique, compact design.
III All terminals on .1 grid spa zing
for standard printed circuit board.
B Solders right on PC toard.
II Conforms to UL requirements
for Business Machines. • I watt
normal power—Y2 watt on request. U 3500 OHMS coil resistance (120V AC-60Hz). U Standard
voltages 6to 120 AC-6 to 24 DC.
• Mechanical life over 10,00C,000
operations. U 3 AMP. resistive
115V. 60Hz contact rating.

Circle No. 502 For Litereune.

'Yew

etntt?

GUARDIAN

GUARDIAN

SOLID STATE
RELAYS

PUSH BUTTON
SWITCH BANKS

LIFT OFF
STEPPERS

• Universal AC or DC control
voltage with complete circuit isolation from load switching circuit.
• Externally-adjustable pull-in

• Sleek, compact design—only
11
/ " high. U Non-illuminated or
2
illuminated with color coding.

voltage level from 80-130V AC or
DC, with close differential between pull-in and drop-out where

• BL.ttons on %" centers. R Up to
12 stations in multiples of 2.
II Contacts rated at both VA amp
and 10 amps at 115V AC resistive.

All the features of the widely used
Guardian MER 24 point electrical
reset stepper...
PLUS
Solenoid "lifts" wiper contacts
when stepping to reduce friction... and arcing. II Increased

accurate voltage sensing is required. R Control of high inrush
lamp, inductive or normal resistive loads from 10 ma to 3 amps.
III Internal filtering prevents random turn-on of "off" contacts.

▪ Up to 4 pole double th•ow per
station. R .110 Quick Connect
Terminals. U End panel lias four
%2"tapped mounting hples.
Long life-100,000 medianical
operations.

contact ratings to 5 amps resistive at 120V AC. U Increased function capability. U Increased
depeidability. U Increased life expectancy—now up to 10,000,000
steps. R Compact design.

Circle No.

503 For Literature.

Circle No. 504

For Literature.

Circle No. 505

For Literature.

Now,with over
800 items...
our"M"series
means the most

The most choices. The most con-binations.
The most reliable connectors to meet your toughes: rack and paiel specifications. You can
choose from the industry's lIggest selection of connector types and sizes, pin and socket
ccmbinations and related hardware. You also get the most in savings. Because our conrecbrs
and our automatic tooling right in your own plant giv:,• you the lowest total installed cost.
Our AMP-O-MATIC* Stripper-Crimper Machine, for example, strips each cabled wire and crimps
on pins or sockets — up to :000 an hoLr. And or .'3,MDOMATOR* Automatic lead-rnakirg
machine feeds, strips and crimps at speeds up to 12,000 finished terminations per hour.
That's what we call ECONOMATION ... economy, re iability and rEnge of choice.
For complete "M" Series Conrector information, write tp
INDUSTRIAL DIVISION, AMP INCORPORATED, HARRISBURG, PA. 17105.
*Trademark 9f AMP Incorporated

¡be

„MCORPORATED
Orr

Ale

European companies or affiliates refer to International Section

Jr
-4

aV

$1.00

THEIR WIRE

.50

Cuts cost of solder-iron
resistant wire by 50%.
IRRAVIN insulated hook-up wire
resists hot solder iron damage and
high ambient heat. Yet, it sells for
less than half of the other leading
high temperature wires. You cut
costs without cutting corners.
And that's only part of the savings possible. You also get longer
lengths for faster production with
less scrap (up to 50,000 ft. of continuous lengths available), lower
inventory costs (IRRAVIN hook-up
wire is a universal wire—easily replaces a host of other "specials").
So, you see using IRRAVIN wire
is like getting half your order free!

IRRAVIN wire is not a cheap
wire—just costs you less. What's
more, IRRAVIN wire is great on
crush, cut through and abrasion
resistance, no need of outer jacketing. It is U.L. Listed and conforms
to MIL-W-16878.
Want a sample for comparison?
Write: ITT Wire and Cable Surprenant Products Division, International Telephone and Telegraph
Corporation, Pawtucket, Rhode
Island 02862. In Europe: ITT
Europe-Components Group, Lister
Road, Basingstoke Hants, England,
United Kingdom.

IRR811111—the

wire
that stops the grumbles.

Have a good application?
Enter our Pot-O-Gold Contest.
Everyone wins.
Write for your
entry form today.

WIRE AND CABLE
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An economy of excellence
Diamond

truncated to form four precision cutting points of maximum

Scribing Tool*, a unique Tempress development, will precisely scribe silicon wafers four to six times longer than

wear resistance. The efficiency and economy this tool
has brought to semiconductor manufacturing reflects the

conventional diamond scribing tools ... an economy of excellence. Natural octahedron diamond crystals are hand selected

Tempress Standard of Excellence, inherent in each miniature
assembly tool and production machine produced by Tempress.

The Tempress four-pointed,

Truncated

Pyramid,

for each tool. The diamond crystal is then ground
across its natural edges to create a pyramid shape,
the edges of which lie within the hardest planes of the
diamond crystal. The peak of the pyramid is then

• Shown

2 1 2 t.MYS actual sue,

"TE IVIRESS

Tempress Industries, Inc., 980 University Ave., Los Gatos, Calif. 95030

Circle 47 on reader service card

How Do You Get A Custom-Designed
Receiving System 'Off-The-Shelf?'
The modular design of W-J's RS-125 Receiving

It also could include a frequency extender-counter

System makes it possible. W-J has supplied many

combination which would provide a direct six-digit

variations

readout of the tuned frequency, plus Digital Automatic

application.

of

the

Yet,

in

RS-125--each

for

a specific

most cases, components have

been standard versions, right out of stock.
A

wide

selection

of

tuners,

Frequency Control (DAFC.)
Two basic types of the RS-125 are offered: The

demodulators,

"B" system for applications requiring low VSWR, and

bandwidths and ancillary devices is readily available.

the "C" system for applications requiring maximum

So you can order only those components required for

sensitivity.

the
monitoring
job
at
hand.
You
eliminate
obsolescence by adding units as the needs arise.
The RS-125 processes received signals through a
demodulator utilizing

plug-in modules available in

A W-J representative would be glad to assist you in
the selection of components for asystem to meet your
specific
Johnson

requirements.
Company,

CEI

For

details

Division,

write
6006

WatkinsExecutive

10 standard bandwidths ranging from 5 kHz to 8

Boulevard, Rockville, Maryland 20852, or phone Area

MHz. This highly versatile arrangement of equipments

Code 301-881-3300.

provides AM, FM, CW and pulse reception over a
frequency range as wide as
utilizing W-J tuners.

500 kHz to

12

GHz
World's largest selection of receiving equipment for
surveillance, direction finding and countermeasures

A system covering the range of 10 MHz and above
could include tuners with internal motor drives which
feature sector scan, enabling the operator to adjust
the upper and lower frequency limits of the sector in
which he is interested.

wj

VVATKINS-JOHNSON

CEI DIVISION
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Do you know
what regulation
to expect from
your brute force
regulator
------------- design?
Figure it with ease using your
free nomograph from Semcor.
This is the first of a series of applicaton nomographs
to be offered by Semcor in the coming months to
help you solve your design problems quicker and
easier. Circle our number and we'll send yours today.

Eld_detp.(.e. e€1jtvegrte
-

fiaytiPATI111

COMPONENTS.
SEMCOR
3540

W.

OSBORN

ROAD

PHOENIX,

PHONE 602-272-7671
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INC.

DIVISION
ARIZONA

TWX 91C

85019

951-1381
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Our new mini-computers have
built-in programmers.
Most small computers are designed for programmers. Ours
are designed for people.
Just tell our 16-bit machines what you want done. The
CE16 and CF16 will do it, because their "built-in programmers" (a comprehensive set of sophisticated instructions) let
any engineer use them with ease. For example, the single
instruction "scan memory" makes our machines compare a
given number with the contents of the entire memory.
The CE16 and CF16 have 125 other heroic instructions
that specify comprehensive maneuvers. So you give fewer
instructions and use far less core memory than with any
other small computer. Problem run times are shortened and
Input/Output operations are simplified.
The CE16 and CF16 are designed to control and
exchange information with a large number of external
devices while doing related computation. Their "automatic
I/O" enables them to talk back and forth between memory
and agroup of interrupting peripherals, in order of priority,
Circle 50 on reader service card

without needing attention from the on-going program.
Automatic I/O isn't a high priced option. Neither is a
teletype, nor three priority interrupts, one of which is indefinitely expandable. They're all standard. The only thing you
might pay extra for is speed. The CF1 6can do afully signed
software multiply in 42 micro-seconds. But it costs alittle
more than the CE16 which takes 126 micro-seconds (which
isn't bad) for the same job.
Don't take our word for all this. Drop us aline asking for:
•A brochure with straight from the shoulder specs so you
can compare.
•A representative with more information than could fit
in abrochure.
•Or a meeting between our sales
engineer and one from any competitor you want, at your office. The competition can even bring aprogrammer
Scientific Data Systems,
along. We won't have to.
El Segundo, California
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NASA expects GOTS to resolve
problems of man-machine interface
Research program will use variety of tactile input-output devices,
but personalized high-speed memory core rates high on priority list

Men who work for NASA could soon
be on the far side of the moon,
just them and their compùters.
That's why the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, perhaps more than any other agency
or organization outside the military,
must solve the string of problems
that stymies the so-called man-machine interface. To this end, the
agency's Electronics Research Center has budgeted $750,000 annually
for an open-ended hardware-software program called COTS (graphically oriented time-sharing system)
being cranked up at its Computer
Research Laboratory in Cambridge,
Mass.
The program will try out awide
range of computer input-output devices, and the COTS research team
will face diverse problems as each
device is dovetailed into a timeshared environment. While some of
the problems haven't even surfaced
yet, they are already coloring GOTS
organization.
Start. Conceived as modular,
COTS will constantly change its
characteristics with the needs of
research. What might be called
GOTS 1 is about to go on line. It's
based on a Honeywell DDP-516
computer with specially developed
software, and some reworked hardware. Though the GOTS team hasn't
yet begun working with more exotic input-output devices, the setup
already includes both monochrome
and color crt displays, data-entry
tablets, and teletype. Coming up is,
for example, afeedback-controlled
joystick which could give users tactile or kinesthetic cues. Also, voice
input is being studied with the goal
of error-free communication despite
slurred or mumbled commands.
Electronics IMay 12, 1969

Sound is often the surest way to
communicate with men, so COTS
eventually will have simulated voice
outputs. As a spokesman puts it,
"You can't avoid seeing a loudspeaker message."
Data-entry tablets for the program soon may be equipped with
projection crt's, converting their
surfaces into displays. These would
serve the same purpose as normal
crt displays, but graphic input with
atablet would be many times more
accurate than possible with alight
pen.
Even artificial arms and hands
may find their way into the COTS
scheme. And following the lead of
researchers into artificial intelligence and pattern recognition,
some of the researchers are thinking about atelevision input.
Flux. But more immediately, they
are solving—and trying to anticipate—the continually changing
problems of a growing, researchoriented, time-shared computer system. Despite fancy terminals, a
COTS-like system could be afailure
if software deficiencies made it
slow to respond or hard to use.
One key problem is allocation of
high-speed core memory to give
each user the illusion of a system
dedicated to his terminal alone.
And when the time comes to study
the human-engineering aspects of
new terminal types, the basic hardware-software system can't be allowed to get in the way.
With only 32,000 words in the
computer's core stack, GOTS scientists have developed a paged and
segmented memory allocation system in which both the supervisory
program and the programs and files
of individual users are contained in

chunks of memory, called pages,
typically 256 or 512 words long.
Pages are stored in mass memory
on drums or disks and called into
core only when needed for computation. For example, even the
COTS system's supervisory software (which, though only threefifths complete, already needs more
than 50,000 words of memory) is
stored almost entirely on drum or
disk with pages called in as necessary.
With paging alone, each user
would have the illusion of 32,000
words all to himself. But segmentation adds even more flexibility and
also reduces required memory capacity.
Togetherness. In COTS, segmentation is the separation of a program or routine from the data on
which it operates. Thus, aroutine
can be shared through segmentation without invading the privacy
of individual files, or storing it in
more than one memory location.
The segmentation feature also is
said to make re-entrant processing
easier to program and to make data
bases easier to organize. And when
segmentation is added to paging,
the flexibility is such that a user
has the illusion of simultaneous
access to anumber of computers—
each with more memory than presently in the DDP-516.
But ingenuity can only extend a
system's capabilities so far. Thus,
COTS is already slated to become a
multiprocessor, multiple-core memory system sometime in 1970 after
adding two DDP-362 computers,
one already delivered. Eventually,
COTS will be interfaced with the
research center's yet-to-be-installed
IBM 360/75 computer complex. In
51
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vided with special type bars or
slugs showing the coded dots; it
can print man-readable alphanumerics at the same time.
The new cards will appear with
feasibility models of related equipment at the Spring Joint Computer
Commercial electronics
Conference opening this week in
Boston. Each card contains 10 lines
Punchless cards
of up to 70 characters each; the
The punched card is about to lose total capacity is almost nine times
its holes. The Potter Instrument Co. as much as the 80 columns of
of Plainview, N.Y., thinks it has a punches containing one character
better idea—a developmental mag- each in conventional punched
netic unit record system that uses cards.
Dotty. The code consists of eight
binary-coded magnetic dots on a
positions, in each of which ablack
standard 73/
8-by-3 1
4 -inch IBM card,
/
and has anew card reader to enter dot may be printed. This correthis magnetically coded data ,into a sponds to an eight-bit binary code,
computer's memory. Any conven- with adot representing a1and no
tional typewriter or line printer can dot aO. Four of the eight positions
prepare the cards, if it has been pro- appear above the alphanumeric
addition it will supply test facilities
for systems like the Exam aerospace multiprocessor [Electronics,
March 31, p. 50].

Electronics Index of Activity
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_ Industrial-commercial electronics---_ Consumer electronics ---Defense electronics- Total industry
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1967
1968
1969

Segment

industry

of

Consumer electronics
Defense electronics
Industrial-commercial electronics
Total industry

Mar.
1969
111.2
156.4
130.7
141.2

Feb.
1969*
105.1
164.8
129.9
144.4

Mar.
1968
104.3
153.8
121.7
136.0

Electronics production slipped 3.2 index points in March from February's
level, though output in two major sectors increased. Consumer electronics
made the strongest advance, up 6.1 points to 111.2, while industrial commercial production inched up 0.8 to 130.7. But an 8.4-point drop in
defense output to 156.4 more than offset these gains. The over-all index
was still 5.2 points above the year-earlier mark, however.
Indexes chart pace of production volume for total industry and each segment.
The base period, equal to 100, is the average of 1965 monthly output for each
of the three parts of the industry. Index numbers are expressed as a percentage
of the base period. Data is seasonally adjusted.
•Revised
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character, the other four below. Depending on how the printer is modified, the alphanumeric and binary
data may appear on the same side
of the card, or one may be printed
on the front and the other on the
back, by using a reversed carbon
paper as part of a snapout form
containing the card. Of course,
when the binary data is on the back,
the code is reversed; but the electronic circuitry that translates this
code into signals for the computer
can be modified easily to take this
reversal into account.
The eight-bit code permits up to
255 different characters to be encoded; the present developmental
model uses only 81—which itself is
even more than the maximum of 64
provided in a Hollerith code arrangement.
In some ways the new system resembles an experimental unit record system developed last year by
the Univac division of the Sperry
Rand Corp. [Electronics, March 18,
1968, p. 48]. That unit, sponsored
by the U.S. Army Electronics Command, could store up to 1,000 characters on a plastic card much
smaller than the standard punched
card; the unit could also hold manreadable information that wasn't
necessarily the same as the magnetically encoded data. Univac also
developed afluidic transport for recording and reading the data. The
Army is continuing its evaluation
of the Univac unit and another one
built by Magnavox; further development will require additional funds
under a new contract, but new
funds don't appear to be forthcoming.
Potter's new unit record is considerably more flexible than the
magnetic-ink character recording
that's widely used on bank checks.
In the magnetic-ink arrangement,
the reader must decode the actual
form of the character, which is
printed in aspecial font that's only
marginally man-readable, and
which is limited to numeric and a
few special characters. A Potter
spokesman said the system could
be compared to optical characterrecognition systems, but that it was
potentially much less expensive. It's
projected selling price is expected
to be less than $10,000—compared
Electronics IMay 12, 1969
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and that it was simple. In the prototype equipment a solar cell and
oscilloscope control for the i
-r variable, electrodes and a voltmeter
handle the weld-volt pulse, and a
transducer containing four strain
gages along with asensitive digital
voltmeter determines and displays
setdown.
While the exact criteria undergo
change in various applications, limits are programed into the test
equipment. When a variable does
not meet tolerance, a light on the
weld evaluator goes on. If two of
the three lights go on the weld is
rejected.

Avionics
Hole filler. Chain module with magnetic character font for Potter
printer. System replaces punched cards with man-readable letters.

with amounts approaching or even
exceeding six figures for optical
character readers.

Manufacturing
Two out of three
In recent years NASA technicians
have often found that their biggest
headaches developed because of
prosaic skills and objects: welding
techniques, batteries, electrical connectors, and tape recorders among
others. As the second decade in
space gets moving, these problems
become more acute. Components
and systems must last for as long
as adecade in such proposed programs as the National Space Station.
The peskiest problem is welding
connections between electronic systems and subsystems. It's amajor
source of failure, and the costs of
making and testing reliable interconnections eat up amajor portion
of over-all systems costs. The space
agency is now testing a system
which during fabrication monitors
three critical variables in the welding process. A breadboard model of
the system, tested in 50,000 welding
operations at NASA's Ames Research Center, proved to the

agency's satisfaction that it can detect all bad welds. Two prototype
systems are debuting at General
Dynamics Pomona and Lockheed
Missiles and Space for evaluation
on the assembly line. While the
Pomona unit isn't into operation
yet, the Lockheed system has been
working for afew weeks and it already appears that besides obvious
advantages of economy and reliability, it doesn't appear to have
much effect on the time needed to
fabricate.
Trio. Basically, NASA has discovered that for the welding of circuit
modules the three variables which
are most important are weld voltage
pulse monitoring, infrared radiation, and setdown measurement.
Initially, other variables—including
eddy current measurement, weldjoint resistance measurement, and
sonic and ultrasonic measurement
—were investigated, but it was determined that the first three were
most critical. The agency further
determined that the use of "two out
of three" logic in judging welds
made more sense than indications
of any one attribute. Instrumentation for determining the three was
selected on three criteria: that it
did not interfere with normal welding operations, that it had no effect
on the characteristics of the weld,
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Little loran
Two years ago, Litton Industries
reorganized its Westrex Communications division after the Pentagon
canceled a $20 million contract to
modernize the Air Force's extensive
ground-to-air communications network. The result: anew name (Litcom), a new management, a new
plant, anew direction (radio navigation), and now anew product.
Claude Pasquier, the division's
director of navigation products, believes that with its new unit, a6pound loran receiver, Litcom can
challenge the long-standing leaders
in the radio navigation field—
Sperry, IT'T, and Collins Radio.
The total system Litcom is offering—the sensor, a 5-pound Arma
Micro D airborne computer, adisplay unit, an antenna coupler, and
interface gear—weighs less than 40
pounds; conventional systems such
at ITT's ARN-92 tip the scale at
slightly more than 100 pounds.
Sharing the load. "When we
started designing the system," explains Pasquier, chief architect of
the little loran, "we decided to try
to remove as much hardware as
possible from the sensor by performing many of the loran's conventional functions in the computer." The result is that the Litcom sensor, which measures 3/
2
1
by 7% by 12% inches, contains
only an automatic notch filter to
reject near-band interference in the
100-kilohertz loran signal, apream53
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PERFORMED BY
COMPUTER SOFTWARE

TIME DIFFERENCE

S/N MEASUREMENT
RF AMPLIFIER
POLARITY DETECTOR
TIME BASE GENERATOR
FILTER

A-D CONVERSION
PHASE CODE
GENERATION
& COMPARISON

CWI ANALYSIS

RANGE RATE

PHASE LOCKING
TO MEASUREMENTS
RATE AIDING
IN

MAINTENANCE AIDS

RATE AID

Simplicity itself. Litcom's 6-pound loran receiver has minimal hardware
since most conventional operations are handled by airborne computer.

plifier, an envelope deriver, two
hard-limiting amplifiers, and atimebase generator consisting of a12.8megahertz temperature -compensated oscillator, squarer, and
divider, all of which simply set up
the signals for computer analysis.
Functions such as phase-code generation and comparison (including
phase locking), analog-to-digital
conversion, time difference measuring, and rate aiding—operations
usually performed by hardware in
conventional loran receivers—are
included in the computer program.
At the heart of the sensor's miniaturization is the use of the hardlimiting amplifiers. In conventional
loran receivers, the gain for each
signal must be linearly adjusted
to produce signal outputs with constant amplitudes. In the Litcom
sensor, the hard-limiting amplifiers
clip the positive and negative peaks
off the analog signals. Not only are
these signals made uniform in amplitude, but they are thus converted
into adigital, or square-wave, form
that can be changed to binary
numbers by the computer. This, of
course, eliminates any need for a
separate a-d converter.
Test-runs. According to Litcom's
marketing manager for radio navigation products, Robert J. Vollaro,
both the Air Force and the Army
have shown interest in the system;
the Air Force tested it for three
weeks at Eglin AFB in Florida, and
the Army tested it briefly in a
54

UH-1D helicopter. "In neither case
did the system fail or in any way
need modification," says Vollaro.
Currently, Litcom has one contract from its sister division out in
Woodland
Hills,
Calif.—Litton
Guidance and Control Systems—to
supply the loran receiver for the
doppler inertial loran system
(DILs), and another from the Coast
Guard for asingle complete system.
Although the Arma computer in
the system performs many of the
functions normally done by the
loran sensor, the Litcom receiver is
still compatible with any airborne
computer having adequate reserve
processing capacity, says Pasquier.
In the DILS program, for instance,
Litton will use its own computer.
Further, because of this compatibility, the sensor can be used in retrofits, notes Vollaro. The Navy, for
example, has asked Litcom to work
with both Grumman and LTV Aerospace on the possibility of backfitting the A-6 and A-7 aircraft with
the little loran; both of these aircraft now use the IBM 4-pi.
Vollaro estimates the cost of the
system with computer at a little
less than $50,000. But in quantities
of 100 that price could drop to as
little as $35,000, he adds.

Solid high power
When the Navy last year decided it
needed a compact, multifunction

radar for its aircraft in the late
1970's, the Naval Air Systems Command kicked off its Molecular Airborne Intercept Radar (MAIR) program. The program's goal is a
phased-array radar—all solid state,
if possible.
Now the Navy, considering
MAIR's requirements and those of
other systems, is moving to avoid
apotential stumbling block to solid
state designs by funding separate
development of a high-power coherent X-band power source. And
it's turning to a second organization—the Naval Electronic Systems
Command—to develop asolid state
component which will be able to
replace such things as traveling
wave tubes, klystrons, and crossedfield amplifiers.
New way. Development is to
take five years or longer, for while
the Navy knows exactly what it
wants, alot must be done to get it.
The request for proposals for the
first development phase, sent out
last month, points this out. According to the rfp, "There is no way of
stating which of the many known
approaches, if any, will be suitable.
The program may require new
techniques and new devices."
Nonetheless, all of the apparent
difficulty has sparked, rather than
dampened, contractor interest. Fifteen firms were represented at the
prebidders' conference and the
Navy expects at least adozen bids
on May 19.
The first two phases of work will
be monitored by the Electronics
Systems Command. Then they'll be
handed back to the Air Systems
Command for the finale. Three
$30,000 Phase 1 contracts will be
awarded in June. The three firms
chosen will then have six months
to determine the best approaches
to developing the hardware. With
the program defined, one or more
of the firms will push on in Phase
2to theoretical studies of materials
and devices, as well as to the development of experimental hardware. This should take two years.
Then if it all works out, the program will go into Phase 3, calling
for an operating model.
The ultimate achievement will be
the source itself. It will operate at
about 10 gigahertz, achieving a
Electronics 'May 12, 1969
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Problem: The output of a 9's complement
code cenerator must be both converted to
8-4-2-1 BCD and displayed decimally. An
integrated circuit encode-decode matrix is
required because of circuit board limitations.
Pick the best IC for the .ob.

9's
COMPLEMENT
CODE

8.4.2.1

GENERATOR

3 m>

BCD

1 2 3
DECIMAL OUTPUT

%àbZ4

Scà\\Ibâub.

THE RADIATION RM-84 DIODE MATRIX
Solve the problem easily. Combine only four

*

RM-84 diode

matrices from Radiation and form a 16 x 10 matrix array. Six
code conversions can be performed by this single bi-directional
array to replace approximately 80 logic elements. The code

RM
84

pattern will be customized quickly from our complete stock of
standard matrices.
Radiation diode matrices are dielectrically isolated, eliminating
cross-coupling and allowing easy customization. These circuits
can be combined with Radiation interface circuits to provide the
most economical, convenient and reliable diode logic available.
Contact your nearest Radiation sales office. Ask about our
diode matrix line. Let us help you pick The Best IC for The Job.

WE MAKE THE

\C•

FOR THE JOB

1
9-'b

e-er

RADIATION
iNCORPORATE0

SUBSIDIARY OF HARRIS INTER TYPE CORPORATION
MICROELECTRONICS DIVISION

RADIATION SALES OFFICES- P. 0. Box 476. Letungton. Mass. 02173. 16111 682.1055 •600 Old Country Road. Garden Coy, N.Y.11530. 15161 747-3730 •2600 Vuguna Ave. N.W., Wastungton, D.C. 20037. 12021 337-4914 •6151 W. Century
Blvd. Los Angeles. Card. 90045, 12131 670.5432 •Sewage. Cold., 14081 253-5058 •P 0. Box 37, Melbourne, Fla 32901, :3051 727-5430 •Internat,onal Sales: Markenng Department. P. D. Box 37, Melbourne. Fla. 32901. 13051 727 5412
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bandwidth by the 1-millisecond
pulse length—is about 1,000 times
larger than the time-bandwidth
products of previous linear f-m systems, researchers say.
The frequency versus applied
voltage in the radar's backwardwave oscillator is not alinear function. But to make the radar work,
the frequency ramp from the oscillator, which drives a 1-kw peak
output traveling-wave tube, must
be linear over the 1-millisecond
sweep duration at 1gigahertz. This
is where Aerospace's specially developed sweep linearizer goes to
work. It consists of two 6-inchdiameter dishes and acorner reflector, with the dishes—one receive
Adding dimensions
and one transmit—mounted near
the
base of the pedestal holding
It's easy enough to determine by
radar whether something is orbit- the radar's 15-foot dish.
Part of the energy that would
ing the earth. But it's much harder
to tell just what that something otherwise go to the feed horn of the
big antenna is tapped off and radilooks like.
The picture is likely to get better ated from the 6-inch transmit dish
in about ayear when anew milli- to the corner reflector. The reflecmeter-wave radar goes into opera- tor's distance from the two small
tion at the Aerospace Corp., El dishes makes for a delay of 860
Segundo, Calif. The company is nanoseconds before the signal gets
aiming for arange resolution of 6 to the receive dish. But in that time,
inches, compared with the few feet the bwo has moved some 860 khz,
now obtained. Used in conjunction so that the radar's mixer actually
with acquisition and tracking ra- sees two signals—one from the bwo
dars, the new radar should be able and the delayed signal from the
to give an accurate reading on the linearizer loop-860 khz apart.
size and shape of foreign space When the delayed and undelayed
signals are compared in the mixer,
vehicles.
The Aerospace Corp. will be us- the result is ideally adifference siging a 94-gigahertz, linearly fre- nal at 860 khz.
Matchup. This signal is then
quency-modulated (or chirp) radar
with bandwidth of 1gigahertz and compared in phase with an 860-khz
a long-duration pulse. This com- signal in a stable crystal-reference
bination is needed because the oscillator. Any phase difference is
Aerospace radar has apeak power converted to an error voltage that
of only 1kilowatt. The long-dura- modifies the linear voltage ramp
tion pulse puts alot of energy on modulating the bwo. This comthe target, and the extremely broad posite (the linear voltage ramp plus
bandwidth with the frequency- the error voltage) produces alinear
modulation signal provides the frequency ramp in the bwo and a
mixer output, both at 860 khz. The
good resolution.
Major product The radar is be- sweep linearizer thus functions as
ing designed to sweep the signal a phase-locked loop to give the
so that objects just 6 inches apart linear sweep of 1 khz per nanoon a satellite will appear as sepa- second required to get the desired
rate returns. Engineers at the non- time-bandwidth product of 1 milprofit organization say linear f-m lion.
The system has been tested over
is the only practical way to process
the extremely large time-band- a10-mile range, and Aerospace offiwidth-product signals. The radar's cials say they're confident of reachprojected product of 1million—cal- ing their time-bandwidth-product
culated by multiplying the 1-Ghz and resolution goals.

peak power of 11 kilowatts and a
surprisingly high 3.5 kw average.
Tuning range will be 20%, d-c to
r-f conversion efficiency 25%; the
goal for instantaneous bandwidth
is 10%. The Navy plans to apply
the source initially in an airborne
radar transmitter. Goals for this
application have also been set. The
transmitter will have amean time
between failures of 10,000 hours,
take up two cubic feet and weigh
less than 150 pounds when combined with power supplies and
hooked to the aircraft cooling system.
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Handy. One of eight MUS LSI
chips in the Cogito 414.

Integrated electronics
Cogito, cogitas, cogitat
When the SCm Corp. unveiled its
Cogito 414, an $895 general-purpose desk calculator featuring a
large-scale mOS array, top executives spoke glowingly of technological knowhow that had enabled
them to put all the machine's circuitry on eight chips. What they
didn't say is that the 414 was just
the first of several LSI calculators
on the way; the next, also MOS, is
due in amatter of weeks.
The eight circuits in the new
machine were developed at American Micro-systems Inc. by SCM
engineers. AMI, which has worked
closely with SCm during the 2%
years it has been in business, itself
designed the four circuits to be
used in the next calculator.
The eight 414 circuits are:
•two control chips containing
microprograms;
•a memory chip consisting of
three 68-bit shift registers;
•an adder plus afour-bit delay;
•a keyboard buffer (a decoder
and aregister to handle input signals);
•a transfer chip that's actually
an elaborate switch to manipulate
signals from the shift register and
the arithmetic unit;
•a timing chip, with bit and
character counters;
Electronics Imay 12, 1969

4Amplifier
High Gain
"Building Block"
Array
at 1kHz, —3 dB bandwidth of 300 kHz, and an input
resistance of 90 ke (typ.).

Here you are— four identical linear amplifiers built
on asingle IC chip and mounted in the new 16-lead
dual-in-line plastic package ready to plug into your
design plans. Use them as AF feedback amplifiers;
equalizers; in 2- or 4-channel audio applications.
Figure them into linear signal mixer designs; as
oscillators; as low frequency high gain amplifiers
and as multivibrators.

Ask your local RCA Representative or your RCA
Distributor for full details. Or write for technical data
to RCA Electronic Components, Commercial
Engineering, Sec. 1C115-2, Harrison, N. J. 07029.

The "matched set" of four is the RCA-CA3048. It
provides 57 dB (typ.) voltage gain per amplifier or
114 dB (typ.) when two amplifiers are cascaded.
Each amplifier features a Noise Figure of 2dB (typ.)

If you need an array with greater bandwidth—check:
RCA-CA3035 —Three individual general-purpose
amplifiers with gain-bandwidth externally adjustable. $1.50 (1,000 units)

RCA-CA3048 in 16-lead dual-in-line plastic package, $2.45 (1,000 units)

•

C)*

ReINIZ In.tegrated
Circuits
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•and a display chip to control
the drivers for the cold cathodes.
None of the chips is aread-only
memory, though SCm says that the
decoder and microprograms could
take that form.

Advanced technology
It's asnap

RATCHET

PIEZOELECTRIC
STRIP

WHIP
ANTENNA

PENDULUM

Powerful strip. Piezoelectric strip,
activated by ratchet, supplies
enough power to drive radio
transmitter.

Piezoelectric crystals aren't usually
used as sources of electric power.
Rather, they convert power, as in
amicrophone, from one form to another, or they're used in an oscillator to vibrate resonantly and thus
help stabilize acircuit's frequency.
But Honig Laboratories of Westbury, N.Y., is using piezoelectric
material as the sole source of electric power in a solid state transmitter. The company's goal is to
develop a small, low-cost transmitter with an indefinite shelf and
operating life, says William Honig,
president. Tied into an oceanographic data buoy, the transmitter
could send out information on
water temperature, atmospheric
pressure, or location. In the lifejacket of a pilot downed in the
ocean, or thrown overboard from a
small boat in trouble, such atransmitter could serve as abeacon for
search and rescue craft.
Honig Lab's power source is a
strip of piezoelectric material
mounted as a cantilevered beam.
When the strip is deflected or
plucked and then suddenly released, as it would be by the rise
and fall of ocean waves, it snaps
58

back and produces apulse of electrical power. Such pulses have been
as strong as 200 rnilliwatts, over a
snap-back interval of about amillisecond, Honig says.
Mecha nics. In a breadboard
model, this power drives a transistor oscillator. A pendulum-andratchet mechanism deflects the
piezoelectric strip. A similar mechanical arrangement for deflecting
the strip could be built into abuoy
or a small-boat locator, Honig
notes, and sensors in the buoy
could also be powered by the device's pulses. Outputs from the sensors could frequency- or amplitudemodulate the r-f pulse, which is delivered to the terminals of aquarterwave whip antenna.
Honig explains that the total efficiency of converting the mechanical stress energy to r-f power could
be as high as 50% because the strip
is plucked so that forces are applied along its poling axis—the axis
along which alatent electric field is
established when the material is
heated in an external electric field
during processing. The high total
efficiency is also aresult of the efficient energy-storage circuitry that's
used, according to Honig.
Other applications Honig has in
mind for his development are
guarding industrial plants — the
piezoelectric strip would be activated when stepped on by an intruder—and opening garage doors.

commission within weeks of astatement of policy and operating characteristics for the system. Then the
commission will open itself to proposals from potential operators.
Gap fillers. The problem was
brought into focus earlier this year
when the General Electric Co. suggested that the FCC set up aspecial
purpose satellite system to perform
jobs not adequately handled by
existing carriers. According to GE,
those are computer data link, telemail (telegrams to post offices and
delivered by postmen), video links
for business conferences, and longhaul services for bulk users (such
as television networks).
The FCC, hoping to get off the
spot on some of the tough questions, was obviously taken by the
idea. But the carriers strongly objected to the approach, preferring
instead to have the commission
grant ago-ahead for amultipurpose
system that would act like acable
in space.

Finding the way

When the Federal Communications
Commission last August opened an
inquiry into frequency requirements of an urban vehicle locator
system, it expected to get some
solid suggestions from both industry and users. Now, the replies are
in—and the FCC isn't much the
wiser.
Only five equipment manufacturers and nine trade associations
Communications
and users filed replies to the inquiry.
There was great disagreeOne vs. many
ment over whether or not enough
Its conceded in Washington that is known today about urban vehicle
the country will eventually have a locators to allow the FCC to start
domestic communications satellite making rules.
system, despite efforts to the conWait. Just how the FCC will hantrary by established ground-based dle the issue remains to be seen.
carriers. But the question has been But most likely it will postpone
whether the Federal Communica- action until after September when
tions Commission will decide to go it will have the results of a study,
with special purpose or multipur- financed by a $200,000 grant from
pose satellites.
the Department of Housing and UrNow, with the White House be- ban Development, and being conlieved to be leaning toward the ducted by the Institute of Public
multi-version, the smart money says Administration —a Washington
that the FCC will recommend a think tank. The study will analyze
pilot multipurpose system. All in- different configurations for apublic
dicators point to release by the urban locator system (Pulse), and
Electronics lMay 12, 1969

Op amps, like girls,
are pretty much alike.

Now meet Miss Universe.

Now, we're not ones to
thump the tub much. But
this month were unveiling
our RM4131 fully compensated op amp, apin-for-pin
replacement for the good
old 709, 101A, 107 and
741, and we felt you ought
to know. It's not that the
RM 4131 has anything the others don't
have. It just has a potfull more of
everything.
Figures don't lie.
Here are all the significant figures. Read
'em and weep, you other guys. And they
don't even mention things like the
RM4131 only needs a 10k ohm trim
pot for balancing, not a5 meg pot like
some we could name.
Specification

741

107

4131

Slew rate (v/ps)
2k load

0.5

0.5

2.0

Min. voltage gain (dB)
® -±- 3 volts

80

80

94

Typ. bandwidth (MHz)

0.8

0.8

4.0

120

120

64

500

75

50
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TYPICAL VOLTAGE

GAIN

108

200

20

20

e
•
741

101A/107
1-,
,4102
0

e
•
e

•

100

•
6.0
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3.0

3

98

2

4

8

How come?
Briefly stated, the RM4131 does all
these neat things because of (1) that
patent-pending current regulator in the
gray patch above. It preserves gain at
low voltages. And (2) our handy knack
with small geometries, which gives frequency response a kick in the back
porch. Plus (3) a winning way with
latest process technologies, such as our
new silicon nitride passivating layer for
superb surface stabilities and high-beta
transistors.
And how much.
Price for 100-999, full military version
(— 55°C to +125°C) is $20. Commercial versions are also available. So
for evaluation quantities of our optimum op amp, see your Raytheon distributor. Or send for data from the
company that's delivering the ideas
in linear ICs. Raytheon Semiconductor, Mountain View, California.
(415) 968-9211.

6
.
1
-c;

Max. bias current (nA)
@ 25 °C

Max. offset
voltage (mV)
• —55 to 125 °C

And viiltage gain.
Time now for agraph. Notice that the
107 shows specified gain only down to
+5 volts. At +3 volts our RM4131
has 94 dB gain, compared to about 80
dB for the others.
110

Max. power
consumption (mW)
® 1
- 20V, 25 °C

Max. offset
current (nA)
@ — 55 to 125 °C

Take slew rate.
Compare our 2.0 v/tts typical slew rate
to 0.5 V ie for the others. And our slew
rate is guaranteed 1.5 v/p,s minimum
across the whole +3 to +20-volt supply range, while the others peak sharply
at +15 volts.

Or bandwidth.
Naturally, frequency response jumps, too. At
25 °C, the RM4131 is down
3 dB at 50 kHz, and hits
unity gain at 4MHz. Compare this to 8kHz and 800
kHz respectively for 107s
and 741s. Need we say
more? Well, we will anyway.

= 25 °C
10

12

14

16

SUPPLY VOLTAGE (±-- V)

18

20

RAYTHEON
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Especially when a
LIFE TEST SYSTEM from
Aerotronic Associates
exceeds Mil Standard
883 monitoring and
temperature requirements.
The Aerotronic 707 Life Test
System is custom designed to
handle any type of integrated
circuit or solid state component. It features high density,
quick connect loads, while
providing the logic for Mil
Standard 883 monitoring and
scanning requirements.
The basic system design of
the 707 provides for temperature ranges up to 300'C and
—65`C (Mil Std. 150°C and
—55°C).
Aerotronic Associates specializes in component temperature testing systems, custom designed to your requirements.
For more detailed
information, write or call for
data in your area of interest.
• MODEL 707
(Life Test & Burn-in for Integrated
Circuits)
• MODEL 700
(Liquid Cooled — Elevated Temperature Power Burn-in)
• MODEL 711
(Ambient
Test)

Semiconductor

Life

• MODEL 1062
(Tape Controlled Integrated Circuit Parameter Testing)
• MODEL 653
(Diode Power
10,000 volts)

Simulator

up

to

Call John Grant

AEROTRONIC
ASSOCIATES INC.
CONTOOCOOK,
(603) 746-3141
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recommend Federal policy. However, the study is already due for
some debate: most companies replying strongly suggested that the
vehicle locator system, implying
only location, should be renamed
the automatic vehicle monitoring
system, implying two-way command and control.
,Wide disagreement exists even
as to the future potential market
for such asystem: Raytheon figured
a solid potential of up to 10,000
emergency-vehicle users and 50,000
fleet users such as taxis, while a
more optimistic Hazeltine estimated up to 80,000 police and transit candidates and 200,000 fleet
users.
Although most companies and
associations urged the FCC to put
off making rules for the time being,
Motorola suggested that now was
the time for the agency to make
rules and offer assurances that
other systems can enter the field
as soon as they prove themselves.
The Teledyne Systems Co. more
or less agreed. The company
plugged for the adoption of its
loran C-D receivers. Developed for
the military, this system, Teledyne
noted, has been well tested and
needs no additional development
funding.
The Electronic Industries Association, however, stressed the need
for "a period of investigation of
techniques and methods before
direction of rule making can be
determined." The EIA suggested
the FCC should "with a minimum
of regulations and rules," allow this
exploration to take place, since
standardization of a system based
on current technology could hinder
development in the future.

measures on particular programs.
"Many contractors are so interested in getting the bid, they don't
pay too much attention to price because they realize that during the
course of the contract there will be
so many change orders, that they
can make up the differences in the
original bid," says Defense Secretary Melvin R. Laird. "We have
got to get our contract definition
procedures in shape so that we
don't get into this business of
change too much, whether initiated
by the contractor or by the military
services."
To illustrate the problem, Laird
has already toted up $1.8 billion in
cost overruns in current aircraft,
ship, and missile programs [Electronics, April 14, p. 70].
Laird proposes that before the
Pentagon signs a procurement con-

into a position to get
good bids and hold the contractors
to the price they quote, allowing
for inflation. To get that position,
the Pentagon is considering an emphasis on competitive prototypes in
subsystems, and sometimes even in
full systems, before production decisions are reached.
Longer look. In a corollary
move, Laird \\ ants to spend more
time in the test and evaluation
phase of research and development
programs. Too often, the Pentagon
has started buying weapons systems before all the development
bugs have been worked out. Laird
has already delayed buying Boeing's SRAM and Minuteman 3 missiles for this reason.
As part of the new setup, the
Navy is being encouraged to farm
out ship design to competing individual contractors who can design with the peculiarities of their
own shipyards in mind; to award a
single multiyear, multiship contract
to one yard instead of dividing the
Contracts
order among several yards; and to
set up asingle project manager for
Shorten the overruns
each major ship type so he can
watch both cost and change conCongressional criticism over burtrol.
geoning budgets is forcing the DeThe new emphasis will also be
fense Department to find ways to
seen in two new major programs,
curb enormous cost overruns on
the F-15 fighter and the B-1A stranew weapons systems. While the
Pentagon hasn't yet devised a tegic bomber. The Air Force will
broad policy to encounter the probbe asked to lay out significant testing milestones that will have to be
lem, it has taken some corrective
tracts it get
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LINEAR BRIEF 2

FEEDFORWARD COMPENSATION
SPEEDS OP AMP

A feedforward compensation method increases the

nals, Pin 1, as shown in Figure 2. This eliminates

slew rate of the LM101A from 0.5/ps to 10Wps as

the lateral PNP's from the signal path at high fre-

an inverting amplifier. This extends the usefulness

quencies. Unity gain bandwidth is 3.5 MHz and

of the device to frequencies an order of magnitude

the slew rate is 10V/ps. The diode can be added to

higher than the standard compensation network.

improve slew with high speed input pulses.

With this speed improvement, IC op amps may be
used in applications that previously required discretes. The compensation is relatively simple and
„ ex

does not change the offset voltage or current of
the amplifier.
In order to achieve unconditional closed loop stability for all feedback connections, the gain of an
operational
octave,

amplifier is rolled off at 6dB

with

the

accompanying

R2

pieNuolpeal

Liara, cairrornia 9bUb I
TSlUf U vvay , santa
cut u owl
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LINEAR BRIEF 2 FEED1-01-(vvAMU COMPENSA IIUN SPEEDS UP AMP Write: National sertileuTalut.Lui

151:2

Bob Dobkin
National Semiconductor

o
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CD

v,„

per

90 degrees of

phase shift, until a gain of unity is reached. The
frequency compensation networks shape the open
loop response to cross unity gain before the ampli-

°OPTIONAL TO IMPROVE RESPONSE
WITH FAS r.R.surdc INPUT STEPS.

Cl

150 pF

fier phase shift exceeds 180 degrees. Unity gain for
the LM101A is designed to occur at 1MHz. The
reason for this is the lateral PNP transistors used
for level shifting have poor high frequency response and exhibit excess phase shift about
1MHz. Therefore, the stable closed loop bandwidth is limited to approximately 1 MHz.

FIGURE 2. Feedforward Frequency Compensation

Figure 3 shows the open loop response in the high
and low speed configuration. Higher open loop
gain is realized with the fast compensation, as the
gain rolls off at about 10 dB per octave until agall
of unity is reached at about 3.5 MHz. Figures 4
and 5 show the small signal and large signal transient response. There is a small amount of ringing;
however, the amplifier is stable over a —55 °C to

Rt
30K

+125 °C temperature range. For comparison, large
signal transient response with 30 pF frequency
compensation is shown in Figure 6.
your
120
100
CI
30 pF

e

10

o

60

FIGURE 1. Standard Frequency Compensation
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Usually, the LM101A is frequency compensated
by a single 30 pF capacitor between Pins 1 and 8,
as shown in Figure 1. This gives a slew rate of
0.5V/bis. The feedforward is achieved by connecting a 150 pF

capacitor

between

the

inverting

input, Pin 2, and one of the compensation termi©1969 NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR CORP.

20
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10M

FREOUENCY (HO

FIGURE 3. Open Loop Response for Both Frequency
Compensation Networks

I
—

by the addition of 3 pF between Fins 1 and 8. A
small capacitor

C2

is needed as a lead across the

feedback resistor to insure that the rolloff is less
than 12 dB per octave at unity gain. The capacitive
reactance of

C2

snould equal the feedback resis-

tance between 2 ard 3 MHz. For integrator applications, the

lead capacitor is isolated from the

feedback capacitor

by a resistor, as shown

in

Figure 8.

FIGURE 4. Small Signal Trans ent Response with Feed forward Compensation

Feedforvvard compensation offers a marked improvement over standard compensation. In addition to having higher bandwidth and slew, there is
vanishingly small gain error from DC to 3 kHz, and
less than 1% gain error up to 100 kHz as a unity
gain

inverter. The power bandwidth is also ex-

tended from 6 kHz to 250 kHz. Some applications

'1 2%/DIV
H 1ps/D1',/

for this type of amplifier are: fast summing amplifier, pulse amplifier, D/A and AID systems, and
fast integrator.
1:12
30 K

FIGURE 5. Large Signal Transient Response with Feed forward Compensai ion
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FIGURE 7. Capacitive Load Isolation
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FIGURE 6. Large Signal Transient Response with Standard Compensatior
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As with all high frequency, high-gain amplifiers,
certain

precautions should

be

taken to

insure

VO o

stable operation. The power supplies should be
bypassed near the amplifier with .01 pF disc capacitors. Stray capacitance, such as large lands on
printed circuit boards, should be avoided at Pins 1,
2, 5, and 8. Load capacitance in excess of 75 pF
should be decoupled, as shown in Figure 7; how-

150 10

ever, 500 pF of load capacitance can be tolerated
without decoupling at the expense of bandwidth

FIGURE 8. Fast Integrator

National Semiconductor Corporation
N
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2975 San Ysidro Way, Santa Clara, California 95051
(408) 245-4320/TWX (910) 339-9240
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reached in the research and development phase. The service will also
be made to choose carefully among
the weapons it wants to develop,
since in the past it has begun more
programs than it could finish.

Displays
Teacher in atube

A demonstration random-access
teaching system that can provide
up to 240 different audio-visual programs simultaneously from its disk
Components
storage is being completed at a
suburban Chicago high school.
According to its developer, AmBumping the substrate
pex' Special Products division, inThe need for inexpensive and reli- stallation of the system's video porable integrated-circuit interconnec- tion will allow students at Oak
tions has led to the development Park and River Forest High School
of direct—flip-chip and beam-lead to select from up to 3,000 still tele—bonding techniques. In both vision pictures, either independent
cases, the bump or beam is at- of, or synchronized with, any of the
tached to the chip so that the chip school's 224 instructional audio
can be attached to asubstrate. Of tapes. Any of the images can be
course, it would be much easier if viewed on a student's tv monitor
the bumps could be attached di- with an average waiting time of
rectly to the substrate to accommo- no more than a second.
date any chip. And astarting point
The random-access video portion
may be the work that T.J. Mateo- of the system is centered around
vich and R.L. Coren of C6rm Asthree magnetic disks, each holding
sociates are doing for Du Pont, as
as many as 500 images on a side.
described at the Electronic Com- Each of the disks has two moveable
ponents Conference in Washington
access heads directed by digital inearlier this month.
formation on the audio tape to synIn his paper, Matcovich dechronize the video and audio.
scribes a method for attaching Video information on the master
bumps, or pedestals, to a ceramic disks are fed to buffer disks, each
substrate—a process considered having 40 stationary heads correimpractical up to now because of sponding to 40 cathode-ray-tube
the difficulty of making all the terminals, or student outputs. There
bumps the same height so that the can be up to six disks.
chip can be bonded in one step.
Easy come. The video portion is
Using commercially available analogous to the audio, which has
Motorola MC-359 IC chips with a main bank of tapes. Each tape
nine bonding points, Matcovich can be transferred within seconds
and Coren attach the bumps in the to atape recorder at each student's
following manner. After conduc- cubicle. With this system, students
tive lines are printed and fired on can begin tapes at irregular interthe substrate, the bumps are vals; previously they had to be
formed at the nine bonding loca- present at a specific time for tape
tions by printing pads (made of a start-up to avoid missing part of
combination of silver and platithe lesson.
num) over the conductive lines. To
Total cost of the system will
make bumps uniform in size and come to about $1.2 million, of
height, the researchers press them which $400,000 covers the design
under a piece of metal slightly and installation of the video. The
larger than the chip and containing price is high, concedes Weldon
nine tapered pits at the key points.
Squyres, market-support manager
This metal form not only shapes
at Ampex, but he feels that onethe bumps, but mashes down the time-only development and design
conductive leads in the area where accounts for agood percentage of
the chip is to go, eliminating any
that figure. However, any mass
possibility of the chip's shorting
market that may develop will probout to the leads. Finally, the chip
ably only be for components of the
is ultrasonically bonded to the
system, he says. Squyers believes
bumps.
that large university libraries may
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LOW COST

INTERCHANGEABLE

THERMISTORS
from

FENWAL ELECTRONICS, INC.
• LOW
COST — lowest
priced interchangeable
thermistors on the market
• HIGH PRECISION AND
ACCURACY — meets standard R-T Curve from unit
to unit to ±0.2°C over a
standard range of temperatures from 0°C to 70°C at
25°C
• STANDARD UNITS —
3K, 5K, 10K, 30K, 50K, and
100K ohm resistance at
25°C
• CUSTOMIZED
SERVICE
— 1K through 100K ohm
resistance to a temperature
tolerance of
• HIGH STABILITY
• SMALL SIZE
• HIGH
RELIABILITY —
— meets requirements of
MIL-T-23648

Umi-Cuiu,te
....thermistors are high quality, low cost R-T matched interchangeable thermistors. They offer additional cost savings by
eliminating the need for individual R-T calibration, as well as
standardization of circuit components, and simplify design
arid replacement problems.
They are particularly well suited
for use ir applications such as
temperature measurement, indication and control, also for
compensation of ambient temperature effects on copper coils,
transistors,
integrated
circuits
and other semiconductor devices.
Fenwal Electronics, Inc. high
volume UNI -CURVE manufacturing capability provides availability of interchangeable thermistors at low cost with the quality
and ruggedness to meet the rigid
design requirements of MIL-T23648.

Jaformative .91ta
aiL for
Catalog ,,e6

M lle or Calf iii at
FENWAL ELECTRONICS, INC.
Division of Weer kid& It Company, Ins.

63 Fountain Street
Framingham, Mass. 01701
Tele: (617) 872-8841
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U. S. Reports
install such an audio system so that
students, by depositing coins, could
record any of thousands of lectures
on their own tape cassettes.

For the record
Tape deal. Du Pont's chromium
dioxide magnetic tape will be produced in Europe by Philips' Cloeilampenfabrieken, according to a
nonexclusive agreement negotiated
by the two firms. The tape, called
Crolyn and first marketed about
two years ago [Electronics, June
26, 1967, p. 56], costs more than
conventional tape. However, it can
record twice as much per inch.

Application of the new HYSOL Epoxy DRI-KOTE
Powder DK9 BLUE couldn't be easier
Coating of sensitive parts can be accomplished at relatively low
temperatures by spraying or dipping in aerated bed or even ii a
cup as shown in the illustration HYSOL DRI-KOTE" DK9 fuses
as low as 250 where other coating powders demand temperatures in the 400" range. Many small parts like Mylar, tantalum or
disc capacitors that do not have enough heat retention for normal
powder coating are being coated with new HYSOL DRI-KOTE,
Final cure can be accelerated from two hours in the 250 0 range
to five minutes at 400° if desired.
The low temperature gel characteristics and high build rate from
5to 100 mils make DRI-KOTE' ideal for coating motor end turns,
coils, capacitors and transformers. Excellent moisture resistance,
dielectric strength 800 volts per mil.
For further .nformation on low temperature
fusing DRI-KOTE Powder DK9 Blue, write, wire or call
HYSOL, Dept EM-569, Olean, New York 14760.

H

yso L HYSOL DIVISION
THE DEXTER CORPORATION
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Disk jockeying. Information Storage Systems Inc. of Cupertino,
Calif., has assigned Telex Computer Products of Tulsa, Okla., exclusive North American marketing
and service rights to its newly developed disk pack drives. A source
close to the deal says that about
2,400 of the disk drives are involved. Telex plans to market them
for around $20,000 apiece. The new
devices are said to be fully compatible with the IBM 360 computer
line. Information Storage, which
was formed by a group of ex-IBM
disk-drive people, expects to start
deliveries in amonth or so.
New classification? As a 22-man
panel appointed by MIT ponders
the university's role in military research (a preliminary report is due
May 31 and the final word is to
appear Oct. 1), industry leaders and
Washington sources don't appear
to be overly concerned. Even
though MIT president Harold W.
Johnson has announced that no
new classified projects will be accepted by the Lincoln or Instrumentation Laboratories during the
special committee's deliberations,
on-going projects such as the Poseidon missile and the Self-Aligned
Boost and Reentry System (sAPRE)
are unaffected.
Even if MIT should decide to
drop all classified programs, the
consequences to the nation's technical competence wouldn't be
Circle 65 on reader service card-->-

BUT IN THIS HORSE RACE -THAT'S NOT BAD!
Although we have awinning line of
ECL's— Motorola's still afew circuits
ahead. But we're announcing that we
can match their 14 most popular
MECL II units right now—with more
to come!* So if you've been afraid to
take advantage of the high-speed characteristics of these unique new ECL
devices because you don't like solesourcing—relax. Go ECL II with confidence. Now you've got Stewart-Warner
to back up Motorola...or vice versa.

For more :iformation, send for our

STEWART-WARNER ECL li
CIRCU T
FUNCTION
Dual 4-input Complementary Gate
Dual 4-input Complementary Gate
Dual 4-input Complementary Gate
Quad 2-input NOR Gate
Quad 2-input NOR Gate
Quad 2-input NOR Gate
85-MHz AC-Coupled 1-K Flip-Flop
Dual R-S Flip-Flop (Positive Clock)
Dual R-S Flip-Flop (Negative Clock)
Dual RS Flip-Flop
(Single Rail, Positive Clock)
Translator— ECL to Saturated Logic
Dual 2-input Expandable Gate
Dual 4-5 input Expander
Dual R-S Flip-Flop
(Single Rail, Negative Clock

MILITARY INDUSTRIAL
—55°C. to
0°C. to
125°C.
75°C.

new ECL II data sheets. And, for offthe-shelf product delivery, call your

SW1204
SW1205
SW1206
SW1210
SW1211
SW1212
SW1213
SW1214
SW1215

SWI004
SW1005
SW1006
SW1010
SWIGII
SWIGI2
SW1013
SWIGI4
SW1015

SW1216
SW1218
SW1224
SW1225

SW1(116
SWI1118
SW10Q4
SW10125

STEWART-WARNER MICROCIRCUITS, INC.

SW1233

SW1G33

PRONE 408/245.9200 TWO 910.339.9210

local Stewart-Warner MicrocLrcuits
Distributor.
We also offer li ECUs in the 300 and 350 series.

STEWART-WARE1ER
COMPArlIES

!RCELIANCL

730 EAST EVELYN AVEMUE, SUNNYVALE, CALIFORNIA 94086
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Diversified Glass-to-Metal
Hermetic Seals like these...
(E-1 makes them all!)
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Require Highly Specialized
Engineering Capabilities...
(E-1 has the know-how!)

Specify E-1 Sealed Terminations
for Unusual Service Applications!
How does E. I. produce aquality line of hermetic seals?
The answer is simple. A stringent program of testing
and control! Above is shown an optical comparator being utilized to measure wire terminals for use in a
hermetic seal. Testing in this manner assures that the
finished hermetic seal will comply with all your requirements.
Available in thousands of standard types, E-I seals can
be produced in 'specials' to meet particular component
or equipment requirements.
Technical literature edited for the engineer/designer/
specifier, and containing complete data and information,
is available on request.

Sealed Terminations
Multiple Headers
Transistor and
Diode Bases
Semiconductor Bases
Compression-type
Threaded End Seals
Plug-in Connectors
Vibrator Plug-in
Connectors
High Voltage Glassbonded Ceramic
Seals
Hermetically-sealed
Relay Headers
Special Application
Custom Seals
Custom Sealing
to Specifications

Electrical Industries

A Division of Philips Electronics and Pharmaceutical Industries Corp.
Murray Hill, N. J. 07971 — Tel. (201) 464-3200
Patented in U.S.A., No. 3,035,372; in Canada, No. 523,390; in United Kingdom, 734,583; other patents pending.
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U.S. Reports
grave. Just about all of the work,
particularly at the Instrumentation
Lab, is classified confidential—the
lowest security priority. In fact,
much of the research and development could be carried out clear of
any classification at all. And any
classified work remaining would
certainly be picked up by companies, according to Alan J. Grant,
former president of the Lockheed
Electronics Corp. and now agroup
vice president of Fairchild Camera
& Instrument. In 1968, Government
projects at both laboratories totaled
$116 million, with about half being
classified.
Thin lines. Fairchild Semiconductor has developed amethod calculated to pack more semiconductor chips on a ceramic substrate.
Since most of the area is taken up
by the printed conductors, Fairchild simply prints them smaller.
But it's not really as simple as that.
The limiting factor in printing
fine lines, according to William Littell, senior engineer in charge of
thick-film process development, is
the silk or metal screen. This screen
is usually placed under the mask,
and the resolution of the printed
conductor is determined by the
clearance between screen, mask,
and substrate. The narrower the
clearance, the thinner the lines.
Fairchild eliminates the space between screen and mask by combining the two, and the space between
mask and substrate by using contact printing.
The combined mask and screen
is actually one sheet of metal with
the desired pattern etched halfway
through on one side, and the grid
pattern etched halfway through on
the other. Fairchild will employ this
technique in the manufacture of
custom hybrids—about 80% of its
hybrid business is custom. Littell
says that besides getting more
chips on asubstrate, the technique
will accommodate flip-chip and
beam-lead bonding of very complex
chips; as the devices become larger,
the space between the bonding
pads decreases, and if aconductor
network is to align itself with the
balls of the flip-chip device, the
conductor width must be as small
as 2to 4mils.
Electronics
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Taylor also has three othe
glass epoxy grades of coppe
clad, plus Teflon glass to mee
your circuit needs.

clad laminates are
trouble-free for faster,
easier processing.
Help you meet
MIL-P-55110.
Write for data,

-ljeor
A sub,

ts

Wide range

All Taylor copper

prices

o

separating

Only Taylor
offers
total service
for all
your
copper clad
needs

Taylorclad FIREBAN 101k .
apremium glass-epoxy coppel
clad for critical circuit needs
It combines all of the basit
properties of NEMA G-10
G-11, FR-4, and FR-5 grades
Heat resistant, flame retard
ant, it meets MIL-P-1 394!
and takes precision drilling
punching and shearing.

an d re

and samples.

Composites of copper foil glass
epoxy laminates that save space
and weight. Thicknesses range
from .003 through .031 inches.
GEC 550 meets NEMA G-10.
FIREBAN 650 is flame retardant
—meets NEMA FR-4. Both can
be readily processed with standard equipment and solutions.
Taylor's controlled flow prepreg
systems have low gel time30-second range—resulting in
minimal circuit displacement
during the pressing cycle.

corporation

Alco Standard Corporation

Valley Forge, Pa. 19481 • 215-666-0300
La Verne, Calif. 91750 • 714-593-1341
In Canada: Small Fibre Stampings, Ltd. • Scarborough, Ont. 416-751-6655
MEMBER
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Manufacturer of Tayloron• Laminated Plastics, Taylorite•
Vulcanized Fibre, Tayloron Prepreos, Taylor Fabricated Parts
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Applications Power *

more data
transmission
applications for

ANALOG
SWITCHES
& OP AMPS

*Applications Power ... A broad product line, an extensive network of stocking distributors and an experienced applications train waiting to serve you.
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Here are two more examples that illustrate the versatility of
Siliconix driver/FET switch packages in data transmission systems.
R2

DIFFERENTIAL (TRANSDUCER) MULTIPLEXER
Functional
Description

Chan ne l
s

Type

3

DG120

600

PMOS

121

600

PMOS

—
,
>x-°
1I
I
.._
._
I

—LtED—C-1—

I

ID

---i

ID

--

,-,--z

Max.Switch
rnsioxi
Type
(ohms)

Rs(!)

2

-1-1-1
--

__.

DG122

600

PMOS

132

600

PMOS

c=,

DPST
--/-4
--:.

,_{...__

2

DG126

80

N

129

30

N

140

10

N

--.
I I
I
UD—D..----1

r-DG120

DPST
oENABLE

Two and three channel packages are available with various
ON resistances to meet your specific requirements.
Drivers accept standard DTL, RTL, or TTL logic inputs.

This three channel version of atransducer-multiplexer
uses asingle DG120 along with an LH101.
BUFFERED SAMPLE AND HOLD CIRCUIT

Functional

Channels

Description

2

Max '

rlis (ON)
(ohms)

DGII0

600
600

PMOS

600
30
80

PMOS
N
N

147

10
600

PMOS

148

40

PMOS

III
112
133
134
141

Y201133

Switch

Type

Type

PMOS
MUM al St SLIM
11111.1: $2“.$0

N

FT

R
2

_J
N133

_J
4

1
EDAM

_

5

DG116

600

PMOS

118

600

PMOS

DG I23

600
600

PMOS

125

DG123

Max. input
offset voltage
—55 to +125°C

Max.
input
current

1
-

oENABLE

Low input leakage of the LI20 OP AMP
makes it ideally suited for sample-and-hold circuits.
Two channels of this circuit require only three
DG133s and one L120. An alternative approach would
require two DG129s and one L120 for two channels.

PMOS

One of these driver/switch combinations may be used with
your sample-and-hold circuit. These switches may also
be used to implement your multiplexer/decoding functions.

SILICON IX
OP AMPS

Min.
open loop
gain

Output
voltage
swing

50K

± I2V

Slew
rate

LM 101

• Operation

from

6 mV

500 nA

0.25V/Asec.

±-5
-

to

-i
- 20V

power supplies
• Low current drain
• Continuous

I.H 101
(Internally

I

short

cir-

cuit protection
• Same pin configuration
as 709 amplifier

compensated)

• Low input leakage
• High slew rate
-->-—

L 120

200 mV

50 pA

100

-±- I2V

20V/sec.

• Unity gain stable

• Ideal

for sample and

hold, integrating and
fast voltage comparisons

-->--

Working on data transmission? Write today for complete data on any or
all Siliconix driver 1
FET switch combinations and OP AMPS.
For instant applications assistance, call the number below. Ask for Extension 19.

a

lie

9

Iiconix i
i
ncorporated
.

"

1140 West Evelyn Ave.

.

•

Telephone (408) 245-1000
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Sunnyvale, Calif. 94086
TWX 910-339-9216
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When jozef Hendriks
was aboy, ten-year guarantees
were commonplace.

Venray in The Netherlands used to be ano-nonsense
town. Like most any town in the States. Inventive genius was
governed by ahard morality. You made something new. It
worked. You guaranteed it. None of this Oops-Sorry-Back-ToThe-Drawing-Board business. The maker, not the user, paid for
the maker's mistakes.
Joe Hendriks spent his boyhood in Venray. His budding
genius was governed by that hard morality.You made something.
It worked. You guaranteed it.
Joe Hendriks now works for Teradyne. He designs
instruments to test electronic components. He designs them for
such dogged reliability that, you guessed it, Teradyne provides
,
aten-year guarantee on each instrument's electronic circuitry.
25 or 30 years ago maybe this wasn 'tsuch abig deal.
Today it's abig big deal. Errors are more expensive than ever.
One bad component that gets into an assembly can cost more
than the entire lot it came from. And guarantees are fewer and
farther between.
With all their esoteric knowledge and capability for
flights of fancy, Teradyne designers like Joe Hendriks are as
1
old-fashioned as sin. They woul dn'tbecaught dead using tubes,
stepping switches or conventional relays, or programming
equipment that can't be cross-checked.
You get the idea. Teradyne is in the business of designing
long-life instruments, not for the laboratory, but for the production
line.
If your profits are made by making, distributing or using
electronic components, be glad for the Joe Hendrikses in this
world of the quick and easy. You need automatic instruments
guaranteed to work for the next ten years without adjustment.
You can buy them from Teradyne,1 83 Essex Street, Boston,
Massachusetts 02111.

Teradyne makes sense.

What are
TI semiconductors
doing in
department stores?
(Solving problems like yours)
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In industry after industry, our customers are doing
old jobs better and new jobs in new ways.
In department stores

In your broker's office

In power plants

Digital Data Systems' "Creditmaster" validating system (left)
enables retailers to check credit
cards in one second from countertop remote terminals. A central
processor identifies card as (a)
good, (b) good for alimited amount,

The VidiQuote display from TransLux Corporation converts stockmarket quotations into a continuously updated display.
LSI/MOS 32-bit
shift registers
maintain the display on the monitor screen for acontinuous image.
Synchronization signals are provided by Series 74 TTL integrated
circuits and TI DTL circuits. The
new Trans-Lux system features
significant cost savings, plus reduction in size.

Scam Instrument Corporation developed a new recording annunciator to monitor
up to a thousand
points in power
plants and other
industrial systems.
Series
74N

(c) lost or stolen, or (d) possible
counterfeit.
Extensive use of TI medium scale integration (MSI) and plasticencapsulated TTL integrated circuits greatly reduced equipment
size and design time and cost, while
increasing reliability and ease of
maintenance.

In currency changers

In highway construction

Transmarine Corporation uses TI's
SN72709N operational amplifier in
a currency validating system so
fraud-proof no
counterfeit bill
can beat it.
TI linear integrated circuits
enabled Transmarine to reduce d-c amplifier drift
from -±-50 to -±-8percent. Production
time was cut by 25 percent, size by
60 percent, and cost by 50 percent.

MicroMetric Corporation's 3-axis
reversible scaler simplifies translation of data
from drawings or
photos into computer language
for computation
of construction
problems such as
the amount of roadbed fill required.
MSI/TTL from TI enabled MicroMetric to cut costs while increasing
speed from 30 kHz to 5 MHz and
reducing size by two-thirds.

MSI/TTL integrated circuits were
used, and as a result, logic hardware costs were cut by two-thirds.
Monitoring capacity was nearly
doubled, resolution was improved
from 1250 to 800 microseconds, and
overall size was reduced by 80
percent.
In hospitals...chemical plants...
machine shops... printing plants...
paper mills... water metering...
offices.., automotive skid controls
...TI is helping customers like you
do old jobs better and new things
in new ways.
What's your problem? Chances
are, TI can help with industry's
broadest line of semiconductors,
advanced
custom technologies,
and applications assistance. Call your local TI
distributor or TI sales
engineer.

TEXAS I
NSTRUMENTS
INCORPORATED
Electronics
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8" HELIAX
high power without a hanger "HANG-UP"

Faced with carrying a couple of hundred RF kilowatts? Need low, low attenuation? Move up to 8"
HELIAX® coaxial cable. Big. Semi-flexible. Continuous lengths to 850 feet. Elirr inates connector
bullets and complicated 1
-- angers. Thermal expan-

sion and contraction don't faze it. Power capabilities: 300 kw average at 30 MHz; 58 kw at 600
MHz. Use for HF; Tropo; 0TH radar; VHF and
HF -TV. VVo',..Idn't you like to know more?
Communicate with Andrew.

ANDR EW
CONTACT

THE

NEAREST ANDREW OFFICE OR ANDREW
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CORPORATION,

10500 W.

153rd

STREET,

ORLAND

PARK,

ILLINOIS

60462
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Army developers
of day-night tv face
in-house rivalry ...

... so old rival Navy
may buy first units

Pentagon weighs
updated versions
of airborne CP's

Electronics IMay 12, 1969

There may be trouble brewing within the Army Electronics Command
over its lagging low-light-level television systems program. Problems
still plague the night-vision systems developed around secondary electron
conduction (sec) vidicon tubes. And now acompeting system, built from
off-the-shelf components, has progressed to apoint where its developers
want to contract for an operational system. However, they worry that
the sec researchers may try to delay procurement of the new system
until they can improve and justify its own program.
For several years, the Army's night vision laboratory has been spending
millions of dollars annually to develop the sec vidicon system. However,
the tubes are still very expensive and difficult to build.
Pressed by Vietnam war demands and discouraged by the delays in
developing the sec system, the Army more than a year ago asked the
Electronic Command's night vision and illumination branch—which usually is concerned only with procurement—to develop acheaper version.
The branch developed what it calls the day and night television system,
or Dants. It is built around such components as aStarlight sniperscope
(which uses image-enhancement tubes) connected by fiber optics to a
high-resolution Oxicon tube (a U.S. version of the Plumbicon tube).
Developers of the Dants night vision system say it outperforms the sec
systems though it costs only afifth as much. A typical sec system goes
for about $75,000.
Preliminary tests show that a25-millimeter-aperture Dants system can
equal the output of an 80-mm-aperture sec tube. Sec systems have produced pictures with aresolution of 600 tv lines at 1X 10 -5 foot-candles
scene brightness, but an 80-mm Dants tube will give apicture resolution
of more than 1,000 tv lines.

The Navy reportedly is very interested in Dants, and could end up buying
units before the Army does. In atest in the Atlantic for the Navy, Dants
produced aclear picture of a30-foot gray boat at 1,000 meters during
starlight conditions.
Several companies are already involved in the Dants program. General
Precision Laboratories built an early model; the General Electrodynamics
Corp. has built aprototype using its Oxicon tube; and Autonetics, arelative latecomer to the program, now has asystem near the checkout stage.
Once requests go out for aDants system, more companies are expected
to join in the competition.

The current timetable for the expensive updating of the nation's airborne
command posts calls for contract definition to begin in fiscal 1971. The
Pentagon, now in the design and analysis phase of the program, is weigh..
ing many alternatives, including the use of DC-8 or 707 jetliners, C-5A
or 747 jumbo jets, or the present EC-135's in refurbished form.
The planes will carry either a modified version of the present communications setup or a more elaborate combination involving satellite
communications. Cost of the total system could range from $300 million to
as much as $700 million depending on the mix. Research and development
alone could cost $100 million if the most complex, or satellite, version is
chosen.
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Washington Newsletter
Safeguard may face
software hurdle, too

House gets bill
to curtail FCC's
control of CATV

Pentagon sees gap
in laser research

Addenda
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While capital controversy currently centers on the technological feasibility of radar and missile hardware for the proposed Safeguard Sentinel
antiballistic-missile system, the biggest problem may turn out to be the
ABM computer software.
Insiders say that programing the computer complexes that will monitor
and interpret the radar data will be a formidable task. For one thing,
the computers, working without complete descriptions of targets picked
up, will have to determine whether they're hostile or not. "How do
you program computers to distinguish between natural phenomena,
such as meteorites, and incoming missiles when their `signatures' are
similar?" asks one insider. And the sheer amount of programing necessary
presents an added problem. One major difficulty the Pentagon had with
the simpler Sage air-defense system was the system's unwieldy programing.

Congress may finally get around to taking alook at the cable television
question and may even provide guidelines to the FCC on how t
oh
an dl e i
t.
Rep. Samuel Stratton (D., N.Y.), whose upstate New York district has
no broadcast stations but does have cable systems and alarge cable components manufacturer, the Taco Co., has introduced a bill limiting the
FCC's authority to regulate CATV. Stratton charges that the FCC's Dec.
12 freeze on CATV expansion has started to "strangle" the industry
[Electronics, Dec. 12, 1968, p. 48]. He revealed that Taco has laid off 400
employees—half its work force—as aresult of lack of cable expansion.
Stratton's bill would require the FCC to set technical standards for
CATV and would require that CATV be limited only when abroadcaster
could prove economic injury. CATV interests are currently locked in a
battle with broadcasters over such issues as importing distant signals and
program origination. Although Stratton admits his bill might not be the
best possible solution, it focuses Congressional attention on the issue.
Meanwhile, the House Communications subcommittee, at the urging
of Rep. Lionel Van Deerlin (D., Calif.) ranking Democrat on the committee, will probably hold hearings on CATV in May or June.

Soviet advances in the military use of laser, radar, and microwave technology may spur amajor push in these areas by the Defense Department.
The Pentagon has revealed that while the Soviet Union appears to be
years behind this country in the military use of integrated circuits, Russia
may be ahead of the U.S. in the development of high-power solid state
lasers. Further, according to Pentagon insiders, Russia is matching our
efforts in the development of microwave antennas as well as large multibeam electronically-steerable phased arrays.

The Navy has ordered an investigation into the biological effects of
exposure to radar. In hearings last year on the radiation protection bill,
it was pointed out that the Soviet's military has much lower radiationexposure limits than the American. If the Navy study, to be carried out by
the Zaret Foundation Inc., shows there is biological damage from radar,
it could require changes in radar designs. ...Boeing has been awarded
a$350,000 contract by the FAA to study the use of L-band satellite signals for aeronautical services satellites [Electronics, March 31, p. 67].
The contract calls for the establishment of design criteria.
Electronics IMay 12, 1969

Sorensen modular power supplies
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Optional 10 / sec. overvoltage protection. - RequirEs
no external heat sink in arrbients to 71" C. m29 models-voltages to 330 Vdc at power levels to 300 wais.

Sorensen produces 29 wide-range models, each with
optional overvollage protection. Other manufacturers

Re-

require more than 70C. models to cover the same area.

mote programning—remote sensing—series/parallel op-

By producing and stocking fewer models, Sorensen is

eraton. mg Overload and short circuit protection.
military specifications.

abLe to provide better specifications, higher reliability,

Model QSA10-1.4, shown actual size, illustrates
the compactness of the Sorensen OSA Ser es.
These laboratory-grade, precision power
sources are designed for OEM or system
applications and utilize the latest solidstate regulating technology to provide a
high degree of regulation and stability.

Meets

lower prices and
For

more

-same-day

shipments."

in'ormation

contact

your

local

Sorensen representative or; Raytheon Company,

Sorensen

Operation,

Richards

Ave., Norwalk, Conn. 06856. Tel.: 203838-65 71; TWX
71C -468- 2940.

RAYTHEON

TELEX: 96-5953.

Circle 200 on Inquiry Card

Let's get specific
1

Some manufacturers
advertise
•"broad line"

TRANSITRON
is shipping the
following
devices:*
SERIES II INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

SERIES IINTEGRATED CIRCUITS
Type
No.

Circuit
Function

TG 40
TG 41
TG 42
TG 43

Dual 4-input
NAND Gate

TG
TG
TG
TG

Expandable
Quad 2-Input
OR Gate

15
7
12
6

TG 80
TG 61
TG 62
TO 63

Single 8-Input
NAND Gate

15
7

TG
TG
TG
TG

70
71
72
73

Expandable
Dual 2 x 2
Exclusive OR
Gate

15
7
12

TG
TG
TG
TG

80
81
82
83

Dual Pulse
Shaper/Delay
AND Gate

15
7
12

TG 90
TG 91
TO 92
TG 93

Exclusive OR
with Complement

15
7
12
6

I
M
M
I
I
M
M
I
I

TG
TG
TG
TG

100
101
102
103

Expandable
Triple 3-Input
AND-OR Invert
Gate

15
7
12

M
M
I

TG
TG
TG
TO

110 Expandable
111 Dual 4-Input
112 OR Gate
113

6
15
7
12
8

TG
TG
TG
TG

120 Expandable
121 Single 8-Input
122 NAND Gate
123

I
M
M
I
I
M
M

50
51
52
53

TG
TG
TG
TG

Fanout
15
7
12
6

12
6

6

6

130 Dual 4-Input
131 Line Driver
132
133

TG 140 Clued 2-Input
TG 141 NAND Gate

15
7
12
8
30
15
24
12

15
7

Type
No.

Temp.
Range
M
M
I
l
M
M
I
I
M
M
I
g
M
M
I

I
I
M
M
I
I
M
M

Circuit
Function

Fanout

Temp.
Range

TG 142 Clued 2-Input
TG 143 NAND Gate

12
6

I
I

TG
TG
TG
TO

150 Clued 2-Input
151 OR Expander
152
153

—
—
—
—

M
M
I
I

TG
TO
TG
TG

160 Triple 2-Input
161 Bus Driver
182
163

.
30

M
M
I
I

15
30
15

TG 170
TG 171
TG 172
TG 173
TO 180
TG 181
TG 182
TG 183
TG 190
TG 191
TG 192
TG 193

Dual 4-Input
OR Expander

—
—
—
—
Dual 4-Input
—
AND Expander —
—
—
Triple 3-Input 15
NAND Gate
7
12
6

M
M
I
I

TF
TF
TF
TF

20
21
22
23

Two -Phase SR 15
Clocked Flip
7
Flop
12
6

M
M
I
I

TF
TF
TF
TF

50
51
52
53

Charge Storage JK Flip
Flop (AND
Inputs)

15
7
12
6

M
M
I
I

TF
TF
TF
TF

60
61
62
63

Charge Ston
age JK Flip
Flop (OR
Inputs)

15
7
12
6

M
M
I
I

TF
TF
TF
TF

100
101
102
103

Dual 35 MHz
JK Flip-Flop
(Separate
Clock)

11
6
9
5

M
M
I
I

TF
TF
TF
TF

110
111
112
113

Dual 35 MHz
JK Flip-Flop
(Common
Clock)

11
6
9
5

M
M
I
I

M
M
I
I
M
M
I
I

Type
No.

Fanout

Circuit
Function

Temp.
Range

Type
No.

Circuit
Function

Fanout

Temp.
Range

TG
TG
TG
TO

11
200 Expandable
201 Single 8-Input
6
9
202 NAND Gate
203
5

M
M
I
I

TG 300
TG 301
TG 302
TG 303

11
Expandable
6
Triple 3-Input
9
AND-OR Invert
Gate
5

M
M
I
I

TO
TG
TG
TG

210 Expandable
211 Dual 4-Input
212 OR Gate
213

11
6
9
5

M
M
I
I

TG
TO
TG
TG

310
311
312
313

Expandable
Dual 2 + 2
Exclusive OR
Gate

11
6
9
5

M
M
I
I

TG
TG
TG
TG

220 Quad 2-Input
221 NAND Gate
222
223

11
8
9
5

M
M
I
I

TG
TG
TO
TG

320 Triple 3-Input
321 NAND Gate
322
323

11
6
9
5

M
M
I
I

—
—
—
—
10240 Dual 4-Input
11
8
TG 241 NAND Gate
9
TG 242
TG 243
5
11
TG 250 Expandable
6
TG 251 Quad 2-Input
TG 252 OR Gate
9
TG 253
5
TO 260 Single 8-Input 11
6
TG 281 NAND Gate
TG 262
9
TG 263
6
—
TG 270 Dual 4-Input
TG 271 OR Expander —
TG 272
—
TG 273
—

M
M

TO 350 Quad 2-Input
TG 352 Lamp Driver

22
18

M
I

I
I
M
M
I
I
M
M
I
I
M
M

TF
TF
TF
TF

120
121
122
123

Dual 50 MHz
JK Flip -Flop
(Separate
Clock)

11
8
9
5

M
M
I
I

TF
TF
TF
TF

130
131
132
133

Dual 50 MHz
JK Flip-Flop
(Common
Clock)

11
6
9
5

M
M
I
I

TF
TF
TF
TF

M
M
I
I

I
I
M
M

TF
TF
TF
TF

11
200 50 MHz .1K
201 Flip-Flop (AND 6
9
202 Inputs)
5
203
11
210 50 MHz JK
6
211 Flip-Flop (OR
9
212 Inputs)
5
213

I
I
M
M

IF
TF
TF
TF

250
251
252
253

Charge Siteage JK FlipFlop (AND
Inputs)

11
6
9
5

M
M
I
I

I
I

TF
TF
TF
TF

280
261
262
263

Charge Storage JK FlipFlop (OR
Inputs)

11
6
9
5

M
M
I
I

TG
TG
TG
TG

TG
TO
TO
TG

230 Clued 2-Input
231 OR Expander
232
233

280 Expandable
281 Dual 4-input
282 AND Gate
283

TG 290 Dual 2 + 3
10291 Input OR
TG 292 Expander
TG 293

*Electrically and mechanically interchangeable with SUHL I and

10
5
8

4
—
—
—
—

M
M
I
I

M
M
I
I

/
N

n

TRANSITRON SALES OFFICES...
BALTIMORE
Baltimore. Maryland 21201
Sutton Place
1111 Park Ave.
(301) 728-5885
BOSTON
Wakefield, Massachusetts 01880
168 Albion Street
(617) 245-5640

78

CHICAGO
Oak Park, Illinois 60302
6841 West North Ave.
(312) Village 8-5556

DAYTON
Dayton, Ohio 45414
4940 Profit Way
(513) 276-4141

KANSAS CITY
Kansas City, Kansas 66103
2707A West 43rd Street
(913) 362-6640

DALLAS
Dallas. Texas 75235
Blanton Towers,
Suite B-121
3300 West Mockingbird Lane
(214) FLeenvood 7-9448

DETROIT
Dearborn, Michigan 48126
13365 Michigan Ave.
Suite 201
(313) 846-9062

LOS ANGELES
Inglewood, California 90305
3402 West Century Boulevard
Suite 22
(213) 673-0100

MINNEAPOLIS
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55435
Suite 227
4660 West 77th St.
(612) 927-7923

NEW YORK
Poughkeepsle, New York 12603
2LaGrange Ave.
Room 212
(914) 452-5250

NEW YORK
Larchmont, New York 10538
22 Boston Post Rd.
(914) 834-8000

Syracuse. N.Y 13211
Plckard BuildIng
5858 East Malloy Road
Room 171
(315) 454-4491
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about TTL
2

Some manufacturers
talk vaguely about
•MSI availability

3
.

Some manufacturers
talk
"fast delivery"

TRANSITRON
has the following Series Ill
complex functions
available... NOW:

TRANSITRON
can ship most requirements
within 24 HOURS of
receipt of order

SERIES III DIGITAL FUNCTIONAL ARRAYS
Type
No.

Circuit
Function

Temp.
Range

TA
TA
TA
TA

10
11
12
13

Full Adder

TA
TA
TA
TA

20
21
22
23

Dependent Carry
Fast Adder

TA
TA
TA
TA

30
31
32
33

Independent Carry
Fast Adder

Type
No.

Circuit
Function

TD 40
10 42

Carry Decoder

IR 60
IR 61
TR 62
TR 63

4-Bit Storage
Register

TA 70
TA 71
IR 72

4-Bit Storage
Register Bas
Transfer Output

TA 73
TM 81
TM 82
TM 83

Temp.
Range
M
I

Because we maintain depth stocks of all major
active types. Transitron can fill 90% of your
TTL requirements off the shelf. This means
that, when you have an urgent requirement, we
can and will ship within 24 hours of the time
we receive your order. It you need one of the
few specials which we don't stock, it may take
us a little longer .... but not much.
GET THE SPECIFICS FROM TRANSITRON
Your broadest industry source for TTL.
Write for complete specifications and data on
any of the types shown here. And if you want
TTL in plastic, ask for information on Transitron's 7400/5400 Series.

16-Bit Memory

TTL PACKAGE OPTIONS

... PLUS THESE
EXCLUSIVE
TRANSITRON SERIES III DEVICES
Type
No.

Circuit
Function

Temp.
Range

IC
TC
TC
TC

11
12
13
14

Binary Ripple Counter

IC
TC
TC
IC

15
16
17
18

BCD Ripple Counter

Type
No.

Circuit
Function

M

TA 15
TA 16
IR 17
T13_18

4-Bit Sh .1 Register
(Non-resettable)

M

TA 25
i26
TA 27
TA 28

4-Bit Shift Register
(Resaleable)

TO-85
Temp.
Range

.

TO-86
tUt

TO-116

ORLANDO
Orlando. Florida 32806
22 W Lake Beauty Drive
Suite 201
(305) CHerry 1-4526

PHOENIX
Scottsdale. Arizona 85251
77 3rd Avenue West
Suite 210
(602) 945-0771

PHILADELPHIA
King 01 Prussia, Pa 19406
580 Shoemaker Road
(215) 242-3995

SAN FRANCISCO
Palo Alto, Cal.tornea 94303
991 Commerclal St
Room 5
(415) 961-1954

Electronics ,May 12, 1969

CANADA
Toronto 18. Canada
1229 The Oueensway
Suite 9
14161 Clifford 9-5461

Tra n
electronic

corporation

168 Albion Street Wakefield, Massachusetts 01880

Circle 79 on reader service card
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Codex
introduces
amodem
that transmits
9600 11 s
(per one
voice grade
line!

"Unbelievable!"
"O.K. Send me the whole story"
"Tell me another"

For literature, test
results and full details,

It has an Automatic
Equalizer ("AE") that

"Unbelievable!"
But true.
The new Codex Model
AE-96 modulator/
demodulator can make
1leased line do the
work of 4, by transmitting and receiving
data at 9600 bps over
lines previously utilized
at 2400 bps or 4800 bps
at the most. Accuracy
is as good as with

contact Richard Young,
Marketing Manager,

conditions the 9600-bit
data to travel smoothly
on one voice grade
Type 3002, C-2 conditioned line. You j_ist
push a button for initial
equalization, which
takes a mere 31
2
/
seconds. The equalizer
then monitors and
optimizes performance
8times per second to
compensate for Ine
changes. No hours of
manual tweaking.

Data Transmission,
Codex Corporation,
150 Coolidge Ave.,

"You've struck a nerve"
Codex s9300 bps
Moderr is in use and
on the production line.
It meets RS 232B
Interface Standard
(full duplex) of EIA, and
MIL Std. 138B.

Watertown, Mass.
02172. Phone:
(617) 926-3000
TELEX: 922-443.
If you're not familiar
with Codex (until now
we've concentrated in
military markets) ... we
have some real eyeopeners to show you!

2400 bps equipment.

cor0oCirion
Circle 81 on reader service card

FOR SPECIAL MEMORIES
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If you're a computer system designer, every one of your systems is

of MIL-E-5400, MIL-E-4158 and
MIL-E-16400.

our MICROMEMORY 1000. You get
up to 32k bits of storage with acycle

special. But that doesn't have to
mean costly, custom hardware for
implementation. Electronic Memories has the broadest, most versatile
memory line in the industry. A com-

B. If you need a ground-based
militarized system, look at our
SEMS 7. It's not as small as the
SEMS 5, but has more storage

time of 2.5s occupying only 400
cubic inches and dissipating 35W.
We use a special 3 D technique that

plete line of systems, stacks and
cores, built for aerospace, military
and commercial applications.
Chances are good that one of our
standard products will fit right into
the slot in your system.
A. There's our SEMS 5, built
small and reliable for airborne and
satellite computing applications.
131,062 bits with a cycle time of
2s in 132 cubic inches. And packaged to meet the applicable portions
82

• rem* rem*

(327,680 bits with a2s cycle time).
And it meets all the applicable portions of MIL-E-4158, MIL-E-16400
and SCL-6200.
C. For more speed, there's our
NANOMEMORY" 2650 System. It's
built with IC electronics, uses a21
2 D
/
drive and stores up to 294,902 bits
with a cycle time of 650ns. You can
even get it with a built-in self-tester.
All in a 2% cubic foot module that
does everything bulkier systems do.
D. And for low cost systems, use

both lowers the component count
and increases the MTBF. The
MICROMEMORY 1000 comes with
no case so there are no special cooling requirements, while true random
access and a simple I/O interface
make for easy integration into your
system.
E. If you're starting further back
than that, pick one of our stacks.
2/
2
1
D or 3 D. Military or commercial. Miniaturized, heated, folded
or split into modules. Whatever's
exactly right for your application.
Electronics IMay 12, 1969
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Em NANOM EMORY
F. Or, if you're working right
from scratch, we've got cores. 18
to 80 mil magnesium-manganese
cores that operate from 0°C to
+65°C, with cycle times that range
down to less than 600ns. 18 to 30
mil lithium ferrite cores that operate over the full temperature range
from —55°C to +125°C. We've
made cores for all the major computer programs and most of the

THE MEMORY SQUAD
If you're not at the hardware
stage yet, maybe we can help with
your design. The group below is our

everything from cores to memory

Memory Squad, our senior engineering staff. Write and we'll send you

designs. They've designed and built
equipment for the full range of

the whole group for a day. They'll
give you aone-day seminar on memories in your plant. It
will cover

applications from satellites to computers to submarines. Write requesting the seminar and get some of

systems, with the emphasis on the
practical aspects of implementing

their experience into your sys-

satellites. And we're building them
for our own systems. Right now and

tems now. They're standing by.

in volume.
If you need more information,
circle the reader service number.
We'll send a complete collection of
our literature. If you need the hard-

ELECTRONIC MEMORIES INC.
12621 Chadron Avenue
Hawthorne, California 90250
(213) 772-5201 Ein

ware, call us collect.
Electronics
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Carte Blanche
re-invents
the credit card.
The way we look at it, we practically
invented the travel and entertainment
credit card in the first place. So why
shouldn't we re-invent it?
We think it's time for some changes
because your credit needs today

Our new service: Cartan Travel.

"We're sorry about the
mix-up ... but it's our
computer, you know."
We won't give you
an answer like that.
Because at Carte
Blanche, the emphasis
is on man, not the
machine. Sure, we have
the very latest new
computers to help with our accounts.
And that's just what they do: help.

When things are running smoothly
inside, then there's really no limit to
the variety of service you can offer.
And we've just
added a new
one we think
our members
will appreciate. We've just
acquired Cartan Travel, one
of the nation's
largest travel
firms.
You may have heard
of the famous Cartan
Tours. Well, starting May 1,
Carte Blanche members can
charge any of them on their Carte
Blanche Card. They can charge them
at the thousands of travel agencies
throughout the United States that
handle Cartan Tours. And they can
even arrange for convenient extended
payment.

Someone to talk to.

Jet away from it all.

They help the Member Service Representative who's assigned to your
account. We even tell you her name.
So if you ever have aquestion on your
account, you know exactly who to
write or call. And when you do, she'll
use our computers and microfilm records to get you an almost instant recap
of your account's status.

Speaking of travel, we're honored on
virtually every domestic and international airline that goes anywhere worth
going. (You can take up to 24 months
to pay for your ticket, too, depending
on the amount.)
Which brings to mind our many
other Carte Blanche services. A
superb list of fine restaurants. An
impressive list of hotels, motels, and
inns. All the major rent-a-cars. More
gas stations and brands of gas than
any other multipurpose credit card
offers. A wonderful selection of specialty shops and liquor merchants.

are a lot different
from what they used to
be. And we think you
deserve more when you
pay good money for a
credit card.
Relief for Credit card
headaches.

We're the only travel and entertainment card that guarantees your credit
at 1,300 hospitals throughout the
country. We're also the only card of
our kind that offers you a $250,000
accidental death insurance policy.
(Not very entertaining ideas, but reassuring ones.)
A look to the future.
Now, you might say it sounds like we
have alot going for us. We do. And we
have a lot of plans for the future—
some of them pretty revolutionary.
You'll be hearing about them very
soon.
For now, let's just say they'll be
bringing Carte Blanche Credit to more
people than ever before.
You shouldn't be without us.
It all boils down to this: you should
make room for us in your wallet—if
only for the fact that we promise you
the service you pay for. But we've
given you all the other reasons. Just
pick your own. Or, invent one.
Tear out.
At any rate, send us the attached application now. It only takes a minute to
fill out. But we think it might bring you
years of satisfaction.
Like they say, experience is the best
teacher. So see what it's like to say
"Carte Blanche!" (kart' blonsh')
instead of "Charge it."

We give
you more
than credit.

Little things mean alot.
Of course, not everyone is awould-be
world traveler. So we have plenty to
keep you happy at home. There's our
exclusive, pink Hers Card. It gives her
credit for being a woman.
84
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"Have another helping of Beluga caviar,"
smiled Ben Effits, Microdots director of personnel. The young recruit mumbled his thanks
and piled some more of the shiny black stuff
on asmall graham cracker.
"So this is your R&D supper club, eh Mr.
Ef f
its?"
"Call me Ben, my boy. Yes, this is the Ivory
Tower Room. We believe that one must have
the correct environment for creative performance. And this one is it. So exclusive, no sales
engineer has ever seen it, let alone been in it."
The young engineer nodded his approval.
"And these pictures on the walls?"
"Oils. Originals. Of those stellar people,
much like yourself, with the genius, the
essence, who have contributed to Microdot
technology. Take that lad there," Ben Effits
waved toward astriking oil of amid-thirtyish
Ph.D. in shiny blue serge with eyes to match.
"That's Marc. One of our most inventive creators. The father of," Ben lowered his head and
eyes, "the MARC 53 line of high density, circular multi-pin connectors."
"And they named the creation after him,"
the recruit breathed.
"That was just a paltry token of what we
did for him," Ben Effits raised afinger and a
comely damsel undulated in with another bottle of Piper-Heidsick '59.
"One of our R&D secretaries by day," Ben
winked and went on. "The MARC 53 is quite
asuccessful line of subminiature connectors.
They're the most advanced high density connectors in the business, from seven to sixtyone contact arrangements in under one inch
i.d. They feature Posiloclo, the only advanced
push-pull, lock coupling mechanism that guar-

The Connector Thing
in which Microdot reveals some of its highly
creative thoughts on the care and feeding of engineers.

antees proper engagement under 'blind matting' conditions. And Posiseal". That's a
sandwich insert that uses silicon interwafer
seals. With Posiseal", there's never been an
air void problem or moisture problem between
contact."
"Remarkable," increduloused the recruit.
"You bet. High density, circular subminiature connectors were really born and raised at
Microdot. We also have aMARC 53 RMD version. Rear-insertable and rear-removable pins
and sockets. No tools needed for assembly and
disassembly. What does that mean to you?"
"Why, no damage to delicate rubber seals
or inserts," replied the recruit. "And it also
means that it must be one hundred percent
field serviceable."
"Of course. And there are many other features. Scuff-proof contacts, for example. Interchangeable parts so that acracked insulator
or worn plating only means anew part, not a
new connector."
"My boy, it is that type of connector technology that is rapidly gaining us our rightful
place in the industry as the highest quality
full-line producer of ultraminiature and subminiature connectors. Naturally, when you
value technological contributions as highly as
we do, you run the risk of asomewhat dilettante reputation. For several years, there were

-E—Circle 86 on reader service card

those who envisioned us as asort of connector
gourmet organization. Tasting little tidbits of
the huge smorgasbord of connector technology, so to speak."
"Understandable," gurgled the young engineer, as he swa lowed another spoonful of the
caviar.
"But no longer so. From Lepra/Con to Twist/
Con to Golden Crimp to MARC 53, our repertoire now extends the full range of subminiature or ultraminiature connector requirements.
"Can Iwrite for the specs for MARC 53 ?"
"Of course. Anybody can. But if you're coming with us, you'll have your own monogrammed and autographed set."
"Well, that's very nice of you Mister, uh
Ben. I'd like to...."
"Fine. It's settled."
"Now," added Ben, "after you've signed, we
can discuss your bonus and then confer with
the decorator aoout your quarters. Oh, waiter,
some more Piper-Heidsick '59 and the check
please."

MICRODOT INC.
220 Pasadena Ave., South Pasadena, Calif. 91030
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"Freon'solvents
improve reliability
and reduce costs.
-Jack

L. Steiner, Manager of Assembly Operations, Applied Dynamics, Inc.

Applied Dynamics, Inc., an analog-computer
manufacturer in Ann Arbor, Michigan, accomplished more effective cleaning of electronic subassemblies by using "Freon"* solvents. In
addition, they improved quality, reliability and
reduced costs.
Applied Dynamics uses "Freon" TMC for
complete removal of rosin flux after soldering of
assembly boards. A two-solvent system,
"Freon" T-WD 602 and "Freon" TF, is used for
further cleaning of critical modules to completely
remove polar soils deposited by plating,
handling, etc.
Because of their experience with "Freon"
solvent systems, Applied Dynamics is considering additional ones.
Parts are efficiently cleaned in Branson
ultrasonic equipment specifically designed for
the application and proper handling of "Freon"
solvents.
To insure complete cleanliness before the
critical modules are inserted into the computer,
athree-tank cleaning system is being employed.
In the first tank, "Freon" T-WD 602 (a patented
emulsion of "Freon" TF, water and detergent),
removes foreign matter picked up on the production line.To remove any remaining impurities
and detergent residue, boards are then
immersed in "Freon" TF. This is followed by a
rinse in still athird tank with ultrasonically
agitated "Freon" TF.
"These systems insure complete removal of
all foreign material and are economical. Since
we started this procedure, leakages have been
eliminated," says Mr. Steiner.
"Freon" solvents may well be able to do
similar things for you, too, if you have difficult
cleaning problems to solve.
And it can cut your costs, too —because
unlike many other solvents, "Freon" needs no
inhibitors. So it is easy to clean and reuse.
Find out what "Freon" can do for you. Write
to DuPont Co., Room 7238,Wilmington,
Delaware, 19898. (In Europe, write to DuPont
de Nemours International, SA., "Freon"
Products Division, 81, Route de l'Aire, CH-1211
Geneva 24, Switzerland.)

Sol Vents
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These general-purpose XY recorders set
new price/performance standards for
users. Bold words, but we can prove
them. We call them "general purpose"
because they combine features and performance covering a broad range of
user needs. And the price is down where
everyone serious about recording XY
data can afford them.
High performance: On both the 7035B
(8 /
2 "x 11") and 7005B (11"x 17"), you
1
get 20 in/sec slewing speed, five calibrated input ranges from 1 mv/ in. to
10 V/ in, with metric calibration optional; one megohm input impedance
on all but the two most sensitive ranges;
0.2% accuracy full scale, with 0.1%
linearity and resettability. Features: All
the time-and field-tested HP features

Industry Standards

are standard, such as all-solid-state circuitry, exclusive electric paper holddown, zener reference, electric pen lift,
easy-load platen, rack/bench convertability, instant access for adjustment or
maintenance. Price: A low $985 (7035B)
and $1195 (7005B).
To check on how closely we meet your
XY recorder standards, call your local
HP field engineer. Or write HewlettPackard, Palo Alto, Calif. 94304; Europe:
1217 Meyrin -Geneva, Switzerland.
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Owens-Illinois RZ Glass Sputte-ing Target is a NEW copper

standard R.F. sputtering equip-

alumino-silicate glass readily sputtered on a silicon substrate.

ment, followed by simple etch

After sputter deposition, the RZ glass layer is etched to open up
contacts to the silicon substrate. A simple oxidation-reduction

when needed. A new manufacturing process holds the sodium

process then produces pure copper conductive .ayers on the RZ
glass, even in etched undercuts.

content of these glasses below

REDUCED COPPER
RZ GLASS
siLicCN SUBSTRATE

20 ppm.

RZ glasses are ideal for making single or multilayer intercon-

Owens-Illinois can supply targets promptly in lengths, widths,

nections in medium or large-scale integrated circuits. The conductive layer is produced uniformly on RZ-coated substrates

and thicknesses :o fi: your R.F. set-up and substrate dimensions.

regardless of surface geometry.
You now have your choice of three sputtering targets from

We'll work with you on materials to meet your special needs.
Complete data, specificatiors, and sputtering procedures
developeo in the Owers-Illinois microelectronics research labs

Owens-Illinois ... 1. NEW RZ copper alumino-silicate, silicon-

will be sent to you promptly on request. Ask for information on

matching, 2. EE-9 alumino-si:icate, silicon-matching, 3. EE-10

these other 0-I electronic materials: package sealants, substrate
glazes and insulating f, Irrs, preform materials, glazed IC pack-

alumino-silicate, alumina and gallium arsenide matching.
All three are readily deposited at rates of 250 À/minute with

aged parts and substrates. WR:TE TO:
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Sylvania introduces
the MSI
supermarket.
FUNCTIONAL ARRAYS, TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS (+25°C, +5.0 Volts)
t„
Avg. Power
Function
Type Nos.
(nsec)
(mW)
Full Adder

SMIO Series

Dependent Carry Fast Adder

SM20 Series

Independent Carry Fast Adder

SM30 Series

Sum 22 Carry 10

Noise Immunity
+(Volts)-

90

1.0

1.0

Sum 22 Carry 10

125

1.0

1.0

Sum 22 Carry 10

125

1.0

1.0

Carry Decoder

SM40 Series

2

1.0

1.0

4-Bit Storage Register

SM60 Series

20

30/bit

1.0

1.0

Bus Transfer Output
4-Bit Storage Register

SM70 Series

20

30/bit

1.0

1.0

Cascade Pullup Output
16-Bit Scratch Pad Memory

SM80 Series

25

250

1.0

1.0

Decade Frequency Divider

SM90/92 Series
SM91/93 Series

35MHz
30MHz

125
85

1.0

1.0

4-Bit Shift Register

SM110 Series

25MHz

120

1.0

1.0

Parity Generator/Checker

SM120 Series

22

125

1.0

1.0

25

Comparator

SM130 Series

17

120

1.0

1.0

Programmable Binary Divider

SM140 Series

25MHz

150

1.0

1.0

Programmable Decade Divider

SM150 Series

25MHz

150

1.0

1.0

Binary Counter

SM160 Series

25MHz

135

1.0

1.0

Decade Counter

SM170 Series

25MHz

135

1.0

1.0
1.0

Binary Up/Down Counter

SM180 Series

25MHz

205

1.0

Decade Up/Down Counter

SM190 Series

25MHz

205

1.0

1.0

BCD to 7-Segment Translator

SM200 Series

85

280

1.0

1.0

Dual 4-Bit Multiplexer

SM210 Series

10-20

130

1.0

1.0

Demultiplexer

SM220 Series

9-14

225

1.0

1.0

Sylvania Electronic Components,
Semiconductor Division.
Woburn, Mass. 01801

Fanout

These arrays
are available
in fanouts
up to 15 and
are completely
compatible
with SUHL I
and SUHL II
integrated
circuits.
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Cut costs and increase flexibility!
Impossible? Not with our 7899 EMI System.
Honeywell's 7899 Autodevice is provided by a
matic Signal Analysis and
single panel programmer.
Display System doubles as
Automatic band-switcha complete frequency doing and simultaneous plotmain lab. Individual modting of both average and
ules, such as receivers,
peak output are among
recorders, generators, disoptional features available
play units and sensors, are
for completely automatic
self-contained and usable
EMI data collection.
independently of the sysThe 7899 is the result of
tem as laboratory instru-"'"`•
Honeywell's more than 20
ments. No édditional comyears' experience in the
ponents needed. No adEMI/R Fl field —experience
Typical 7899 System X-Y Plot of conducted
ditional expense.
interference from 250 kHz sinewaye pulsed at a you can rely on for the most
Asa system, itscans and
10 kHz for aduration of 12m sec.
practical solution to interplots detected signal amference measurement.
plitudes from 3 Hz to 1000 MHz in atime span
For more complete information, call Bill Matdepending on recording technique and desired
tox (collect) at (301) 263-2661 or write to
frequency resolution. Operator control of freManager, RF Products, Honeywell, Test Instruquency, scan rate, narrow or wideband detecments Division, Box 391, Annapolis, Md. 21404.
tion, sensor and recording and/or display

Honeywell

A. Wave Analyzer System with Level Recorder

F.

B. Sub Audio detection

G. Pre Amp Control Unit: AW 209-2825

K. Program Control

C. Impulse Generator 120 Hz to 2.5 kHz

H. XV Plotter: graphic spectrum display

L.

D. Spectrum Generator: 1KC to 30 MHz

I.

E.

Spectroscope: sideband and modulation display

J.

Storage Scope: spectrum display—high speed

Receivers and Converters:
11,Hz to ICOO MHz

Impulse Gen,rator: 30 MHz and above

Honeywell engineers
sell solutions
92

System Log Converter
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Nature invented i
t
hard-shell protection.
e

We swiped it.
The Armadillo Connector is here.
We take aconnector design that's
already foolproof, and make sure it'll
stay that way. By wrapping acoat of
stainless steel armor around it to
protect it from all abuse in the field.
It's complete protection. For our
new D Series connectors that
deserve it. For example, they have
the Hughes exclusive PolarHex
center jackscrew coupling system.
This means polarization every
time. Perfect alignment. Easy mat-

ing and unmating.
These :connectors are fdly enJironmente I, too. They come in fi ie
shell sizes, with 18 to 138 contac -s.
They have the famous Hughas crimp
snap-in :contacts and retention
mechanism. And you can use or
new Pull-Thru insertion tool wi:h
them for -:aster wiring.
NON the most advanced of all
rectangt_lars come in the most
advanced packages. (For examp e,
the st-ells are mechanically keyed to

prevent mismating.)
Another Hughes innovation.
With armadillos, hard-shell protection is very old. But with connectors, it's very new.
Write Hughes Aircraft Company,
GO Connecting Devices, 500
Superior Avenue, Newport Beach,
California 92663. Phone (714) 5480671. TWX 714-642-1353.

HUGHES

If it's happening in connectors,
it probably started at Hughes.

With these
resistance
meters...

you can go to extremes.
Use the HP 4329A High Resistance Meter for high-

on samples with series reactance up to twice their

voltage components, leakage current, testing insula-

resistance values. And each probe combines both cur-

tion qualities of PC boards and materials used in

rent drive and voltage sensing. At only seven pounds,

switches and relays—or use it as a picoammeter.

it's aconvenient package for either field or production

At the opposite extreme, use the 4328A Milliohmmeter
for contact resistance, trouble-shooting grounds, semiconductor junction or contact lead bond quality.
The compact, solid-state 4329A has aresistance range
from 5x10 5 ohms to 2x10 16 ohms, with selectable test

line. Price: $450; with option 01, internal rechargeable
battery, $475.
Call your local HP field engineer for the details, or write
Hewlett-Packard, Palo Alto, California 94304; Europe:
1217 Meyrin-Geneva, Switzerland.

voltages from 10 to 1000 volts. Lighted range and
scale indicators afford fast, accurate readings. Analog
output. Price: $750; model 16008A Resistivity Cell for

HEWLETT h

PACKARD

volume and surface resistivities, $200.
The 4328A gives you 20 microohm sensitivity from 100

RESISTANCE

METERS

ohms down to the milliohm range. It has a built-in
phase discriminator for making precise measurements
94
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AiResearch makes some of the
world's most advanced electronic components.
But they're not for sale.
AiResearch is not in the electronic
component business. We are in
the electronic systems business.
And, today, system capability
demands a sensitive and critical
awareness of component technology.
AiResearch has it.
This includes complete in-house

capability to incorporate the latest
electronic advances into our aerospace systems.
AiResearch is currently producing complete systems that
combine the most advanced
devices with a high level of integration, using thin and thick film
techniques, and sophisticated interconnection technologies. Such

as multilayered circuit boards,
welded matrices and wire wrap.
For more details about our airborne electronic systems capability, contact AiResearch Electronic
Systems, 2525 W. 190th Street,
Torrance, Calif. 90509.
AiResearch Electronics Capability
Starts at Home

AiResearch

MTV

Electronic Systems

one of The Signal Companies
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Because...

uo

. ..Because the noise in wirewound potentiometers is low—typically 10 ohms ENR in all resistance
ranges!
. ..Because with temperature coefficient of 50
ppmPC or less you get exceptional stability!
. .Because if it's power you need, wirewounds
score again and surpass other elements!
...Because there's over 20 years of field experience with wirewounds so their reliability can
be statistically verified!

.. .Because

there's

off-the-shelf

delivery.

We

at Bourns stock 500,000 units at the factory while
our 63 distributors stock 1,500,000 pieces. Remember ...whether from factory or distributor
stocks you get the potentiometers you need . .
when you need them by specifying Bourns wirewound potentiometers — the best in the industry!

BOURNS, INC., TRIMPOT PRODUCTS DIVISION • 1200 COLUMBIA AVE.,

RIVERSIDE,

CALIF. 92507
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Highlights of this issue

Technical Articles
Earth resources
technology satellite
finally on the way
page 98

The long-delayed program to keep a running check on the
earth's resources with sensors carried aboard orbiting spacecraft is moving into the RFP stage. A full-fledged system could
prove well worth the wait, keeping tabs and supplying data
on soil, forests, water supplies, mineral deposits, and the like,
and providing aerospace contractors with some big, long-term
orders.

New etchant puts
dielectric isolation
in the groove
page 112

Applications of dielectric isolation were
long limited to radiation-hardened circuits
where costs were no particular object.
•"1\'"
Now, however, it's practical for all linear
and high-voltage, as well as certain digital,
IC's. The means to this end is an anisotropic etchant that attacks the 100 crystal
plane more rapidly than the 111, forming
V-shaped isolation grooves. Since etching
stops at the tip of the V, the process is easily controlled and
valuable semiconductor material is not wasted. Other advantages: more flexible complementary structures and selective
gold doping for saturating logic circuits. Art director Gerald
Ferguson, whose initials are visible on the cufflink, created
the cover.

Through thick and thin
with memory systems
page 116

The ninth installment of Electronics' series on memory technology covers ferroelectric and thin-film units. The former,
which work off the piezoelectric properties of certain ceramics,
are comparatively slow but rugged enough to withstand punishment that would pulverize most of their counterparts. Thinfilm memories have commanded great interest over the years
for their potential high-speed, low-cost operation.

Keeping track of
Japan's high-speed
passenger trains
page 124

High-speed passenger trains have been operational in Japan
for the past five years on the 320-mile run from Tokyo to
Osaka. Planners at the Japanese National Railways are now
mapping out expansions and improvements. As a result of
the control and safety exigencies raised by the proposed
speeds-220 miles per hour against the present 125 mph—
these undertakings promise new challenges for electronic
technology and techniques. Among the projects under way:
highly automated control systems operating on a movableblock principle, as well as new radars and communications
nets.

Electronics

Coming
Where it's at with
r-f power transistors

4— Circle

96 on reader service card

Users of power transistors get awelter of information on d-c
parameters from manufacturers, but not much r-f data. This
article surveys available and upcoming products and furnishes
aroundup of important characteristics.
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Space electronics

At long last, ERTS is on the way
Much-delayed program to keep tabs on the earth's resources with sensors
mounted in orbiting satellites is finally reaching the RFP stage, and if
it develops into afull-fledged system, it will have been worth the wait

By Alfred Rosenblatt and Paul Dickson
Associate editors

No space program proposed in the past several
years has attracted so many friends and yet made
so little progress as the Earth Resources Technology Satellite. Its friends include the Congress,
assorted Government agencies, and the aerospace
industry. The opposition: NASA officials, of all people, and aformidable opposition they've been.
But now, after more than five years of study and
restudy, justification and rejustification, threat and
counterthreat, a request for proposals is finally
emerging, one calling for amodest, demonstration
ERTS system. But even this emergence has sorely
tried the patience of potential bidders. They're certainly used to delays, but this RFP waiting period
has become asort of vigil. NASA first promised to
mail the RFP in January, let it slip to February, and
then left everyone hanging on a day-to-day basis.
One of the stumbling blocks was that the space
agency and Government users—the Interior and Agriculture Departments—weren't able to agree on the
work statement.
But if there's ever been aspace program that justified patience, it's this one. While it will hardly be
another Apollo ($30 billion appropriated so far),
ERTS is likely to snowball into an operational system of many special-purpose satellites or several
big multipurpose craft, as well as alarge supporting ground communications setup and adata processing network, by the mid or late 1970's. Recognizing this, several systems houses have had teams
of spacecraft, sensor, and data-management experts
hard at work for the past few years in anticipation
of the request for bids. And they've been spending
their own money—with no returns so far.
In its long-delayed RFP, NASA will spell out the
functional details of the initial resources-sensing
satellites, indicating the types of remote electronic
sensors they should carry, the data-gathering and
processing problems, .and the launch schedule.
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Right now it looks as if NASA plans to orbit one
satellite (ERTS A) in late 1971, and asecond (ERTS
B), with possibly more advanced sensors, a year
later.
The two craft would be primarily experimental,
according to Leonard Jaffe, director of NASA's space
applications programs. But Jaffe is quick to note
that just as with the first Tiros, the data collected
can be interpreted and put to use as soon as it
starts coming back. "We look upon it as an experiment in which we'll find what we can use, how to
process data, and how to use the data operationally," he says.
From the information garnered by these initial
satellites, NASA will plan an operational earth resources system (ERS). Jaffe does see the possibility
of experiments continuing through afew more letters of the alphabet—ERTS C, D, and so on—but he
can't say what form the additional spacecraft would
take. He also sees the possibility of conducting advanced ERTS experimental work on future manned
missions. And he adds that the ERTS program could
follow the same route as Nimbus and Tiros, with
NASA running the experimental phase and a user
agency taking over the operational system.
These latter satellites perform earth-resourcestype missions, though their objectives are more
limited. Meteorological craft such as Tiros and
Nimbus look down upon the earth with television
cameras and, relying on the visible light from the
sun, take large-scale photographs that are sent back
to earth and used to help make long-range weather
forecasts.
An earth resources satellite would also look at
the earth, but with television cameras, radiometers,
and scanners that could distinguish physical details
to an extremely fine degree. And most important,
the sensors would be able to "see" awhole spectrum of frequencies, ranging from the ultraviolet,
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Laser-beam picture. Aerial view of Cleveland waterfront wa; made from a 35-mm color-infrared transparency
by RCA's 2-inch return-beam vidicon/laser reproducer system. The viiicon took a separate picture of the
transparency through three color filters. Over-all system resolution is 4,500 tv lines and video bandwidth is
4 Mhz. Scan-like lines, caused by jerky movement of film under laser, will be eliminated.

down through the visible and near infrared, and
into the microwave. The aim is to keep very exact
tabs on the world's crops, forests, geological formations, soil, and water—or whatever else may be of
interest to this country.
First payload
NASA has already made known the proposed sensor payload for the initial satellite, although the RFP
will set down the final details.
The primary sensor will be athree-camera, multispectral television system now being developed by
RCA and relying on that company's 2-inch returnbeam vidicon. The system will be able to operate
continuously, providing outputs for immediate realtime transmission to a ground station or a video
tape recorder for delayed transmission.
The satellite's secondary sensor could be either
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of tly2 menItispeetral scanning cameras being developed by Hughes Aircraft and Hycon under separas
NASA co:itracts.
ERTS A will also have a data-collection system
to record the observations or measurements made
by remote, unattended sensors on the ground. The
information gathered in this way could include surface tintpurature, soil moisture, snow depth, and
ocean sïrlinitv. According to Jaffe, this data-collection sysbni will reflect NASA's experience with such
programs as the Interrogation, Recording, and Location System (IRLS) now flying aboard Nimbus,
and the Omega Positioning and Location Experment ()P.t..E) carried by the Advanced Technology
Satellite; ; both systems gather data from either
fixed or moving sensors on the ground.
There's no technical obstacle to getting such a
system on the satellite, but the number of ground
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sensors to be scanned must first be determined. So,
too, must the method of obtaining data—either by
interrogating the sensor or having it transmit at
random. Cost of the sensors' transmitters must be
low, because the number of sensors could eventually run into the many thousands.
The satellite will also carry two wideband vtr's
to store data, distribution systems to handle power
generated by solar cells, S-band communications
equipment to send data to ground stations, housekeeping telemetry links, and aranging transponder
to help ground stations track the craft.
"The ERTS B payload depends on our success
with A," Jaffe says. "The two launches are ayear
apart and we could change things. Since we are
working on two scanners we may very well send
the first on ERTS A and the second on ERTS B. Of
course, this isn't definite. Some think it best to have
each satellite identical for reasons of scientific comparison."
Phase B and C studies in response to the NASA
RFP will run six months, with awards going to two
or more companies, Jaffe says. The first-phase feasibility study was handled in-house by NASA, primarily at the Goddard Spaceflight Center, which
will manage the program. Hardware procurement
in phase D will follow the award of the studies by
nine months to ayear.
Whole new ballgame
NASA's decision to allow six months for the studies of spacecraft and sensor designs seems to indicate that the competition for the satellite is wide
open. The space agency had earlier said it expected
completed studies in three months, leading many
potential bidders to assume that only satellites already or soon to be in orbit would be ERTS candidates. Among these are General Electric's Nimbus,
RCA's Tiros-M, and TRW's orbiting geophysical observatory (0G0). Defining anew satellite, one built
from the ground up, takes longer, obviously, than
merely proposing modifications for existing craft.
As for new sensors or experiments, Jaffe says
contractors will be free to recommend replacements
or additions. However, the Interior Department is
opposing any attempt to fly a lot of extra sensors
aboard ERTS. According to William A. Fisher, research coordinator of the department's earth resources observation satellite program, vendors may
try to add sensors to justify the size of their spacecraft. Interior wants the satellite small and producing practical information.
NASA, Fisher says, may be considering too sophisticated an experimental operation. He sees no
need for long, involved experiments, believing the
future of ERTS lies in quickly realizing its operational potential. He predicts that Americans will
come to expect ERTS data as regularly as their mail
delivery.
The ground receiving stations in the system must
take each form of data, note at what time it was
obtained by the satellite, relate it to map coordinates of earth, and put it into the form each user
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With windows. RCA's earth resources satellite would be a
somewhat larger version of the company's Tiros M
weather satellite. The ports in the craft are for the sensors
including three 2-inch return-beam vidicons.

agency wants.
Many feel data handling could easily be the pacing item in the program and this probably explains
the delayed release of the request for proposals.
NASA hadn't originally given much consideration to
data handling in the RFP, but Jaffe says "it's now a
major portion of the ERTS experiment."
Back in January, Fairchild Space Defense Systems of Syosset, N.Y., received a contract from
NASA to study an earth-resources data processing
center.
Actually, Interior Department officials aren't at
all worried about handling ERTS information, which
they calculate will amount, for them, to about 250,000 pictures a year. "We've been using photographic data for a quarter-century," says Fisher,
"We now process more than a million pictures a
year and Agriculture handles some 3 million. And
since the ERTS pictures will be better than many
we're now getting, the number processed by our
agencies may even decrease."
But others expect sophisticated data processing
techniques to provide more information than can
be garnered simply by viewing pictures sent back
by vidicons. This data, particularly from imaging
scanners, which have amore uniform response than
vidicons across the spectral bands and across
ground-target areas, would lend itself to such
techniques as computerized spectral analysis and
false color enchancement. The results could be
automatic determination of the types of rocks,
soil, and vegetation scanned by the satellite.
Slow motion
In developing the requirements for ERTS, NASA
has had to consider the special wants of potential
users—the Commerce, Agriculture, and Interior Departments and the Navy. But the problem of coordinating various requirements doesn't alone
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explain the slow prowess oe, the program. NASA
itself has just not moved.
Rep. Joseph E. Karth (D., Minn.), chairman of
the House space science and applications subcommittee, has bluntly accused the space agency of
foot-dragging. As long as five years ago, he says,
NASA decided to make earth resources experiments
part of the manned spaceflight program [Electronics, March 17, page 58], automatically relegating
Ems to aback seat behind Apollo.
Of the potential users, the Interior Department
has perhaps been the one most dismayed by NASA's
inactivity. And on Oct. 21, 1966, it took the most
imaginative step to push NASA off dead center. On
that day, the then Secretary of the Interior, Stewart
L. Udall, announced that his department would
embark on an independent Earth Resources Observation Satellite program. Even the program's
acronym—EROS—was provocative and calculated to
goad the space agency. EROS began as a sort of
practical joke, but it has put the Interior Department in aposition to tell NASA what should be included on such a satellite. And the program
continues—sans satellite.
Although the relationship between Interior and
NASA has been running hot and cold for years the
current feeling is "relatively friendly," according to
Fisher.
"NASA is honestly attempting to get aprogram
going," he says. It's embarked on what Fisher
politely calls "a minimal but sincere effort."
Interior would like to take over the operational
ERS system in the same way the Weather Bureau
relieved NASA of responsibility for the operational

meteorological satellites after the first Nimbus.
The pictures taken by an earth resources satellite
will be very different from those sent back by
meteorological satellites. The latter photograph the
whole earth with wide-angle-lens cameras. The resources satellite, on the other hand, will take pictures of 100-by-100-mile sections of the earth. Thus
the satellite, which will be making aroughly polar
orbit, will photograph a 100-mile swath across the
earth below. It will make a complete orbit in
about 100 minutes and will be up at least ayear.
But because the earth rotates beneath the satellite, successive tracks over the ground won't be contiguous. They'll be about 1,500 miles apart, in fact,
and it will take about 18 to 20 days to fill in and
cover the entire globe with overlapping tracks. The
satellite will then be positioned over the first track
and will begin sending back a second view of the
terrain it has already covered.
"This calls for avery precise orbit selection and
insertion—something like 492 .± 2 nautical miles,"
says David Keller, earth resources program manager for General Electric's Missile & Space division. "This is much more precise than we can get
with a launch vehicle alone, so we'll have to add
orbit adjustment nozzles to the craft."
The 500-mile-high orbit represents acompromise
between the requirements of the sensors, which
should be as close to the earth as possible, and the
stability requirements of the spacecraft, which
should be out of the atmosphere's drag.
Selecting a sun angle also involved a compromise. Geologists wanted the sun to hang just above
the horizon so that shadows would enhance the

Tell-tale hues. Color infrared view of fields at Purdue University's acronomy farm shows vegetation in bright red
and contains information on the crop spectral characteristics that's not present in the ordinary color photograph.
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Two to go. With its experimental booms removed, TRW's
OGO (shown at top) could carry the three vidicons, a
mechanical scanning radiometer, and amicrowave
scatterometer, whose long antenna is outside the
box-like structure. The mockup of GE's modified Nimbus
D (below) mounts a multispectral scanner beneath a
donut-shaped sensory ring that contains
the rest of the payload.

features of the terrain. The Agriculture Department'
wanted the sun straight overhead to give maximum
illumination to the ground and maximum reflection for the sensors. The compromise, arrived at
after studies of the relationship between the satellite's orbit and sensor performance, ranges between
30 and 35°.
Once set, the angle will remain the same; the
satellite orbit will be sun-synchronous, meaning
that its precession rate will equal the angular rate
of the earth's travel about the sun. The 35° angle
chosen corresponds to conditions at about 9:30 in
the morning.
The prime contract for the satellite itself will, of
course, be the most lucrative item in the hardwareprocurement phase of the program. According to
a report last December by Karth's subcommittee,
two satellites could be flown for $45 million; half
of this could go to the spacecraft contractor.
At least six companies—GE, RCA, and TRW, who
hope to modify existing satellites, and Lockheed,
North American Rockwell, and Hughes, who want
to design new satellites—may already have submitted unsolicited proposals to NASA. Along with
these six, two others may respond to the RFP.
Industry has been so eager to spend its own
money on ERTS studies that NASA has been able to
sit back and reap a harvest of free information.
GE, for example, has submitted three spacecraft
systems studies to the space agency, each one
unsolicited and quite costly.
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GE is probably more aware than most of how
lucrative an operational satellite program could be.
Total cost of the Nimbus program, which GE became involved with in 1959, will approach some
$300 million by the time the E and F models are
launched in the 1970's.
Most, if not all, of the ERTS satellites studied
could be launched with arelatively low-cost Thor
Delta booster.
There is, of course, disagreement over whether
NASA should use amodified spacecraft or have one
developed from the ground up. "There's no satellite right now that won't have to undergo arigorous
modification to make it suitable for an ERTS application," says W.L. Dowdy, earth resources manager for North American Rockwell. The company,
prime contractor for the Apollo spacecraft, has
never built an unmanned satellite. But it has built
portions of satellites, such as structures and pro.
pulsion systems, that others have flown. And it has
designed an octagonal-shaped ERTS craft with a
large open bottom into which payload packages
could easily fit, according to Dowdy.
"The structure is really the easy part—it never
fails and it represents only about 5% of the overall program cost," Dowdy says. "The hard part is
to design the power-supply and attitude-control
systems. These would be the major efforts in any
satellite program."
To those companies that have orbited unmanned
satellites, this argument is understandable. "If we
Electronics IMay 12, 1969

didn't have aspacecraft we'd probably say it's just
as easy to start one from scratch," says Donald L.
Waltz, program manager for earth resources at
TRW. "But there's no way to get around the fact
that we have people, parts, and facilities for putting this kind of spacecraft together."
Candidates in orbit
RCA, TRW, and CE claim that they'd save money
for NASA if one of them got the award because
they've already developed assembly-lines to put
together space satellites. An earth resources vehicle
would be just another item on the line, they argue,
with the saine basic structure as the earlier craft.
And parts already built but not used in earlier programs could be installed in the ERTS craft.
Further, GE sees no need for any change in the
Nimbus power supply, for example, if that craft
were modified for ERTS. And on OCO, items such
as gyro units, reaction wheels, horizon scanner
heads, and sun sensors would hardly have to be
changed at all, according to TRW's Waltz. Two
more satellites have gone into production than have
actually flown, he notes, so that many parts are
still on hand.
RCA's candidate for ERTS is a stretched version
of its Tiros M. A full load for the Tiros is 700
pounds, but by lengthening the craft's box-like
structure, the load could be boosted to 1,200
pounds, estimates Bernard P. Miller, chief of RCA's
earth resources development program. He adds
that this would mean a500-pound sensor payload.
If its Tiros M is picked for the ERTS A mission,
RCA feels it will be largely because the satellite is
assembled with its four sides lying flat on atable.
This, says the company, makes it extremely easy
to integrate the sensors into the structure—and to
add sensors later on.
When almost everything is in place, the sides
are folded up to form the box and the last of the
components and the wing-like solar paddles are
added. For the earth resources mission, the RCA
satellite would have the same kind of momentum
wheel stabilization and despinning that holds Tiros
M steady about its three axes.
GE's design for an earth resources satellite is
almost identical to that of its Nimbus D craft,
slated for launch in the spring of next year. Nimbus
D will carry 1,380 pounds into orbit, but its structure can be beefed up to carry as much as 1,600
pounds, making it the Big Daddy of the proposed
satellites. CE doesn't expect an ERTS craft to carry
anything near these weights, however.
Should GE get the award, the ERTS craft would
share the production line with Nimbus E and F;
contracts covering these craft, structurally identical to the D model, are expected to be awarded late
this year. It might be hard to tell the satellites
apart anyway. CE's approach to ERTS is summed
up by a sign on the wall of program manager
Keller's office: "Make it exactly like Nimbus."
Attitude on tt rot power-supply, command, and
thermal-control systcms would all be identical to
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those on Nimbus D, according to Keller. The addition of aprecise orbit adjust system would be the
biggest, though still a minor, structural change.
Also new would be the S-band communications
links to accommodate the wideband data. ERTS will
need two 20-Mhz-wide channels, conjectures Keller, compared with the single 10-Mhz-wide channel
on Nimbus. More commands would also probably
be incorporated in aNimbus-ERTS system, but this
could be done by simply adding memory modules.
TRW's Waltz sees an OCO-derived earth resources
satellite hauling 1,260 pounds into orbit, with nearly
350 pounds of that being payload. With structural
modifications, the °Co could be enlarged to a
1,500- pound craft, and its payload to 425 pounds,
he estimates. (The sixth OCO, scheduled for launch
late this month or early next, will weigh 1,200
pounds).
For the ERTS mission, the booms on which OCO's
space physics experiments are carried would be
removed and its attitude-control system would be
modified to point the spacecraft towards the earth.
As now designed, OGO's horizon sensor and startracking system don't have any specific pointing
direction. TRW would also add a three-axis coldgas stabilization system, says Waltz. There'd be
very little change in the satellite's solar paddles,
even though they wouldn't point optimally towards
the sun. Changing their position would mean
changing the support structure, a complication
TRW doesn't want to tackle. Besides, the 600 watts
the solar cells can produce is more than enough for
an ERTS mission, Waltz declares.
Among the other companies seeking the satellite
contract, Lockheed is understood to be working on
a modification of its Agena launch vehicle, which
has supported payloads in space. And Hughes has
studied several systems, one of them barrel-shaped
with asolar-cell paddle at one end.
Sensor array
There are all sorts of sensors that could find
some use in an earth resources program. Several
have been flown aboard NASA-owned aircraft in
tests conducted by the Manned Spacecraft Center
in Houston. Until now, NASA's earth resources prograin has been largely limited to such test flights.
Sensors are also flying in company-owned planes.
Those tested include multiband film and television
cameras, infrared and ultraviolet scanners, microwave radiometers, and radar scatterometers.
Of particular interest for ERTS are multispectral
sensors, basically devices that can be "tuned" to
respond to wavelengths in particular bands. Cameras can have this characteristic with combinations
of filin and optical filters, for instance. It's also possible to set up line scanners, with either optical
diffraction grating or prisms, that zero in on wavelengths ranging from the ultraviolet to the thermal
infrared.
Active and passive microwave sensors that can
operate through heavy cloud cover could prove extremely useful on an ERTS mission. It's been ascer-
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tamed only recently that much of the earth is covered by heavy clouds for considerable lengths of
time. Vidicons or multispectral scanners, which
rely on the visible or infrared spectra, are useless
under cloudy conditions.
Other sensors under consideration include passive radiometers and radar scatterometers sensitive
to particular frequencies, side-looking radars, ultraviolet spectrometers, magnetometers, and gravity
gradiometers, although the latter two are probably
more useful in airplanes than in an orbiting satellite.
But this is no drawback. Aircraft will undoubtedly always play a role in an operational earth resources system. Besides checking out new sensors,
they'll be used to investigate certain regions in detail. And they'll carry such sensors as magnetic
anomaly detectors or high-power side-looking

radar, which also aren't suited for a high-flying
satellite.
Thus far, two important contracts for the initial
resources satellites have gone to RCA. The firm's
Astro-Electronics division is developing the 2-inch
return-beam vidicons, and its Defense Communications Systems division is tackling vtr development.
(RCA has also gotten NASA funds to develop alaserbeam reproducer for recreating at a ground station
the pictures received from the satellite.)
Optical filters in front of the vidicons will make
each of them sensitive to a different spectral band,
from the blue-green (0.475 to 0.575 micron),
through the yellow-red (0.580 to 0.680), to the
photo-infrared (0.690 to 0.830).
RCA actually began developing the vidicons in
1964, when it concluded that an earth resources
mission would have to use some sort of television

Spectral, but not illusory
Photographs and television pictures from aircraft
and satellites even now play an important role in
surveying the earth and its environment. Stills taken
on the Gemini and Apollo flights have proved of
great value to, for example, geologists assessing the
composition of vast areas of the earth. And television
pictures relayed to earth by meteorological satellites
make possible accurate long-range weather forecasts.
But such pictures are taken in a rather narrow
band of wavelengths—mostly the visible light portion
of the electromagnetic spectrum. Now, spaceborne
equipment is being developed to produce images
at ultraviolet, infrared, and microwave frequencies.
These systems will give scientists new kinds of
information about the earth and its resources. Every
object on the surface of the earth absorbs, reflects,
and emits electromagnetic energy at distinctive
wavelengths. Any given object will appear clearly at
one frequency but be invisible at another. Each, in
other words, has a distinct spectral signature, and
it's possible to uncover, by taking simultaneous
images in various bands, characteristics not apparent
in the visual range alone. Collection and analysis of
this data will reveal sharp differences among apparently identical objects. And various things may
be learned about chemical and physical properties.
Attempts to make sense of spectral characteristics
have been going on for several years, particularly at
organizations such as Purdue University's Laboratory for Agricultural Remote Sensing.
It is not a simple task. "Man has had millenia of
experience interpreting what he sees with his eyes,
• but only afew decades of seeing with ultraviolet and
infrared," says Michael D. Richter, asenior systems
engineer at TRW. "He's only beginning to understand the meaning of what he sees there, to learn
how to cope with the extra information these additional wavelengths give." In the infrared wavelengths, for example, healthy vegetation shows up in
bright red; blue or green may mean plants are dying.
At the moment, scientists working in five fields
are potentially the biggest beneficiaries of data
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obtained from earth resources satellites:
•Cartography. A satellite could map an entire
area with a single photograph more accurately than
is possible with the perhaps thousands of conventional aerial shots needed to blanket the same area.
In addition, repetitive pictures from an orbiting
spacecraft such as the proposed ERTS would record
landscape changes as they occur.
•Agriculture and forestry. Healthy crops and trees
could be distinguished from the diseased, and the
optimum use of land areas could be determined from
soil surveys made by satellite-borne sensors. Different kinds of crops could also be determined automatically, making it possible to predict agricultural
yields. Forest fires could also be quickly detected.
•Oceanography. The distribution of ice floes,
ocean surface temperatures, current patterns, and
marine biology data could be monitored via tv and
infrared and microwave frequency systems.
•Geology. Large-scale — continental — geographic
features are best viewed from orbiting spacecraft.
Fractures and faults, for example, show up better in
radar images than in visual photographs. But both
kinds of observation would help in locating petroleum and mineral deposits. Repetitive infrared and
visual imaging could be used to indicate geothermal
power sources, movements of the earth's crust, and
the anomalies that precede such natural disasters as
earthquakes, landslides, and volcanic eruptions.
•Hydrology. Accumulations of snow and ice could
be monitored to get more accurate estimates of
potential water runoff. Surface water in lakes, rivers,
and ponds could also be surveyed, with flood-control,
pollution-control, irrigation, and power programs
benefiting immeasurably from such data.
The potential benefits of an earth resources system
far outrun the estimated costs of developing and
operating it. "In our case studies, the benefits in a
number of areas would total approximately $12 billion globally over a 20-year period," declares John
E. Naugle, NASA's associate administrator for space
science and applications.
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OSCILLATING
MIRROR

Ground sweep.

The return-beam vidicons would focus on the same part of the ground track beneath this

spacecraft, but Hughes' multispectral camera would scan across the track with an oscillating mirror.

system. Resolution of the vidicons, which have an
illuminated area of 1square inch, is 6,000 tv lines,
or 36 million picture elements; conventional space
vidicon tubes have a resolution of but 1,000 tv
lines. Actually, because contrast conditions of the
earth photos will be far from ideal, RCA expects to
get only about 4,000 lines of resolution in the final
photographs from the laser reproducer.
RCA is also developing a 41
h-inch return-beam
vidicon with an illuminated area 2 inches square;
this tube should give resolutions as high as 10,000
lines, the company says.
The three vidicons in the satellite will be carefully synchronized and mechanically aligned to
view the same region on the earth. Identical shutters will expose the vidicons simultaneously for
several milliseconds to limit blurring from the motion of the satellite.
Pictures will be read out sequentially from the
vidicon surfaces. On the ground, arelatively largescale digital computer will be used to combine the
three spectral views into asingle color picture. The
separate picture elements in the composite will
register to within three or four picture elements,
well within Interior Department's requirements for
mapmaking, notes RCA's Miller. Resolution of features on the ground will range between 100 and
200 feet.
However, registration may prove adifficult problem. The vidicons have aset of inherent elcetrontube distortions, and these not only affect registration but could introduce errors into photographs.
Thus, the intensity of the scanning spot may vary
over the face of the vidicon tube; the photo-emissive material may not be deposited uniformly; and
charge buildup in one area—caused by viewing
bright clouds over a relatively dark earth, for in-
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stance—could cause the beam to diverge from its
proper path in the tube.
Spotters
These registration hangups don't trouble the
scanners being developed by Hughes
and Hycon. Instead of separate apertures, the
scanners have a single set of optics for all wavelengths. "Our color registration will be excellent
because of the common optics," says Steven D.
Dorfman, manager of the space applications and
exploration lab at Hughes Aircraft's Aerospace
multispectral

group.

The Hughes design, which closely resembles the
spin-scan camera the company built for the Advanced Technology Satellites, images a small spot
of light, corresponding to a portion of the field of
view, onto a light detector. This is a single-point
detector—that is, light falling on it cannot be
scanned as with a vidicon. Pictures are produced
by scanning the image spot with an oscillating
mirror. The scan rate will be selected so that the
speed of the satellite causes consecutive sweeps to
be contiguous. In short, the horizontal dimension
of the picture would result from the optical scan,
the vertical dimension from the motion of the satellite.
Such a camera system could work in the same
spectral bands as the RCA vidicons, or farther out
into the infrared. Hughes is developing one scanner with four channels, three mostly in the visible
band (0.5 to 0.6, 0.6 to 0.7, and 0.7 to 0.8 micron)
and the fourth (0.8 to 1.2 microns) in the near infrared. The company is also developing achannel
in the far infrared (10.2 to 12.6 microns) and is considering the possibility of a scanner system with
as many as 24 separate channels. •
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That many channels are possible because the
scanner, unlike the return-beam vidicons, does not
use asingle type of light detector. It employs the
most suitable detector for the spectral band being
imaged.
The bands are selected by passing the image
spot through arefractive prism and spectral filters.
The light bands are then conducted by fiber-optic
bundles to the detectors—photomultiplier tubes for
the visible light, photodiodes for the infrared. In
the far infrared, the detectors would have to be
cooled to less than 100°K.
Hycon's multispectral scanner is understood to
be similar to Hughes' except that it scans with a
rotating 24-lens turret instead of an oscillating
mirror. The scanner selected for the payload will
be the one with the higher signal-to-noise ratio,
according to one ERTS designer.
The video tape recorders in the satellite must be
extremely wideband to handle the sensor data and
must last 1,000 hours—more than three times as
long as recorders in broadcast studios.
The vtr's will have a 6-Mhz bandwidth, says
RCA, which will supply three developmental models
to NASA late this year. An ordinary broadcast video
tape recorder has a4-Mhz bandwidth, but the increased data capability of the RCA unit stands out
more sharply when it's compared with the capacity
of recorders already in space. When it goes into
orbit, Tiros M will record at 500 hertz and play
back at 8kilohertz. Nimbus is abit faster, recording at 1.6 khz and playing back at 52 khz.
The recorder will have to take in more than just
the data from the return-beam vidicons; that could
be handled with a 4-Mhz bandwidth. The earth
resources satellite's vtr will also have to accommodate the multispectral sensors being considered for
the payload, and other sensors that may be included in the future. And all the data recorded
must be multiplexed onto asingle channel for rebroadcast to the earth.

cording it in a pulse-code mode, or by using an
analog technique such as time-division multiplexing.
The tape will run reel-to-reel rather than in an
endless loop, and will be able to record up to 30
minutes of data. This relatively short time is
deemed sufficient because the recorders will be
needed only when the satellite is out of range of
ground stations. Most of the data will be collected
and sent in real time. And recorded data will be
sent to the ground as soon as possible.
The recorder's power consumption is set at about
75 watts and its weight at a little more than 45
pounds. The unit will come in two sections, one
housing mechanical components and the other the
electronics.
Reception committee

ERTS data will be received at the Stadan (space
tracking and data acquisition network) stations at
Mojave, Calif., and Rosman, N.C., according to
Gerald M. Truszynski, NASA's associate administrator for tracking and data acquisition. The space
agency is also considering using the Fairbanks,
Alaska, Stadan station.
The stations will be equipped to handle up to
10 Mhz of bandwidth for the first ERTS satellite
and eventually 50 Mhz of bandwidth for a fully
operational version. And there may someday be
stations devoted entirely to handling earth resources information, Truszynski says. Another possibility for the future: satellites at synchronous
altitude may be used to relay data from the earth
resources satellite. There'd then be no need for
tape recorders in the satellite. Data would always
be sent, either directly or by relay, to the ground
as it was received.
Initial ERTS information will be delivered daily
on large reels of magnetic tape to Goddard Spaceflight Center where the photos will be reconstructed.
RCA began developing its laser-beam image reWear and tear
producer specifically to handle the high-resolution
pictures produced by the company's return-beam
RCA proposes to get the increased bandwith by
boosting the head-to-tape speed to just under 2,000 vidicon. Kinescope tubes, conventionally used to
inches per second. The company will use standard reproduce tv pictures from space, run out of reso2-inch-wide tape with afour-head transverse scan lution at about 3,000 lines. And it doesn't look as if
to record a single wideband track. There may be they'll get much better, says RCA's Miller. The laser
two narrowband channels included for housekeep- unit's resolution is 6,000 lines and it could go
higher.
ing purposes, though.
In the image reproducer, the incoming video
But increasing the head-to-tape speed increases
the wear on the two, and makes it more difficult to signal intensity-modulates the beam of a heliumachieve the 1,000-hour lifetime. Says F. Donald neon laser. This beam is optically focused to form
Kell, manager of RCA's ERTS recording program, a 0.8-mil spot, and a high-speed scanning mirror
"Essentially, most of the technology—the use of then deflects the spot horizontally across film, prointegrated circuits and the design of the transport ducing a final hard copy of the picture. Vertical
mechanism—already exists. The limit on life is the scan is obtained by moving the table on which the
film is fastened. The light energy can be modulated
head and tape wear."
Right now, Kell is evaluating different materials at extremely high rates, according to RCA, so that
for the construction of the head, plus various tape- bandwidths may exceed 100 Mhz.
Besides this RCA reproducer, designs in which
binder systems. His group is also studying ways
to multiplex the sensor data onto the tape. It could electron beams write across film in avacuum are
be done by first digitizing the data and then re- being considered. •
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TAKE THE SKILL OUT OF
PHASE MEASUREMENTS
• No Meter • No Ranging • No Operator Manipulation

SAVE TIME WITH AN EASY TO READ DIGITAL READOUT

MODEL 350 WITH METER READOUT $995

e

Ideal for phase linearity and critical measurements where best commercial accuracy
is required. Phase reading accuracy: 0.2

4-

0.3% of phase angle.

e

Obtain accurate and continuous phase readings in the midst of large signal amplitude
fluctuations.

e

With one instrument and without the need for accessories you have the flexibility of
measuring phase at signal levels from 1 mV to 100 V on either channel over the range
10 Hz to 2 MHz.

e

For plotting or for external circuit coitrol, phase information is available from three
separate outputs: 4digit NIXIE tubes •Analog of phase •BCD 1248 for computer tie-in.

e

For direct phase measurements on balanced transmission lines, lattice networks etc.,
the input circuits can be switched to differential or single ended.

e

Phase reference switchable from 0 to 180 - for maximum accuracy at small and large
phase angles.
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Circuit design

Designer's casebook
IC circuit measures
speed of switches
By Remult Iltis
American Laundry Machinery Industries, Cincinnati, Ohio

In electromechanical systems, it is often important
to know the response time of a switch. Since this
time is in the order of milliseconds, it is difficult
to make accurate measurements of the switching
time. The circuit shown measures switching times
using 3 microcircuits, an oscillator, and acounter.
Si is asingle-pole, double-throw microswitch the
switching time of which is to be measured. A signal, f., from the oscillator, feeds NOR gate B the
output of which is connected to a counter. When

the switch is in the normally closed position, gate
A, which is an R-S flip flop, is at logic 1inhibiting
B from transmitting the signal to the counter.
When the switch is activated, contact a opens
before b closes. Gate C's output switches to logic
1 and sets the flip flop output to logic 0. This
activates gate B which transmits the oscillator's
signal to the counter. When contact b closes, the
flip flop is reset inhibiting B and blocking the signal
from reaching the counter.
The switching time is T =_. (1/f.)N where N is
the number of counts registered by the counter, f
0
is the frequency of the oscillator in hertz, and T
is in seconds.
Increasing the frequency of the oscillator, leads
to greater precision in measuring switching time.
100 kilohertz is an adequate signal to measure
switching times of afew milliseconds.
Using a 10-Mhz oscillator, switching times in
hundreds of nanoseconds can be measured.

COUNTER
SWITCHING
TIME
T=(N)(1/to)

i£L914 (3 CANS)

.When contact a of the switch opens, the flip flop is set and gate B delivers the signal
rom the oscillator to the counter. Counting continues until contact b closes, at which time
he flip flop resets, inhibiting the gate from delivering signals to the counter.
••••M••
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Op amps replace transformer
in phase detector circuit
By Anthony F. Gangi
Texas A&M University, College Station

Synchronous phase detectors which arc wideband
and have single-ended inputs are useful as tracking
filters, phase-lock frequency-modulation discriminators, and synchronous detectors. But singleended inputs are generally obtained with transformers whose characteristics limit the bandwidth
of the detector. This problem can be eliminated by
using an operational amplifier scheme instead of
the common transformer-coupled, balanced-phase
detector.
The circuit consists of three operational amplifiers—two used as small signal rectifiers (A 1 and
A0), and the third as both adifference amplifier and
alow-pass filter.
The two input voltages are given by the follow-

ing equation:
ci(t) = Eicoswt
e2(t) = E2(t)cos[wt
o(t)]
where E2(t) and cti(t) are slowly varying relative
to (,), and E1 is aconstant. The output of the third
operational amplifier is the low-pass (or averaged)
value of the outputs generated from the first two
op amps. If E1 »E2,
>Eo, this output voltage becomes
co,(2/7,-)Eocoscp. If q= 0, the circuit is a phase
sensitive synchronous detector whose output is independent of the reference voltage amplitude Ei
(as long as Ei>E 2). If E2 is held constant (and
Ei>E,) and 43 = (
e/2
the circuit acts as a
phase detector with its output proportional to the
sine of the phase difference t.
The circuit operates satisfactorily for frequencies from below 10 hertz to frequencies above 10
kilohertz. The high frequency limitation is set by
the frequency response of the op amps (at low
voltage levels), by the frequency dependence of the
op amp common-mode rejection ratio, and by stray
capacitance. With more expensive op amps having
broader frequency responses and higher slewing
rates, the circuit can respond to frequencies from
1hz to ever 1Mhz.

Ro= 50
Rt=R2=10k
DIODES —1N4001

At. 111.1111111111t to 1111111V

The willlind
i
detector uses
the bandwidth over that of conventional detectors which use tram sformers. Op an
sman signal rectifiers while the third amplifier is used as a Ic.wpaçs flit r.

g a

t1, function

•••••••.e.1•••
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Signals shifted 180°
as amplitude remains constant
By Joseph J. Shin

RI
CIprovides a0° to 90° phase lag, while R2C2
provides a0° to 90° phase lead. By arranging the
secondary windings of the transformer as shown,
the phase shift of the output voltage becomes 0°
to —180°.
If 11 1.= R2 = R, the output voltage and phase
angle is given by V,nit = vo — )3where 13 = tan — '
[2oRC/(1-0, 2R2C2)].
Emitter followers Qi and Q2,by presenting a

Loyola College, Montreal

high input impedance to the signal source, prevent
ashort-circuit by CI and C. if 1I 1 and R2 are set at
low values.
Reversing the input leads provides an additional
180° phase shift: p=0° to +180°. When
/Id,
—90'. For the given
values, the frequency is about 1khz.

A useful procedure in phase-locking amplifiers is to
shift a sinusoidal signal over a 180° range. This
circuit operates over any frequency range and by
adjusting the RC time constants, shifts asignal up
to 180°, while maintaining aconstant output amplitude and low output impedance.

220k :

vnj

your

A217126
R1—R 2 DUAL 100k, LOG TAPER

180'

250 hi

I

ik

I I I III
10k

100k

Vet oE OF R IN OHMS

Lagging. This circuit's continuously variable phase shift, constant output voltage, and low outp
impedance makes it useful in analog computers. The phase lag of RC. combined with the phase lead of
R2C2 provides a constant output voltage.
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Zener circuit detects
transients in power lines
By Octavius Pitzalis Jr.
U.

S. Army Electronics Command, Fort Monmouth, N.J.

Large spikes in power lines can damage and even
destroy electronic equipment. A detector that constantly monitors power lines and stores the approximate voltage magnitude of the largest spike can
quickly determine if a supply line spike is responsible and indicate the magnitude of the disturbance.
Although a technician using an oscilloscope could
get more precise waveform information, the detector offers the advantage of continuous surveillance
of the supply buses. Installation of the detector
permits recording of otherwise elusive transients
occurring at any tiine during equipment operation.
The detector is designed for a 28-volt d-c electrical supply source. The detection is done by the
parallel group of zener diodes, 1).. through
each
of which is in series with avery sensitive 1
/16 -amp,
10-ohm instrument fuse. End; zener-fuse combination corresponds to a detected voltage level about
5 volts greater than the breakdown voltage of the
zener. Therefore, voltages of 44, 61, 73, 87, 105,
125, and 155 are the approximate detection levels

for the zeners indicated. The 100-microfarad capacitor, C1,is used to absorb transients of less than 1
millisecond. The zener voltages chosen and the
number of zeners used are determined by the range
and accuracy of the voltage spikes to be monitored.
Assume a :37-volt transient spike exceeding 1
insec in duration is present on the 28-volt supply
bus. This means the total peak voltage is 65 volts.
Zeiler diodes D3 and 1) 3 avalanche into conduction,
and the fuse in series with each opens. D., through
Ds don't avalanche for this transient, and their fuses
remain undisturbed. Examination of the fuses for
failures readily indicates a spike in excess of the
level determined by D3,the 61-volt level, but less
than the level required to destroy the fuse in series
ith
the 7:3-volt level. The see is therefore
greater than 61 volts and less than 73 volts.
'flue input diode serves to prevent fuse damage
should the detector be connected with incorrect
polarity. The lamp glows only for correct polarity
connection to the live 28 -volt line. The series
resistor Ili and the 15-volt zener, 1) 1,parallel the
lamp to protect it from incoming voltage spikes.
This detector can similarly detect peak positive
voltages developed on a-e supply lines. A second
detector installed with reversed supply connections
can monitor the a-c line for peak negative voltages.
With simple modifications of the capacitor, CI,and
the /encr diodes, this type of detector can be
altered to monitor transients of other peak values
and minimum durations on any supply line.
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Solid state

New etchant puts dielectric
isolation in the groove
This process is now competitive in cost with junction isolation thanks
to an anisotropic etchant that forms v-shaped areas, making possible
higher component packing densities and improved production yields.

By David F. Allison, Albert P. Youmans, and Thomas H. Wong
Signetics Corporation, Sunnyvale, California

Once restricted to expensive radiation-hardened
circuits, dielectric isolation is now being used in
linear, high-voltage, and some digital circuits. The
needed shot in the arm—a directional etchant—
gives this process the edge over junction isolation
in many cases.
Space savings and higher yields derive from
the nature of the etching process, which proceeds
30 times more rapidly along the 100 crystal plane—
where atoms are less densely packed—than it does
along the 111 plane. Thus, the etchant forms a
v-shaped groove the depth of which depends only
on the width of the photolithographically-produced
isolation mask. Since etching virtually stops when
the 100 plane is no longer exposed—that is, when
the tip of the y is reached—the process is easily
controlled.
Once isolation grooves have been made, they're
coated with silicon dioxide and filled with polycrystalline silicon. Then, the entire structure is
turned over and lapped until the deepest isolation
groove appears. Since the depth of the grooves
can be predicted exactly from the width of the
isolation masks, the appearance of the deepest
groove acts as a signal and makes it possible to
adjust lapping exactly for less deep grooves.
Conventional, as opposed to directional, etchants
attack the crystal equally in all directions, producing grooves at least twice as wide as they
are deep. Therefore, components have to be spaced
far apart. Even more serious, dimensions of the
isolation grooves can't be controlled precisely because they depend on the length of time of etching,
the etchant's temperature, and on other variables.
Thus, grooves sometimes aren't deep enough and
some of the devices short each other. Often grooves
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are too deep, leaving little room for devices. This
low yield, in the past, has limited dielectric isolation to only the most expensive applications.
However, now that these drawbacks have been
overcome the process as a whole offers a number
of advantages both for low and high voltage IC's.
For high voltage circuits it permits much higher
bias voltages because the collector is formed in
high-resistivity grown silicon rather than in an
epitaxial layer. It's difficult to grow a high resistivity epitaxial layer. Moreover, epitaxial layers
generally have more defects than the original substrate.
To achieve a high breakdown voltage, the high
resistivity collector region must be about 40-microns
thick at 300 volts. In junction isolated circuits,
isolation diffusions take at least one day to penetrate this layer, tieing up equipment and resulting
in very wide strips. For example, in a 300-volt
circuit these regions take up 80% of the total semiconductor area. On the other hand, in dielectric
isolation an anisotropic etchant takes only minutes
to form grooves and allows components to be
spaced only 10 microns apart.
Winning way
Thus, because of the economical advantages in
yield and high packing density, dielectric isolation
is being looked at for other applications. For
example, it makes possible the fabrication of complementary bipolar transistors that have ahigh f
r
and, at the same time, can be used in avariety of
circuit designs.
Commercially available junction isolated ICs with
complementary transistors use either lateral or
substrate pnp's. The lateral type consists of two
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Vfor economy
Silicon's crystalline structure can be visualized as a
number of perfectly stacked cubes, each containing
four atoms inside, six in the walls, and eight in the
corners. The index numbers describing the various
planes that intersect such a cube are reciprocals of
the intersection in the x, y, and z directions. For
example, the 100 plane intersects the x direction at
1, and the xand y direction at infinity.
Because the basic cube can be oriented in six
different ways, the various planes appear in six
directions. Thus, every 100 plane, for example, is
intersected by several Ill planes. Because the structure is that of asingle crystal, angles between these
planes are very precise.
Atomic density. Laboratory models of single crystals show how atomic density varies with the angle
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of obscr‘ ation. For example, head on the 111 plane
has many atoms while the 100 plane has few.
The anisotropie etchant attacks the silicon 100
plane until it reaches the 111 planes which extend
down from the edge of the silicon dioxide window
and meet to form aV.
It's relatively unimportant which crystal plane
is used in bipolar Ics although until recently it was
easier to grow silicon with the 111 plane perpendicular to the axis of the bar; this plane is still
preferred for ros devices because it results in
higher mobility. Ifowever, 100 silicon is now available in production quantities and, as a result, the
economic advantage of using the attisotropic etchant
is no longer offset somewhat by the extra expense of
the semiconductor material.
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p beds that are simultaneously diffused into the
n-epitaxial layer. Fabrication is easy but current
gain and f
T are low. By contrast, the substrate type,
consisting of ap-diffused emitter and ap collector
formed on the substrate, gives slightly better current gain and higher f
T.
(The pdiffusion also forms
the base of the complementary transistor.) Since all
the pnp's in one such circuit have a common collector, the number of possible circuit designs is
limited.
More sophisticated complementary structures
required very complex processing sequences because it's extremely difficult to control epitaxial
growth and multiple diffusion. Furthermore, p-n
junctions sometimes break down, especially at local
imperfections in the crystal.
Dielectric isolation eliminates these problems
and also eliminates unwanted transistor action due
to pnp structures throughout the wafer. Even more
important, resistivities in isolated islands can be
changed by long diffusions without having to worry
about back diffusion from p-isolation areas. In fact,
complementary pairs of transistors can be made
in only six diffusion steps. In one such pair fabricated at Signetics, the f
T of the pnp device was
100 megahertz while that of the npn was 350 Mhz.
Gold diffusion

solation steps. Pattern is exposed to back side of
silicon slice during dielectric isolation. Then unexposed
regions are etched with anisotropic etchant, which
forms v-shaped groove. SiO2 dielectric coats single
crystal; polycrystalline silicon backfills grooves, and
silicon is lapped from top to expose grooves.
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Another application of dielectric isolation is
in saturating logic circuits. Gold is normally diffused into these type circuits to reduce the lifetime
of minority carriers. However, gold has such a
high diffusion constant that it penetrates through
all components in p-n junction-isolated circuits.
This doesn't affect performance in the majority of
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Layout. Decoding is done using the 2° bit to determine whether decimal number is odd or even in dielectrically
isolated Nixie tube driver IC. This bit goes into two inverting buffers in series, and outputs of buffers become the even
or odd lines to drive output-transistor bases. Five gates decode the five states of the 10 outputs from 2', 22 and 2'
inputs. These states are decimal 0 and 1, 2 and 3, 4 and 5, 6 and 7, and 8 and 9. Gate outputs go to emitters of five
pairs of output transistors. Only one output of these five gates can be low at one time, at which point it goes to a
diode and a VcE(,,,, above ground (above 1.0 volt). Decoding technique assures that all unselected output
transistors can't be forced into an LVcco latch-back breakdown.

saturating logic circuits, but there are many cases
where gold doping of individual components is a
must.
Oxide isolation, however, prevents gold from
diffusing into other components. Signetics has
taken advantage of this in a Nixie tube driver
IC where input logic circuitry uses low voltage,
high-speed saturating transistors doped with gold.
The output high-voltage driver transistors, which
have high-resistivity collectors, are gold free. To
fabricate this circuit, islands containing the input
transistors were selectively doped with high-concentration phosphorus to reduce resistivity. Then
gold was diffused in through oxide windows.
Close together

is used. For example, etching agroove that reaches
close to the top surface of the collector region
appreciably reduces collector-series resistance in
transistors. Also, high voltage pinched resistors
can be formed. In addition, these resistors can also
serve as field effect transistors if the p gate is disconnected from the source. Furthermore, structures
for improving lateral current gains and FET performance have been made.
Another important plus is the reduction of parasitic capacitances by the oxide dielectric. This
should result in high speed for linear and digital
circuits. Finally, the cost of radiation-hardened
circuits—where dielectric isolation has been used
for some time—should be reduced thanks to the
new isolation technology. •

Advantages of this circuit over junction-isolated
versions are a high enough breakdown voltage
(170 volts) to accommodate any Nixie tube, a
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Memories XIX

Ferroelectric memories
for special applications
By Alvin 13 Kaufman
Litton Systems Inc., Woodland Hills, Calif

For certain applications, polycrystalline ferroelectrie materials promise ahigh-performance memory
at avery low cost. These applications include frequency control and the identification of persons
seeking access to secured areas. Such memories
are amenable to batch processing, capable of high
storage density, and resistant to nuclear radiation.
Moreover, they produce signals many orders of
magnitude larger than those generated with solid
state magnetic memory devices.
Ferroelectric memories are well suited for immediate use in certain industrial jobs where only
a single word—without addressing logic—is required for a control process. For example, they
can be employed in remote meter-reading schemes
or in multichannel radio receivers, where linearselect memories can act as abinary code to control
aprecise frequency and thus to select the individual
channels.
To write data in aferroelectric memory requires
the application of a 75-to-150-volt signal for as
much as a millisecond—somewhat less for higher
voltages. The pulse establishes oriented domains
within the ferroelectric material in somewhat the
same way that a current pulse polarizes (magnetizes) a ferromagnetic material. Several differently
polarized regions can exist in the same device, storing several independent bits.
Two different approaches have been taken to
data retrieval. In one of these, application of an
interrogating voltage pulse generates another pulse
of the same or opposite polarity depending on the
polarity of the ferroelectric material; the output
voltage pulse can be used directly with MOS or converted to acurrent pulse to drive bipolar semiconductor circuits.
In the other approach, a ferroelectric wafer's
opacity, which depends on its domain orientation,
permits data to be read out with abeam of light
impinging on an array of photodetectors behind the
wafer.
With either retrieval method, the ceramic's piezoelectric and optical characteristics depend on the
properties of the orientable domains. And since this
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1 This is the ninth installment in Electronics' con, tinuing series on memory technology, which began in the Oct. 28, 1968, issue.
orientation is essentially permanent and needn't
be disturbed by reading, the ferroelectric memory
has a nondestructive readout capability at speeds
greater than a megahertz. Once established by a
writing signal, the orientation stays put regardless
of environmental change or power failures.
These memories aren't in wide use at present,
however, and for several reasons. First, many potential users consider ferroelectric devices to be
unproven. Second, since the ferroelectric device is
voltage-sensitive, it cannot easily take the place of
acurrent-sensitive magnetic memory. It's also quite
slow to write. Further, the logic that decodes
addresses for a ferroelectric array is expensive
because it requires diode or transistor isolation to
decouple the elements from one another. And
finally, the basic memory element looks like a
three-port device; its implementation in an array
thus appears easier than it really is.
Taking the wrong path
Another factor to be considered: ferroelectric
memory elements arc capacitive both with respect
to each other in an array and with respect to the
printed-circuit wiring associated with the array.
This capacitance sets up paths through which unaddressed bits may appear at the output, creating
errors or uncertainty in the addressed data. And
the isolation needed to block these second-order
paths is likely to be expensive.
In a ferroelectric memory front which data is
retrieved optically, similar second-order paths are
likely to exist in the write circuits, so that data
can sometimes be loaded in the wrong place. Also
the read circuits, which use alight source and an
array of photocells, are likely to be complex.
These considerations make the future of ferroelectric memories in computers rather bleak. Largescale integrated decoding circuits might overcome
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some of the problems, but the use of LSI in this
sphere seems unlikely in the immediate future.
Electrically alterable read-only memories remain
an attractive application, but magnetic memories
have abig head start here.
The most useful form of ferroelectric memory
is the piezoelectric bender, shown below. This
device consists of two pieces of ferroelectric material bonded to the opposite sides of a thin metal
plate and containing a pattern of electrodes on
their outer surfaces. Because the material is piezoelectric, avoltage applied to one of the electrodes
causes the entire device to deform physically; this
deformation, in turn, generates output voltages at
the other electrodes, again as aresult of the piezoelectric property.
The polarity of the output voltage depends on
how the material under each electrode was polarized during a previous writing operation. This
memory can produce several volts in its output
signal and can drive bipolar, metal oxide semiconductor, and silicon controlled rectifier circuits
directly.
In one recent application developed at Diginetics
Corp., asmall ferroelectric memory was embedded
in aprinted-circuit board, as shown on page 118, to
make a kind of electronic key. When the fullyassembled key, encapsulated in an opaque dyed

epoxy, is inserted in areadout device, it generates
acombination of voltage signals that are compared
with a preset combination in the reader. If the
combinations match, the reader produces a signal
that could be used for credit identification or to
provide access to restricted areas. The combination stored in any particular key can be easily
changed by an encoder device, but is, according to
Diginetics, extremely difficult or even impossible
to duplicate.
The photograph shows a 13-bit memory capable
of 8,192 different combinations. However, a 20bit memory, of the sanie physical size, could provide
more than amillion different combinations.
These keys have a number of advantages over
the magnetically encoded cards now used in similar applications, the most important being the fact
that it's hard to alter data stored in the ferroelectric
device. The magnetic code, on the other hand, can
be easily changed, deliberately or accidentally.
Furthermore, the ferroelectric data isn't as readily
ascertained as the magnetic, even if there's no
intent to alter it.
Today's most commonly used ferroelectric material is alead-zirconate-titanate composition, sometimes doped with bismuth or niobate. This material's principal disadvantage is its high writing
voltage; if a material could be developed with a

PIE-SHAPED
ELECTRODE
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ELECTRODE
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Bender. A voltage applied to the bottom layer of this $1 piezoelectric wafer bends it; because both layers are
bonded to the center electrode, the top layer also bends, producing output voltage signals.
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voltage in line with acomputer's normal d-c power
supplies, computer applications might suddently
seem more attractive.
Also such transparent ferroelectric materials
as bismuth oxide and niobate glass-ceramic are
being considered for use in certain types of displays. •
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Memories XX

Coupling sets thin magnetic
films on closed flux path
By Hsu Chang
IBM

Watson Research Center, Yorktown Heights, N.Y.

Placed face to face, pairs of thin-film memory elements, sandwiching striplines, form coupled magnetic films in which the flux lines of their magnetic
fields are almost wholly contained in magnetic material. The films therefore operate with large disturb margins and produce relatively large output
signals but require only small input currents. These
advantages follow from the device's structure,
which is at least as important as the film's intrinsic
magnetic properties.
Flux closure is the key to thin-film memory performance, in terms of high speed, large capacity,
and low cost. All of these parameters can be improved if the memory elements are made smaller;
but only when the flux lines close in a magnetic
material can miniaturization without demagnetization occur. One reason for the outstanding success
of the ferrite core over the years is that its toroidal
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shape intrinsically offers a closed path for flux.
Miniaturized closed-flux devices such as coupled
films require demanding techniques for depositing
integrated multilayer structures, in which magnetic
films are deposited on top of other conducting or
insulating films. These techniques include controlling the properties of these films, etching the layers
at various stages, maintaining the closed-flux pattern at the edges of etched lines, and adding highpermeability keepers. As a result, although the
feasibility of coupled film memories has been
clearly demonstrated, progress in their development has been rather slow.
At present, memory planes with storage density
of 9,000 bits per square inch have been built. This
density is higher than that of any other magnetic
memory, but it's still far short of that attainable by
present-day fabrication technology. These planes
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are suitable as building blocks for million-bit memories that cycle in less than 100 nanoseconds, 1 or
for much larger memories with longer cycle times.
These memories operate at or near alimit imposed
by thermal noise in the amplifier, indicating that
further development in detection techniques should
be undertaken to keep pace with coupled-film
structure miniaturization.
Thin filins have anumber of intrinsic properties
that aren't found in bulk material. Of the intrinsic
propel ties, one of the most important in connection
with memories is the film's magnetic anisotropy—
the variation of its magnetic properties as afunction of orientation relative to a crystalline axis.
Anisotropy in general, and uniaxial anisotropy in
particular, is important because it permits thin
films to be magnetized in either of two opposite
directions along the easy axis; these two remanent
states correspond to the binary O's and l.'s characteristic of most data storage units.
In general, if a single-crystal film is deposited
in tbe absence of a magnetic field, it will have at
Icast two ax-es of symmetry, and perhaps more. The
number and angle of these axes depend on the
film's atomic structure. For example, asingle crystal of iron has a cubic structure, and therefore is
biaxial—it has two axes at right angles to one
another parallel to the film plane. When such a
film has been magnetized, much energy is required
to reverse or alter the magnetic state, because the
anisotropy is strong.
On the other hand, in a polycrystalline film of
permalloy, the individual crystals, or crystallites,
are randomly oriented. If the film is deposited in
amagnetic field, the field creates an artificial anisotropy, called magnetization-induced anisotropy.
It's this artificial anisotropy that offers the two
stable quiescent states required in amemory.
This magnetization-induced anisotropy in polycrystalline permalloy is about two orders of magnitude smaller than the material's intrinsic crystalline anisotropy. This permits the word field—
perpendicular to the easy axis—to be only a few
oersteds, and the bit field, parallel to the easy axis,
a few tenths of an oersted, if the film's easy axis
orientation is sufficiently uniform. Furthermore, a
drive field parallel to the hard axis could cause the
magnetization in the film to rotate sufficiently to
switch the material in only a few nanoseconds,
with very little energy dissipated in the material.
Another manifestation of the uniaxial anisotropy
is the astroidal rotational threshold curve. 2 This is
aplot of the switching threshold in the bard direction versus that in the easy direction, in four quadrants; it resembles afour-pointed star with the tips
on the coordinate axes. It's an important property
because in an array of thin-film elements data is
stored by applying a relatively strong word field at
right angles to the easy axis and aweaker bit field
parallel to the easy axis; the bit field's direction is
defined by the bit to be stored. If the word field is
turned on alone, it twists the film's magnetization
out of the easy axis. The bit field then biases the
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magnetization one way or the other. Toward the
end of the cycle, the word field turns off before the
bit field, which ensures that the magnetization returns to the easy axis in the proper direction.
Because of the astroidal threshold, the word and
bit fields when applied together are substantially
greater than the minimum total field required to
switch the film, yet when applied separately are
substantially less than the field that would disturb
the film without switching it. Because the fields are
usually created by currents in perpendicular conductors, each field exists alone at many points in an
array of film elements. The magnitude of each
separate field must be kept well within the threshold limits to avoid disturbing the film at these
points. Because they add vectorially, both fields
together can cause the film to switch even if their
scalar sum is less than the magnitude that one field
must have to switch the film alone. As aresult, the
four-quadrant plot resembles the four-pointed star.
Permalloy also has a smaller magnetostrictive
effect than iron—that is, its magnetic properties
are not as strongly affected by physical deformation. Therefore it can be packaged with less emphasis on protecting it from mechanical forces.
This is another reason why permalloy is preferred
as amaterial for thin films.
Open and closed
However, these desirable characteristics aren't
sufficient to realize aworkable memory in open-flux
devices—that is, devices in which asubstantial part
of the magnetic flux lines lie outside the magnetic
material itself. (All flux lines, of course, are closed;
the distinction between the two kinds of devices
discussed here is essentially the same as the distinction between a single bar magnet—open flux—
and apair of bar magnets with opposite poles adjacent—closed flux.) The limitations are in phenomena of arrays of film elements, as opposed to
intrinsic properties of the film itself. 3,4
Open-flux single films in an array environment
require stronger drive fields for several reasons:
the films tend to demagnetize themselves; the magnetization has atendency to spread; the switching
action is retarded by an opposing magnetic field
created by the motion of flux lines through nearby
conductors; and the ground current tends to spread
through the ground plane. These effects are more
pronounced in miniaturized elements, so much so
that the stronger fields far exceed the levels that
the film's intrinsic magnetic properties would otherwise require. In fact the bit field must even be
made almost strong enough to switch the film by
itself, thus impairing the stored data's stability.
The flux lines associated with an open-flux film
element close outside the element. In so doing they
interact with adjacent elements. The open-flux element also sustains an internal demagnetizing field
opposing its magnetization. Only if the film's coercive force is sufficiently high will it retain its magnetic state in the presence of this demagnetizing
field, which is proportional to the film's thickness
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and also increases, but not proportionally, as the
ratio of the film's width to its length increases.
Thinner and narrower film elements are thus less
likely to demagnetize themselves, but they also
produce smaller output signals that are harder to
distinguish from noise; longer film elements don't
lend themselves to densely packed memories. Thus
to produce an adequate output signal from aminiaturized element that doesn't demagnetize, astructure that closes the flux lines in magnetic material
is anecessity.
On continuous films, which are easier to fabricate than arrays of discrete film spots, the storage
elements can be defined by drive line intersections.
But with permalloy's high permeability, the amount
of film affected by the demagnetizing field around
a particular intersection is much larger than the
area immediately under the intersection. 5 This
spreading problem is particularly serious in miniaturized arrays, because the spreading effect can
sometimes generate aspurious output from an unaddressed bit, and if aparticular bit is addressed
over and over again the gradual spreading, like an
oil slick on water, can actually destroy adjacent
stored data. There are only two ways to prevent
it—using discrete spots, or closed-flux elements.
In most thin-film designs, the word and bit currents share a common return through a ground
plane. Because this return current is widely diffused instead of concentrated in a narrow conductor, it contributes little to the drive field, and
its contribution is likely to be different at different
points in the array. To reduce both the magnetization spread and this ground-current spread, alayer
of magnetic material over the word and bit lines
provides alow-reluctance path around them.
In the quiescent state, if the flux lines from a
single open-flux element pass through nearby conductors such as the ground plane, they tend to hold
back the element's switching action. This action
occurs because the applied field from the drive

lines, in altering the magnetic state of the element,
moves these flux lines; their motion through aconductor generates eddy currents, which in turn create opposing magnetic fields that retard the principal switching action. This effect is called flux
trapping; it can be overcome in open-flux devices
only by increasing the applied field. It's not a
problem in closed-flux devices because little or no
flux exists outside the element itself.
Only through closed-flux devices, such as coupled films, can magnetic materials that switch
quickly when driven by a small applied field be
made into stable low-current devices with adequate
output signals.
Memory performance
Two good ways to indicate memory cost, at least
relative to other designs, are to specify the storage
density on asubstrate, which also affects the memory's speed and storage capacity as well as its cost,
and to specify the utilization of peripheral circuits
—measured, for example, by the ratio of memory
elements to peripheral circuits.
Because coupled film elements permit greater
miniaturization than other elements, their storage
density can be made large. Also the number of elements on a substrate of reasonable size can be
made large, leading to a large element/peripheral
ratio. Thus the coupled film configuration offers an
excellent potential for both high speed and large
capacity at low cost('
A magnetic film memory's cycle time is the sum
of three components. The first of these, the memory
elements' switching time, is almost negligible.
Transmission delays in the drive and sense lines
are obviously reduced by miniaturization and the
consequent shortening of drive lines. And finally
propagation delays in the drive circuits and sense
amplifiers, particularly when these are made of
high-speed integrated circuits, are very small, but
these circuits for the most part can handle only
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Comparing memories

Density, bits/in 2

Chain
store''

Mated
films''

Plated
wires'

Plaiiar
films'
(IBM)

Planar
films'
(MIT)

Coupled
films' °

400

200

1,000

610

12,500

12,000

Word current, ma

800

700

900

510

500

200

Bit current, ma

400

50

20

100

190

15

Switching signal
Amplitude, my

10

3

10

3.8

0.13

2

Width, nsec

90

15

15

8

30

5

Flux, volt-sec x 10

900

45

150

30

4

10

60

15

20

10

10

5

2,048

4,096

2,048

819

1,024

2,048

72

Drive voltage
Module size
Words
Bits/word

72

68

128

Power, watts

—

250

200

Cycle time, nsec

500

200

200

120

64 to 352

64 to 512

200

50

1,000

60

limited current and power. Since miniaturization,
low current, and low power are all characteristics
of coupled film elements, it follows that this technology is ideal for large fast memories; indeed,
megabit modules with 50-nanosecond cycle times
aren't unreasonable at today's state of the art.
Memories of large capacity require long drive
and sense lines that can maintain adequate signalto-noise ratios over many bits. 7 And they must be
hatch-fabricated. Since flux closure permits thicker
films to be used, even in miniaturized devices, without danger of demagnetization, it also produces
larger signals, thus improving the signal-to-noise
ratio. Furthermore, if the thicknesses for both conductors and insulators are maintained, while the
planar dimensions are reduced, the total impedance
increases but the resistance per bit remains constant; therefore the attenuation per bit is decreased.
Already 10-million-bit storage modules have been
built with plated wires; 8 comparable or larger capacity is expected with coupled films, but with
touch lower word current requirements.

wide on 6 mil centers; the word lines are 6 mils
wide on 14 mil centers. Both are 0.5 mil thick. The
storage flux is 10 41 volt-second, switched with a
word current of 200 milliamperes and bit current
of 15 nia. All the dimensions can vary over aconsiderable range; different working models have
been built with different dimensions.
In this design, the choice of materials and dimensions is largely determined by electromagnetic requit cniunts and materials compatibility. Between
the bit lines and the copper substrate is alayer of
insulation thick enough to establish a reasonably
large characteristic impedance; the insulation between the bit lines and the word lines is thinner,
to minimize the magnetic reluctance in the hard
direction, but not so thin that capacitive loading
between the two sets of conductors would be a
problem. The copper conductors themselves are
thick enough to have low resistance but, like the
insulation, not so thick that they hinder hard-direction flux closure.
The ferrite keeper is the best way to limit current spreading in the ground plane, but it doesn't
Fo make afilm
work very well at high frequencies because its
In one coupled-film design, shown opposite, the permeability decreases as frequency increases. A
storage elements consist of two layers of permalloy permalloy keeper is good at all frequencies, but is
1,000 angstroms thick deposited on both sides of a effective only when the width of the word lines is
thin copper bit line. 9 The easy axis of the permalloy
much greater than the word line-bit line separation.
films is across the bit line, and parallel to the word
In addition to the general requirements for any
lines just above. Flux closure in the easy-axis direcinultilayer structure—good adhesion, chemical station is through additional permalloy plated at the bility, and matched thermal expansion coefficients
edges of the three-layer bit lines. The word lines
—magnetic coupled film structures have special reare plain strips of copper with a 3,000-angstrom
quirements of their own. 1°
," For example, the elecpermalloy keeper on top and down the sides; flux
trical insulation is better if it's put down in several
closure in the hard-axis direction is through this
thin layers instead of one thick layer, because
permalloy and also through aferrite keeper on top
there's less probability of pinholes. It must be
of the whole assembly. The bit lines are 4 mils
smooth and clean if the metallic film deposited on
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top of it is to have satisfactory properties. To insure this smoothness a thin layer of silicon oxide
is deposited on the copper before the top permalloy
layer goes down. Because the metallic layers are
composites of different materials, their etching into
lines requires special care.
The competition

at the MIT Lincoln Laboratory, and are approaching aphysical limit imposed by thermal noise. This
implies that further miniaturization, and therefore
further reduction in sense signal level, is possible
only with innovations in detection techniques.
Film switching dissipates so little energy that
very long word lines compared to those used in
ferrite core memories would be expected. However,
the long word lines imply many bit/sense lines,
and thus many expensive sense amplifiers. An alternative is to devise novel memory organizations,
such as the 21
/ -D selection already proposed for
2
plated-wire memories," to reduce the number of
sense amplifiers. Once the interconnection problem
is overcome, even higher-density arrays will become practical, making optimum utilization through
novel organization even more urgent. •

Coupled films aren't the only structures that
have closed flux paths, but they're best. Other approaches include for example, flat films with keepers, chain stores, mated films, and plated wires.
But each of these other forms has disadvantages.
To speak of complete flux closure around both
word and bit lines is more topological semantics
than physical reality. No design provides completely closed paths in magnetic material for all
the flux in both hard and easy directions. Two deReferences
signs that come close are chain stores 12 .
13 and
mated films. Both of these use magnetic and con- 1. Q.W. Simkins, "Planar Magnetic Film Memories," Conference
Proceedings, American Federation of Information Processing
ductive materials in intricate shapes; conductors
Societies, Vol. 31 (Fall Joint Computer Conference), 1967,
pass through holes in magnetic material, or mag- p. 593.
netic material is wrapped around a conductor, or
2. J.I. Raffel, "Operating Characteristics of aThin Film Memory,"
both. But some of the flux has to pass through a Journal of Applied Physics, 1959, p. 60S.
conductor rather than exclusively through magnetic
3. A.V. Pohm, R.J. Zingg, T.A. Smay, G.A. Watson, and R.M.
material, so the path isn't wholly closed. Also, Stewart Jr., "Size and Speed Capabilities of DRO Film Memories,"
IEEE Transactions on Communications and Electronics, 1964,
either the flux path around one or both conductors
has anonuniform cross-section, or the film has a p. 267.
nonuniform thickness. The former quality increases 4. E.W. Pugh, V.T. Shahan, and W.T. Siegle, "Device and Array
Design for a 120-nanosecond Magnetic Film Memory," IBM
the path's reluctance and may make some flux Journal
of Research and Development, 1967, p. 169.
"leak" into the surrounding medium; the latter
5. D. Dove and T.R. Long, "Magnetization Distribution in Flat
quality is difficult to implement, especially in small and
Cylindrical Films Subject to Non-uniform Hard Direction
sizes. Furthermore, these three-dimensional conField," IEEE Transactions on Magnetics, 1966, P. 194.
figurations are very difficult to fabricate in batches.
6. H. Chang and C.P. Wang, "Characterization of Magnetic
Both the plated wires and the coupled films ob- Memories—a Step toward Automated Design and Optimization,"
tain complete flux closure around only one con- Digest, First Annual IEEE Computer Conference, 1967, p. 74.
ductor. Partial closure around the other conductor 7. H. Blatt, "Random Noise Considerations in the Design of
Magnetic Film Sense Amplifiers," MIT Lincoln Laboratory, Group
is achieved with akeeper; it's partial because the
23, Report 1964-6.
insulating layer and the first conductor are in the
8. W.J. Bartik, C.F. Chong, and T. Turozyn, "A 100 Megabit
way. This nonmagnetic gap is minimized best with
Random-Acess Plated Wire Memory," Proceedings, International
flat geometry, which obviously favors coupled films
Conference on Magnetics, 1965, paper 11.5.
and their associated striplines, rather than wires.
9. H. Chang, "Coupled Film Memory Elements," Journal ol
Nevertheless the fact that these different designs Applied Physics, 1967, p. 1,203.
exist, as summarized in the table on page 121,
10. B.I. Bertelsen, "Multilayer Process for Magnetic Memory
demonstrates their viability. But the combined ad- Devices," IEEE Transactions on Magnetics, 1967, p. 635.
vantages of high density, low currents, low power,
11. K. Ahn and J.F. Freedman, "Magnetic Properties of Vacuum.
and short cycle time are realized only in coupled deposited Coupled Films," IBM Journal of Research and Development, 1968, p. 100.
films. This clearly demonstrates that performance
optimization can be achieved only through both
12. H.O. Leilich, "The Chain—a New Magnetic Film Memory
Device," Journal of Applied Physics, 1966, p. 1362.
miniaturization and flux closure.
Further development of film memory optimiza13. S.A. Abbas, H.F. Koehler, T.C. Kwei, H.O. Leilich, and R.H.
tion through miniaturization and flux closure will Robinson, "Design Considerations for the Chain Magnetic StorArray," IBM Journal of Research and Development, May
be aided by advances in interconnection methods, age
1967, p. 302.
sensing techniques, and memory organization.
14. W.M. Overn, "Status of Planar Film Memory," IEEE TransPresently available interconnection techniques actions
on Magnetics, 1968, p. 308.
are the limiting factor to storage density; fabrica15. J.P. McCallister and C.F. Chong, "A 500 nsec Computer
tion techniques are capable of producing integrated Memory
Utilizing Plated-Wire Elements," Conference Proceedings,
structures with much higher densities than any- American Federation of Information Proceedings Societies, Vol.
29 (Fall Joint Computer Conference), 1966, p. 305.
body knows how to interconnect today.
Miniaturized memory elements always generate 16. J.I. Raffel, A.H. Anderson, T.S. Crowther, T.O. Herndon, and
smaller output signals, and therefore require more C. Woodward, "A Progress Report on Large Capacity Magnetic
Film Memory Developments," Conference Proceedings, American
sophisticated detector and amplifier designs. These Federation of Information Processing Societies, Volume 32
are highly optimized in aplanar film memory built (Spring Joint Computer Conference), 1968, p. 259.
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Industrial electronics

Keeping track of Japan's
high-speed passenger trains
Speeds of 125 mph are now common on the Tokyo-Osaka line, but runs
of 220 mph are planned; as a result, the national railroad is working
to replace fixed-block control with automatic movable-block operation

H igh-speed passenger trains, barely out of the talking stage in the U.S., have been an operational
reality in Japan for the better part of five years.
And planners at the Japanese National Railways
(JNR) are even now mapping expansions and improvements. As aresult of control and safety exigencies, these extensions promise new challenges
for electronic technology and techniques. Among
the projects under way: highly automated control
systems, operating on movable-block principles, as
well as sophisticated new radars and communications set-ups.
So far, the New Tokaido Line (NTL)—a 320-mile,
double-track railway linking Tokyo and Osaka—
is the only high-speed line in JNR's network.
Opened in 1964, it serves acorridor on the island
of Honshu, which encompasses close to 50% of
the country's population and 75% of its industrial
capacity. Twice-as-fast service—the trains, highballing along at atop speed of about 125 miles per
hour and averaging more than 100 mph with stops
along the way, make the run in just over three
hours—appeals to travelers in Japan. On an average
day, the two-way traffic is about 180,000 passengers
and 170 trains—nearly triple the levels of 1964,
when service was provided by regular-speed trains
that took over six hours for the trip. Carrying only
passengers, the NTL has freed the Old Tokaido
Line, anarrow-gauge system, to haul an increased
volume of freight around the industrial heartland.
The next link in the high-speed rail chain is already being forged—a westward extension from
Osaka across the narrows of the Kanmon Straits to
Hakata on Kyushu, southernmost of the four principal islands in the Japanese archipelago. This
project, scheduled for completion in 1975, is part
of a20-year master plan drawn up in 1967 by the
JNR for a 2,500-mile, high-speed grid connecting
all of Japan's industrial cities with populations of
100,000 or more. In addition, it's probable that the
NTL system will be outfitted with a new set of
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double tracks for superexpress trains operating at
up to 220 mph to accommodate the needs of the
mushrooming Tokaido megalopolis.
The high speeds and close headways at which
NTL trains were designed to operate have necessitated highly automated safety control systems. In
conventional rapid-transit setups, trains are kept
apart by means of fixed-block techniques. The entire track is divided into sectors, and only one train
at a time is allowed to enter a given block. Wayside signals inform motormen whether or not
there's anything in the sector ahead.
This sort of arrangement is impractical for the
NTL since motormen are humanly fallible and can't
be depended upon for the split-second reaction
times required with ahigh-speed system. Accordingly, the block signals were taken from the trackside and installed in the cab, where they give visual
and aural warnings and, when necessary, automatically trigger the brakes to bring speeds down
to predetermined levels.
But though the system currently used on the
New Tokaido Line is called automatic train control
(ATC), it falls a good way short of being fully
automatic, coming into play only when speeds exceed the limits for agiven section of track. Acceleration, operation at constant speed, coasting, braking, and station stops are under the full control of
motormen. Moreover, the fixed-block system, while
satisfactory from asafety standpoint, lacks flexibility, particularly in maximum density, high-speed operations where it's desirable to keep train headways
at minimum levels. As a result, the JNR is now
working on amovable-block, automatic train operation (ATO) system that will provide full station-tostation control.
There are two kinds of ATO system: centralized
and decentralized. In the latter, control equipment
is installed alongside the tracks and aboard the
trains; decisions are essentially reactive—made in
response to local conditions. In the former, control
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centers house most of the equipment, and decisions
are made on the basis of systemwide traffic conditions. Centralized systems have the edge on lines
where traffic density is high, since the outlying
local-control apparatus can be largely replaced by
a computer. On short, local commuter lines, communications costs are low. The principal drawback
is the possibility of systemwide disruptions resulting from individual equipment breakdowns. Failures in decentralized setups are, of course, local
Propositions.
The new ATO system now being developed includes features of both systems. Both the localcontrol and centralized subsystems work off aparallel, twin-wire transmission line between the rails.
Loop antennas installed in the train's undercarriage
have close inductive couplinrz to the line.
The twin wire is divided into block sections
about 1,640 feet long by high-pass filters with a
cutoff frequency of 50 kilohertz. As a result, each
section is an independent loop with respect to the
band below 50 khz, and all sections are common
with respect to ahigh-frequency band. The band
below 50 khz is for the local control subsystem,
while frequencies from 50 to 250 khz have been
allocated to the centralized control subsystem.
The twin-wire arrangement in the proposed highfrequency centralized subsystem has arelay station
every six miles or so. Communication between the
relay stations and the control center are handled
via coaxial cable. A hundred two-way code communication channels, with amodulation rate of 50
bauds, plus three voice channels, are available in
the 50-to-250-khz band to shuttle information between trains and the control center. In theory at
least, it should be possible to control up to 100
trains on aline with asingle central processor.
At fixed time intervals, each train transmits the
distance covered during the preceding time unit.
The central computer then calculates each train's
position, speed, headway, referring to timetables,
track-condition data, and related information stored
in its memories to come up with individual orders.
Development of the ATO's centralized control
subsystem has been under way since 1964; a successful field test was conducted in 1965 on the milelong loop track at the JNR's Railway Technical
Research Institute. During the course of the study,
parallel twin-wire and leaky waveguide systems
were used alternately as the transmission paths between test trains and the computer. The latter operates at 7.5 gigahertz, so electrical noise is no particular problem. However, this system is far more
expensive than its twin-wire counterpart, which is
affected by electrical noise. Since the institute's
cam pus -like environment has fewer high-tension
lines and less noisy heavy electrical equipment than
a trunk line with heavy train traffic, amore realistic
field test was successfully run off in 1967, using only
the parallel twin-wire transmission line.
The ATO's local-control subsystem is designed
to assume the functions now handled by the automatic train control system as aback-up to ensure
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safe operation in the event of afailure in the centralized subsystem. As a rule, an ATC system like
the one now used on the New Tokaido Line has a
circuit to detect the presence or absence of atrain
in a given block section and then transmit the
limit-speed signal. This type of system has the
virtues of being time-tested, relatively simple,
highly precise, and reliable.
In the low-frequency segment of the new ATO
system, each train is equipped with a modulated
transmitter whose signal is used for train detection.
Limit-speed signals are transmitted from trackside
equipment to trains with a two-out-of-five frequency code. The parallel twin wire setup in the
local-control subsystem is especially attractive because of its ability to transmit afar greater volume
of information than the track circuits used in the
ATC arrangement.
Local subsystems apparatus installed on the
train includes the train signal transmitter and the
limit-speed signal receiver; along the track, atraindetection signal receiver, logic, and a limit-speed
transmitter for each block are group-housed in signal cabins. At the boundary between each pair of
blocks there are high- and low-pass filters that
divide the loop line for the local-control subsystem
while maintaining a single circuit for the centralized system. The output from the low-pass filters
is routed to the signal cabins by cable.
The detection signal transmitted from apreceding train is fed into block-logic circuits, jogging
the system's memory and triggering ATC signals
to a following train. This block signal set-up is
primarily designed to be dependable and fail-safe
whether or not there are equipment failures on the
train or at trackside. Train detection is continuous,
and block clear-up is allowed only when a train
passes the boundary into another sector.
The big disadvantage of the system, at least in
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its present state of development, is its inability to
perform non-block operation when there's aswitchover to the local system as aresult of afailure in
the central subsystem. (This problem does not occur when the central subsystem is operative since
this set-up continuously updates train positions in
its memory and controls track movements without
reference to fixed blocks.) In other words, afollowing train could not be allowed to enter ablock still
occupied by atrain up ahead. In the present trackcircuit type of ATC system like the one used on the
NTL, afollowing train somehow in the same block
with apreceding train receives no ATC signal since
it's been shorted out by the axles of the preceding
train. There's an unambiguous indication that highspeed operation is not permitted.
But in the ATO local subsystem, afollowing train
entering an occupied block would receive the same
speed indication as the preceding train. A special
circuit can be used to maintain the stop signal
received before atrain enters, but it's not fail-safe.
Throttling back
Normally, the train detection transmitter puts
out acontinuous signal to the ground loop from an
antenna at the rear of the train. Transmitter output averages 3watts. The carrier frequency is 24.4
khz, amplitude-modulated by a36-hertz signal that
eliminates power-line or other interference. Malfunctions would be likely if an unmodulated signal
were used since there could be spurious indications
of atrain's presence in vacant block sections.
The train detection output passes through alowpass filter, traveling down the cable to the signal
cabin's receiver. This unit rejects the limit-speed
signal and noise induced by the current drawn by
the train, amplifying and detecting input. The receiver output operates the train detection relays.
The design of the system has to be such that
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data on the presence of atrain stored in the memory will not be erased even if the detection unit
aboard the train fails. If the memory indication
were erased, the proceed signal sent to the following train would probably result in a tailend crash.
To prevent this, adetection signal, once received
is stored and not erased until a given train is
detected in the next section down the tracks. To
this end, designers have capitalized on the dynamic
time-delay characteristic of the train detection storage relay used in the logic; they use this time delay to crase the memory when a train passes the
boundary between two loops.
The limit-speed transmitter uses two of five frequencies-33.2, 33.6, 34.0, 34.4, and 34.8 khz. This
affords control with up to nine signal aspects,
against seven in the currently operational system on
the NTL. Peak transmitting power is 4watts, and the
cross-modulation product of the two signals is suppressed by more than 30 db.
In the limit speed receiver aboard the train, a

band-pass filter is used to reject interference signals
from higher harmonies of the trahi current, and
mechanical filters are used to select the signal frequencies. If only one—or three or more—signal(s)
are received, a failure indicator is activated.
When and if

Tests along a trunk line in 1967 furnished a lot
of valuable operational data on the proposed ATO
system. For example, when the output of the train
detection transmitter is 26 dbm, the ground detector receiver input is —35 dbm, making the
transmission loss 61 db. When the ATC transmitter's output is 24 dbm, the train's receiver input
has a minimum value of —36 dbm, making the
transmission loss 60 db.
The loop line has a wire diameter of 3.2 millimeters and a wire-to-wire spacing of 20 centimeters. At frequencies in the 20-to-40-khz range,
the characteristic impedance is 500 ohms and the
attenuation constant is on the order of 0.2 to 0.3
db per five-eighths of amile.
The limit-speed receiver's mechanical filter has a
minimum signal-to-noise ratio of 21 db when the
transmitter output is 24 dbm. The train detection receiver has alarger signal-to-noise ratio—a minimum
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Autopilot. This block
diagram outlines a
proportional control
system for automatic
constant train speed
proposed for new links
in Japan's growing
chain of high-speed
railroads.

value of 38 db when the transmitter power output
is 26 dbm.
Tests have shown that the ground block logic
circuits function properly even when atrain passes
the block at speeds as low as 3 mph. Operation at
slower train speeds is difficult, however, because
of the dynamic relay characteristics that protect
against failure to detect atrain's presence.
The lengthy braking distances required by highspeed trains make the development of systems to

No hands
The ATC system, which is distinct from the proposed AT° set-up and originally designed for automatic retardation, can still be fairly easily rigged
for complete, start-to-stop control. On the New
Tokaido Line, trains often are operated at aconstant speed only abit lower than the ATC limit. To
automatically maintain aspeed constant, the pin
devised asystem with acontroller similar to those
used in process application.
With atarget speed slightly below the ATC
the system detects the difference between the target and actual speed, effecting control on the basis
of this value. As the difference becomes larger, the
acceleration notch is automatically advanced, and
vice versa. If need be, the brake control can be
used to arrest the train.
The system's performance has been determined
superior to manual operation by a motorman. A
system of this type has been installed on the prototype train slat.-.d for duty on the high-speed line
connecting Osaka and Hakata. If all goes well in
tests, scheduled for this summer, they'll be installed on production models. Next year, apparatus
to automatically stop trains at fixed station points
will be checked, and it could also be installed on
production models. The effect will be to further
automate the Osaka-Hakata run, which will operate at higher speeds than the New Tokaido Line.
Although the NTL uses conventional notch techniques for speed control, it is planned that the new
line will have thyristor phase-shift control. The
motorman will simply set the system to operate at
a speed below the ATC limit, and the machinery
%%ill take over.
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Upgrading. JNR is seeking to improve the close-coupled
inductive radio system that works off two parallel wires
laid between the rails and train-mounted loop coils.

detect out-of-sight obstacles along the tracks desirable. The Japanese National Railways has been
doing considerable research in this area, but costs
are high and progress has been relatively limited.
So far, no operational systems have been put into
service.
Perhaps the biggest difficulty with most types
of detectors is that objects lying just beside the
road bed are often hidden in the shadows thrown
by the rails. Such objects could lead to disasters
if the train's wheel flanges were to ride up on them,
leaving the tracks.
Because the waves transmitted by ordinary radars spread out with distance, such systems aren't
suitable for high-speed train applications where the
big idea is precise determination of obstacles on
the road bed. The JNR is therefore investigating
surface-wave radar, which works off track-mounted
waveguide that radiates only moderately. The system's transmitter and receiver are installed on the
train; the operator simply checks the scope for
obstacles on or between the tracks.
Narrow view

At its Railway Technical Research Institute, the

JNR has rigged up ametal, surface-wave transmis-

sion line between the rails. The attenuation constant of this guide at 940 megahertz is 20 db per
five-eighths of amile. Calculations show that with
a 50-kilowatt-peak-power transmitter, an obstacle
can be detected up to two miles ahead of the train.
The disadvantage of surface-wave radar is that
the detection range to the right and left of the
waveguide is extremely narrow. As aresult, aprototype leaky-wave pseudoradar system has been
developed and tested at the institute. Sending leaky
waveguide is installed on one side and receiving
leaky waveguide on opposite sides of the two rails
of a single track. A pulse-modulated wave is sent
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through the sending waveguide from atransmitter
at one end; the wave leaks slightly through slots
while it advances down the guide, crosses the two
rails, and is picked up by the receiving leaky waveguide—through which it returns to the receiver.
Planar reflectors, or helix winding inside the waveguide, is necessary to assure that energy in the second waveguide propagates back in an opposite
direction from that in the first. If there's an obstacle,
the leaked wave is blocked and doesn't reach the
receiving waveguide. At the receiver, output for
the time corresponding to the point of the obstacle
falls markedly.
When operated at 9 Chz, the attenuation constant along the waveguide is 6 db per five-eighths
of amile and coupling loss is about 76 db ayard.
When the sending guide is fed from atransmitter
with a peak power output of 50 kw, an object of
about 50 cubic centimeters between the two waveguides can be detected at up to 3miles.
The leaky-wave pseudoradar system is superior
to the others from a detection standpoint, but its
cost of installation is high. As a less expensive
alternative, an electromagnetic-beam wave radar
system has been proposed. In this setup, elliptical
reflectors with common focuses are installed on
both sides of the rail. The wave transmitted from
the train is reflected by the reflectors while traveling forward, and reflected waves from obstacles
travel back along the same route to be received by
the train's antenna.
Reflectors 70 centimeters high and operated at
afrequency of 9Chz have an attenuation constant
of 10 db per five-eighths of amile. An object with
a volume of about 50 cc could be detected at a
distance of about 3 miles when atransmitter with
apeak output of 50 kw is used.
Attenuating circumstances

For data communications among stations and
trains in transit, the Japanese National Railways
has been using spatially propagated and inductively coupled radio systems. Applied separately or
in concert, such arrangements afford reasonably
good coverage over both flat and rugged terrain.
On acontinuing basis, however, the JNR conducts
research and development programs on new techniques and equipment—particularly anything that
looks as if it can be integrated into automatic train
operation systems.
Among the current projects is an upgrading of
the close-coupled inductive radio system, which
works off two parallel wires installed between the
rails. A high-frequency carrier-current signal of approximately 200 khz is sent from wayside stations
through these wires to train-mounted loop coils.
Moreover, the signal level drops at the points
every 820 feet or so where the two wires cross over
each other to reduce noise, as well as at other
points along the line where feeders or filters are
installed. Dips in signal strength at these points
may be as large as 20 to 25 db, greatly increasing
the likelihood of errors during pulse transmission.
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Test case. At its Railway Technical Institute, the JNR

Alternative. Though leaky-wave pseudoradar has superior

has rigged up an experimental leaky-wave pseudo-

detection features, its cost comes high. As aresult, the

radar system to improve on surface-wave-set-ups.

JNR is investigating electromagnetic-beam wave systems.

A twisted-pair, two-wire cable has been proposed
to eliminate these disadvantages, and feasibility
studies are under way. The between-the-rails installation of the wires for aclose-coupled inductive
system creates a serious problem for track maintenance personnel.
On the New Tokaido Line spatially propagated
radio is used for voice communications, but it cannot provide reliable service in long tunnels. In those
along the right of way, atwo-wire overhead feeder
system is installed along the walls as guides for a
400-Mhz band current, the same frequency used
for spatial propagation. At first glance this arrangement appears to be an attractive method to remove
the Am communications system from between the
rails. But the attenuation of the parallel-wire line
is sizable, as is the level of the received signal.
A leaky coaxial cable system has been tunneltested to see if it could overcome these difficulties.
But one experiment in which acable with aleakage
slot in the outer conductor was operated at 450
Mhz indicated an average attenuation constant of
about 25 db per five-eighths of amile; such alarge
level would cause excessive variations in signal
strength over the contemplated repeater spans.
As a result, stepped leakage slots, increasing in
size with distance from the transmitter, are now
being tried out along the line to decrease coupling
loss at far-out points and maintain almost constant
received signal strength. For this transmission line,
coupling loss at points along the cable near the
transmitter is around 80 db; variations in received
signal strength are kept to within about 10 db.
When operated at low frequencies, this kind of
leaky coaxial cable has almost no leakage and
should prove useful for communications between
fixed wayside stations. Moreover, if installed on
existing overhead poles that support traction current wires, it would cause no inconvenience to
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track maintenance personnel.
In yet another communications system under
study, a low-loss, circular, microwave waveguide
with leak design features is installed in parallel
alongside the track. A signal is transmitted through
the guide from a station, and the leaked signal is
picked up by train-mounted antennas. An elliptical
reflector, with the leakage slot of the waveguide
at one focus and the train antenna at the other,
is mounted aboard the train to improve signal
pickup. The system is designed to minimize variations in received signal level caused by the rolling
motion of the train.
In atest in which acircular aluminum waveguide
was operated at 7.5 Ghz, the attenuation constant
was found to be 4 db per five-eighths of a mile.
Minimum coupling loss between the waveguide
and the train antenna was about 30 db. A smaller
coupling slot—with high coupling loss—was used
in portions of the waveguide near the transmitter.
As with the other system, researchers are trying
stepped slots to provide progressively smaller
coupling losses as the distance from the transmitter
increases, the aim being to keep received signal
strength constant along the six-mile spans between
repeaters. (Specifications call for a +10 dbm level
at the transmitter, and a —80 dbm level at the
receiver.) Variation in signal level during tests
with this arrangement was about -±-2 db.
In one test in which 107 coded characters were
transmitted from wayside station to amoving train
at a transmission modulation rate of 2,000 bauds,
the number of errors was nil. Multiplex operation
with about 400 voice or data channels appears
feasible with this system; each train would be assigned its own frequency.
However, while the leaky waveguide can provide
a large number of channels, its cost is still extremely high.•
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Where else can you get 100 MHz and
sweep switching in one oscilloscope?
Nowhere...
be from DU MONT.

For example, the Dumont 767 H/F oscilloscope
pictured below. It features:
0 79-02A and 74-17A plug-ins for 100 MHz dual
trace and sweep switching to 5ns/cm.
0 Bench or Rack Mounting. Only 7" high.
0 Reliability of silicon solid state circuitry with
no fan.
0 Low power consumption, large display area,
internal graticule.
0 Interchangeable X and Y plug-in amplifiers.
13KV accelerating potential for high writing
rate performance.

o

Send for our informative 1969 catalog of high
and low frequency oscilloscopes and accessories,
plug-in amplifiers, camera systems, and
pulse generators.
DUMONT OSCILLOSCOPE LABORATORIES, INC.
40 Fairfield Place, West Caldwell, N.J. 07006
(201) 228-3665/ TWX (710) 734-4308

DUMONT
OSCILLOSCOPE LABORATORIES. INC.

ID
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Need awild card
to complete your logic system?
...gray code logic, aritimetic/logic, pulse
synchronizers, excess 3 coulters, multi-bnction cards ... all the wild ones are standard
with CAMBION. Our constantly expaniinD
deck currently contains over 300 diterert
logic assemblies enough to build complete
systems without ever hffi.ing to design that
special card. Fast — money-saving.
The CAMBION pack won't go out-of-play
either. It's designed with medium scale ntegration capabilities built hg -it in. The e>clusive 70-pin input/output edge connector gives
you tighter packaging, more functions per
card, and tomorrow's prod..ict today.
All CAMBION logic assemblies are func -iorally and physically compatible. Because we
put more on acard, you use fewer cards, reed

less racks, fewer panels, ess cabinets, lese
space and fewer bucks in the total.
You'll want the right manual to learn the latest
rules of the game. If hardware is your requirement, we've got still another book for that
Just circle the number below or write us direct. They're Free, of ccurse. Cambridge
Thern-ionic Corporation, 457 Concord Avenue, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138_
Phone: (617) 491-5400. In Los Angeles, 8703
La Ti era Boulevard, 90045. Phone: (213)
776-0 472.
Standardize on

Caarsioar
the guaranteed logic assemblies
Circle 131 Dr reader service card

SLO-SYN N/C Positioning Systems
eliminate costly production methods
on Panel and Printed Circuit Boards
SLO-SYN N/C PHOTO ARTWORK GENERNTOR produces error-free film negatives or positives directly from engineering sketch in 8 hours
.tr less. Eliminates costly drafting time and photo
reduction. Sketch errors corrected on tape in
minutes. Also used for preparation of inspection
shadowgraph masters and step/repeat printing.

SLO-SYN N/C DRILLING MACHINE provides precise multiple drilling of printed circuit
boards and panels. All four heads operate simultaneously from same taped program for greater
accuracy and uniformity free of human error.
Precise drill heads accommodate bits from 1/64
to 1/4 inch. Spindle speed adjustable to 45,000
rpm; drilling rate up to 80 cycles per minute.

Low cost SLO-SYN Numerical Tape Controls slash production time ... rake quality,
add profit in the key areas in the manufacture of electronic circuit components.

t>

SLO-SYN N/C POSITIONING TABLES in
conventional or cantilever models can be combined with awide range of production equipment
such as eyelet and component inserters, drilling
and welding heads and reflow soldering machines.
Provide complete automation of manufacturing
operations with consistent accuracy, reduced operator training and inspection time. Extremely
fast positioning.

SLO-SYN N/C WIRE TERMINATING MACHINE provides fast, accurate positioning of
back plane connector assemblies for semi-automatic wire wrapping. Accommodates all standard wire wrap guns plus AMP Term-Point clipon connections. Work precisely positioned beneath gun ...no operator search. Up to 500
error-free wire terminations per hour. Automatic
selector lights for up to 30 wire ,hoices

t>

Call,
write or wire
for SLO-SYN Bulletin
SPS668-1
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Best FETs yet!

FET opeationai
aihplifitT•s that is.

from the innovators of things Analog,
FOR FAST SETTLING TIME. Model 1011 with aFET input and an output that settles to 0.01% in 1.5 psec. Slew rate is 70V/psec and it can
drive 25 mA. Ideal for hrgh speed diçitai computers.
FOR BATTERY OPERATION. Model 1006, atricropo%.vcr FET with low
quiescent power, opeetcs on supply current under 150;IA. Supply range
+ 2V to ± 16V with 2.5 mA cutpu t. Usefui in many portabie applications.
FOR HIGH OUTPUT iViodei 1008 delivers high power output to 35 mA.
Slew rate is typically 15V/psec. Capable of driving relay coils and low impedance recorders.
FOR HIGH OPEN LOOP GAIN. Model 1003 provides high open loop gain
of 500,000, voltage temperature coefficient of 3j.¡V/°C, CWIRR of 10 6 and
warmup time of 2sec to 4-25pV of final output. Excellent for differential
applications.
FOR LOW COST. Model 1009 costs only $20.40 each ir. hundred quantity.
High input impedance 10 12 ohms) and low bias current (5 pA). Good
general purpose FET fcr integrate r:, high impedance buffers, etc.
For further inforrnation, contact your local
Phi;brick/Nexus Sales Rea7esentative, or write:

VIL

PHILBRICK/NEXUS RESEARCH
A TELEDYNE COMPANY

M:ied Drive at Route 12:i

n2a26 ,617)

§

SIEMENS

Capacitors
A Full Range of Capacitance
And Voltage Ratings In
Four Types-- Designed With
Your Application In Mind.
You can rely on Siemens to provide awide range

POLYESTER-33-630 V d.c., 1000 pF

of precision built capacitors. High performance

—0.47 MF

units that are available now in four major types
designed to match your circuit requirements.
In addition, you can call on Siemens experienced
engineers to assist you with your application
problems involving the capacitors shown, as
well as: Tantulum and Polycarbonate capacitors,
Ferrite materials, Semiconductors, and many
other products.
POLYSTYRENE-33-630 V d.c., 1-25,000 pF

-

i
yiffliffloe
ALUMINUM ELECTROLYTICS
3-100 V d.c., 0.5-10,000 MF

METALLIZED POLYESTER
100-630 V d.c., 0.01-10 MF

For technical information or assistance, contact:

Siemens America Incorporated,
685 Liberty Avenue, Union, New Jersey 07083

Components Division
(201) 688-5400

"A tradition of craftsmanship and service since 1847"
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from Weston
is no put on.

When we say Hi-Reliability, we mean it!
Weston offers units designed, manufantured and tested in complete conformance with MIL-R-39015. You'll find a
designator stamped on every Weston
Squaretrim® Hi-Rel pot in the 200 ohm to
20K range. This number verifies its failure rate and confidence level at full /
4
3
watt operating power. Design, materials

and workmanship must be tops. Not to
mention Weston's 45 to 1 adjustment
ratio, patented wire-in-the-groove construction, and slip clutch mechanical
protection which are standard faatures
of these pedigreed models. Insist on the
genuine item—Squaretrim Hi-Rel Model
313-160HS with flexible leads or 318160HS with pins—in all critical applica-

tions. Contact the factory about other
Hi-Rel values available, or see your
local distributor. Daystrom potentiometers are another product of WESTON
COMPONENTS DIVISION, Archbald, Pa.
18403, Weston Instruments, Inc.
a Schlumbergar company

ESTON®

Today at Hughes, we're
developing digital radar signal
processors for avariety of
important airborne applications.

below wideband input noise, and
the resulting processor output
signal 15 db above rms noise in
one digital filter output.

An engineering model of one of
these processors has been
developed for real-time operation.
It uses the Cooley Tukey, or fast
Fourier transform algorithm, to
form abank of 512 narrowband
doppler filters, together with
their associated detectors and
threshold circuits.

Several programs are now starting
to carry this technique and others
further toward operational radar
systems.

The scope photographs show a
processor input signal 12 db

It's arapidly expanding field.
And Hughes wants to grow with
it. That's why qualified engineers
and scientists are needed now.
Particularly those with digital
circuit design experience, signal
processing analysis and

subsystem design experience,
and microelectronic circuit
applications background.
Interested? Please airmail
resume today to:
Mr. Robert A. Martin
Head of Employment
Hughes Aerospace Divisions
Dept. 24
11940 W. Jefferson Blvd.
Culver City, Calif. 90230
An equal-opportunity employer
— M&F
U.S. citizenship is required

HUGHES
HUGHES

AIRCRAFT

AEROSPACE
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The new Alcoswitch "A" Scales fills a need for those
who want the best switch possible at an optinum
price. This series has the important features waited
in a good miniature: turret terminals, extra-wide contacts, heavier current capatailiies, low-loss, high heat
and high impact case construction. An acditional

To: ALCO Electronic Products, Inc., Dept

A

feature is the "No Tear" shoulder on the bushing.
The overaH dimension allows use in tiçht quarters.
Rated 6 amps @ 125 VAC. Choose carefully and use
the best — the A cosw tch "A" Series. It doesn't cost
anymore.
'Photo shows

he new

3 -Pole ''A" Seeles Alcoswitch (4) times actual size.

, Lawrence, Mass.

D

NAME
(Please Print)
FUNCTION

Send your latest 20-page catalog.

EJ Have your representative
hand deliver a sample.
Switch Type

COMPANY

Propcsed Use
ADDRESS

FREE
SAMPLE

No. Poles

Send for your
free sample and
new 1969

CITY

STATE

11:11-CCI
Electronics IMay 12, 1969

ZIP

Alco switch catalog

ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS, INC. • LAWRENCE, MASS. 01843
Ci -cle 137 on reader service card
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Propensity for density
or: C. I. capacitors cut another space problem
down to size

MY \AN

everybody knows, C.1. makes the
smallest, most dependable solid tantalum capacitors available ...anywhere. Results: No capacitor failures,
no leakage problems, excellent performance.

V

Vie
2
/
times
Enlarged approximately 11

When you convince more than 30 discrete components, including 10 electrolytic capacitors ranging from 0.01
to 2.2 mfd., to huddle together in a
space somewhat smaller than 1/20 of
acubic inch, you've got yourself some
pretty high-density packaging.

The Minitan" Cordwood Series used
in this application were specifically designed for miniature equipment. They
are available in five different case
sizes from l/8" to V.4" in length, with
radial or axial leads, and capacitance
values up to 47 mfd.
4

-?=i

C.I.... space race ace We offer more
subminiature case styles and ratings
than anyone else in the business. Samples, performance and reliability data,
and application assistance are yours
for the asking.
First in reliability ...service ... delivery. We prove it every day.

B225A

C6 4
172.2
,4.15 /uF

+22

That's what engineers did at Signatron,
Inc., Gardena, California, when they
designed their miniature Model 2300EEG differential amplifier —a potted,
high-reliability unit designed primarily
for use in their telemetry devices for
physiological monitoring such as
electro-encephalographs.
Of course they turned to Components,
Inc. for the capacitors because, as
MINITAN MODULAR

B2254

Performance is maximum, leakage is
minimum, prices arc optimum. Full
reliability up to 125°C. Non-polar
versions available in standard capacitance ratings.

CO

Ri3

R16

00

+

P105A

R6844
R2 QIA

R8

.68µF
P6844

f=o
1.0,a.F
P1054
R18

4.

Y103A 4684.if
P684A

o

R17

o

MINITAN CORDWOOD

(Also available with axial leads)
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COMPONENTS,

INC.

CAPACITOR PRODUCTS
BIDDEFORD, MAINE 04005 U.S.A.— TEL: (207)284-5956 —TM: 710-2291559
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Meet Datapoint.
Its 20 times faster

than other multipoint recorders.
And infinitely more versatile.

This new high-speed multipoint
recorder by Brush runs off as many
as 20 samples per second on 2 to 8
channels. So it's great for monitoring
fast-changing variables in temperature, flow, pressure, strain, chemical
processes, displacement dynamics
and the like.

Datapoint handles mixed inputs
from high and low level inputs. All
on one chart. Recordings come out
clear, crisp, uncluttered. And Z-folded.
You've got achoice of 12 chart speeds,
pushbutton controlled.
About that versatility. Datapoint
works in three modes: multipoint
sampling, intensified sampling, for
channels of high dynamic content, or
continuous single channel recording.
So you get much more than just afast
multipoint recorder. Without paying
more to get it.
And Datapoint is accurate, too. A
full 99.5%, enforced by anon-contact
position-feedback system. It's a first
in this type of recorder. (But aproven
success in countless Brush direct writing oscillographs.)
Speed. Versatility. Accuracy. These
make Datapoint anew concept in recording. There's never been anything
like it. You'll find more proof in the
Datapoint brochure. Send for your
copy today. Clevite Corporation,
Brush Instruments Division, 37th and
Perkins, Cleveland, Ohio 44114.

CLEVITE

BRUSH

eireuit
problems?
sign alite Glow Lamps have
solved problems in these areas:
• Voltage Regulation & References •Photo-Cell Drivers • SCR Triggering
• Timing • Photo Choppers • Oscillators • Indicator Lights • Counters
• Voltage Dividers • Surge Protectors • Logic Circuits • Flip-Flops
• Memory

• Switching • Digital Readouts

Signalite glow lamps combine long life, close tolerance and economy, and are
manufactured with a broad range of characteristics to meet individual application requirements. For a creative approach to your design problem ... contact
Signalite's Application Engineering Department.

ULTRA HIGH LEAKAGE RESISTANCE. Devices with leakage
resistance in excess of 1012
ohms are available for circuits
requiring this property. Such
applications would include sample and hold for A to D conversion, and capacitor memory
systems.
SEE Signalite Application News
for TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

PHOTO-CELL APPLICATIONS
The A074 and A083 have been
designed for use with Cadmium.
rT
!Sulfide or Cadmium Selenide
photocells. Applications include
photo choppers, modulators, demodulators, low noise switching
devices, isolated overload protector circuits, etc. Speed of
operation is limited only by the
_ jphoto-cells.
SEE Signalite Application News
for TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

SIGNALITE
APPLICATION NEWS
is used to communicate
new and proven techniques and applications
of
Signalite's
neon
lamps and gas discharge tubes. Signalite
Application News provides a forum for an
exchange of 'deas to keep the design
engineer aware of the versatility of
neon lamps and their many applications.
Copies are available from your Signalite
representative or by contacting Signalite.
Circle 506 on readers service card

VOLTAGE REGULATORS BETTER
THAN 1% ACCURACY These
subminiature voltage regulators
are used in regulated power
supplies, as reference sources,
photomultiplier regulators, oscilloscopes calibrators, etc.
They are available in voltages
from 82 to 143 V. They are used
in multiples as regulators in
KV ranges.
See Signalite Application News
for TYPICAL APPLICATIONS.

NEON TIMERS The bi-stable
characteristics and high leakage resistance of Signalite's
special glow lamps make them
ideal as a component for timing circuits. The basic circuit
resembles a relaxation oscillator network.

INCORPORATED
NEPTUNE, NEW JERSEY 07753
(201) 775-2490

SEE Signalite Application News
for TYPICAL APPLICATIONS
A General Instrument Company

j
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Until recently, the world of ultrasonics
was better known to bats thar wen.
Bransch has changed that.
We've been h ultrasonics fo- mere
than 20 years. Solely ultrasanics.
You can accomplish alot with that
kind cf concentration.
We have. Branson Ultrasonic Clsanhig
... with advances like our new

solid-state Powerpack genercr with
exclusive load ooirpensation. What
does this mear tn you? For :he first
time, you can power ase-ies of
cleaning tanks. .each w th ad fferent
load ... and with maximun- efficiency,
using only one power source.
If your cleaning preblem oak for
an ultrasonic solitioa, don't wander

into the world of working sound with
astranger. Roam it with Branson.
Branson Instruments Co., a subsidiary
of Smith Kline & French Laboratories,
Progrffls Drive, Stairzord,
Cor necticut 06904

BRANSON

Fbr sound ides. in cleaning, testin and snessu-ig

The silent world of wor ing sound.

Low-cost motion
control is here...
and PMI
precisio
motor!
When your motion needs accurate controlling,

This motor will also be available with our new

call your PMI Applications Specialist. Our expe-

integral tachometer.

rience in fast response actuators has helped us

Motion control is our prime concern ...a field

to design a new low cost version with the best

in which we are constantly innovating. This new

performance per dollar in the industry. The

DC servo motor is another example of our in-

same proven reliability found in our standard

terest in helping you solve your precision control

line is built into these lower cost motors.

problems. We have a broad line of fast response

The U9M4F is the first of the new servo series

actuators and an extensive free application assis-

which will be used for low cost EDP peripheral

tance program to help you with your

equipment, fast stop-start applications for indus-

special requirements. Write or call us

trial use and low cost video and tape recorders.

(516-676-8000) for all the details.

PRINTED MOTORS, INC. GLEN COVE, NEW YORK 11542
Engineering, Manufacturing and Sales by: PHOTOCIRCUITS CORPORATION, Glen Cove, New York 11542
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PLUG-IN OSCILLOSCOPES
New Tektronix 560B Series
product report

New Solid-State Versions
IV.
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alued Performers
Solid-state, large screen (8 x 10 cm), internal graticule, dual plug-in oscilloscope defines the new
Type 561B.
Use of solid-state components
throughout offers low-heat dissipation for reliable
operation to further expand the performance capabilities of this oscilloscope. Short-proof circuitry has been designed into all low-level power
supplies, providing lower output impedance and
minimum signal crosstalk. The addition of a
quick-change line voltage selector permits operation from any of the following voltage ranges: 90
to 110 V, 104 to 126 V, 112 to 136 V, 180 to 220 V,
208 to 252 V, or 224 to 272 V over a line frequency
range from 48 Hz to 440 Hz. The Type 561B calibrator accuracy has been significantly improved
in both frequency and amplitude. The 1-kHz frequency is held to .1%, while the amplitude is
maintained at —1 1
/ %.
2
Total measurement capabilities, through the use
of more than 25 different plug-in units, offer the
user complete versatility in measurement applications. The dual plug-in unit feature allows conventional displays or X-Y displays with either single-trace, dual-trace or four-trace units. Sampling
displays, as well as spectrum analysis and raster
generation, are also possible with the Type 561B.

The Type 564B offers all the advantages of the
Type 56113, plus an added split-screen storage
feature. Greater versatility is thus provided in that
either half of the 8 x 10 cm display can be independently controlled, allowing stored or conventional displays on either the upper or lower half.
The contrast ratio and brightness of the stored
displays are constant and independent of viewing
time, wril;ng and sweep rates, or signal repetition
rates.
Automatic erasu'e, after a preselected viewing
time of 1 to 12 seconds, is added to the Type
564B MOD 121N. Also incorporated is a SAVE
mode which interrupts the autcmatic erase cycle
and preserves the stored information. Remote
operation of the erase function is also possible
with the Type 564B MOD 121N.
Both the Type 5618 and Type 564B have rackmounted counterparts that occupy only seven
inches of rack height.
Type 561B
Type 564B
Type 564B Mod 121N
U.S. Sales Prices FOB Beaverton, Oregon

please open for additional information

• ••••

'Me

$ 560
$ 995
$1150

Extra Values
PROBES
Tektronix offers a choice of voltage and current probes
designed to be compatible with circuit measurement requirements. The probes are designed to monitor the signal source
with minimum circuit loading while maintaining waveform
fidelity.
A prime consideration in selecting the proper probe is
the circuit loading effect of the oscilloscope/probe combination. The probe with the highest input impedance will provide
the least circuit loading. Probe attenuation ratio is also an
important consideration. The oscilloscope must have enough
gain to compensate for the attenuation of the probe.
C-12

C-27
CAMERAS

The P6021 AC Current Probe and Type 134 Amplifier provide
the facility for accurate current measurements over the wide
range of 12 Hz to 40 MHz without breaking the circuit under
test. Used with any plug-in unit having a deflection factor of
50 mV/div, the P6021/134 provides deflection factors from
1mA/div to 1A/div.
P6021/134
$295

ELECTRIC SHUTTER/SPEED COMPUTER
An Electric Shutter/Speed
Computer is available for both
the C-12 and C-27 cameras,
permitting remote actuation of
the camera. It is intended for
use in areas where a large
number of cameras need to be
remotely controlled or when
there is limited access to the
oscilloscope and camera at
the time of use.
C-12-E Electric Shutter Camera
C-27-E Electric Shutter Camera

$665
$635

SCOPE -MOBILEos CARTS
Type 201 Scope-Mobile, carts feature tilt locking in any one
of nine tray positions. The adjustable tray locks in six 4.5'
steps in the upward direction
and two 4.5 steps in the downward direction from the horizontal axis. A storage drawer
is provided in the Type 201-1
while the Type 201-2 provides
both a storage drawer and a
plug-in carrier.
Type 201-1
$130
Type 201-2
$140
U.S. Sales Prices
FOB Beaverton, Oregon

P6042
The P6042 DC-50 MHz current probe utilizes a variation of
the Hall effect, offering capabilities for making both highfrequency and DC current measurements. The P6042 consists
of an amplifier with built-in power supply, six-foot probe cable,
and probe head. Deflection factors from 1mA/div to 1A/
div are provided when the P6042 is used with a plug-in unit
having a deflection factor of 50 mV/div.
P6042 DC Current Probe
$625
To help you select the right probe for your application,
please consult Tektronix Catalog #28 or call your Tektronix
Field Engineer.

For a demonstration, call your local Tektronix field engineer or write:
Tektronix, Inc., P. O. Box 500, Beaverton, Oregon 97005.

Tektronix, Inc.
committed to progress in waveform measurement

809G - 180d31:1

The C-12 and C-27 general purpose trace recording cameras
are suitable for use with the Tektronix 560 series oscilloscopes. Both cameras feature lift-on mounting, swing-away
hinging, comfortable binocular viewing, easily-accessible controls, and lens and back options. A special beam-splitting
mirror in the C-12 reflects a portion of the image up through
the viewing tunnel, giving the viewer the impression of a
straight-on view of the CRT. This no-parallax binocular viewing is especially desirable when the oscilloscope has an
external graticule.
C-12
$460
C-27
$430
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Plastic IC's demand new physical
The military remains dubious about their reliability, but two programs
sponsored by RADC may provide the basic data for more realistic tests
By Lawrence Curran
Associate editor

One sure way to start an argument
between buyers and sellers of highreliability integrated circuits is to
ask whether plastic-packaged assemblies qualify for military use.
Vendors will vigorously contend
that their devices are ready now
for at least certain military applications, while users will cite eyepopping failure rates for plastic
IC's in hostile environments—particularly conditions of high moisture. One possible way to start a
riot is to ask what constitutes a
realistic test of plastic-packaged
IC's for military duty. Nonetheless,
it's apparent that an answer is
needed as suppliers press to enlist
their plastic-encapsulated output in
the services, an untapped market.
Stephen L. Levy, vice president
and general manager of Motorola's
Semiconductor Products division,
sizes up the situation this way: "I
don't see any strong desire on the
part of the military to use plastics.
The pressure is coming from people
designing equipment, people who
would like to see them used in certain cases."
On the other side of the fence
are the military reliability specialists. Alfred Tamburrino, head of
the device analysis group at the
Air Force's Rome (N.Y.) Air Development Center's reliability physics section, says the vendors can
point to many applications in which
plastics can be used with safety in
benign environments. "But every
time we build equipment to be used
in alab," he says, "someone drags
it outside into the cruel world. The
military viewpoint is that we should
have one specification for a given
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part and not different ones for a
variety of applications."
However, Seymour Schwartz,
chief of the failure mechanisms
branch of NASA's Electronics Research Center, joins suppliers of
plastic IC's in favoring tests that
reflect each circuit's actual conditions of use. "I would try to test
IC's under actual or only slightly
stressed conditions," he says.
"There are too many variables in
the situation for me to fully trust
greatly accelerated tests. Plasticpackaged IC's should be matched
to aparticular application. You have
to realistically test for performance
in that environment, and specify
with such tests in mind."
Worst cases. The problem here,
according to Tamburrino, is in deciding what the actual conditions
of use are. The same kind of circuit, he says, may have to operate
in crusty salt layers on shipboard
and in corrosive rat urine in Greece.
Neither condition is typical, of
course, but both are actual environments. "There isn't any single actual-use condition," Tamburrino
maintains. "We need tests that will
cover many conditions."
Regarding the military's attitude
toward developing tests to qualify
plastics, Tamburrino says that
"though this may hasten the development of decent plastics, there
are plenty of hermetics available at
good prices from a number of
manufacturers, so there's no real
urgency from an economic standpoint. It's the vendors who see it as
an urgent problem."
But Mick Carrier, product marketing engineer at Texas Instru-

ments' Semiconductor Circuits division and an authority on plastic
packaging, counters: "The military
people are trying to play down the
urgency of coming up with qualification tests for plastic-packaged
IC's until they can get more answers
as to the capability of plastics.
These devices are being used in
products in the field, but no screens
have been established and the military feels exposed without them."
There are programs afoot, particularly at the Rome Air Development Center (RADC) to gather basic
data for tests tailored to plastics.
For one thing, Tamburrino's group
has distributed a strictly unofficial
test program proposal to IC makers.
Intended to gather information on
the capacities of plastics to withstand certain tests, it seeks detailed
failure analyses from vendors so
that failure modes can be determined. The program, though started
at the behest of suppliers, aims to
come up with standard screens
rather than a welter of test data
based on individual vendors' procedures. RADC officials are quick to
point out that compliance with the
program is strictly voluntary. The
tests are to be performed on parts
that have already been screened using four methods specified in Military Standard 883, the "holy writ"
for testing hermetic IC's.
Officials at Rome stress that
though the program asks for relative humidity tests with reverse
bias for 7,500 hours, this doesn't
imply that plastic IC's would have
to survive that long to qualify for
military use. "It's primarily an information-gathering program sub-
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jeeting a significant

number of parts
to failure to determine where the
end points lie," says Joseph Brauer,
who heads the solid state applications group at Rome. He reports,
however, that the response from
vendors has been meager since the
program was circulated last June.
Signetics, however, appears to be
sticking pretty close to the test procedures Tamburrino has suggested
and should have preliminary results
to show within two months. TI
officials, notably Carrier, have
visited RADC, but while they indicate that they're conducting an extensive program reflecting the philosophy outlined at Rome, they're
departing somewhat from the precise test matrix. "They seem to be
taking the program quite seriously,
though," Brauer observes.
Holdout. But Motorola takes exception to the 100% burn-in called
for before a device gets the prescribed short-term sequential highstress tests and long-term combined
environment check. The company
says it's setting up an evaluation
program that emphasizes standard
methods—and doesn't include 100%
burn-in.
Brauer believes the main consideration in testing plastics is economics. "Let's look at the economics of buying a particular plastic
device and putting on an additional
100% screening to raise the quality
to military levels to see if we've
still got abargain," he says. "If the
plastic still appears economical, it's
time to consider how to qualify it
for military use. If not, forget it."
He gets strong support in this
from at least one IC vendor. Ben
Anixter, director of product marketing at Fairchild Semiconductor,
asks: "What incentive do military
and space users of IC's have to go
to plastics? Where the cost differential between plastic and ceramic
can amount to only a nickel, the
cost of burn-in may run anywhere
from 50 cents to $5. Even if that
were cut in half, as it may be next
year, you'd still have to add aminimum of 25 cents to the cost of plastic IC's to get them to meet MIL STD
883. Gross and fine leak tests will
run the cost even higher, and you
find that you're adding between $3
and $10 to the price of each circuit.
"The military really doesn't seem
that hot for plastic IC's," Anixter
continues. "It's the manufacturers

with products to sell who insist
that the military look at plastics."
As it happens, Fairchild is not one
of those manufacturers.
In Brauer's opinion, there are
two big problems with plastic IC's
—aside from costs—that will have
to be solved before the units are
generally accepted for military
equipment. One is the intermittent
connections made when internal
leads are broken by the expansion
and contraction of the plastic with
temperature changes. The other is
the lack of a moisture-proof seal.
"I'm quite convinced," Brauer asserts, "that there is no effective
moisture seal created by the molded
plastic package." The reason is that
the plastic contains arelease agent
"to make sure the thing pops out
of the mold," he says. "If the release prevents the plastic from
sticking to the mold, it also keeps it
from sticking to the lead frame."
These drawbacks, he adds, manifest themselves in significantly
higher failure rates for plastic IC's
than for hermetic units over the
long term—even in protected environments.
A modest proposal
E. David Metz, assistant director
of Motorola's central research labs,
is among the most vociferous advocates of plastics for military applications. "I'm not claiming that present plastics are ready for the
military," he says. "I'm just asking
them to tell us what tests we have
to pass. We'll make the devices to
do it. If we know what they're going
to do with apart, the risks are no
greater with plastic than they are
with metal."
What really irks Metz is the
seemingly open-ended requirements
imposed on plastic-packaged IC's—
particularly in moisture testing.
"The military has no complaint regarding shock and vibration. They
want moisture data. But if the devices pass, say, 500 hours at 85°C
and 85% relative humidity without
signs of moisture getting in, the
high-reliability users say, 'We know
moisture is getting in, so let's go to
1,000 hours or boost the temperature.'"
Metz suggests the following
checks to screen plastics for most
military applications:
• A 10-day
moisture-humidity
cycle based on MIL-STD 202,
Electronics IMay 12, 1969

method 106, but to include bias to
simulate the normal temperature
and humidity extremes a plasticpackaged IC would undergo in operation.
•Use of a short-term—less than
100 days—accelerating factor, such
as pressure-cooker or boiling-water
tests, to produce temperatures of

115° to 125°C. Metz suggests this
be a lot-sampling check with
"some failures tolerated."
•Thermal shock testing, cycling
from 0° to 100°C, "but not for 1,000
cycles."
•Materials quality testing, including analysis of the plastic to
determine the purity of raw and
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If you're exploring the mini-computer
jungle—seeking magnetic heads, for desktop calculators, input/output systems, and
other peripheral equipment—beat a path
to Nortronics — the world's largest head
manufacturer.
Our witch doctors have powerful magic:
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Proposition. The test program proposed to makers of plastic-encapsulated
IC's by the Rome Air Development Center is designed to produce data on
failure modes for such devices. Assemblies will be put through four
screens before they're run through the program, which is sequential. The
way the checks are set up, atotal of 100 screened and unscreened parts,
stressed three ways, are subjected to afinal 7,500-hour series of tests.
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Light exercise. Like Flood, Carrier advocates test programs that
pinpoint the failure modes peculiar
to plastic-packaged parts. And he
backs monitored temperature cycling as one method of screening
out thermal stress problems—particularly intermittents. One TI customer tests IC's by having them
drive lamps. If there are bad wire
bonds or thermal-coefficient-of-expansion problems that could cause
intermittent contact between the
wire and the bonding pad, the wire
will pull loose as the temperature
in the test chamber rises and the
lamp will go out. Then, as the
chamber temperature is lowered,
material contraction will bring the
wire and bonding pad back together, thereby causing the lamp to
light.
"This isn't as simple as normal
temperature-cycle chamber tests,"
Carrier admits, "but we use this
type of monitored temperature cycling as part of our reliability
evaluation program as well."
FtADC's Tamburrino agrees that
monitored thermal cycling—from
—55° to +125°C—is the only way
All wet?
to test for intermittents. "But this
At TI, the feeling is that too much is the most costly check there is,"
emphasis is being placed on the he adds. Carrier concedes it's
susceptibility of plastic-packaged costly but believes it must be done.
IC's to moisture penetration. Car- He says, however, that 10 cycles
rier says the company hasn't had a might be enough to get effective
plastic device rejected for this rea- "infant mortality rates" after longer
son in the three years it's been monitored tests have established
selling them. He lists workmanship baseline failure rates.
defects—for example, wire bonds
Returning to the subject of moisnot properly oriented on the bond- ture resistance, Carrier says: "I
ing pads—as the most frequent don't feel any tests of this kind toagents of failure. Next come ther- day can pinpoint device lifetimes
mal stresses—such as wires pulling in equipment. There's no curve that
loose from bonding pads as device can correlate temperature-humidity
temperatures rise—stemming from tests and failure rates."
the differing thermal coefficients of
Correlation gap. Carrier doesn't
expansion for gold wire and plastic think the 10-day moisture-humidity
materials.
cycle with biasing proposed by
Failures caused by moisture
Motorola's
Metz
is
stringent
penetration are a distant third in enough, even when augmented by
TI's experience. Carrier believes apressure cooker or immersion in
MIL-STD 883 is a good starting boiling water. "We're not pushing
point for developing realistic tests, the pressure cooker as a test cusbut maintains that an extra set of tomers should use for qualification,"
checks for plastics wouldn't make he says. "We don't think there's a
sense. "Substitute tests have to be good correlation between it and
developed or the economic advan- some longer-term tests in indicating
tages of plastics will be wiped out," failure modes."
he declares. For example, no plasRichard McCoy, director of retic-housed devices can be put to liability programs at Signetics,
the hermeticity tests prescribed in would like to see the military deStandard 883 because there's no velop "environmental matrix testcavity to absorb gas.
ing" for plastics—in other words,

cured materials and to pinpoint the
presence of ionic contaminants.
Metz observes little inclination
among Government reliability specialists "to decide to use plastics.
They risk their reputations if they
go on record for their use, but they
don't risk anything if they recommend against."
RADC reliability specialists would
like to see devices pass the moisture-resistance tests prescribed for
hermetically sealed devices in MILSTD 883 and Air Force Change Notice No. 1. Motorola's Joseph Flood,
director of reliability and quality
assurance, claims plastics can pass
this test (10 days with temperature
variations from +25° to +65°C,
and relative humidities from 90% to
98%) as he puts it, "with no sweat."
But he adds: "The question is
whether this check is adequate.
Most of the tests for hermetic devices have been related to known
failure modes in the devices. We
don't have the same experience
with plastics. We need a new
group of tests that will accelerate
the failure modes."
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checks that vary in severity depending on the specific circuit's intended
environment. "Once we've determined what environment we're trying to meet," he says, "we should
develop correlation tests." The idea
would be to establish whether 50
hours of pressure-cooker testing is
equivalent to perhaps 2,000 hours'
exposure to moisture. McCoy
agrees that a10-day test isn't sufficient to guarantee performance in,
say, Vietnam; he suggests that the
military demand 2,500 hours of
moisture checks and insist that all
devices pass.
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StereoZoom 7, just added to the matchless line of Bausch &Lomb
Stereomicroscopes, now takes pictures. That's right, takes pictures.
There's an integrated camera system, which allows you to use a
35mm or 4" x5" film; or 3%"x 41
/
4"or 4" x5" *Polaroid camera,
and start shooting. You might call it the StereoZoom 7Triocular
Photomicrographie System, becaus3 that's what it is.
It's also amultiplex system, because visual and photographic
functions in no way interfere with each other. You can look while
you shoot. And you know how important that is.
This photographic potential plus the widest zoom range, clearest viewing, highest magnification, and asufficient variety of models make StereoZoom 7the one you surely should find out about.
Write today for Catalog 31-2185 arid for our free demonstration
offer. Bausch & Lomb, Scientifi: Insti -Lment Division, 99717 Bausch
Street, Rochester, New York 14602.
*Reg. Polaroid Corp.
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McCoy isn't overly concerned
about the military's delay in accepting plastics. He expects RADC to
have the last word on how plastics
are tested and qualified, and he's
probably right; MIL-STD 883 originated there, and though not intended to cover plastics, this standard will be used as a departure
point. Says Tamburrino: "The question becomes what additions or
deletions will be needed. We don't
have absolute standards. These are
just tests that we know through experience will get us reliable parts.
"Even though aplastic IC might
pass all the qualification tests for
hermetics, there's still no assurance
it's reliable," Tamburrino adds, citing moisture resistance as a good
example of this. Method 1004 of
MIL-STD 883 specifies that a hermetic IC withstand cycling between
—10° and +65°C at 95% relative
humidity for 10 days. It's been
determined that if the leads don't
corrode in that time, the device will
survive. There won't be moisture
penetration to the interior of the
package because this has been
ruled out in previous leak testing.
But Tamburrino says that in a
plastic IC, moisture can penetrate
along the leads, although this condition may not appear for 500 or
1,000 hours. "Our first efforts, then,
will be to compare available plastics with hermetics when they're
driven hard, see where plastics fall
down, and determine how important the failure is," he says. "We'll
try to shake down the parts by overstressing them. This is how we
learned to test hermeties."
Qualifier. RADC's suggested cycled humidity tests for 7,500 hours
from +65°C to room ambient are
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All roads lead to Rome

YOKE SPECIFYING PROBLEM?

ASK AN
EXPERT...
ASYNTRONIC
DEFLECTION

YOKE SPECIALIST
Since we make more types of yokes than anyone else, it's natural enough for
our team of experts to know more about yoke design, application engineering,
and quality control.
Specifying can be a challenging problem, and with this in mind, we put our
experience at your disposal. Don't hesitate to call or write us when you're
puzzled as to the right deflection yoke for your display.
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INSTRUMENTS, INC.
100 Industrial Road, Addison, Illinois
Phone: Area 312, 543-6444
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being applied in a one-year program being conducted under an
RADC contract at the Delco Radio
division of General Motors' analytical services group. And John R.
"Dick" Bevington, the group's
supervisor, notes that reverse bias
is part of the testing, which began
about mid-April. Delco will check
plastic materials from four suppliers and plastic-packaged IC's
from four device makers, performing seven or eight different sequences on the devices.
"The severity of these tests will
result in high failure rates," Bevington says. This, he points out, is by
design because it's the only way to
determine the plastics' capability.
"By the time we're finished, we
should have apretty thorough evaluation of the existing screening and
have come up with some answers."
Because hermeticity tests for hermetically sealed IC's won't do for
plastics, and because avalid moisture-resistance test would take at
least several hundred hours, there's
no convenient, generally accepted
method to test for moisture resistance in plastics. This is why new
—and controversial — qualification
checks like pressure-cooker tests
are being examined. "What we'd
like to have is a test to indicate
whether failures can be made to
happen much sooner than 500 or
1,000 hours," explains Tamburrino.
Show me
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ere:

If you haven't sent for your free copy,
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"Some people have observed a
correlation between the pressurecooker and the standard moistureresistance test, but we're not convinced yet," Tamburrino says. Another possibility for screening is
the 85/85 test-85°C and 85% relative humidity with reverse bias.
This, Tamburrino feels, may prove
amore accelerated method than the
one in MIL-STD 883, although the
temperature isn't cycled. But again,
correlation of the test with failures
is aproblem.
Part of Delco's job will be to
determine the relationship between
moisture-resistance tests and other
stress factors. The firm is to report
its findings in June 1970, with the
hope of establishing generally acceptable qualification and 100%
screening tests. Although Tamburrino realizes the Delco program
won't provide final answers, he believes it could well prove a mileElectronics IMay 12, 1969

stone. It should at least answer
some vendors' questions about how
good their plastics have to be before they're endorsed by the military, lie believes.
Tamburrino, like Carrier, doesn't
buy the 10-day moisture humidity
cycle based on MIL-STD 19500 proposed by Motorola's Metz. "The
median failure of epoxy devices
tested at 85/85 is 900 hours," he
says, "and 10 days is just 240 hours.
These are use conditions only and
don't account for the extremes the
device is likely to encounter." As
for augmenting this test with pressure-cooker or boiling-water tests,
as Metz suggests, Tamburrino
again cites the fact that correlation
between
pressure-cooker
and
longer -term moisture -resistance
tests hasn't been established.
Devil's advocates. Despite the
slim amount of reliability data on
plastics compiled at RADC, both
Brauer and Tamburrino are working to qualify these circuits for military use. Brauer is chairman of a
group composed of NASA, Army,
Navy, and Air Force representatives considering test methods and
procedures for plastic-encapsulated
semiconductors. The group set up
shop ayear ago when, in Brauer's
words, "there was quite acampaign
by semiconductor manufacturers to
sell plastics to the military." At the
time, RADC engineers felt they
couldn't back plastics because the
test data they were getting from
manufacturers was inadequate.
The group has met three times to
hear representatives report on efforts to develop test methods for
plastics. And these reports indicate
some progress. "It seems that plastics are getting a little better,"
Brauer says. "There still aren't any
that can take a reasonable saltspray exposure, but some are proving more effective under temperature-lunnidity-bias conditions." But
there's still along way to go; Brauer
finds that instead of 100% failures,
"we're only getting significant percentages."
Brauer also notes what he construes as an improvement in the
vendors' attitude: "We've reached
a point of greater enlightenment
among vendors and users. Ithink
the major accomplishment has been
to take this thing out of the public
relations realm and put it into the
scientific."
Electronics
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Unlike most hybrid sources, Solitron manufactures its own
semiconductor chips. This semiconductor background gives
Solitron the distinct advantage of selecting specific devices
to best fulfill customer needs. Solitron's selection covers
the complete spectrum of semiconductor devices: from
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12.5 Volts.. .withstands infinite VSWR
TRW offers three new families of 12 5
volt RF transistors in a wide range of

antennas are no longer a problem
Complicated push-pull or parallel

Using single output devices, you can
design transmitters with up to 20 watts
output at 470 MHz (2N5701). 40 watts
at 175 MHz (2N5706) and 40 watts at
50 MHz (2N5691) Fifteen new devices provide complete RF line ups
Contact any TRW Distributor or

output stages are a thing of the past

Dept

power levels These rugged transistors
will withstand severe mismatch any
load, any phase Broken or shorted
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14520 Aviation Blvd.. Lawndale. Calif.
90260 TRW Semiconductors Inc. is
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Automotive electronics

German car market opening up
Paced by Bosch's success with e!ectronically controlled fuel injection system,
outlets shows real promise; wipers, lights, and gearshifts on the prospect list
By John Gosch
Associate editor

West German automakers, like
their Detroit counterparts, arc on
the point of going for electronic
controls in a big way. As is the
case in the U.S., the day when electronics will handle all the jobs of
which it is capable is still a few
years off. Nonetheless, automotive
outlets are taking definite shape.
"It could well prove the fastest
growing sector of the industry
within a short time," says Fritz
Hoehne, marketing director at
Texas Instruments Deutschland
GmbH.
The road still promises to be a
bit bumpy in spots. For one thing,
the severe environment of amotor
vehicle is atesting application for
precision components. For another,
innately conservative car manufacturers are in no particular hurry to
incur the risks involved in awholesale shift from electromechanical
components to electronic circuitry.
What's more, they're extremely
cost-conscious.
Nonetheless, a combination of
circumstances is brightening the
overall outlook:
•The Bonn government is pushing through a number of tough,
new antipollution and safety laws
covering motor vehicles.
•The affluent \Vest German
motoring public is now willing to
pay amodest premium for features
that will make driving more comfortable and safer. "When drivers
appreciate the benefits, they don't
mind spending a little extra for
electronics," says a dealer.
•West Germany's passenger vehicle population is growing by
leaps and bounds; it's expected to
total 19 million by 1980, 78% ahead
of current levels.
Electronics
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•Market-minded parts and accessory houses have launched aMerchandising push the last few years
that's just now beginning to pay
off.
At the moment, the sales volume
for all kinds of active and passive
devices, excluding radio componentry, amounts to only $10 million
or so. "From here on out, it's anybody's guess. But we expect big
things," says a source at SCS, a
leading European semiconductor
firm. Sales are expected to triple
by 1970, and Peter Schulte, amarketing official with Motorola Halbleiter GmbH thinks an annual
growth rate of 30% is sustainable
from that point.
Throughout the industry there's

a consensus that the market track
will be up, but there's no general agreement about the angle of
ascent. "It could well depend on
one big a'uto company with an
annual output of several hundred
thousand cars or more," says an industry official. "If such a firm decided to install, say, an anti-skid
system on afast-selling model, the
market would soar beyond expectations." But others believe component sales will incline more toward
chain reaction, rather than explosive, growth. Such an effect is already discernible. After Volkswagenwerk AG, Germany's largest
auto manufacturer, installed an
electronically controlled fuel injection system in one model, Daimler-

Around the loop. Fuel injection system, with control circuitry from Bosch,
improves engine performance, lowers gas consumption, and reduces emission
of exhaust contaminants to levels lower

than

are possible with carburetors.
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New
High Voltage
High Power
Rectifiers

For the car that has everything . .

VC Series
from Varo.
Our new VC Series rectifiers may
be tiny (3" long, 3
4 " high, 3
/
4 "
/
wide), but they're plenty tough
enough to stand up under high
voltage, high power conditions.
They have voltage ratings of
from 2KV to 8KV, current ratings of 1to 2 amps, and they're
available with an optional 300
nanoseconds recovery time.
Varo VC Series rectifiers are
made to handle the biggest jobs.
Like X-ray power supplies, radio
and radar transmitters, and things
like the new microwave oven
power supplies.
And they'll handle most of the
new high voltage, high power
system demands that'll be coming along in the future, too.
The new VC Series from Varo.
It's the kind of thing we know
you've come to expect from us.

$4.18

EACH

VC-80 (8,000 Volts — 1Amp).
1,000 quantity.

Bosch is readying a
line of electronically
controlled wiper
systems for headlights
and taillights. The
units, designed for
luxury models, will be
on the market later
in the year.

Benz AC, which produces the Mer-

cedes lines, followed suit. And this
year, other manufacturers are expected to fall into line.
Component makers have long
been ready for a booming future.
Some have had standard circuit designs on their back burners, literally for years, waiting for the car
industry to shed its inhibitions
about advanced technology. And
even now, many auto makers are
still concerned about losing their
reputation should an electronic system fail. Had it not been for such
conservatism, Motorola's Schulte
asserts, this year's sales could be
five times higher than what they
actually will be.
Number one

VARO

SEMICONDUCTOR DIVISION
1000 N. SHILOH ROAD, GARLAND, TEXAS
75040
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What's good for component firms
in automotive outlets is, of course,
better for accessory makers—the
direct suppliers of the car industry.
Among the half adozen or so West
Electronics IMay 12, 1969

German companies producing electrical-electronic equipment for auto
makers, Robert Bosch GmbH
stands out. The Stuttgart-based
firm, with aworldwide network of
manufacturing and sales facilities,
was among the first in the country
to become aware of what electronics could do in motor vehicles. In
September of this year the firm
will open anew facility near Stuttgart which will centralize its efforts
in automotive electronics. The
long-range plan is to become less
dependent on component suppliers;
Bosch is now stepping up its own
production of semiconductor devices at its Nuremberg plant.
So far, Bosch's most spectacular
componentry application is its electronically controlled fuel injection
system. The control unit of the
basic version uses 220 components
including 25 transistors and 35
diodes. A recently developed version has 270 components, including 30 transistors and 45 diodes—
not much less than some blackand-white television receivers.
Electronic fuel injection control
affords better engine performance,
lower fuel consumption, and reduced emission of air contaminants
in the exhaust than is possible with
carburetor-equipped engines. An
almost unlimited number of correction factors for particular operating conditions can be fed into the
cigar-box-sized control unit, which
can be installed almost anywhere
in the car.
Volkswagenwerk, fearful that its
lucrative export business would
suffer unless it complied with U.S.
antipollution laws, began installing
the system on export models of
the VW 1600 about a year and a
half ago [Electronics, March 17, p.
84]. Since then, the company has
sold more than 150,000 such cars
in the United States alone. In Europe, where anti-pollution regulations haven't yet been enforced,
customers pay the price—an extra
$145—for electronic fuel injection
primarily because of the system's
fuel-saving feature. So far, around
13,000 units have been sold outside
the U.S.
New start. Last month, Mercedes
hit the market with acar featuring
the Bosch control system—the Mercedes-Coupe CE. The $4,425 vehicle is designed mainly for those
who want better engine perforElectronics
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CM'S
DESIGN
6000

hi resolution camera

Cohu's 6100 Series high-resolution
camera — one of the new look 6000
design series— is designed for continuous unattended duty. Camera
functions are remotely controlled
from a Cohu solid-state 6900 Series
Camera Control that connects with
a single mulliconductor cable. Add
a TV monitcy for a complete CCTV
system.

The 6100 is housed in a highstrength cast aluminum-alloy housing with a scuff-resistant epoxy
finish, brushed chrome rear panel
and lens mount. The control unit is a
rack mount in 5!4'' vertical space. It
is available with horizontal scan
rates from 525 to 1225 lines and
bandwidths to 32 MHz. Performance
of the camera is characterized by
superior corner resolution and flatness of field.
The circuit design of the 6100 series
high resolution camera features the
latest integrated circuits for maximum reliability. Maintainability is
simplified by modular construction
and plug-in etched circuit boards.
For complete details and specifications, contacl your nearest Cohu
representative or call Bob Boulio
direct at 714-277-6700, Box 623, San
Diego, California 92112. TWX 910335-1244.
r
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kimpriagemamin
CHOOSE INTERCON1
NECTION OPTIONS WITH
NEW BARNES
BREADBOARDS FOR
DIP, FLAT-PACK AND
"TO" PACKAGES

CRITIC
CH I
IC

Take the "task" out of breadboarding. New Barnes 030 Series Breadboards offer you a choice of interconnection options for maximum
design flexibility. Available with wiping action spring jacks for simple
lead insertion without special interconnection jumpers, or turret lugs for soldering.
Two jacks or lugs for each device lead.
Boards available with 5 to 75 socket positions depending upon device type. Write or
call us today for complete information.
Lansdowne, Pa. 19050. 215/MA2-1525
barnes

THE FIRST WORD IN CARRIERS, CONTACTORS AND SOCKETS FOR I.C.'S
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HERE'S A DIGITAL
STRIP PRINTER
THAT SPLITS IN TWO

manee. The system will also be an
option on Volkswagen's new vW
411. "And later this year a few
more automobile companies will install our system," aBosch engineer
confides.
The domestic market for the system could skyrocket when the Bonn
government enforces regulations
that limit air contaminants in exhaust gases. One, which will apply
to all new cars sold after July 1,
limits carbon monoxide content in
the exhaust to 4.5% by volume.
The other, to go into effect ayear
from October, sets minimum limits
on hydrocarbon particles in the exhaust.
Bosch was in no particular hurry
to go the integrated circuit route
with its system. But the situation
may change soon now that Siemens
AC, West Germany's leading electronics house, has started development work. Engineers there believe
two or three IC's could be used to
replace most of the more than 200
discrete devices now used. Moreover, a source at General Instruments in the U.S. reports his company is working on MOS circuitry
for a new model of the control
section in Bosch's system.
Bosch is already using IC's in
voltage regulators for car alterna-

The MDS Series 800 Digital Strip Printer puts the printer
mechanism in one chassis, electronics and power supply
in a separate chassis. Uses only 514" of rack space. Rack
them, stack them, or separate them for remote operation.
The Series 800 offers 4 to 10 column print-out. 12 lines
per second speed standard, other speeds available as
options. The units are ready to go on arrival... Just plug
in and start printing.
They're quiet, reliable and economical... with slideout printer mechanism for easy paper loading and quick
inspection.

FOR MORE — MEET YOUR MAN FROM MDS

Ask for: MDS folder-file on Series 800

Stack 'em, rack 'em,
or mount 'em anywhere.

M CI H

•
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K

DATA SCIENCES CORPORATION

OEM MARKETING
122 E. Ridgewood Ave. • Paramus. N.J. 07652

Telephone 201/265-7333
Every MDS Office is an OEM Marketing Office
Digital Strip Printers • Buffered Tape Units
High-Speed and Low-Speed Line Printers
L7.1_—17177=

Card Punches and Readers

o

Inputs. Bosch is now mass producing
alternators with IC voltage regulators.

tors. The firm will start selling
these units later this year. Marketing men think that in three to five
years all cars in Western Europe
158
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In 1711 John Shore struck a fork!
In 1937 BuLovA put it to work!

The year 1711 was way before Bulova's time, but what we're doing with
the fork today is still revolutionary!
Since 1937 we have been advancing
Fork developments and broadening
their application. From time/frequency control to light modulation
and scanning, Bulova continues to
engineer for applications yet to come.
An example of this is our unique line
of light light choppers that provide
long life, low power requiremerts, and
more efficient handling of light, in a
small, lightweight device.
FORKS
In frequencies up to 20KHz, with accuracies typically -.±.-.02% (up to
1-7.001% for specialized uses). Bulova
ATP forks provide low cost, small
size, light weight, and remarkable
long-term stability. Bi -metallic or

Electronics IMay 12, 1969

NISPAN-C forks are available, in a
variety oi mechanical construct ons
to meet many requirements for resistance to shock and vibration.
FORK OSCILLATORS
Well-known for quality of
' oertormance, Bulova fork
oscillators are especially
noted for their low power
drain For example, the FS200, a subminiature fork oscillator
uses less than 8 microwatts! This
same oscillatpr lakes up about 1
/ cu.
2
in. of space and weighs in at 1ounce!
Accuracies are typically -.1-.02%.

Ll

C11 P

BIRO'«
'

FORK LIGHT CHOPPERS/SCANNERS
In this unique new concept, a
pair of vanes are attached to
a fork's tines, and the vibrating fork chops light or similar
energy beams. Two advantages over motor-drive types—
no wearing parts and no lubrication
needed Another variation — a torsional fork scanner with a uniform
repeat rate.
Bulova is the source for tuning
forks, fork oscillators and fork light
choppers. Call Americar Time Products at 212-335-6000, chec .
<EEM Section 2300 and 3800 or wr te today!

AMERICAN TIME PRODUCTS

Electronics Division of Bulova Watch Company, inc.

61-20 Woodside Ave., Woodside, N. Y. 11377 (212) 335-6000
Go Bulova, ac lleave the designing to us!
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Time control for
all data systems
Durant
Calendar clock
with electric readout
Whatever kind of time control you need, chances are the Durant
59005 Digital Clock will provide it. This versatile clock gives you
a wide choice of models which supply visual and electrical readout in combinations of hours, minutes, seconds, tenths of minutes
and thousandths of hours. And, if you wish, days of the month
or calendar year.
Simple connections, made on the Digital Clock's back panel,
provide remote electrical readout for computers, printers, and
controls. For visual readout, a command signal holds all figures
motionless; time pulses generated during readout are stored in the
input circuit and recorded later. No guesswork, no lost counts.
Durant's 59005 Digital Clock has several desk, cabinet or relay
rack mounting arrangements available. Operates on 115 or 230 volt
AC, 50-60 cycle, or from your own system's time base generator.
For full information write for catalog 90-J, 622 North Cass Street,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201.

Digital Clock and EDP
1

B—B
A

CUTLER-HAMMER

COMPANY

In Europe: Durant (Europa) N.V. Barneveld, Netherlands
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In a typical Digital Clock application, automatic keypunch assembles information from
these sources: 1. Time, day and year from
Durant Digital clock.
2. Job and routing
from prepunched worker's time card.
3.
Production count for time period from worker, using input station. Simultaneously, instantly, keypunch enters this total Input on
a single computer card for EDP use.
6618

will have IC's in their voltage regulators. The West German market
for semiconductors, including IC's
used in regulators, is expected to be
close to $4 million within five years.
Easy riders
In Germany, Bosch has pioneered the application of semiconductors in a gear shift system.
Electronically controlled automatic
gear shifting was introduced in
mid-1966 as an optional feature on
the Glas 1700 passenger cars manufactured by Hans Glas GmbH. In
the system, shifting is initiated
electronically and accomplished
hydromechanically. The kingpin
item is atransistorized, book-sized
control unit mounted under the
dashboard. The unit's main inputs
are vehicle speed and gas pedal
position information. Speed data is
derived from a small generator
driven by the engine's drive shaft.
The generator produces a voltage
proportional to car speed. Gas
pedal position data comes from a
pot mounted on the engine.
Using these inputs, the control
unit calculates the optimum gear
setting and compares it with the
actual. If the two don't jibe, the
unit produces an output which is
amplified and then fed to electromagnetic valves. These, in turn,
control electrically driven hydraulic
cylinders for operating the clutch
and shifting the gears.
Among the other subassemblies
that have gone electronic at Bosch
are windshield wiper control systems that allow intermittent as well
as continuous wiper blade operation. The former is handy for driving through light rain or fog.
A small dashboard-mounted pulse
generator—basically a two-transistor multivibrator — sends short
pulses to the wiper motor, each
pulse causing one sweep of the
blade across the windshield. The
interval between sweeps is adjustable between two and 25 seconds. The generator will be a
standard item on aWankel engineequipped passenger ear made by
NSU Motorenwerke AG.
Using similar control principles
is a Bosch system that combines
both windshield washing and wiping operations. When the panel
switch for squirting water onto the
windshield is operated, the blades
automatically start sweeping.
Electronics IMay 12, 1969

It took us years to develop
the best stereo microscope
Now give us afew minutes to prove it.
Let us compare our StereoStar/zoom to any
stereoscopic microscope in your lab.
Our microscope offers high resolution, larger
fields of view, greater working distance. We
have as wide amagnification range as you're
likely to need: afull 6to 1zoom range with
magnifications from 3.5 X through 210 X.
The zoom control knob is coupled—so that it's
conveniently located on both sides, for either
left or right-hand operation. And the entire
head is easily rotatable through 360°.

Electronics
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135 years of optical excellence went into the
AO StereoStar/zoom. Let us compare it to any
stereo microscope in your lab. After all, if it's
worth your money, it's worth your time.
Call your AO Representative. Or write for our
convincing 24-page brochure.
AMERICAN OPTICAL
CORPORATION
SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT DIVISION •BUFFALO. N.Y 14215
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Masters
of Self
Control
(Barnstead's automatically-controlled
demineralizers guarantee water of
consistently high quality, even regenerate themselves.)

When you want a water purification system that will virtually
run itself, and won't get cranky and make mistakes ...you
can't do better than one of Barnstead's demineralizers with
Automatic Regeneration Controls.
You just turn them ON! You get assurance that only water of
specified purity will reach your product or process, regardless
of human frailties. Your people get more time for other work.
Barnstead makes demineralizers up to 3,000 gph and larger
... with or without automatic controls. And if you need astill?
We make them, too.
Write for details. The Barnstead Company, Division of Ritter
Pfaudler Corp., 222 Rivermoor Street, Boston, Massachusetts
02132.

Marnstead.
A DIVISION OF RITTER PFAUDLER CORPORATION
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Light touch. Electronic control is
also afeature of the wiper systems
Bosch is developing for headlights
and rear lights. In the case of rectangular lights, the blade sweeps
across the glass surface either horizontally or vertically with the blade
being moved by a telescopic rod
or from asmall guide rail mounted
next to the light. With round lights,
the blade moves across the glass in
elliptical fashion. These electronically controlled wiper systems, intended primarily for luxury cars,
will hit the market in mid-1969.
Another example of what Bosch
has up its sleeve is an electronically controlled headlight illumination regulator, aunit that helps prevent drivers in oncoming cars from
being blinded when the light beam
is too high—a situation that occurs
when vehicles are loaded down too
heavily in the back.
Precursor. The firm has already
developed an electromechanical
system for light beam correction,
intended primarily for trucks. In
this set-up, data corresponding to
truck load is picked off a switch
mounted somewhere between the
rear axle and the chassis. Its output is fed to each headlight where
it is used to adjust the position of
the reflector. The reflector is adjusted so that no matter where
the load on the vehicle is located,
the headlights will always beam at
the proper angle.
Bosch is now readying asystem
in which load information is produced in an electronic unit whose
output will continuously adjust the
headlight reflectors. The firm believes automatic headlight control
might someday be required by law
even for passenger vehicles.
Soon to be enforced is aGerman
regulation which requires all new
cars to have a system of four outside-mounted lights for warning
purposes. These lights—they go on
and off simultaneously at specific
intervals—must be in operation
when the driver is stuck along the
road to flash a warning to other
approaching cars. Bosch, like other
accessory makers, already has on
the market low-cost blinking systems in which intervals are controlled by a two-transistor multivibrator circuit. Enforcement of the
regulation on January 1, 1970 is
expected to boost component
makers' sales.
Electronics IMay 12, 1969

We Controlled Power Sources
described in
a NEW
16-page
brochure

DESCRIPTION
How they work, what they do...
computer interface, input/output
isolation, storage, voltage and
current D/A con rersion, bipolar
power amplificabon.
FEATURES
Full-sized photos illustrate
operational conttols and describe
functions of the five
interchangeable plug-in boards.
APPLICATIONS
Detailed description and
schematics of applications
ranging from simple to complex;
automatic component testing,
computer curve-alotter, digitally
controlled modukator, and more.
INTERFACING
Every DCPS is 'actory
pre-interfaced to your computer
or programmer. Section
describes in detail, interfacing
with HP and other computers.
TECHNICAL DATA
All details of three models: —10
to +10V @ 10mA, —50 to +50V
@ 1A, —100 to + 100V @ 0.5A....
Prices start at $1200.

For you copy of .hs b-echum, and inmediate information cn :hese new Digits ly
Controlled Power Somas, ccritact your
local HP Sales Of -ice, cr write, HewlettPackard, New Jersey D vsion, 100 Locust
Avenue, Berkeley Heights, New Jersey
07922. In Europe 1217 Meyria, Geneva
Switzerland.

HEWLETT ip PACKARD
COMPUTER INSTRUMENTATION

Circle for details 211
.Y-219(13

Triplett turned to
Durez® 11540
to protect both
their meters and
their customers

Triplett Electrical Instrument Company
needed a case for its new portable voltohm-milliammeter that could stand up
under the rugged bumps of portable use
and protect the user against shock.
They found the right combination of
physical and electrical properties in
Durez 11540 phenolic molding compound.
Its dielectric strength meets the toughest specs, including Mil-M-14F, Type
CFG.
Durez 11540 is just one of dozens of
Durez compounds that offer you the right
choice for electrical applications in almost any environment. If you're trying to
solve a problem, let us give you more
facts to work with. Write Durez Division,
Hooker Chemical Corp., 9005, Walck
Road, North Tonawanda, N. Y. 14120.
164
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MOLDED PROPERTIES

(specimens compression molded al 340°F.)

Durez 11540 Black
Phenolic Material

Value

Specific gravity

ASTM Method
D792

1.36-1.32

Molding shrinkage, in. /in.:

Durez 11540 Black
Phenolic Material

Value

Flexural strength, psi

10,500

min.

D790

Tensile strength, psi

7,000

min.

D638

ASTM Method

Compression

0.006-0.008

D955

Compressive strength, psi

30,000

min.

D695

Transfer

0.009-0.C11

0955

Defl. temp.,

330

min.

D648

F. 264 psi

Water absorption, %

0.6

max.

D570

Modulus in temsion, psi

1.2x10 ,

avg.

D638

Impact, Izod, ft. lb./in.

0.35

min.

D256

Hardness, Rockwell

85

avg.

D785

E scale

haulier
Electronics
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If you think
Iowa is just a
cornfield...
think again.
For a number of important reasons, Iowa's factories produce
even more than her fields ...reasons you should know. For information concerning Iowa's quiet
industrial explosion, send the coupon.
(Confidential Reply Coupon)

IOWA DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION
Dept. E5, 250 Jewett Building
Des Moines, Iowa 50309
Name

Firm

Address

City

State

Zip

_1 °

Iowa Development Commission
250 Jewett Building -Des Moines, Iowa -Phone: (515) 282-0231

Electronics jMay 12, 1969
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Clevite
quartz &ceramic
filters

for the man with designs on something better.
Clevite's full line of solid-state filters
covers all your selectivity requirements.

of center frequencies from 8 mHz to 75 mHz, in independent or coupled mode.

Whether it's adjacent channel inter-

• Clevite ceramic filters provide steep-sided selectivity

ference ... weak signals ... 180 dB

... a large bandwidth range ... high stopband rejection ... and clean response.

stopband rejection ...
\ single or double conversion ... asmaller
\

package ...higher

e
-e

\ shock... or cost reduc\
tion
Clevite can supply the amount of selec-

tivity your design requires at

the frequency that serves you best.
• And we can do it entirely in quartz,
or combine the economy and shape

e

They're permanently tuned ...im-

c
e,

mune to magnetic fields. And they
remain highly stable with both
temperature and time. It's your

choice of TCF, split ring, 11 or 17 disc ladder
and fixed-tuned transfilter models in arange
of bandwidths and characteristics to cover
almost any communications application.
• Clevite solid-state filters run the gamut
from economy to mil spec grades, in 9

factors of aceramic ladder with a mini-

kHz through 75 mHz. With band-

mal number of quartz sections for the

width capabilities to 80 kHz. And

optimum performance/cost package.

your choice of lumped or dis-

Either way, you're sure of getting

tributed selectivity. In a broad

the smallest, lightest, most rug-

range of performance charac-

ged filters around.

teristics and prices.

• Take our monolithic quartz

• Clevite ...the single, reliable

filters, which are ideal for going

source for all your selectivity re-

to IC's and higher IF's. They're de-

quirements. Call us for appli-

\ veloped through advanced en-

cation assistance. Or write for

gineering techniques that use

descriptive literature on our

Clevite's original thin film

complete filter line. Clevite

approach. Resonator isolation and spurious suppression
are controlled by the
trapped energy principle. Clevite quartz

Corporation, Piezoelectric Division,
232 Forbes Road,
Bedford, Ohio 44146.

filters come in 2, 4, and
6 pole models, with a range
166
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NENAt...!
FROM TRAICOR/GTC,
the most experienced producers of
RUBIDIUM FREQUENCY STANDARDS
THE NEW MODEL 304-D

Developed from space environment designs at the General Technology Corporation, this new Atomic Standard combines state of
the art circuitry with GTC's unmatched

Rubidium

Frequency

Standard technology.
Superior Long Term Stability
Internal Standby Battery t
Internal Clock systemt
$7,300.00

with internal time scale selector.

Write for specifications on the new 304-D to
TRACOR
INDUSTRIAL INSTRUMENTS
6500 Tracor Lane, Austin, Texas 78721
AC 512/926-2800

FOB Los Angeles toptional

Specialized instruments to meet gour specific needs

pi

g
IA-124

Electronics
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Instant angles
Whenever you need 0.001 ° synchro/resolver
measurement accuracy in less than 250
milliseconds with computer compatability,
look to the versatile converter from Singer.
Series ADC Angle/Digital Converters adapt
to most all synchros and resolvers.
Protection against application obsolescence
is provided by use of front-panel plug-in
converter control. For example, when the
Model ADC-1 main-frame is equipped with
aModel CC-1 plug-in, the instrument
functions as a0.001 ° synchro/resolver-todigital converter. However, when the same
main-frame is equipped with aModel CC-7
plug-in, the unit becomes adigital-tosynchro/resolver converter (digital CT).
Several plug-in, main-frame combinations
are possible now, with more promised in
the future!
168
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Instant interface with Gertsch
Is 0.001 ° (3.6 seconds-of-arc) too accurate
for your application? A 0.01° main-frame
(ADC-2) is also available at reduced price.
Regardless of which combination you
select, you are assured of:
• Computer compatability, 5V logic
levels with current sink inputs and
BCD outputs.

For ademonstration, or for full
technical details, call your local
Singer Instrumentation representative
or contact us directly at
The Singer Company, Instrumentation
Division, Gertsch Operation,
3211 S. La Cienega Blvd., Los Angeles,
California 90016 (213) 870-2761.

• 45 ° Self-Test from front or rear panel,
at any time you want.
• One-Megohm input impedance.
• Isolated inputs and outputs.
• 0 to 50 ° C operating range
• Immunity to noise, harmonics, and
phase shift.

SINGER
INSTRUMENTATION
Electronics
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Characters
per second
500 to
1000

150

120

60

30

25

Model
Number 625

R-30

424

464

HR-150

500 R

What aline

...of perforated tape readers!

Tally not only offers the most complete
line of perforated tape readers (for paper, foil, or plastic tape), but the broadest and best
performing line of perforators too. So whatever your needs, in the field of perforated tape
technology, write or call us today. Please address Tom Tracy, Tally Corporation, 1310 Mercer
Street, Seattle, Washington 98109. Phone: 206-62-0760. In Europe and the U.K., address
Tally Ltd., 6a George Street, Croyden, Surrey, England. Phone: (01) 686-6836.

TALLY'

Electronics
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Room tor
improvement
General Electric's TO-5 2
transistor-size sealed relays
give you more room
for increased power,
improved performance
We didn't cut any corners on this high-reliability, transistor-size
sealed relay. We left them on so there'd be more room for a
more powerful magnet-2 1/
2 times more powerful.
This added power means this type 3SBS, 2PDT, 1amp relay
gives you higher contact forces, larger contact gaps, and
greater overtravel to minimize mechanical shifts. Shifts

ACTUAL
SIZE

which usually increase early-in-life failures.
Though there's more room inside to give you all these
advantages, the outside dimensions—top-to-bottom (.275")
and side-to-side (.370")—are the same as any transistorsize relay.
So don't cut corners on your next transistor-size relay
application. Specify GE's square Type 3SBS. For full details,
write General Electric, Section 792-45, Schenectady, New
York 12305.

GENERAL
170

ELECTRIC
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NEW! Reeves
Integrating Gyro
...a major breakthrough in reliability and

sible to perform the final assembly of aMini-

cost reduction. Now, Reeves has developed

RIG unit in less than one work day. This

the Mini-RIG —a subminiature, heaterless

reduces to the barest minimum the possibil-

integrating gyro that lives up to its claims!
Through new production techniques

ity of contamination during manufacture.

Reeves has made amajor advance, in both
cost reduction and reliability, in the field of
subminiature high-volume inertial sensors.
Mini-RIG is the first of anew generation of
modular-design, fluid-filled, fully-floated
gyros and accelerometers. Only one inch
by two inches in size, it furnishes stability,
guidance and control to missiles, aircraft
and aerospace vehicles. It operates in
either platform or strap-down systems.
High Performance. The heaterless MiniRIG provides exceent control of gyro gain
and damping over the whole military temperature range. Damping is compensated and
transfer function controlled to a tolerance
of

-- 20%

from —65 Fto +200 F. For shorter

temperature ranges, such as 0-F, to 180 F,
-10% tolerance is maintained.
Reliability. Reeves new balanced-line
automated assembly makes it pos-

Low Cost. Reeves new manufacturing
techniques have reduced the number of assembly operations and hand labor, relying
on mechanical fixturing and electrical welding. Detail parts are interchangeable and the
same stainless steel outer housing can be
used for many versions. This means lowcost design modification for a wide range
of applications.
Reeves, working by the Total Systems
Concept, can package the Mini-RIG for any
specialized need you may have. For important programs, we will provide Mini-RIGS
on 60-day consignment. "Let them prove to
you, what we claim for them"! All we ask is
prompt, competent evaluation.
For complete data and application information, call or write Component Group,
Reeves Instrument, Garden City,
New York 11530.
actual size

e.,lege
mmur
ef4P-ei

INSTRUMENT DIVISION

.

DYNAMICS CORPORATION OF AMERICA' CARDEN CITY, NEW YORK 11530
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Bendix Autosyn Synchros.
Can you afford to buy less?
Not if you need the kind of performance and reliability you get from
Bendix® Autosyn® Synchros.
And you have awealth of types to
choose from. Ultrahigh-temperature
synchros that perform accurately at
sustained temperatures up to 800°F.
Ultracompact (size 08), lightweight
(1.3-oz.) synchros for critically tight
designs. Ultraprecise synchros with
tolerances to 50 millionths of an inch.
Dependable corrosion- and radiation-

resistant synchros. And there's a
complete line of Bendix Mil-Spec
synchros, too.
AUTOSYle SYNCHROS
Size
08
10
11
15
22

Max.
Diameter
(In.)

Typical
Weight
(Oz.)

No
of
Models

0.750
0.937

1.3
1.7
3.2
4.7
18

16
25
29
24
5

1.062
1.437
2.161

Bendix
mu

172
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Altogether there are hundreds of
types—your largest single source.
What's more, our synchro design service can promptly solve your special
problems. You can depend on it. As
they do at GE, Sperry, RCA, Lear
Siegler, Motorola and many other
value-conscious firms. Ask for our
catalog today. Write: The Bendix
Corporation, Flight & Engine Instrument Division, Montrose, Pa. Or
phone: (717) 278-1161.

Aerospace
Products
Electronics jMay 12, 1969

TAPE WOUND CORES

MOLY-PERMALLOY
POWDER CORES
16 standard sizes with
ID's from .110" to 1.40",
and OD's from .250" to
2.25". Guaranteed
-L--8% inductance limits
on toroids with permeabilities of 14, 26,
60, 125, 160, 200, 300 and
550. Available either
stabilized or unstabilized with temperature.
FERRITES

Made from nickel,
silicon, or cobalt irons.
We supply all AIEE
standards plus special
sizes in thicknesses
from 1
/
2 through 14
mils. All sizes boxed in
phenolic or plastic,
aluminum or GVBcoated aluminum boxes.

BOBBIN CORES
Made from Permalloy
80 and Orthonol" strip
.000125" to .001" thick
and .023" to .250" wide.
Diameters range to
less than .050", with
flux capacities as low
as several maxwells.

Guaranteed linear
temperature coefficients on 750, 1400
and 2000 perm materials. Flat temperature
coefficient on 2300
perm material also
guaranteed. A total of
175 part numbers to
choose from.

PHOTOFAB

PARTS

Precision flat components chemically
milled from almost any
magnetic or specialty
alloy. Thickness
tolerances range from
±5% to ±10%, depending on thickness
and type of material.

—moo

MAGNETIC
LAMINATIONS
Nickel-iron materials
in thicknesses of
.004", .006" and .014".
38 standard shapes in
sizes from DU-87 and
El-12 down to El-093,
EE-30-31 and F-094.

Magnetics Inc. gives you total quality control and
single-source responsibility on every component
At Magnetics Inc., we're particular
about what the finished component
does for you. So particular that we
maintain up-tight control right from
the start. On ferrites and powder
cores, we begin with the exact blending of powders. Our metal strip products also evolve from closely controlled custom blending and composition. This emphasis on precision, from
start to finish, results in product uniformity—you get optimum characteristics and full-measure performance
every time. That's what we mean by
single-source responsibility. For additional information on any of our
products, mail coupon today.

Magnetics Inc.
Dept. EL-103, Butler, Pa. 16001
Please send me additional information on:

D

Tape Wound Cores

13 Bobbin Cores D Moly-

Permalloy Powder Cores D Ferrite Cores 13 Magnetic
Laminations O Phototab Parts D Specialty Metals
Name
Title
Company
Street
City

State

Zip

MRGRETICS inc.
—NIUE

Tape, Powder, Bobbin, Ferrite Cores •Laminations •Photo-etched Parts •Specialty Metals •Engineered Control Systems
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There's alot more
to making modules than
buying afew IC's and slapping
them on aboard. For one thing,
the modules almost never work —
the first time. Almost never the second
time. Occasionally the third time. And
that's only the prototype.
Chances are, Digital already has the
optimum design, computer tested, fully debugged,
manufactured, and sitting there on the shelf.
Frustrating, isn't it?
Digital's M Series is the most complete, fully
compatible, high speed, integrated circuit, inexpensive
line of modules anywhere. We manufacture several
million ayear —many for our own computers —
and know how.
Send for our new Logic Handbook. It tells you
what, why, and how to build logic systems from modules.
But, alas, not how to build the modules themselves.
DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION. Maynard. Massachusetts 01754. Telephone:
(617) 807-5111 !Cambridge, Mass. /New haven /Washington. D.C. /Parsippany,
Palisades Park, N.J. f Princeton, N.J. fRochester, N.Y. Long Island, N.Y.
Philadelphia ;Pittsburgh /Cleveland /Dayton 'Huntsville /Cocoa, Fla.
/Chicago Denver ;Ann Arbor ;Salt Lake City /Houston /
Albuquerque /Los Angeles ;Palo Alto Seattle. INTERNATIONAL,
Carleton Place and Toronto, Ont. /Montreal, Quebec /Edmonton,
Alberta. Canada /Reading and Manchester, England /
Paris, France /Munich and Cologne, Germany /Oslo.
Norway /Stockholm, Sweden /Sydney and
West Perth, Australia.
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Core memory tester has low price tag
Basic machine for probing planes and stacks sells for $25,000;
modular design permits addition of plug-in electronics for each type of stringing
By James Brinton
Associate editor

The middle route is the choice
made by anew company in building a machine to do the complex
and demanding job of testing computer memory cores as inexpensively as possible.
The first product of the Heidelex
Corp. has abasic price of $25,000.
The machine, designated the CMA101, is for use on production lines
to test memory planes and stacks
before the addition of read-write
electronics.
What makes the job of core testing a very demanding one is the
variety of core stringings now in
use (3-wire, 3-D; 3-wire, 21
/ -D; 42
wire, 3-D, and others), the difficulty
is compounded by specialized sense
and inhibit wiring, segmentation
of planes into discrete areas, and
other tricks done for the sake of
fast, efficient data processing.
Heretofore some makers of

memory testers have made their
testers so flexible that they could
nearly accommodate any kind of
stringing. This makes for a costly
tester, and a$100,000 unit is about
par. On the other hand, some have
designed their testers on acustom
basis—making them capable of
testing one or at best a limited
range of memory types. This
sacrifice of flexibility allows the
price to fall below $50,000.
Heidelex aimed for a synthesis
and made the CMA101 modular,
providing in the main frame the
basic electronics needed to control
the test process and to display core
plane faults. The specific electronics needed to exercise and
analyze a given memory type are
contained in plug-in modules.
The potential saving to the user
is great. Even custom-made memory testers cost approximately

$35,000 each when purchased in
lots of about four. After buying a
CmA101 for about $25,000, a user
can equip it to test additional types
of memory planes for about $1,000
per type—the price of plug-ins.
Heidelex president Lewis Mingworth says that the tester easily
can hold enough modules to test
two or three types of planes, though
more would require complex controls which might offset some of
the tester's cost advantages.
A simple worker. The tester is
designed for high volume quality
control or acceptance testing, and
so it's been built to work simply,
with the operator making as few
adjustments as possible. A dark
Plexiglas cover shields fine adjustments for drive amplitude, timing,
sense level, and scan size. The
operator needn't touch them.
Since all adjustments are either

Test station. Core memory on the
fixture in the foreground is
checked, and error location pinpointed
by numerical readout and cathoderay-tube display. The station can
also include printer output of
type of error and its location.
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Modular. The electronics needed to
exercise specific types of core
memory is contained in plug-in
modules for the test station. The
basic system includes circuitry that
controls the testing process and
displays faults. The CMA 101
requires a minimum of "tuning" and
is suited to high-volume operations.

"installed": with the module or
made and checked prior to the beginning of a day's testing, the
operator need only place amemory
plane or stack in the test fixture and
start the machine. Each core location is checked while three Nixie
tube readouts simultaneously display x-, y-, and z-axis coordinates
of tested cores.
If the tester spots aflaw, it halts
and the Nixies show the location
while a cathode-ray-tube display
indicates the location graphically
with a bright dot. The CMA101
either stops at a flaw, or pauses
momentarily while the operator
records the flaw location. It also
can provide a printer output for
automatic recording of flaw type
and location. The hard copy output
is an extra.
Plug-in modules for the CMA101
contain the program, test pattern,
and timing circuitry needed to
check a given memory series. Individual interchangeable switching
systems also are supplied by Heidelex Corp. for each memory series
to be tested.
Better emulation. The CMA101
uses voltage drivers, rather than
current drivers, which are said to
be more common, and to have
higher construction costs. Illingworth states that voltage drive not
only better emulates the drive
176

found in computers but also allows
easier, closer control of individual
drive signal amplitudes and waveforms.
Voltage drive, he adds, also aids
in test of 21
/ -D or 3-D memories
2
with integral diode matrixes by
helping to charge, or "pull up" the
diodes quickly to avoid a slowly
rising pulse. Slow charging could
slow the test of diode-equipped
core memories about in proportion
to the increase in the rise time of
the pulses.
However, the CMA101 has an
address to address cycle time of
about amicrosecond, and because
testers need not be as fast as the
memories they test, according to
Illingworth, the CMA101 would
seem to be about as quick as necessary.
Test pattern
For each test, the plug-in control
unit generates a test pattern and
sets up programs for both the
switching network and the system
of sensing circuits which monitor
the memory's outnut. The outnuls
of core locations being tested are
routed via the switching system to
a group of sensing amps after
which the outputs are compared in
a strobing unit to precise, programed voltage levels. They are
then checked against expected out-

puts previously synthesized by the
control unit, and the errors noted.
The system is also capable of
catching flaws in the often complex
array of sense and inhibit (or digit)
lines used in many of today's memories.
"Not only does one need to
know the x, y, and z coordinates
of a flaw," says Illingworth, "but
also the particular sense line, its
polarity, and the particular inhibit
line involved. We solve this by
wiring each pattern generator individually to cope with the particular sense-inhibit scheme it must
deal with."
Flexible. For users with avariety
of memory types to check (long
runs of asingle type are the rule),
the CMA1.01 not only can be equipped with several memory test
modules, but also adapted to computer control, according to Illingworth. Address and sense data already are buffered for printer
output, and conversion to computer
access is simple. The computer also
would program the various drive
and sense characteristics required
when switching among tests of
several memories.
The company quotes 60-day delivery for the CMA101.
Heidelex Corp., Stuart Rd., Alpha Industrial Park, Chelmsford, Mass. 01824
[338]
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Cimron leapfrogs the DVM industry
and there's a reason!
A number of reasons, to be exact! The all-IC Model

help you. Important to you is the basic design, featur-

6753 is the next generation in digital multimeters—
the lowest-priced autoranging instruil;unt that will

ing optional IC plug-ins to extend capability which
you can install yourself without technical service!

read DC from 100 nanovolts to 1099.9 volts and DC

Options include a 4-range AC converter with 10

ratios. A fast-tracker, too—ideal for systems work. The

microvolt sensitivity, a 5-range ohms converter, remote programmability, five print-out options. You

closed loop tracking logic continually samples output
at the rate of 14 readings asecond, with accuracies of

can't beat the base price of $2990! Cimron cus-

0.001% full scale +0.005'1
4
/
of reading. Like to

tomer concern

continues to provide what you really

learn about automatic desensitization? repetitive

need at the lowest possible price. Write Cimron,

mode? out-of-range indication? Just ask how they can

Dept. C-142, 1152 Morena, San Diego, Calif. 92110.

LEAR SIEGLER, INC.
Cl M RON DIVISION
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Data handling

Printer with burning prose
Mesa-shaped silicon elements can develop characters
on thermographic paper at rate of 40 per second

Hot printer. New data terminal from Texas Instruments has matrix of
silicon heating elements that develop characters on heat-sensitive paper.

Hard on the heels of Clevite Corp.'s
fast electrostatic printer [Electronics, April 28, p. 119] comes adata
terminal from Texas Instruments
Incorporated that literally burns its
way across the paper. It has asolidstate printing head that develops
characters on thermal-sensitive paper at a40-per-second clip. Unlike
the Clevite machine, which prints a
line at atime, the TI printer works
with one character at atime, and is
intended to replace conventional
teleprinters on transmission lines or
as computer input/output devices.
The unit will be displayed at the
Spring Joint Computer Conference.
Because the new terminal uses a
heating process and special paper,
it's quiet and isn't subject to as
much wear and tear as conventional
impact printers; and its printing
speed is nearly three times as fast.
The machine prints with a tiny
chip of silicon whose working surface measures 0.1 by 0.08 inch. The
chip itself is mounted on the left178

hand edge of a much larger aluminum heat sink which presses it
against the paper. Within the working area are 25 printing elements
in a5 X 5matrix. Each element is
a silicon mesa made in somewhat
the same way as the old-fashioned
mesa transistors, with a resistor
diffused into its top and aconductor
path leading to the mesa from an
edge pad. Electronic decoding circuitry selects several of these 25
elements for each individual character and directs an electric current
through it to the silicon base, which
serves as a common return for all
the elements. The current heats the
printing element to 250°C, which is
hot enough to darken the thermographic paper in afew milliseconds.
The current lasts only momentarily;
the elements are allowed to cool,
and a stepping motor moves the
printing head, which remains in
contact with the paper, one space
to the right to print the next character—all in 25 milliseconds. Be-

cause the printing head is mounted
on the left edge of the heat sink,
each character is visible immediately after it's printed.
Individual characters are printed
under direct control of the keyboard
—from key to decoder to print-head
—unlike some terminals that print
a character only after it's been
transmitted to acomputer and back
again. But the terminal also contains abuffer that stores the characters from the keyboard and
transmits them in a burst to the
computer, thus making more efficient use of the transmission line
and permitting more terminals to
be connected to asingle line without interfering with one another.
When the computer transmits data
to the printer, it bypasses the buffer
and goes directly to the printing
head. The buffer, which comes in
astandard size of 50 eight-bit characters, is also available with capacities of 25, 32, or 100 characters;
it's aset of eight static shift registers of the appropriate size operating in parallel. These shift registers
are off-the-shelf MOS units manufactured by TI.
Electronics in the terminal include a translator from the keyboard code to the code used on the
transmission line—either ASCII or
vrr/6 code—and another translator from the transmission code to
the print-head code. Each translator
is on its own single LSI chip; the
transmission code can be changed
simply by changing the card hdlding these chips.
The entire printer, complete with
all its electronic circuits and a450foot roll of paper, weighs 38
pounds and measures 17 by 18 by 6
inches. Its price is $4,950; deliveries
will begin late this year.
Industrial Products Division, Texas Instruments
Incorporated,
P.O.
Box
66027, Houston 77006 [339]
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21 reasons sag

BUY HUGLE INDUSTRIES REACTORS
(which is most important for you?)

n ononnon

Check and double check these Hugle reactor features — many exclusive. Which of
the 21 can best solve your precise process
problems?

EJ
L

E
E

E
L

L
El

Injection gas control manifold
No gas hang-up
100% leak free
Shortest doping lines of any reactor
Dual purge doubles generator utilization
Full 80 to 90% more production
Off-stream purge eliminates the
dummy run
Fully automatic control of times and
temperatures
No clocks
Dual tube
Removable doors
No condensation
No spillout of heat — means exact
temperature control
Air cooled tubes
The experience of solving technical
problems for customers around the globe
Largest 2" slice capacity — in vertical
or horizontal reactors — choose the
system for your requirement

And REASON #21 ... the personal guarantee of our Technical Director, Dr. Hans M.
Wagner, renowned chemist and physicist.
A written guarantee that says your Epitaxial
or Diffusion Doping system from HUGLE
INDUSTRIES is, without qualification, the
finest on Earth ...guaranteed to operate
in your facility according to your precise
process specifications.
If you have special problems, Dr. Wagner's
superb technical staff stands ready to assist
during start-up or change-over.
Write, wire or phone for the answers you
need.

Other HUGLE INDUSTRIES' products include: Diffusion Doping Systems • D 100
Series Epitaxial Doping Systems • Model
100 Infrared Microscope • Model 1350 Ultrasonic Wire Bonder • Model 1400 Beam
Lead Bonder • Model 2100 Universal Assembly Machine • Model 2000 Flip Chip
Bonder • Die Attachers • POD Process
Controllers.

First in service to semiconductor manufacturers

HUGLE Industries
750 North Pastoria Avenue
Electronics
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Sunnyvale, California 94086

(408) 738-1700
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EUTECTIC
PREFORMS
for semiconductor assembly

Data handling

A memory to build on
4,096-word core module on two printed-circuit boards
can be expanded without disturbing data already stored

with quality service to
match quality products
Two to get started. No additional drive or sense electronics is needed when

CRM makes perfect preforms of
eutectic alloys of Gold-Tin, GoldSilicon, and Gold-Germanium.

a user decides to add cards and expand the basic memory.

CRM preforms can help you to
produce perfect ICs, hybrids,
transistors, and diodes. Quality is
controlled from the ingot on, including not only standard tests,
but also checks of foil surface
finish and flow characteristics.
The extensive die inventory at
CRM makes most preforms available without delay and without a
tooling charge.

A good way to sell something is to
save your customer some money,
and this is what Sanders Associates Inc. claims to do with its new
Memcard 418. According to Burton
C. Winkler, manager of memory
products for Sanders, "We found
out about the possible savings as
we worked on one of our own data
processors: features contained in
the 418 made it possible for us to
omit about 150 IC's and the consequent assembly and checkout costs
from our production scheme. We
figure the saving is in the neighborhood of $300 to $400 per computer." The 418 sells for $1,900.
It is a coincident current, three
wire, 3-D random-access memory
module, with 4,096 words of 18 bits
each and all input-output and data
storage electronics on two printed
circuit boards. The I-0 board is
capable of handling data from 4K
up to 32K words from the memory.
Thus, while the standard Memcard

CRM will meet your strictest
specifications.
CRM delivers what it promises.
CRM delivers on TIME.
Call or write CRM for a quotation
on your preforms or the CRM catalog with a list of over 300 stock
dies.

CONSOLIDATED
REACTIVE
METALS, INC.
a Division of CONSOLIDATED REFINING CO. Inc.

106 Hoyt Menue, Mamaroneck, N.Y. 10543
Tel: (914) 698-2300 D TWX 710-566-1112
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418 is a 4K-word store, it can be
expanded simply by adding memory in 4K-word increments—and no
change to existing core or to the
computer mainframe is required.
"It's not even necessary to tweak
up drive current, timing, rise times,
etc. Only logic signals travel between the Memcard boards—no
drive or sense signals as with other
expandable schemes," says Winkler.
Winkler adds that when most
competing memory assemblies are
expanded, the user must at best
exchange his former core stack for
another, or at worst take aloss on
it and simply buy another larger
one. "We think we have the only
system that expands without disturbing memory already in use."
The 418 has a 450 nanosecond
access time and a 1.5 microsecond
worst-case cycle time. Three cycling modes are available with the
418, and it's here that most of the
Electronics
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savings are realized.
Offers hybrid. Like most available memory assemblies, the 418
offers both "full" (read-restore and
clear-write) and "split" (read-modify-write) cycling. It departs from
the norm in offering a"hybrid" cycle—something usually realized
only in mainframe hardware.
In the 418's hybrid mode, it's
possible to read-restore, and readwrite on selected bits within the
same
1.5
microsecond
cycle
through something Sanders calls
"bit-masking." Normally this takes
two full cycles. But the Sanders
system uses a sort of small scale
"slosh" effect, reading aword into
its main I-0 register and restoring
it while at the same time applying
current to a so-called mask input
line—one of which intersects each
of the word's 18 bits. During the restore process the new data is automatically entered—the appropriate
cores now reading 0rather than 1,
or vice versa.
To alter the usual memory's content it is necessary to store the
word between cycles. This requires
a so-called machine register and
the extra associated gating to get
the data back into the proper location. The Memcard 418 stores output data only during asingle readwrite cycle, and doesn't therefore
need the extra register electronics.
"And that's where the bulk of the
savings come from," says Winkler.
Sanders plans to add to the line
of Memcard products as rapidly as
manpower and markets appear. Already on the stock shelves is a
1024-word
model
[Electronics,
Dec. 9, 1968, p. 144]. In the wings
are read-only memories, non-destructive read-out devices, electronically-alterable read-only memories, a power supply module, a
1K by 9 bit memory, and eventually Nlemcards able to expand in
word length (as well as word capacity) to 36 bits. All will use a
common 12 by 11.5 inch board size.
Price of the Memcard 418 is
$1,900 in lots of 100. Expansion
modules containing 4K of memory
are $1,500 each. First deliveries are
due in May, with Winkler quoting
"worst case" deliveries of 30 days
thereafter, and adding, "We hope
to deliver off the shelf by July."
Sanders Associates Inc., Daniel Webster Hwy. South, Nashua, N.H. 03060
[340]
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In coils and transformers, Delevan has been
leading the pack for years. How? By
innovating. Cramming high values into the
smallest configurations takes talent ... the
highest degree of engineering talent. And,
you'll find it only at Delevan. Isn't that
really what you want?

Call us. Make us innovate for you!

Delevan Electronics
Division
270 QUAKER ROAD

•

EAST AURORA. NEW YORK 14052

OINCR DIVIS.ONS OF AMERICAN PRECISION INDUSTRIES INC

AMERICAN
PRECISION
INDUSTRIES INC
716 652-3600

FIASCO •OMEN • ElECTITO MECIIANtCAl PRODUCTS •MOEUER INSINUAIENT CO •ORFORD CORP
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GREATER PRECISION
Technical ceramics play an increasingly important part
in American industry because they can meet especially
demanding

MORE MATERIALS
For

many

decades

American

Lava

has

worked

with

leading firms to develop special ceramics for their advanced designs. The result is the greatest number of
special ceramic compositions available from any source.
This wealth of ceramic materials can help in two ways.
First, it may give you the exact performance you require. Second, it enables you to select the most economical material that meets your design requirements.
MORE PROCESSES
American Lava offers the broadest processing capabilities in the industry. These include forming ceramics by

Lava

has the

ex-

them by agreed means.
MORE MODERN DESIGNS
Technical

leadership at American Lava Corporation is

based on working with its customers to give them what
they want. This currently involves work on composite
substrates, composite packages, buried metal patterns,
super-smooth and flat substrates, special temperature
compensating dielectrics, ceramic capacitors and new
ceramic coatings for metal and low expansion glass.

all modern methods including pressing, extrusion, injec-

VOLUME PRODUCTION

tion molding, isostatic pressing, plus metallization, plating, chemical milling, machining, grinding, lapping, and

American

Lava has the resources, know-how and the

desire to make commitments required to meet volume
requirements of its customers. A long parade of firsts in

hermetic bonding.

new manufacturing capabilities have allowed American
Lava to keep pace with the ever changing need for

Many of these processes were pioneered by American
Lava. Examples are (1) the ability to produce certain
as-fired ceramics to precision tolerances and (2)
proprietary AlSiBase process for producing thin

requirements. American

perience, know-how and facilities to produce ceramics
to the closest tolerances, and to measure and inspect

technical ceramics in volume.

the
flat

EXPEDITED

ceramics.

PROTOTYPES

Special procedures speed the production of prototypes
for your evaluation. A chart giving the characteristics

MORE SPECIALIZED ENGINEERING TALENT
American Lava, built on engineering ability, has demonstrated that it is the best source for any problem

of our most frequently used AlSiMag ceramic composi-

involving technical ceramics.

from our specialized engineering staff.

CODE IDENT. NO. 70371
PHONE 615 265-3411

tions will be sent on request. Suggestions are available

American Lava Corporation

• CHATTANOOGA, TENNESSEE 37405, U.S.A.

A

SUBSIDIARY

OF

in

COMPANY

For service, contact American Lava representatives in Offices of Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company in these cities
(see your local telephone directory): Boston: Needham Heights, Mass. • Chagrin Falls, Ohio • Chicago: Elmhurst, Ill. • Dallas, Tex.
Indianapolis, kid. • Laurens, S. C. • Los Angeles, Calif. • Metropolitan New York: Ridgefield, N. J. • Up-State New York and
Canada: Phoenix, New York • Orange, Conn. • Philadelphia, Penna. • Roanoke, Virginia • St. Louis: Lee's Summit, Mo.
South San Francisco, Calif. • International: c/o American Lava Corporation, Chattanooga, Tenn. 37405, U.S.A., TELEX 558432.

New components

Hybrid ladder networks aimed at low-cost jobs
Thick-film units in one-inch-square flatpacks have accuracy
of eight bits, with matched resistance values built in
When low cost is amust and eightbit accuracy in abinary ladder network is sufficient, it is no longer
necessary to sort through apile of
discrete resistors to build up a
matched set.
Beekman Instruments' Helipot
division has developed apre-tested
eight-bit thick-film divider network
with built in application resistors,
which are used for feedback, inter-

Type 1664-9 plug, used with the
1412 socket, makes a dependable
circular connector. Male terminals
snap-lock into their nylon housing
but can be easily removed with a
simple tool. The socket housing
can be screw mounted or can be
provided with integrally-molded
mounting ears for fast snap-in
chassis assembly. Molex Products
Co., Downers Grove, III. [341]

Solid state remote switches designated Minitactor models 701 and
702 can be activated by low-level
d-c or digital output voltages.
Units will switch up to 300 v rms
or d-c (model 701 is a-c output,
702 is d-c output) at 1 amp without external power sources. Model
701 costs $13.50 and 702, $16.50
in small lots. E.D.C. Data Components Corp., Box 279, Massapequa, N.Y. 11758. [345]

facing, and attenuation.
The model 815 costs the same
as or less than discrete networks
with the same characteristics, according to Lyle F. Pittroff, applications engineer, who also says the
product is pointed specifically
toward the low-accuracy military
and commercial market. Prices run
at $6.95 per unit to $4.70 in lots
of 1,000.

A cermet thick-film process with
air abrasive tailoring produces a
unit that is stable from —55°C to
+125°C, has a ladder attenuation
ratio accuracy of 1,952 parts per
million, and has a 2:1:2 ratio for
the application resistances. Settling
time for the network is within 100
nanoseconds.
Pittroff says the focus of the
component's design is on the out-

Ten-turn wirewound precision pot
model 532 is 7,o inch in diameter
It features a molded housing and
lid, with a 1/
4 -in.-diameter passivated stainless steel shaft, and
dual slip-ring contacts. Resistance
range is 15 ohms to 180 kilohms,
with resistance tolerance c---5%.
Independent linearity is -b0.25%.
Spectrol Electronics Corp., 17070
E. Gale Ave., City of Industry,
Calif. [342]

Precision,
snap-action
switches
measure only 0.3 x 0.2 x 0.1 in.
exclusive of terminals. They are
rated at 1 amp resistive at 28 y
d-c or 115/250v a-c, with an
electrical life of 100,000 cycles
and a mechanical life of 500,000
cycles minimum. Operating temperature range is from —100 ° to
+250° F. Hi -Tek Corp., 2220 S.
Anne
St.,
Santa Ana,
Calif.
92704. [343]

Crt mount is precisely fabricated
to accomplish the accurate alignment required in high resolution
work with 10 in. flat face crt's.
For maximum rigidity, the mount
is constructed of heavy-duty cast
aluminum.
Complete
magnetic
shielding of crt and magnetic
components is achieved by a 3layer shield assembly. Syntronic
Instruments Inc., Inlustrial Road,
Addison, III. [346]

Polyester-film capacitors in the
type LM7S series come in rectangular epoxy-case construction.
They are dual rated for both a-c
and d-c operation. Units are available in values ranging from 0.047
to 5.6 pf at 50 wvdc, 0.01 to 5.6
Af at 100 wvdc, 0.01 to 3 id
at 200 wvdc, and 0.01 to 1.5 pf
at 400 wvdc. Dearborn Electronics
Inc., P.O. Box 530, Orlando, Fla.
32802. [347]
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Time delay relay series 1600 is a
solid state replacement for motordriven timers. It comes in fixed
and adjustable models, in input
voltages of 230, 115, and 24 y
a-c and 115 and 24 y d-c. Units
feature 3 amp contacts and 0.250
push-on terminals for electrical
connection. Hundred lot prices
range from $12.04 to $13.98.
Meson Electronics Co., Box 4105,
Rochester, N.Y. [344]

Broad-band transformers are designed for low impedance operaation on transmission lines, balanced to unbalanced. Only 0.650
in. long, 0.500 in. wide and 0.700
in. high, these balun transformers
have an open circuit inductance of
350 Ah minimum, and a low leakage inductance of 0.5 Ah max.
PCA
Electronics
Inc.,
16799
Schoenborn St., Sepulveda, Calif.
91343. [348]
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Making Testers?

It's just one way to use Elgin's
Integrid® Cards and power supplies
to solve adesign problem.

put characteristics of the device
rather than on the individual resistances involved. Matched capability of the resistances in the network is assured since all come
from the same film batch laid on
the same substrate. Standard value
resistance for the network is 10
kilohms
One of the application resistors
is permanently joined to the ladder's output terminals. If this resistor is then connected to an external reference power supply, the
network can be operated as a bipolar ladder with the most significant bit becoming the polarity bit,
Pittroff points out. Two other application resistors can serve as
feedback resistances with operation amplifiers or as network attenuators.
Yield is key. Refinements in production techniques developed over
Helipot's 14 years in the thick-film
business have made such low cost
items possible—high production
yields are the key. Pittroff says an
even simpler eight-bit divider is in
the works and will be available as
soon as new production machinery
is operating.
The model 815 is packaged in a
1by 1inch, 14 lead flat pack which
will fit the same space used by
Helipot's 12-bit and 14-bit higher
accuracy dividers so that customers who have been modifying the
larger networks for 8-bit use will
have no problems, Pittroff says.
Beckman Instruments Inc., Helipot Division, 8475 Artesia Ave., Buena Park,
Calif. [349]

The custom test equipment pictured
above demonstrates another use for
these Elgin off-the-shelf products
when you are faced with ajob requiring reliable, low cost components.
Elgin's 5V power supplies in each
tester feature exclusive over-voltage
and over-current protection. They
are available in three basic sizes with
output currents of 4, 8 or 16 amps,
at low cost with GUARANTEED
PROMPT DELIVERY—on the way
to you within 48 hours after receiving your order.

ELGIN

Inside each tester are 12 circuits
assembled on our lntegrid Card elements (dual-in-line's above). Integrid Cards are available in multiple
patterns, permitting modular use of
precisely the type and number of
boards required.
The PC Assemblies being checked
in the test equipment were made by
us, including the printed circuit
boards manufactured at our new PC
board plant. Circle the reader Service
Card for our new Integrid Card and
Power Supplies folders.

ELECTRONICS
INC O R PO RATED

Subsidiary of Basic Incorporated
P. O. Box 1318 • Erie, Pa. 16512
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New components

Switch protects
uhf transmitters
Safety cutoff device
uses beryllia can
to detect overheating
High thermal conductivity and the
high dielectric properties of beryl lia are put to work in a switch developed by the National Beryllia
Corporation to protect ultrahighElectronics

May 12, 1969

CTS

cermet resistor
networks

...with
NEW 16-lead
dual-in-line
package
•Add more circuitry... up to 16-lead
dual-in-line packages...with these new
CTS space-saver cermet resistor networks. Specifically designed to simplify
automatic insertion and reduce your assembly costs. Easy to hand mount, too.
Series 760 DIP Resistor Networks provide
... 14 or 16 lead packages... up to 15 resistors per module with an infinite number
of circuit combinations.., extremely good
environmental specifications...5 lbs. pull
strength on leads. A natural to combine
with active devices to form hybrid circuits.
.100" lead spacing.
Series 750 Cermet Resistor Networks offer
...three basic sizes and an infinite number

of circuit combinations...excellent environmental characteristics...5 lbs. pull
strength on leads.. and are available with
or without active devices...lead spacing.
.125".
Check CTS low prices and fast delivery
schedule...2 weeks for prototypes; 4-6
weeks for production quantities. See the
prices listed below!
More flexibility... CTS packages can be
delivered without organic cover coat. You
trim for circuit balance in your plant.
Ask your CTS sales engineer for data. Or
write CTS of Berne, Inc., Berne, Indiana,
46711. Phone: (219) 389-3111.

CTS CORPORATION
Elkhart, Indiana
SERIES 750
Quantity
10,000
piece
price
1,000
piece
price

SER IES 760

4-pin
3resistors

6-pin
5resistors

8-pin
7resistors

9resistors
(14 pin
module)

14.49 ea.
(4.8c/
resistor)

19.50 ea.
(3.9e/
resistor)

24.59 ea.
(3.50/
resistor)

410 ea.
(4.50/
resistor)

28.8ç ea.

39.00 ea.

49.00 ea.

820 ea.

11 resistors
(14 pin
module)

13 resistors
(14 pin
module)

(40 /resistor)

430 ea.

450 ea.
(3.59/
resistor)

550 ea.
(3.79/
resistor)

860 ea.

900 ea.

$1.10 ea.

15 resistors
(16 pin
module)

Prices shown are
21
2 % tolerance, --- 250 ppm/°C from 50 ohms through 1 megohm standard TC. (Also
/
based on circuits with all resistors screened simultaneously on one side of the substrate.)

Series 750

,

Series 760

(Actual size)

r--

i.014V-Microelectronic
Circuitry

Electronics

Selector Switches
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Trimmers

Potentiometers

Crystals, Oscillators,
and Filters

Loudspeakers

Circle 185 on reader service card

185

Only one man
in athousand
needs this kind
of pedormance in a
digital-to-synchro converter...
(the other 999 heave asigh of relief knowing it's there)
High-speed conversion of
parallel binary-angle
data to synchro and/or
resolver data with I-minute accuracy, 14 to 17-bit
resolution.

Exclusive-design solidstate switching circuits,
high-precision trigonometric transformers provide high-speed conversion from digital data input within 8.5iisec.

Data-ready strobe eliminates effects of noise on
digital-input lines, can be
addressed for use in multiplex operation.

c..wereercre

Full pr
on against
overload, power-line
transients, frequency
changes or improper reference frequency, or short
circuit ofoutput terminals.

NQWE1II

rL.AN TIC
industrie8, inc.

The North Atlantic Series
538/10 Digital-to-Resolver/Synchro Converter
is available in many configurations with many optional features, including
higher accuracy, to provide the digital-to-analog
interface required by the
user. It is another example of the versatile
and elegant instrumentation and control systems
available from North
Atlantic Industries. For
additional rewarding information, call our fieldengineering representative (see UM), use the
reply card, or write or
call North Atlantic Industries, Inc., Terminal Drive,
Plainview, Long Island,
N.Y. 11803. (516) 6818600

frequency radio transmitters.
Under some operating conditions,
improperly tuned transmitters overheat. This causes critical components to burn up and results in a
delay while maintenance crews get
the transmitter back on.
The thermally operated switch in
aberyllia container solves the problem by turning off the transmitter
before damage can be caused.
When a radio transmitter overheats, the part that burns out is the
final stage, containing atetrode, an
external-anode electron tube and an

NANOSECOND TIME INTERVAL METER
0 MODEL CR 42

(1000 MHz DIRECT COUNT)

34

ef

I I8 7 9

•

•

c•pg'ck

MAJOR CHARACTERISTICS
Safeguard. Switch is mounted in a
container made of beryllia—a heatconductive electrical insulator.

integrally mounted variable capacitor. The frequency range of the
transmitter makes it necessary to
locate these parts in close proximity. The thermally operated switch
is mounted on the heat sink of the
tetrode tube. There it senses the
overheating and turns off the equipment. An operator can then let the
unit cool down and retune the
transmitter to bring it within specified range.
The function of the beryllia "can"
is to transmit the heat from the tube
to the switch and to isolate the
tube's magnetic field from the
switch. This isolation is important
because the tubes used in transmitters arc sensitive to magnetic
fields, and the cases of such tubes
are operated at a very high electrical potential.
National Beryllia Corp.,
Ave., Haskell, N.J. [350]
4—

e
e
•
•
•
e
e

For additional

RANGE 1nsec to 99 msec.
1NANOSECOND RESOLUTION
START and STOP Independent channels with adjustable trigger levels
8- DIGIT DISP L
AY
BCD OUTPUT,8-4-2-1 code, positive true
CRYSTAL AGING RATE : part in 10 8 'day
Provision for use of EXTERNAL TIME BASE

Information

apply

to

: D. A. T.

LARORATOIRES de MARCOUSSIS - Route

de

INSTRUMENTATION

É
LECTRONIQUE

NOZAY - 91 MARCOUSSIS -FRANCE

o

LABORATOIRES DE MARCOUSSIS
Centre de Recherches de la CGE
Route de NOZAY -91-MARCOUSSIS -FRANCE
tel :920.82.50 -telex .26.877 LAB -MARCO

Greenwood

Circle 186 on reader service card
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Hold off on that
video amplifier
you've been working on.

FILM MEMORY SENSE AMPLIFIER
STROBE

+5V

OUTPUT

1
- 5V

.47v F
-2V

7

Delay Time:
Overdrive

-5V

-5V
CML GATE

-2V

- 5V

You might not have to build it after all.
First check out the Fairchild ,u,A733,
our latest wideband Differential Video
Amplifier. The 3dB bandwidth is
120MHz at a closed-loop gain of 10
(90MHz at a gain of 100). Input
impedance is 25162, phase linearity

12ns

Recovery Time: 45ns

is 2° at 5MHz and pulse response time is typically 5ns. And noise is a low 251/V rms
for a bandwidth of 50MHz because every transistor in the amplifier is made with
our special low-noise processing and has an f
T of 1.2GHz.
The p.A733 is another of our Second Generation Linears, and the price/performance
ratio shows it. Use the J
uA733 in any application that calls for wide bandwidth,
low phase shift and good gain
+6V
PHASE ENCODED TAPE SYSTEM

LOGIC
LEVEL
OUTPUT

READ
HEAD

- 6V

Phase Lnearity:
Input Resistance:
Input Capacity:
Fixed Gain:

±2 ° from 2 to 5 MHz
25kL2
2pF
100

stability at a low price. Here's how:
Write for more specs and detailed
application notes. Or just pick up
as many devices as you need from
your stocking Fairchild distributor.
To order the ,A733, ask for:
PRICES

PART NUMBER

PACKAGE

TEMPERATURE RANGE

124

25-99

100-999

U5F7733312

TO-5
TO-5

—55 °C to +125°C
0°C to + 70 °C

$20.00
10.00

$16.00
8.00

$13.20
6.60

U5F7733393

FAIRCHILD
SEMICONDUCTOR
FAIRCHILD SEMICONDUCTOR

188

A Division of Fairchild Camera and Instrument Corporation

Circle 188 on reader service card

Mountain View, California 94040, (415) 962-5011

TWX: 910-379-6435
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New instruments

Meter divides or subtracts a-c and d-c
Since it can calculate the ratio of or difference between
two inputs, instrument can measure gain or turns ratio
"What's the difference?" is just
one question that anew ratiometer
from Non-Linear Systems Inc. answers. The instrument tells also
what the ratio is and what the deviation is between two signals.
Priced at $7,500, the ratiometer
consists of a digital voltmeter,
which can measure resistance, and
acontrol unit that works the dvm
and calculates.

The whole instrument is 17 by
5% by 21 inches. On its front panel
are two sets of input terminals,
marked A and B. Each time the
ratiometer makes a calculation, its
dvm first measures input A, then
digitizes the signal and sends it to
the control unit. After storing A,
the control unit commands the dvm
to look at B.
After receiving the digitized ver-

sion of B, the control unit performs one of three calculations:
subtract B from A, divide B into A,
or subtract B from A, dividing
the difference by B, i.e. (A-B)/B. Its
choice depends on the setting of a
front-panel switch. Whatever the
calculation, the result goes back to
the dvm for display.
The readout has seven tubes, one
for each of the six significant fig-

High input impedance d-c millivolt recorder has a solid state operational amplifier which may
never
need
recalibration.
Its
measuring element is a permanent-magnet moving coil. Its potentiometric performance includes
ranges as low as 10 my d-c, accuracy of 1%, 1/
2 sec full scale
response, and 10 megohm input
impedance. Esterline Angus, P.O.
24000, Indianapolis [361]

Frequency response analyzer 911A
measures phase and amplitude vs
frequency over the range of 0.01
to 10,000 hz with a high rejection
of noise and harmonics in the return signal. It performs with an
over-all accuracy of --!--1° in phase
measurement, and :±.-1% in amplitude, with greater than 40 db
of harmonic and noise rejection.
Bafco Inc., 80 Second St. Pike,
Southampton, Pa. [362]

Digital counter PM-6630 is a160Mhz unit that measures pulse
width and delay, as well as frequency to 10 nsec resolution. It
allows users to select digit and
stability options that tailor the
unit's performance to their specific application or budget. Price
of the 8-digit version is $2,795;
the 6-digit costs $2,20. Philips
Electronic Instruments, S. Fulton
Ave., Mt. Verron, N.Y. [363]

Log amplifier model 6001 accepts
any r-f input from 400 khz to 130
Mhz with a power range of —70
dbm to +20 dbm. It provides a
linear detected output for oscilloscope, voltmeter, or graphic recorder presentation. The output is
accurate to --L-3 db. Packaged in a
half-rack cabinet, the unit measures 81/
2 7 x 12 1
/
4 in. Telonic
Instruments, 60 N. First Ave.,
Beech Grove, Ind. [364]

Portable electronic galvanometer
type E11.501 incorporates stable
solid state circuitry in a highly
sensitive (10 jay/div.) device with
a 3 second response time. Unit
features a common mode rejection
of greater than 140 db at d-c,
50/60 hz, and an input resistance
of approximately 9 kilohms. Price
is $135. Voltron Products Inc.,
403 S. Raymond Ave., Pasadena,
Calif. 91101. 1365]

Precision bridge model 2785 is
for measuring capacitance, inductance, resistance and Q. A built-in
generator provides all the voltages
needed. The instrument is accurate to within ±-1% on most resistance and capacitance ranges
and to within ±1.5% on most inductance ranges. Q measurements
have a maximum error of L-5%.
Simpson Electric Co., 5200 W.
Kinzie St., Chicago 60644. [366]

Digital frequency meter 107 is
both a frequency meter and a
signal generator. It has a dual
power supply, either 12 I/ d-c or
115 y a-c at option. Accuracy is
ample for the newest 0.00025%
transmitter tolerances. The generated frequency can be varied in
calibrated amounts about center
frequency, up to J
-50 ppm. Lampkin Laboratories Inc., 8400 9th
Ave. NW., Bradenton, Fla. [3671

Microspot crt analyzer MA100 is
rugged, and suitable for either
laboratory or production quality
control use. Resolution measuring
methods include spatial frequency,
two slit, light intensity distribution, and half power line width. A
change in the graticule is all that
is needed to shift from one method
to another. Ferranti Electric Inc.,
E. Bethpage Rd., Plainview, N.Y.
[368]
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175 amp, 235 amp, 470 m-np
Regenerative Gate* SCRs
Regenerative Gate SCRs operate with lower switching losses
and higher continuous di/da than any other SCR. Low power
gate drive. No sacrifice required in any other characteristic.

Continuous Rating at 60 Pulses Per Second, 90°C**
rms Current Riting

Pulse Width

Peak On-State Current

235 amp

100 j4 sec.

3300 amps

470 amp

150 it sec.

6000 amps

**Verified by long-term life test.
Also available in 55 amp and 110 amp. Request Bulletin.

NATIONAL

*A Nationa& excl4sive.
Patent Pending.

ELECTRONICS, INC
a varian subsid ary

GENEVA, ILLINCIS 60134
PHONE (312) 232-4300
Circle 249 on reader service card

SWiTCH PROGRAM
MODULES IN 11
SECONDS FLAT ON
MICMOYNE'S
NEW

IC TESTER!
Why waste mone developing IC test procedures? Moda 716 uses
pre-wired, plug-in Drogram modales to test digital cr Inear devices up
to 36 leads. Microcyne supolies program mocules for Drac -i
,
;ally every
IC type. Also programmable
with cross-bar rratrix. From
roicRoDyne
Microdyne. .. the line witt the
Please send me Moiel 715 3
right IC tester for !he righi job
NAME
...at the right price! Write now!

Á

TITLE

rxr_ SUBSIDIARY OF 30MPUTEST CORP

COMPANY
ADDRESS

MICRODYNE INSTRUIMENTS, NC.

CITY

203 Middlesex Tpk. • Burii%iton, Mass. P1803
Phone: 617/272.5691
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STFTEZIP
et L EL-52

Over the range. The ratio meter
measures up to 350 volts, a-c and
d-c, and up to 12 megohms.

ures in the instrument's range and
one for overranging. The ratiometer switches ranges automatically, so it continuously measures
and displays ratios from 0.000001
to 1,000,000.
The input ranges are 0 to 1,000
millivolts d-e, 0to 350 volts cl-c,
to 350 volts a-c, and 0 to 12 megohms.
Accuracy varies from range to
range, but is around 0.01% of the
reading for d-c measurements and
better than 0.3% for a-c readings
up to 30 kilohertz.
The ratiometer takes 1second to
measure two d-c voltages, make a
calculation, and display the result.
With a-e inputs, the process takes
around 3 seconds, and for resistance measurements the instrument
takes 2seconds.
Range changing adds another
second.
This is all very slow, particularly
for an instrument such as the ratiometer that's built with TTL integrated circuits. The designers sacrificed speed so that they could
build the instrument with one dvm
instead of two. This keeps both the
ratiometer's size and price down.
Extensive use of IC's in its control unit means also asmaller ratiometer. All calculations are done by
NAND gates on asingle 4-by-7-inch
printed-circuit card. Subtraction of
B from A is done directly, and division is done as a repetitive subtraction.
The ratiometer's memory is a
bank of 56 flip-flops, two for each
of the 28 bits that can be stored.
The company traded off speed to
also gain more reliability. The ratiometer uses two shift registers
every time it moves a string of
digits. For example, if the contents
of one register are to be shifted
over one position, the entire conElectronics IMay 12, 1969

tent of that register is read into a
second register, and then read back
into the first with each digit moved
up one position. This technique,
says the company, precludes reading of a new digit into a flip-flop
before the old digit has been read
out, which would destroy abit.
Non-Linear Systems hopes that
potential customers are more impressed by reliability and size than
by speed. The company expects to
sell the ratiometer to engineers
who measure such things as amplifier gain, transformer turns ratio,
and potentiometer specifications.
Non-Linear Systems Inc., Box N, Del
Mar, Calif. 92014 [369]

WHILE YOU'RE MAKING UP
YOUR MIND TO MOVE TO SOUTH CAROLINA,
SOUTH CAROLINA HAS ALREADY TRAINED
YOUR LABOR FORCE.
Free.
In state-sponsored technical
schools. The same schools
that graduated over 42,146
highly skilled workers last
year for South Carolina
industry.
Do you have special jobs?
You'll get specially trained
workers. Ready to go on
opening day.
But the savings begin
even before you open
your plant,starting with
the finest plant sites
available. You'll get
acres for the price of
square yards almost

anywhere else. And construction costs will be
suprisingly small. You'll
have quick, economical
transportation by road, rail
and air. Taxes are in your
favor. And plenty of
electricity and natural
gas is available at rates
well below the national
average.
Over 682 industries
have made up their
minds to move to South
Carolina in the last 10
years. We'll help you
make up yours.
Mail the coupon today.

r

New instruments

Gaussmeter priced
for repair shop
Accuracy of $275 instrument
is 3%; full-scale ranges
run from 5to 50,000 gauss
Trade accuracy for price; that's
what engineers at RFL Industries
Inc. did when they designed the
Model 505 gaussmeter. All the
other RFL gaussmeters have an accuracy of 1% or better, and sell
for $600 and up. The 505 measures
flux density to within only 3% of
the full scale reading, but its price
—probe included—is just $275.
According to Vincent Saponar,
an assistant marketing manager at
RFL, the 505 is for the small laboratory and the repair shop. It's suitable for troubleshooting or monitoring the magnets in such things
as motors, accelerometers, and magnetrons.
Shoebox size. The 505 is the size
of a shoebox and runs off either a
battery or astandard outlet. And it
has a self-calibration circuit, so
there's no need for the operator to
carry around reference magnets.
The 505's ranges are 50, 100, 500,
1,000, 5,000, 10,000, and 50,000
gauss full scale. The zero-reading
can also be placed in the center of
Electronics IMay 12, 1969

Ask Mr. R. H. Kennedy,
Vice President, Area Development
South Carolina Electric 8c Gas Co.
Box 764
Columbia, South Carolina 29203
He's got the facts.
Name
Address
City

State

Zip

SOUTH CAROLINA ELECTRIC &GAS COMPANY
We try to make life easier.

Circle 191 on reader service card

191

GUN
db Gain

with International's B-160 Broadband Amplifier
The B-160 Amplifier, designed for in-line use, is a broadband
circuit general purpose unit which may be used as a tuned or
untuned amplifier in RF and audio applications. Frequency
range from 20 Hz to 150 MHz. Requires 9 to 15 volts dc @ 10
ma max. Gain varies from 30 db at 1 MHz to 6 db at 150 MHz.

Finding flux. The 505, a portable
instrument, can be used to check out
the permanent magnets in motors.

the scale; this way the 505's ranges
run from —25-to-d-25 gauss to
—25,000-to-+25,000 gauss.
Well integrated. Most of the 505's
circuits are built with IC's. A constant current source, controlled by
an attenuator, drives a Hall-effect
probe.
Magnetic flux passing
through the detector generates a
signal which is amplified and displayed on a 41/
2-inch
taut-band
meter. The signal also goes to an
output jack for driving a recorder
or an oscilloscope.
The probe has an indium-arsenide detector, covered by Fiberglas, and comes in either an axial
or a flat shape. Additional probes
cost $65 each.
RFL

Industries

Inc.,

Boonton,

N.J.

07005 [370]

New instruments

Core memory
speeds IC tests
Response ref 1 MHz

down 6 db at 50 Hz
4
-3 db 100 Hz to 10 MHz
down 15 db at 100 MHz
down 24 db at 150 MHz

Disk storage eliminated
in instrument redesigned

Operational Impedance

50 to 500 ohms

Noise

less than 10 microvolts RF across
50 ohms; audio less than .0005
volts

Maximum Input Level

01 volts ac

Output at Maximum Input
(at 1 MHz)

50 ohms — .1 volt
500 ohms — .5 volt

Size: 1" x 1" x 378" (incl. type BNC connectors)

$39.50

B-160 Broadband Amplifier, complete

Write for our catalog.

INTERNATIONAL

CRYSTAL MFG. CO., INC.
10 NO

192

Circle 192 on reader service card

LEE

•

OKLA

CITY. OKLA. 73102

around acomputer
The disk memory that controls test
programs in Fairchild's series 5000
integrated-circuit tester causes a
lot of unwanted delay. So engineers
at Fairchild's Instrunentation division have taken the disk out and
redesigned the tester around a
Hewlett-Packard 2114A computer
—which has a core memory.
One example of the slowdown
caused by the disk memory is that
the tester's wafer probe has to wait
for a disk to complete arevolution
Circle 193 on reader service card—›-

YOUR COMPETITIVE EDGE
CINCH PRINTED CIRCUIT CONNECTORS
Improved performance and lower cost are the best competition
beaters ... and yu get either or Loth with Cinch PC connectors.
There are 22 basic designs described in the new Cinch PC Connector catalog. If the one you neec isn't there, Cinch can develop
aspecial connector for your applicEtion.
It can incorporate any of six meti As of gold deposition (including two selective plating technique;), eight types of contacts, eight
types of terminations and six insilator materials ...whatever
best gives you your competitive edge. The resulting product can
be produced in quantity in asurprisingly short time.
Write for the Cinch Printed Cira it Connector catalog to Cinch
Manufacturing Company, 1501 Morse Avenue, Elk Grove Village,
Illinois 60007.
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY of many Cinch printed circuit connectors—
from stock—can be obtained throuh Cinch Electronic distributors.
C-6910

uncH

DIVISION

OF

UNITED-CARR

ELECTRONICS

GROUP.

CINCH MANUFACTURING, CINCH-GRAPHIK, CINCH-MONADNOCK. CINCH-NULINE AND PLAXIAL DIVISIONS OF UNITED-CARR INC., A SUBSIDIARY OF TRW INC.

-

Time Sharizig
Ecomomy
Model 300
Business Calculator
+,
x, ÷, reciprocals,

percentages, chain multiplication,
weighted averages, automatic
extension, etc. Two independent
adders, a product register, large
readout display and automatic
floating decimal point.

$1070. per station*
Model 310
Statistical Calculator

'

All the features and functions of
the Model 300 plus vi and x2
by single keystroke for •ex, ix',
(x+Y),
Y,
Vir, and ",,,1

rx•

ffilir LiM811111

$1177.50 per station*
Model 320
General Purpose Calculator
All the features and fuctions of
the Model 310 plus Log.x and e.
by single keystroke for more advanced statistical, scientific and
engineering calculations.

$1282.50 per station*

Model 360
Extra Storage Calculator
All the features and functions
of the Model 320 plus four extra
data storage registers for complex calculations without reentry of intermediate results.

$1497.50 per station*

*Four keyboards operating simultaneously from a single electronic package

...exclusively with Wang
electronic calculators
Wang offers you more performance at less cost than any
other electronic calculator available. A unique multiplekeyboard concept lets up to four operators utilize the
electronic speed of its "brain" simultaneously like time-shared
large computers. The "brain", in a convenient briefcase-size
package, can be located anywhere up to 200 feet from the
compact keyboards. You can choose any of the four models
above for the most easily justified purchase you could make
for efficient, dependable problem solving.

-tzWANG
LABOFIATORIES, INC

Dept. 5H, 836 North St., Tewksbury, Massachusetts 01876 • Tel. 617 851-7311

Call today for immediate trial:
(201)
(203)
(203)
(205)
(206)
(212)
(213)
(214)

194

241-0250
223-7588
288-8481
595-0694
622-2466
682-5921
278-3232
361-4351

(215)
(216)
(301)
(301)
(303)
(304)
(305)
(305)

Circle 194

642-4321
333-6611
588-3711
821-8212
364-7361
344-9431
564-3785
841-3691

(309)
(312)
(313)
(314)
(317)
(402)
(404)
(405)

674-8931
889-2254
278-4744
727-0256
631-0909
341-6042
633-4438
842-7882

on reader service card

(412)
(415)
(504)
(505)
(512)
(513)
(517)
(518)
(601)

366-1906
692-0584
729-6858
255-9042
454-4324
531-2729
835-7300
463-8877
234-7631

(601)
(602)
(608)
(612)
(615)
(616)
(617)
(702)
(703)
(713)

982-1721
265-8747
244-9261
881-5324
588-5731
454-4212
851-7311
322-4692
877-5535
668-0275

(714)
(716)
(717)
(805)
(816)
(817)
(901)
(916)
(919)

234-5651
381-5440
397-3212
962-6112
421-0890
834-1433
272-7488
489-7326
288-1695

—8 milliseconds on the average—
before it can pass from one sequence to the next. Another example: a sequence designed to select
high-grade circuits must be run all
the way through even if a circuit
fails the first test.
In the new testers, called the
5000C series, the delay is 2 microseconds, the access time of the
computer; in the older testers, delay is measured in milliseconds.
Equally as important, a 5000C
tester is completely under the control of the computer, and so is more
versatile. The 5000C performs multiple tests on over 10,000 devices
per hour, about double the rate
of the 5000.
Like the 5000, the 5000C does
d-c, a-c, and functional tests, and,
with a 5300 module, linear tests.
Prices run from $60,000, for a
d-c system, to almost as much as
the buyer wants to spend. The
5000C will be Fairchild's big-ticket
item for semiconductor manufacturers, large IC users, and anyone
else who needs to test circuits in
large volumes. As an option, buyers
can get H-P's top-of-the-line 2116B
computer, which has a 32,000-bit
memory and an access time of 1.6
i
Lsec.
Unique to the 5000C among
computer-controlled test systems is
the use of a high-speed analog-todigital converter in the d-c test subsystem. Most systems, says applications manager Gordon Padwicic,
derive adigital value from aseries
of converging limits; to get an
actual number for data logging
many tests have to be made. The
5000C uses a 100-microsecond a-d
converter built by the Preston
Scientific Co. to turn the analog
value of the voltage at a given pin
into a14-bit number. The computer
makes a go/no-go decision on the
basis of this number, and the computer can store the number as well.
So, says Padwick, the system can
perform 100% data logging at go/
no-go test rates.
Another thing the 5000C does is
accumulate distribution data from
wafer probing, and print out this
date on command acouple of times
a day. This information enables a
manufacturer to determine if critical parameters are getting near
their limits.
The 5000C is easier on the programer too. Since the test programs
Electronics IMay 12, 1969

METALS THAT MONITOR, MEASURE
AND MAGNIFY...A SPECIAL
CAPABILITY OF CARPENTER!

When a life hangs in the balance, an
intensive care unit in a local hospital
constantly monitors the patient's proggress. When asleek submarine maneuvers silently beneath the surface, sonar
devices sound the bottom to measure
the water's depth. When a tiny signal
cries from outer space, land-based radar systems magnify its whisper to a
loud, clear voice. Each of these electronic devices depends on specialty
metals for flawless performance. Carpenter produces afull line of electronic
alloys that bring a high level of reliability to the electronic industry. Included are: Magnetic Core Irons, High
Permeability Alloys, Glass Sealing Alloys, Electrical Resistance Alloys, Temperature Compensator Alloys, and
others. What measure of confidence in
materials do you need to make a better
product? To find out, contact your
Carpenter representative. Steel Division, Carpenter Technology Corporation, Reading, Pa. 19603.
European Office: Emmastraat 39,
Amsterdam-Z, The Netherlands

CaiReT-a
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... 5000C stamps out drift
when testing linear IC's...

What acoincidence!
You're flying
to° New York
o
for the
Consumer Electronics Show
at the Hilton
and Americana Hotels
June 5i8.
So are we.
And many of your fellow conventioneers
will be going with us.
You'll enjoy it more if you fly with
your friends.

TWA

Our people make you happy.
We make them happy.

are under computer control, the
programer need not leave extra
time to allow for switching the d-c
matrix. Most tests take from 1to 5
milliseconds, says Padwick, and if
the
programer
doesn't
know
whether the next test will be made
from adifferent pin, he has to leave
2 msec to allow for switching.
Since the 5000C's computer does
"know" whether achange is necessary or not, it allots switching time
only when necessary.
The d-c test system accepts circuits with up to 100 pins; the dynamic test system, which is basically the same as that of the 5000,
comes in a20-pin and a60-pin version.
The 5300 subsystem, which isn't
yet ready for delivery, uses an
a-c synchronous detector technique
for measuring the performance of
linear circuits instead of the normal
d-c technique. Input offset voltage
drifts with temperature, and temperature increases as power is applied; so d-c methods, which depend on separate measurements at
different voltage levels, have builtin inaccuracies, Fairchild feels. In
the synchronous detector technique, afeedback loop detects the
change in input necessary to support aforced output, and calculates
gain from that measurement.
The 5300C is compatible with
the old series 4000 as well as with
the 5000 and the 5000C.
Functional tests are done at 10
kilohertz, which isn't an especially
fast rate. Fairchild explains that
the functional-test subsystem is intended mainly for wafer probing,
and also that with the 10-khz rate
the tester doesn't require the complex and expensive test heads and
performance boards needed for
high-speed operation.
All subsystems of the 5000C can
operate simultaneously, and new
programs can be edited while the
system is doing tests. In addition
to the HP software, Fairchild adds
its own special test software for
test programing and for translating
from test programs that were used
on other Fairchild systems.
Fairchild
Instrumentation,
974
E.
Argues, Sunnyvale, Calif. 94086 [371]
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Torquers by Clifton
What makes Clifton torquers inherently excellent? We feel it's
materials technology.
Of Course, quality fabrication
and electrical design are extremely important too. But
Clifton long ago mastered the
hollow haft "pancake" configuration and the designing of
optimum performance rotating
components. Its our materials
engineers who have provided
our designers with the spaceage materials and techniques
\i,hich enable us to set a wry
high standard in torquers.
Consider the following characteristics.
«DOUBLE INSULATED HI
TEMP (200 -'C) MAGNET WIRE
minimizes leakage current,
otws sucerior insulation characteristics.
t

Electronics
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Co .

r, MOLDED BRUSH BLOCK
ASSEMBLY. Brush blocks are
completely interchangeable.
Brush position on commu.ator
is opt mired.

low brush cm-tact resistance
over the life of the unit. Prob-.
lems encountered in plating,
such as gold migration and corrosive sal:s are eliminated.

r• BRUSHES MECHAN:CALLY
FASTENED TO BRUSH SPRING
IN ADDITION TO SOLDERING
assures optimum brush alignment dining soldering operation and a good mechanical
and electrical bond beti,..eei
spring and brush.

SPECIAL MAGNETIC MATERIAL ALLOY permits higher
torque pe - uni -.Of volume, higher torque to inertia ratio, and
will not corrode under high
humidity.
Clifton's torliers are operational nove
"any of our nation's crit
;
-, nse proorams.
Why
on excellence
in you
-- too Call your
Local 1
/
4
'
• tzales C`f.ce or
215 6;.' •

STABLE HI TEMP MOLDING
MATERIAL. mmizes the movement of the ‘‘ ••,,•
trlder
te,oerature ‘,;.
s• .s. Mateill ne tc •
.; ,-„
liars
::.)Lli.` ,siOLD ALLOY COMMU TATOR insures consistert

CLIFTON
S ON 0 ,

\uS7c

I.
I.
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We've ta nout
all the le rs, cams,
pivot ratchets,
bla
boxes and ass
ng parts.

And replaced the
with these.

These little black chips represent the world's first

mono-mode, dual-mode arid tri -function; pIJS EBCC IC

application of an integrated circuit as a keyboard

and custom codes.
Our handy "Condensed Keypoard Guide" briefhy
discusses keyboards anc optionE to give you an icea

switching element.
Actua -ed by a rragr et on te key plunger, the integrated circuit delkErs a digital output which is fed
into the ercoding ma -rix of the keyboard. Codes are

of the broad offering that we alre.ady have availatle.
MICRO SWITCH applicalibn engineers are ready to

thus tra in tted elec:ror cally rstead of necharically

work with you in developing the riost economical keyboard designs to meet cur precise format and en-

as in conventional keyboards.
This Ell solid stile keyboard has no mechanical
linkages.I\ o electronec -ancal parts. No mov[ng contacts. No black b
nates the need fo

coding needs.

es. The bounce-free putput elimisoecial 2-,ircuitry to adapt it to

your equiprnent.
And the price is
is up. In production cu
all solic state, assembled

as mach as the technology
rties_, a mere $100 buys an
d er coded keyboard. Als. o

the inheriem reliability of -h
Isolid state design helps
you beat the, econonmics of s
ing equ pment in remote IcicatiiDns.
M12,RD SWITCH can supple all standard key ar d
custom Er -ays. Bloc< or offset. Encoding of any 8-bit
code (or ess); hexeie;:imal; Baudot, BCD; USAC II

MICRO SWITCH
FREEPORT,

A

DIVISION

ILLINOIS

OF

61032

HONEYWELL

New microwave

Receiver/transmitter aimed at 960-Mhz band
Terminal for 1970's market to be offered in 60-, 5-channel models;
power consumption of 45 watts expected to broaden applications

Early in 1970, the Federal Communications Commission will require most users of point-to-point
communications to move up to 960
megahertz from the presently used
450-Mhz band. The lower frequency
will be reserved for mobile equipment.
To fill the needs of what will
probably be an expanded market,
Granger Associates has developed

a receiver/transmitter terminal for
the 960 Mhz band.
The expanded domestic market,
combined with the foreign forecast
for equipment in this frequency
band is, according to sales manager
Charles Novik, expected to reach
the 26,000 mark within several
years. It is hoped that successful
sales in this area, will do much to
help the company recuperate from

a two and one-half year period of
declining profits and considerable
after-tax losses and to continue the
profits realized in the second quarter of fiscal 1969.
The solid state combination receiver/transmitter terminal will be
available in a60-channel version (3
decibel r-f bandwidth, 4 Mhz)
which will meet the Bell system
and the International Radio Con-

Waveguide-to-coaxial adapters series WCA feature zero transition
loss from rectangular to coaxial
connectors of "N" to 3 mm (SMA)
types. Also featured is low vswr of
1.25 over the waveguide frequency ranges of 2.60 to 18.0
Ghz. The series is available in 18
different models covering 6 frequency ranges and 3 connector
types. I-Tel Inc., 10504 Wheatley
St., Kensington, Md. [401]

L- and S-band multicouplers series HFM feature a high dynamic
range. Noise figures are as low as
4.5 db. Output power is as high
as 0 dbm for 1 db compression.
The input intercept point is as
high as +16 dbm. Individual models operate in 4 ranges: 1,435 to
2,300; 1,435 to 1,540; 1,700 to
1,850; and 2,200 to 2,300 Mhz.
Applied Research Inc., Port Washington, N.Y. [402]

Solid state TR switch S255 is used
with a fixed circulator in pulsed
radars to alternately connect the
transmitter and the receiver to the
antenna. Switching time is less
than 0.5 gsec; switching energy
required, 30 microjoules. Unit
handles 10 kw peak continuously
and up to 100 kw for short durations. RCA! Electronic Components,
1000 S. Seconc St., Harrison, N.J.
07029. [403]

Ku-band, 3-port waveguide switch
model NMC-5071 offers greater
than 90 db isolation and measures
only 2.75 in. in height. The unit
has a low insertion loss of 0.2 db,
and a low vswr of 1.10. It is available in 2-, 3-, and 4-port design.
The switch measures 1.750 x
1.750 x 2.75 in. and weighs 14 oz
maixmum. Neico Microwave Co.,
211 Second Ave., Waltham, Mass.
02154. [404]

Attenuating adapter model AH E01 is essentially an adapter from
type N to 3 mm with a built-in
10 db attenuator. It reduces hardware in a circuit by combining
two elements, thus eliminating a
source of error or instability. Unit
operates from d-c to 4 Ghz and is
available in attenuation values to
20 db. Price is $50. Microlab/
FXR, Ten Microlab Road, Livingston, N.J. (405]

Solid state switch model DS-982
is capable of switching 3.5 kw of
peak power at speeds of 50 nsec
with less than 2 db loss in the
operating range of 1 to 6 Ghz.
Featuring a 25 db minimum isolation and a typical vswr of 2.5:1,
its operating range is —55° to
100 . C. The unit weighs 80 grams
and measures 13/
4 x1
3
/
4 x3
/
4 in.
Sanders Associates Inc., Ledge St.,
Nashua, N.H. 03060. [406]

Octave band tunable, solid state
source model 67-30150 is suited
for wideband receiver, transmitter
and test equipment applications.
Frequency rançe is 1 to 2 Ghz;
output power, 100 mw minimum;
tuning voltage, 0 to —50 y d-c;
primary power, —20 I/ d-c at
200 ma maximum. Size is 1 x 1 x
11
/ in. Addington Laboratories
2
Inc., 1043 DiGiulio Ave., Santa
Clara, Calif. 95050. [407]

Waveguide-to-coaxial
adapter
called Flatback is available in
ranges from 1.12 to 40 Ghz, with
a maximum vswr of 1.25 for frequencies up to 18 Ghz. Miniature,
subminiature, and type N coax
connectors are standard. Depth of
the 12.40 to 18 Ghz unit is only
/ in. All units meet MIL-E2
1
16400E. Sonoma Engineering and
Research Inc., 760 Montecito Center, Santa Rosa, Calif. [408]
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... use of IC's and other solid state components
cuts the 6010's power needs and its size...

Advanced
Instrumentation

Synch ro -to-Digital Converters
A simple, reliable, accurate method
of high resolution conversion with
resolution and accuracy to 18 bits.
Available with straight binary code or
BCD code outputs. Ideally suited for
use as an interface between analog
pickoffs and digital computers or offline equipment.
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Digital-to-Synchro Converters
Digital-to-AC Analog Converters
ASI Converters accept and register
digital angles in binary or BCD code
and convert these inputs to the equivalent synchro or resolver voltages.
Single-speed resolution and accuracies are available up to 18 bits.

Miniature Solid-State
Airborne Units
All solid-state
converters
featuring high
density packaging
\
and ultra-reliability. N
Available as: Digitalto-Synchro Converters;
Synchro-to-Digital Converters; Digitalto-AC Analog Converters; AC Analogto-Digital Converters.

as.

Advanced
Instrumentation

astrosystems, inc.
6Nevada Drive, New Hyde Park,
New York 11040 •(516) 328-1600
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sultative Committee (CUR) message circuit toll transmission requirements for at least 15 tandem
hops; a five-channel model (3 db
r-f bandwidth, 100 kilohertz) designed for use in FCC-controlled
areas will also be offered. Both terminals are frequency modulated
with demodulating repeaters operating in the 790-960 Mhz tunable
radio-carrier-frequency band; both
are specified for a minimum of 3
watts out of the transmitter. Power
consumption is rated at 45 watts
for the transmitter/receiver/power
supply combination.
According to R.P. Lewis, engineering manager for the model
6010, the 45-watt power-consumption figure represents a50% reduction from competitive instruments'
requirements. "The significantly
lower power figure," says Lewis,
"permits the system a great deal
of flexibility in terms of power
and, hence, in applications."
A frequency application for the
terminals may be as repeaters located in isolated areas where power
will be derived from thermoelectric
generators using propane or natural
gas as fuel.
For arepeater, two terminals are
required. The receiver of the terminal connected to one antenna is
coupled to the transmitter of the
other terminal, and vice versa. Says
Harold Haug, development engineer: "Usually, such equipment
would require two power supplies,
one for each terminal. Two Granger
terminals operating back-to-back as
a repeater will require only one
power supply unless a standby is
needed."
The need for standby batteries,
says Lewis, is reduced to less than
one-tenth that of other microwave
systems claiming comparable performance; the terminal will operate
for more than 30 hours on asingle
50-ampere-hour battery. The power
requirements for the model 6010, he
adds, have been cut by the use of
solid state components; power transistors and varactor diodes for frequency multiplication have replaced the klystron tube, and integrated circuits have been used extensively.

Portable. The use of solid state
components has also permitted a
considerable reduction in size, making the equipment marketable for
portable emergency conditions. For
more conventional use, Novik says,
the model 6010 can be used as private or party-line telephone circuits,
for data telemetry, remote control
of vhf base stations, railway switching and automatic car identification.
The model 6010 receiver/transmitter unit in aback-to-back configuration can be operated as an
unattended station for transmission
of a variety in industrial applications of which pumping stations
would be an example.
Summing up, Lewis says the terminal has applications in any area
that requires, domestically, five
channels or, abroad, 60 channels
over distances not greater than 500
miles.
Cost of the terminal, according
to Novik, will be in the neighborhood of $3,200 without a multiplexer; delivery in "limited quantities" will begin in November. Size
of the transmitter is 13/
4 by 14 by
41
/ inches; the receiver is the same
2
size and offers anoise figure of 9
db maximum. Radio frequency input levels are rated nominal: —45
dbm, maximum: —35 dbm. The unit

Ready. Model 6010 communications
system, shown including diplexer, is
designed for 960-Mhz market.

can be operated from avariety of
power sources: 24 volts d-c, 48
volts d-c, and 117/220 volts a-c,
50/60 hertz.
Granger Associates, 1601
Ave., Palo Alto, Calif. [409]
Electronics
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For over 20 years, wire insulations
of Du Pont TEFLON fluorocarbon
resins have provided maximum
performance and reliability under
extremes of temperature and
adverse environments. But did you
know there are composite constructions of TEFLON and polyimides

TEFLON: all by itself
the most
thoroughly proven,
high-reliability
insulation
Now consider
the additional
advantages
of TEFLON plus

which offer you extra performance
benefits for all wiring applications?
TEFLON plus polyimide constructions guard against installation
damage because of their toughness
and abrasion resistance. They are
macle in two forms: apolyimide
enamel over aprimary insulation of
TEFLON or apolyimide tape
wrapped around the TEFLON.
Both these "TEFLON plus ..."
constructions are rated for use over
awide temperature range—up to
260°C. They are easily printed and
potted, nonflammable, chemicalresistant, lightweight and have a
small diameter. They provide the
optimum dielectric quality which
you expect from insulations made
with TEFLON.
If you'd like additional information
on composites of TEFLON plus
polyimides (or composites using
mineral fillers or polyvinylidene
fluorides with TEFLON), write us
and let us know about the specific
application you have in mind.
Write: Du Pont Company, Room
72970, Wilmington, Del. 19898.

polyimides

eiPON)1
TEFLON

fluorocarbon resins
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The easy way to tell
one microvolt
from another...
HP's new
six-digit DVM

30

1o 1
o

+

I84 3

HEWLETT h

PACKARD

•
DIG ITAL

MMI

VOLTM ETERS

See microvolt readings, without knob
twisting and delicate balancing. The
current drain. Add

new HP 3462A Digital Voltmeter measures dc voltages with 1 µV sensitivity, and greater than 1ppm resolution —the easy way —automatically —
for o,nly $4900!
The 3462A will meet the most exact-

high accuracy,

160 dB common mode rejection at
dc, and BCD outputs, and you have
your best DVM buy.
seventh digit provides

up to 20%

over-ranging on any range.

Now is the time to start making
your precision dc measurements the
easy way with the HP 3462A. Get full

ing bench requirements, and is de-

An input impedance of greater than

signed for fully automatic operation

10'° 11 on the 1 V and 10 V ranges
allows you to make measurements

information from your nearest HP

gives you six-digit readout of voltage
measurements on any of four ranges,

with virtually no loading errors. You

Packard, Palo Alto, California 94304.

can even monitor standard cells and

Europe: 1217 Meyrin -Geneva, Switz-

-±1

not have to worry about excessive

erland.

in

202

any data acquisition

V to ±
-1000 V,
full

system.

It

scale. The
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Field Engineer. Or, write to Hewlett-
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New semiconductors

Switch and trigger functions built into one chip
Integrated design approach applied first to SCR's and triacs;
technique expected to cut cost of phase and power control
A single chip does the work of two
in adevice approach developed by
Hutson Industries, a young Texas
electronics company. The technique for combining a switch and
its trigger on a single chip within
the pellet is being applied first to
silicon-controlled
recifiers
and
triac-type devices. Jerry Hutson,
president, says the company can
deliver the SCR's immediately and

Hex 1-input inverters have been
added to the SUHL I and II IC
lines. The SG370 circuits operate
at 12 nsec typical propagation
delay and 22 mw power dissipation per gate function. The
SG380's are rated at 6 nsec delay
and 22 mw power dissipation.
Units come in 14-lead hermetic
flatpack or dual-in line ceramic
packages. Sylvania Electric Products Inc., Woburn, Mass. [436]

Plastic transistors for 20 and 35
w complementary audio amplifiers
measure 5/
8 x 1
/
2 x 1
/
8 in. The
npn MJE205 and pnp MJE105 are
5 amp units with a %co of 50 v,
power dissipation of 65 w. The
npn MJE2801 and pnp MJE2901
are 10 amp units with a VcE0 of
60 v, PD of 90 w. Prices range
from $1.25 to $1.95. Motorola
Semiconductor Products Inc., Box
20924, Phoenix 85036. [440]
Electronics jMay 12, 1969

devices

will be shipping triac-type units by
mid-year.
"Ours is a totally integrated
functional device," says Hutson.
"The separate trigger chip is eliminated, and this greatly increases
the cost advantage over two-chip
units." Other companies, he says,
are using two chips and thick-film
techniques within asingle package,
but this is the first time that a

single chip has successfully been
made to perform what has previously been two functions.
Hutson says he found it basically
impractical, if not impossible, to
integrate the two separate devices
into one pellet. So he took the approach that, given a set of electrical parameters, afunctional device
can be created that is neither
switch nor trigger but appears to

Varactor diodes can be used as
harmonic generators, up-converters, tuning devices, or paramps.
They are usable for frequency
multiplication as doublers, (outputs between 250 and 4,000 Mhz),
as triplers (multiplying to 450 to
9,000 Mhz), as quadruplers (outputs of 240 to 1,000 Mhz), and
as high-order multipliers (outputs
between 400 and 6400 Mhz). ITT
Corp., Easton, Pa. [437]

Silicon photodiodes come in 2
types. Type 720, for industrial
control use, offers a minimum
light current of 90 ma at 500
footcandles 2800*K, maximum reverse dark current of lita at —1 v.
The 820 is for low noise and
faster response uses. Both have a
peak spectral response at 8,500
A. Price ranges from 69 cents to
$2. National Semiconductors Ltd.,
Plattsburgh, N.Y. [438]

Picosecond pulse switching diodes
MA4-8200 are epitaxial devices
using surface passivation and junction profile control. Minimum
breakdown voltage is 70 v, and
capacitance range is 3 to 5 pf.
Typical turn-on and turn-off times
are 500 psec and 75 psec respectively. Price in lots of 1 to 99 is
$5.90.
Microwave
Associates
(West) Inc., 999 E. Argues Ave.,
Sunnyvale, Calif. [441]

Monolithic four-quadrant analog
multiplier 5507 is a 7-lead, TO-78
packaged circuit. Features include:
10 my maximum input sensitivity,
0.8% linearity, 5 Mhz bandwidth,
r'--3 to ±20 I/ power supplies, and
afull operating temperature range
of —55' to +125* C. Price (1-9)
is $25 each, (100-299) is $16
each. Optical Electronics Inc.,
P.O. Box 11140, Tucson 85706.
[442]

Varicap diodes are designed for
use in low-frequency circuits. Type
PQ2150 has a capacitance of 150
pf; type PQ2300, 300 pf, and
type PQ2500, 500 pf. The single
chip devices have less than 1 ga
leakage, Q factor greater than 150
and 90 y breakdown. The flat
encapsulated package measures
0.320 in. sq. x 0.165 in. TRW
Inc., 1100 Glendon Ave., Los
Angeles 90024. [439]

klità
Radiation-resistant reference diodes encompass nominal voltage
ranges of 6.2, 8.4 and 9 v; temperature compensated zeners from
0.01% to 0.0005%; temperature
coefficients from —50* to +100* C.
Units are available in 0.085 in.
maximm diameter x 0.160 in.
body size with 0.020 in. nominal
gold plated leads. MicroSemiconductor Corp., 11250 Playa Court,
Culver City, Calif. [443]
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... the chip becomes a

When your 50 Vfilter fails
better get a

USCC
100 VRFI
filter
and be safe!
Better System Protection
loo V at 85C
50 V at 125C

Increased Reliability
operating life eight times as great

Greater Transient Protection
up to 200 V

No Increase in Size
same case as the 50 V filter
In a packaging breakthrough, USCC has designed a 100 V
RFI /EMI filter into a size previously available only for filters
up to 50 V. This makes it the smallest 100 V RFI filter around.
The hermetically sealed, non-polar units are for operation in
the 10 kHz to 10 GHz frequency range. Using feedthrough
construction in bulkhead mounted configurations, the 2100
Series demonstrates superior RFI /EMI shielding. They also
meet the applicable requirements of MIL-F-15733.
A unique internal construction, incorporating mechanical assembly techniques as well as soldered connections, provides
improved reliability.
For complete technical information, write or call: U.S. Capacitor Corporation, 2151 N. Lincoln Street, Burbank, California
91504. Telephone: (213) 843-4222. TWX: 910-498-2222.

'üscc
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more valuable worker.. .
act like both of these devices.
"You cannot say that one area of
the pellet is exactly one thing,"
says Hutson. "It may be one thing
before conduction starts, and another thing afterwards."
Hutson says his approach involves meshing the trigger devices
and switch on a functional pellet.
Furthermore, the pellet eleminates
inductors, capacitors, and other
components that are required in
phase control circuits. "The chip
itself becomes a more valuable
worker," he says.
Three types. Basically, Hutson
uses a combination of three types
of passivation to achieve the meshing of units on the single device.
The surface is first doped, and then
second and third lavers are applied
to prevent it from changing.
"The significant thing about our
functional approach," says Hutson,
"is that up to now, two units—a
diac and triac or adiac and an SCR
—have been required to do the
same job. With two devices you
have to consider their relationship
to each other." Even when the
characteristics of the units are
known, he says, portions of their
operation may be bad.
Hutson says his first units will
sell for from 85 to 810 each; but
with increased production, one pellet with both switch and trigger
will cost "the same or less than the
two it replaces."
"Units of this type are applicable wherever you need phase control," says Hutson. "We are looking now at parts of the phase market such as fan speed and small
motor controls. But it is potentially
much wider. We are really aiming
at power control which we estimate to be about $25 million a
year." The units have a blocking
voltage of from 50 to 800 volts, and
have acurrent rating of 3, 5, 8, 10,
15, or 25 amps.
The devices are also available as
cell assemblies in which the pellet
is mounted on a silver-plated copper disk. Silver-plated leads are attached with high temperature
solder, but the cell can be mounted
with low temperature solder.
Hutson Industries, 2919 West Valley
View Lane, Dallas, Texas [444]
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Only Met« has
every EMI
shielding material
for every aircraft
application.
EMI shielding for
receiver section of radio
navigation aids (Loran,
Tacan, Omega).

EMI shielding for
radar transmitter and
receiver.

EMI shielding for radar
display; screen face and
gasketing for display
console.

EMI shielded honeycomb panels for
receiver/transmitter
and detection head of
fire control systems.
In the radar altimeter,
EMI shielding for
receiver/transmitter section; and gasketing for
waveguide interconnections.

For information on
these products,
write or call today:

CORPORATION

970 New Durham Road, Edison, New Jersey 08817
(201) 287-0800 •TWX 710-998-0578
WestCoast,Cel-Metex Corp.509 Hindry Aye..Inglewood,Callf. 90301
Electronics IMay 12, 1969
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MOS FET's switch
in 3 nsecs
N-channel devices

simplified
retrieval of
noise buried
signals with

lthaco's 353
Phase-Lock amplifier
• no tuning required
• phase and gain not affected by adjustment or drift in reference frequency
• adapts automatically to virtually any
reference input
• ultra stable, highly linear detector—no
overload at 1,000 :1 noise to signal
ratio
• 1.0 Hz to 200 KHz operation

• plug-in construction permits addition
of new or specialized features—prevents obsolescence
For further information
specifications contact:

and

complete

607 272-7640

ITHACO

INC.

413 TAUGHANNOCK BLVD., ITHACA, NY. 14850
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have low thresholds,
high resistance to spikes
N-channel metal oxide semiconductor devices can deliver better
speed than p-channel units, but the
positive gate voltage required to
activate them creates instability,
driving ionic contaminants through
the silicon dioxide insulator and
the gate.
However, silicon nitride passivation tames the instability, and Motorola's Semiconductor Products
division has been using nitride passivation on all its discrete MOS
FET's since November, 1967 [Electronics, May 27, 196S, p. 46].
That's one reason the firm is able
to introduce what field-eifect-tran-

Want to be
unique in
our memory?
It's easy. Enter the Electronics
Manpower Register.
We'll feed your professional

Our new production techniques and rapid service
saves you delay time and research cost.

background into the talent memory of ou.r nationwide computer-

We can produce single and small quantity orders
extremely economically Our quality is unsurpassed.
and orders are usually processed within three days
horn receipt of the order. Large quantity orders
receive the same fast service

ized recruitment service.
Our computer will match your

HOW TO ORDER

opening being programmed into

Layout your circuit board to scale in exact
proportion to the size you desire. We can
enlarge or reduce the copy to your specifications. Copy can be an ink drawing or
laid out with the new circuit tapes. NOTE:
The hoard we produce can only Ile as accurate as the copy we receive; so he sure
to double check Specify rigid or flexible
hoard.
'

it by a long list of .electronics
companies. You'll automatically
be qualified for every logical
career opportunity. But we'll

SEND FOR FREE SAMPLE OR
QUOTATIONS TODAY -NO OBLIGATION

1,/t
ii/erWww
MANGUM, OKLAHOMA 73554
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unique profile against every

only release your availability to
those companies you approve.
To enter, send us your resume.
Electronics Manpower Register

Electronics

330 West 42nd Street
New York, N.Y. 10036

Four leads. N-channel MOS FET switch
has external connections for gate,
source, drain, and substrate.

sistor product manager Michael
Kersey believes is the fastestswitching low-threshold MOS FET
on the market—the 3N169.
It has a threshold of 0.5 to 1.5
volts, afeature that circuit designers are looking for increasingly so
that the devices can be directly
Electronics

May 12, 1969

Tantalum Foil
,

3ways better

than solid in
non-polar
applications

• smaller than solid tantalum
• more reliable than solid tantalum
• delivers more microfarads than
solid tantalum

Design is the big difference between General Electric's Type 29F non-polar tantalum foil capacitor and
an equivalent solid tantalum capacitor. A deaign
that's specifically for non-polar applications.

The difference doesn't end with just size and reliability. Consider microfarads. GE tantalum foil delivers
50 percent more microfarads per case size, in practically all cases, when compared with solid tantalum.

GE Type 29F non-polar tantalum foil is about half
the case size of an equivalent solid, yet accepts
voltage and current variations in either directiion.
And from one small, single roll that in no way impairs
the inherent reliability characteristics of tantalum
foil. (Totally unlike its bulky solid counterpart that
requires two slugs connected back-to-back and, in
most cases, within a single case.)

So for your next non-polar application, contact your
General E ectric Sales Representative and ask to see
the Type 29F tantalum foil capacitor. It could make a
big difference. In size. In reliability. In microfarads.

Electronics
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Electronic Capacitor and Battery Dept., Irmo, S.C.
430-36

GENERAL

ELECTRIC
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... simpler interfacing,

The geniuses who perfected
the Dalic selective plating process
certainly had electronic
manufacturers in mind.

high speed and breakdown...

If Sifco's Dalic process of electroplating had just one reason for existence, one might
say it was to make life pleasanter for electronic manufacturers, their operations more
profitable. •Pleasanter, because the Dalic process is designed to be an integral part
of the electronic manufacturer's setup, ready for plating jobs anytime. •Profitable,
too, because—being portable—it saves masking, dismantling and processing time
..saves sending parts out and waiting for them to come back. • With Sifco's
exclusive Dalic process, makers of electronic equipment can spot-plate gold, silver,
rhodium or other metals directly onto conductive surfaces ... without disturbing the
assembled components. • The Dalic
electroplating process consists of power
pack, tools and electrolyte solutions.
Applying metal coatings with this -package - is easily mastered with aminimum of
training and no previous experience.
The thickness of deposited metals can be
accurately controlled to as fine as
0.000010 inches. •Additional information
on the Sifco Dalic process for electronic
àI
t VI. equipment sent on request.
•

e.

Sifco Metachemical
935 East 63rd St. • Cleveland, Ohio 44103
Phone 216/881-8600 and 216/431-0306
TWX 810-421-8464

DIVISION OF

!Fell

INDUSTRIES, INC}
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1" Infra Red Sensitive

VIDICON TUBE
RESISTRON
TYPE 2000
spectral range
3500-18000 Angstroms

aliallemsr«lb

.
"1"1t,
SiS :1" Ft Or'

HIGHLY SENSITIVE TO
INFRA RED RADIATION
UP TO WAVELENGTHS
OF 1.8 MICRONS
INTERCHANGEABLE
WITH
ANY 1" VIDICON

die cast

ZINC ALLOY

molded

PLASTICS

QUALITY GRADES
IND
AMR
$1,075.00
$635.00
F.O.B. New York City

EPIC, INC.
150 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10038
(212) 349-2470
208
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Coil Bobbins
Gears & Pinions

linked to bipolar logic, with its low
thresholds. Two companion devices, the 3N170 and 3N171 have
thresholds of 1.0 to 2.0 volts and
1.5 to 3.0 volts, respectively. Up
until now, Motorola sources say,
the normal threshold levels for MOS
FET's have been 3.5 volts or higher,
complicating interfacing between
the devices and diode-transistor
or transistor-transistor logic integrated circuits.
The second part of the Motorola
parlay is speed. All three of the
new devices have turn-on delays of
just three nanoseconds, rise times
of 10 nanoseconds, turn-off delays
of three nanoseconds, and fall
times of 15 nanoseconds. "As far
as we know," Kersey says, "there
are no comparable devices available in n-channel with the same
low thresholds and fast switching
speeds." Total on-time equals
turn-on delay plus rise time, or 13
nsec; and total off-time is turn-off
delay plus fall time, or 18 nsec.
Added bonus. Another feature
made possible by silicon nitride
passivation is the transistors' high
transient breakdown voltage rating. Motorola will guarantee z.h_150
volts on the gate, which Kersey
says is 25 volts higher than the
best previous specification he's
seen from one other manufacturer
and is far above the more usual 10
to 15 volts associated with mOS
FET's.

GET THIS
SAMPLE KIT

OF GRC TINY
PLASTIC
MOLDINGS

Cries' special methods and Value
Engineering combine to give you
the highest functional value. We
take the most imaginative engineering ideas and turn them
into precise, uniform tiny parts.
You save every step of the way
. . . basic part thru final
assembly.
NO SIZE TOO SMALL I
MAXIMUM SIZE FOR PLASTIC
MOLDINGS: 13/
4", .05 oz.
Write
today
on
company
letterhead for your kit.
e

GRUES REPRODUCER CO.
Division of Coats 8 Clark Inc.
World's Foremost Producer of Small Die Castings
151 Beechwood Ave_ New Rochelle, N.Y. (914) 633-8600
Plants In: New Rochelle, N.Y.; Warren, R.I.; Toccoa, Ga.
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The transistors also have a low
drain resistance (200 ohms maximum). Kersey says they will be
useful in basic industrial chopper
applications in which afast switch
is needed.
Like many other mos FET's,
there are four leads to the transistor
package. In addition to connections
to the gate, source, and drain,
there's a fourth connection to the
substrate. Internally, the substrate
is connected to the package.
The 3N169 will sell for $4.90 in
quantities of 1,000 to 4,999. The
3N170 price is $4.20 for the same
quantities, and the 3N171 costs
$3.55. All three are housed in TO-72
metal cans.
Motorola Semiconductor Products Inc.,
Box 955, Phoenix, Ariz. 85001 [445]
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here's a practical way
to avoid
technical obsolescence
Are irregular hours, travel and family
obligations keeping you from
attending classes—even though you
worry about becoming technically
obsolescent Check into the Special
Programs in Electronics for
Engineers developed by CR El, the
Home Study Division of the
McGraw- Hill Book Company.
These are not simply courses,
but comprehensive programs in
advanced electronics offering major
electives in such fields as:

Communications Engineering,
Aeronautical and Navigational,
Television Engineering,
Automatic Control Engineering,
Missi.e and Spacecraft Guidance,
Rade and Sonar Engineering,
Nuclear Instrumentation and
Control, Computers.
Industry-recognized CREI
Programs make it possible for you
to catch up on new developments
in electronics through study in your
own home, at your own pace,

your own schedule. Free book gives
complete information and details of
technical material covered. For your
copy, mail coupon below or write:
CREI, Home Study Division,
McGraw-Hill Book Company,
Dept. 1862H, 3224 Sixteenth St.,
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20010.
I, 'd9 1921

CREI, Home Study Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company
Dept.I1862H, 3224 Sixteenth St., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20010
Serd me free brochure describing CR El Programs in Electronics for Engineers.
MAW
ADDRL SS
CITY

STATE

ZIP COD ,

COMPANY
'IT!
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Every Engineer or Draftsman

New semiconductors

NEW BY-BEJK
CROSS REFERENCE GUIDE P-45

Microwave line
from MERA project

should have the

(supersedes 13y.Buk Catalog No. P-42)

to better printed circuit

TI products include

Ii01111,1
•••

,00e

low-noise transistors,

drafting.

P9M1fOrl. U11..11,

nun

liii

This FREE 24 page booklet
contains color-coded standard
MIL-SPEC SIZES and design
standards ... plus a newly
added numerical index for
easy reference to over 2000
DRAFTING AIDS
pre-cut tapes, pads, shapes,
transistor tri -pads, spaced IC
terminal pad sets and other drafting aids for
faster, more accurate, distortion-free printed
circuit master drawings.
A A A
A
e"
A A

PRINTED CIRCUIT

Send for your FREE guide today!
BY-BUK COMPANY

4326 West Pico Blvd. •Los Angeles, Calif. 90019 •(213) 937-3511
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MICO

NEW MODEL 885
SEVEN RATIO
WIDE-RANGE ENGRAVER
NO

EE5

3More Good Reasons
Why Engineers
Are Breadboarding with
"Pots"

FOR LONG AND
MULTI-LINE WORK

...Then specifying
Kelvin Resistors

Precision Wire-Wound Resistors offer:
1. Lower Cost — Often 30% to 300%

AMERICAN
MADE
•A time-saver for large plate work
• Engraves 3" x 19" area in one set-up.
• Seven pantograph ratios—from 1:5:1 to 6:1.
•Choice of 3-ball-bearing spindle assemblies for /
4 ",
1
3/16" or taper-shank cutters.
• HSS, COBALT and Solid Carbide Cutters.
•Single and multi-line copy carriers for holding,
blanks 3
4 " to 31
/
2 ' high.
/
•Accommodates Mico standard accessories.
Send for bulletins and prices

MICO INSTRUMENT CO.
77

Trowbridge

210

St.

Cambridge,

Mass.

02138
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less.

2.. Superior Long Term Stability — Kelvin's "0" Series guarantees .003%/yr.
resistance stability.
3. Faster Delivery on Specials—For example, Kelvin's super-fast "Blue Line"
service offers down to 4 days delivery.
There are a lot more reasons why you
should be specifying Kelvin precision wire wound resistors.
Please ask us!!

KELVIN
5919 Noble Ave., Van Nuys, Calif.
Phone: (213) 782-6662
Circle 255 on reader
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complex modules, one IC
Two years after the first MERA
modules were demonstrated, Texas
Instruments has announced the
commercial availability of aline of
solid state microwave devices.
Designed to cover the range from
100 megahertz to 4 gigahertz, the
transistors are available in several
stripline packages, including a ceramic C-band package 0.075 inch
square for microstrip applications.
The low-noise transistors designated mS0026 and mS0046, have a
noise figure of 6decibels at 2Ghz,
and sell for $120. The linear amplifiers, designated mS0020 and MS0103, provide 12 and 20 dbm gain
respectively at 2 Ghz, and are
priced at $120 and $200.
The two oscillators in the series
are the ms0088 and the mS0089.
The 88 provides 30 milliwatts at 4
Ghz and costs $120, and the 89
provides 200 mw at 2 Ghz and
is priced at $45. Mixer diodes, of
the Schottky barrier variety, have
noise figures of 6db for the X-band
units and 7db for the Ku-band devices. The six units available in the
series are designated MS0189 to 191
for X-band and mD0219 to 221 for
the Ku-band devices. Prices range
from $20 to $50.
Six Gunn diodes, with output
powers ranging from 5 to 20 mw,
are designated m0232 to 235, and
cost from $65 to $200.
According to J. Clifton, microwave products manager at TI,
"We're not attempting a standard
product line at this time; we only
want to show our capability and
limitations in each area." There is
one ?MC that has been given a
model number, the MIC035, a
broadband amplifier that operates
between 100 and 800 Mhz and is
priced at $179.
Texas
Instruments
Inc.,
Microwave
Products div., Box 5012, Dallas, Texas
75222 [335]
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Tomorrow, Paul Barr may
even get to his desk
Paul Barr is a hard mn to catch. He may be at the bench sweating
over a prototype circuit ... or have his head under acar lift surveying
the built-in problem. He's got lab people hopping and test drivers
in and out of spins. A couple of friction exoerts shake their heads
when they see him coming. But wherever development engineering
leads on asophisticated rew braking system, Paul Barr's on
his way. And no two Mondays ever start a'ike. The question is ...
can you say the same? Take agood look at how your
career shapes up, compared with Paul's and his colleagues'
at Delco. You might even call us collect. Area Code 317/459-2808.
Or, write: Mr. C. D. Longshore, Supervisor. Salaried Employment,
Dept. 404, Delco Radio Division of General Motors. Kokomo, Indiana.

DELCO GM
RADIO

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS
KOKOMO, INDIANA

MARK OF EXCLLIMIC
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New Books

Once over, but not lightly
Principles of Quantum Electronics
William S.C. Chang
Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., 540 pp.,
$17.50

to deliver wide
range constant voltage
constant current
performance for
every lab and system
application.
• All silicon design—
precision performance
• Wide voltage ranges—
currents to 100 amps
• Positive convection
cooling—no derating
• Overvoltage and ultrahigh stability options
• Automatic load share
paralleling
• Priced from $575.
Super-Mercury from TRYGON ...the
competitively-priced series of fully programmable wide-range power supplies,
power and value packed.
Super-Mercury: Designed for bench or
rack installation with slide provisions at
no extra cost ... in ranges up to 160 volts
and up to 100 amps. Regulation of 0.005%
and 0.015% stability are standard (0.005%
stability optional) as is MIL Spec, RFI-free
performance. Total ripple and noise: less
than 1 mV RMS; Master-slave tracking,
auto-load share paralleling and remote
sensing and programming also standard.
Write for the full TRYGON power story.
TRYGON DOES HAVE THE POWER!

TRYGON POWER SUPPLIES
111 Pleasant Avenue, Roosevelt, L.I., N.Y. 11575
Trygon GmbH 8 Munchen 60, Haidelweg 20, Germany
Write for Trygon 1968 Power Supply Handbook.
Prices slightly higher in Europe.
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Most teachers ought to know how
to write textbooks, but all too often
they don't. In the electronics field,
at least, the most lucid explanation
is usually given by the working engineer who's been forced to explain
his work to management. Happily
though, this author—a professor and
chairman of the electrical engineering department at Washington University in St. Louis—is an exception.
He's done amonumental service in
assembling a wealth of logically
organized material and many useful
tables under one cover.
His treatment can serve as a
model to others in the field. After
an initial chapter reviewing quantum mechanics, he discusses the
energy levels of materials in quantum electronic devices, turning first
to free atoms and molecules. While
the order of presentation in this
section of the book is fairly traditional, one is impressed by the clear
writing, by the transitions from one
subject to another, and by the rigorous mathematical statements for
the physical principles.
But the next chapter isn't traditional. It deals with the crystal
structure of solids from a mathematical group theory point of view,
providing information that the author later draws on for his chapter
on the quantum mechanical analysis of energy levels. The section on
crystal structures is liberally illustrated in marked contrast to the
sparseness of figures in the rest of
the book. By ending the chapter
with a discussion of impurity ion
substitution and local fields, he allows the reader to appreciate the
following treatment of energy levels
in solids.
There, the author applies group
theory analysis by discussing the
mathematical representation
of
point groups, the effect of symmetry on the quantum mechanical
properties of the medium, the use
of symmetry to analyze the splitting
of the energy levels of the atoms in
the crystal field, and the application

Give Us a
Requirement
to Build to
Broad Frequency
Response?

AMF
VIDEO
PREAMPLIFIER
• fl .1 Hz thru f2 25 MHz

Ultra Low Noise?

AMF SOLID STATE
MODULAR PREAMPLIFIER
• —165 dbV per cycle

... tailor an AMF
Cybertran
Preamplifier to
fill your needs.
Cybertrans fulfill your needs whether
they be ultra-low noise, subsonic requirements or extreme broadband
video specifications. The flexibility
of our "off-the-shelf" preamplifiers
enables AMF to satisfy a wide range
of special or standard needs • .we
call it Cybertran Technology. This
new expertise makes it possible for
you to specify your preamplifier requirements and have AMF ship it to
you. Write or call Jim Campman,
Applied Cybernetics Products, AMF
Alexandria Division, 1025 North Royal
Street, Alexandria, Virginia 22314
Phone (703) 548-7221. TWX 703-9314209. Representatives in major cities
of U.S.A.

ANA

ALEXANDRIA
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New Books
of these analyses to commonly used
quantum electronic materials. After
following such a treatment one is
struck by the short shrift crystal
structure has been given in some of
the other books on quantum electronics.
Following these sections are
chapters on the interaction of electromagnetic radiation with individual atoms and with large numbers
of atoms. Only then does the author
introduce lasers in a general—
though again mathematically rigorous—chapter. He covers gas, solid
state, and semiconductor lasers but
unfortunately doesn't discuss organic or inorganic liquid lasers.
True, these are comparative newcomers, but some interesting and
illuminating work has been done
with them.
Excellent tables give transitions,
wavelengths, and references for all
the laser materials of the three
types and include brief remarks
about each. And in the following
chapter, where each type is covered
in detail, asix-page table tabulates
all of the observed gas, solid state,
and semiconductor laser oscillations.
Valuable also are the book's appendixes, which include information on the number of resonant
modes in a large cavity, the 32point crystal groups, and the lifetime of excited states in gas lasers.
But one wishes that the author had
also discussed—if not in the text
certainly in the appendixes—such
important and timely topics as
mode locking, optical harmonic
generation and parametric tuning,
and optical modulation. Perhaps
these were beyond the aims of this
book, but nevertheless they would
have nicely rounded out this impressive work.
The big picture
Condensed Computer Encyclopedia
Philip B. Jordain
McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
605 PP., $14.50

It's very possible that an engineer
who has become expert in computer circuits may never have to
deal with the world of computer
users who have a technical IanElectronics IMay 12, 1969
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This new "NANO-RED" offers the highest inductance to size ratio available in an axial
shielded inductor. Exceptional "Q" and self-resonance characteristics. Max. coupling
2% units side by side. Non-flammable envelope. Designed to MIL-C-15305C. Operating
temperature —55°C to 125°C.
Other Lenox-Fugle Subminiature Shielded Inductors:
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The "Micro-Red" is ashielded inductor that offers the largest
inductance range in its size: 0.10ph to 10,000ph. "Q" to "L"
ratio unsurpassed, with excellent distributed capacity. Inductance tolerance ±10%. Designed to MIL-C-15305C. Stocked
in 61 predesigned values.
The "Mini-Red" offers the highest "Q" to "L" ratio available
over inductance range 0.10ph to 100,000,ah in its size. Inductance tolerance ±10% measured per MIL-C-15305C. Stocked
in 73 predesigned values.

DURA-RED The "Dura-Red" is designed to MS-90537 with inductance range
0lOph to 100,000ph with tolerance ±10%. Stocked in 73
1.7/16
predesigned values.

Data Sheets: write or phone

LENOX-FUGLE ELECTRONICS INC.
100 Sylvania Place, South Plainfield, N. J. 07080
Telephone: Code 201, 756-U64
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QUICK

SLICK
PERFECT FIT
Here's the perfect way to reduce instrumentation downtime.
Deutsch spherically-oriented rack and panel connectors mate or
release—instantly. Even when misaligned, plug and receptacles
compensate automatically, and you get perfect "cork-in-bottle"
environmental seals. They're vibration-dampened. Spring loaded.
Unaffected by pressure. Available in a full range of miniature and
subminiature sizes and insert arrangements. Get the facts now from
Deutsch, the "live-wire" leaders in Integrated Termination Systems.

DUUJIVOCIM

:Municipal

ELECTRONIC

CoMPIiNENTS

Airport • Banning, California 12220 • Telephone • Arca

Code

711

DIVISION

• S-I1•6701

COPYRIGHT. 1969 DEUTSCH ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS DIVISION
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Acopian offers 62,000 different AC to
DC plug-in power supplies, all available for shipment in three days, including these low-cost unregulated
models specially designed for powering DC relays and lamps:
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New Books
guage of their own. This book, by
speaking in user's language, could
help bridge this barrier.
The author is a man of many
hats: a research scientist with the
First National City Bank, an associate with the Evans Research and
Development Corp., and an associate with Artronic Information
Systems Inc. He addresses the book
to business men and junior programmers. Thus, the book's coverage of electronics terms is superficial as far as engineers go-integrated circuits and transistors, for
example, are not even called outbut its coverage of computer users'
terms is far from superficial.
Each entry is defined by the author in terms appropriate to its
degree of generality. The very
broad terms of the computer lexicon
are described in layman's language,
while the more specialized terms
are described in a more detailed
technical manner. For example,
anyone who must look up automatic
data processing will be satisfied
with a quick, general description.
But the person who must find out
what is meant by apartitioned data
set will obviously be further advanced and thus will require amore
detailed description. In each entry,
the author makes each paragraph
self-sufficient; each successive paragraph expands on the previous one,
and thus the reader doesn't have to
read the entire entry to understand
the meaning of aterm.

US6

6

2.0

7.7 to

4.8

2.0

$35.00

U6

6

5.0

8.0 to

5.0

2.5

65.00

Recently published
Infrared System Engineering, Richard D.
Hudson Jr., John Wiley & Sons Inc., 642
pp., $19.75

US12

12

1.5

14.9 to 10.9

2.5

35.00

U12

12

5.0

15.3 to 10.0

3.0

65.00

US24

24

1.5

26.2 to 20.2

2.5

35.00

U24

24

3.5
5.0

26.6 to 21.0
26.6 to 20.0

3.0
3.2

65.00

US28

28

1.0

30.6 to 25.5

2.0

35.00

U28

28

3.0
5.0

31.9 tc 26.0
31.9 to 23.6

2.7
3.4

65.00

For your copy of the Acopian catalog listing all 62,000 models, write
Acopian Corp., Easton, Pa. 18042 or
call (215) 258-5441.
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Delving into the elements of infrared technology, this book explains the functional relationships between the various systems elements and the effects of their interactions
when assembled into a system. Contains an
in-depth treatment of the applications of
infrared techniques to the solution of military, industrial, medical, and scientific problems.
The Art of Computer Programing Vol. 2,
Seminumerical Algorithms, Donald E. Knuth,
Addison-Wesley
Publishing Co., 624
pp.,
$18.50.
The aspects of computer programing most
closely related to classical mathematics and
to numerical analysis and statistics are covered in this volume. Number systems, radix
conversion, floating point numbers, and polynomial arithmetic are considered. Generation, test, and use of random numbers are
included. A knowledge of calculus is assumed and essential.

New Concept

AC Regulator
Oulpertorms
them aM
Compare!

ERA
CONVENTIONAL
SOLID STATE
MAGNETIC
TYPES
MODELS

Small Size

Yes

No

Yes

No

Wide Freq. Range

Yes

No

Tight Regulation

Yes

No

Fast Transient Response

Yes

No

Silent Operation

Yes

No

Fully Repairable

Yes

No

Stable with Temperature

Yes

No

High Efficiency

Yes

No

Wide Temp. Range

Yes

No

High Surge Rating

Yes

No

Minimum RFI

Yes

No

Series Operation

Yes

No

Light Weight

Remote Sensing

Yes

No

Sinusoidal Output

Yes

Special Order

SPECIFICATIONS

Input: 105-130 VAC, 47-440cps
Output: 115 VAC nom (See table for power rating)
Line Regulation: Within ±-0.1% for full input
change.
Load Regulation: Within 0.2% for full load change
Frequency Regulation: Less than 0.002% per cycle
Ware Form Distortion: Less than 5%
Load Power Factor Range: +0.7 PF through
•-0.7 PF
Response Time: Less than 16 .
millisec
Operating Temperature: -20°C to +71° free air

STANDARD MODELS
Power
Rating
250 VA
500 VA
1000 VA

Size (Inches)

Weight

Model

Price*

63Sex7 1/
404 7
/
8
67/
808 7
/
807 1
2
/
71%,09 1%,07 5/
8

13 lbs.
16 lbs.
22 lbs.

RT250
RT500
RT1000

$130
$175
$235

'Liberal Discounts for Larger Quantities

Send for lull technical data.

ELECTRONIC RESEARCH
ASSOCIATES, INC.
67 Sand Park Road, Cedar Grove, N. J. 07009
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Close watch
Digital radar system
for air traffic control
Andrew Hamilton and James Moffett
Airborne Instruments Laboratory,
Deer Park, N.Y.
and James Rennie
Canadian Department of Transport,
Ottawa

A processing and display system
for en route air traffic control is being readied for tests at Canada's
Department of Transport in Ottawa. Developed by Cutler-Hammer's Airborne Instruments Laboratory, the system will display, in
three-dimensional
form,
inputs
from prime and secondary surveillance radars.
Numerics and special symbols
derived from the secondary surveillance radar are used along with
filtered data according to the needs
of their controller, speeding the acquisition and identification process
and reducing the need for communications between pilot and controller.
Primary and secondary radar information is processed by six integrated-circuit modules into discrete digital messages that can be
sent over long-distance telephone
lines. The modules are an azimuth
digitizer, a prime radar digitizer
(PRD), a secondary surveillance
radar digitizer (ssRD), a correlator
and output unit, a display processor, and adisplay console. The azimuth digitizer is asolid state synchro-to-digital converter that divides the azimuthal 360° into 4,096
pulse-count increments for input to
the radar digitizers.
The SSRD develops a discrete
message for each aircraft detected
on each antenna scan; the message
contains the target's range and
center azimuth, plus the identification code and altitude data picked
up from the plane's etransponder.
The digitizer ungarbles inputs, rejects erroneous data, validates
identity codes, and measures
ranges up to 200 miles. It can detect 64 targets in any azimuthal
beam, and has a small core memory for unattended operation.
The PRD accepts both normal
and moving-target-indicator video
signals plus azimuth data. It proElectronics IMay 12, 1969
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aspec of
difference

With PLOTAMATICrm X-Y analog recorders,
the differences are in the specs ... and in th e
performance. The Series 600 PLOTAMATIC
invites spec-by-spec comparison with any
other recorder: Unique servo-amplifier design
delivers greater frequency response •Sealed
follow-up pots end cleaning of open slide wires
• No shifting of preselected zero position
when sensitivity vernier is adjusted •Constant
1 megohm input impedance on all ranges •Vacuum paper hold-down eliminates the dust problem of electrostatic methods •Push-button X-Y zero check
(no need to remove input signals) •Full scale zero adjustment plus 100% offset •Automatic reset of pen at end of time sweep.
1

BBN/DE has the largest selection of X-Y recorders ... over 30 models from
which to choose. Write today for complete specs and a personal evaluation
test in your own facility.
si
on ,
ll BOLT BERANEK AND NEWMAN INC., Data Eq uip men tDi v i
1762 McGaw Avenue, Santa Ana, California 92705 (714) 546-5300
EL
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Mia OF TIE COMIEgEUS
___ _A termination device

that requires only one common assembly procedure and one common tool and that's compatible with a common integrated system
makes a lot of sense. In this regard, the Deutsch Terminal Junction
is the king! It's your best means of commoning, busing together, or
joining two or more circuits. And look at the cost saving...almost
two-thirds less. And look at the efficiency and versatility. No splicing,
soldering, wrapping or lugging. If you want to add on, you just do it.
Extra plugs-ins are ready and waiting. You can turn Deutsch Terminal Junctions upside down, sidewise, or what have you. Hail to
the King! Still another component of ITS... the Deutsch Integrated
Termination System.
DTgUrfreC e
Z

CONIPONENTS

NIunivipal Airport • Banning. California ,22211 •Telephone,
SPYPIr.1.0, 19t

,

I rile,

DIVISION

Area Code 711 • ti.19-6701

11 Ill CtRONIC COMPOMFN,
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NOW! AHigh-Power
Pulse Generator for
•LSA devices
•Gunn diodes
•Microwave tubes
•Pockel Cells
•Kerr Cells

Technical Abstracts
duces digital target reports that
include range and beam-split azimuth.
The display console uses adualgun cathode-ray tube with an optical port for direct projection of
map reference information. Each
new target message is displayed at
full brightness, while target trail
information can be retained at reduced brightness. Flicker is negligible.
Presented at the National Convention of the
Canadian Air Traffic Control Association, Ottawa, May 4-7.

Talking with IMP
Data handling equipment requirements
for convolutional pcm telemetry

Cober's 24-kw
Pulse Generator
And it's a versatile general laboratory
test instrument, too.
High Power
24 kw (0 to 2.2 kv, 11 amps)*
Fast Rise Time
20 nanoseconds
Wide Pulse Width Range
50 nanoseconds to 5 milliseconds
High Repetition Rate
Single shot to 1 MHz
Both Polarities
Positive & Negative
Other voltage and current
combinations available.
,The coupon will bring complete
specifications by return mail.
Cober Electronics, Inc.
7 Gleason Avenue
Stamford, Connecticut 06902
Telephone: (203) 327-0003
Gentlemen: Please send information on
the Model 605P Pulse Generator.
Name

Title

Dept. & Company
Address

City

State

Zip

CODER

The High-Power People

Pulse modulators, microwave
transmitters, power amplifiers,
microwave test equipment.
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John Y. Sos
Goddard Space Flight Center,
Greenbelt, Md.

The
Interplanetary
Monitoring
Platform, (IMP-1), scheduled for
a 1970 launching, can compress
and average the data it gathers,
and then transmit the data at a
rate of 1,600 bits per second. Both
the onboard computation and the
high data rate would be impossible
with simple pulse-code-modulation
telemetry, so IMP will use convulutional coding. This channel coding
technique quadruples a pcm system's bit rate and drops its bit
error to less than 10 -5 .
In its telemetry system, the IMP
uses a systematic convolutional
code. The encoder's constraint
length is 48 bits and its output is a
serial split-phase bit stream which
phase modulates a 136-megahertz
carrier.
Information rates are 400 and
1,600 bits per second, and the symbol rates are 800 and 3,200 per second. The frame synchronization
pattern is 32 consecutive symbols,
and the frame length is 1,024 information bits.
A decoder, actually a computer
and two racks of other hardware,
processes the IMP's transmissions.
A standard pcm-bit and astandard
pcm-frame synchronizer pick up
the synchronization information,
and an eight-level analog-to-digital
converter integrates and quantizes
the received waveforms. The computer stores each quantized symbol

power
module
users:

DON'T
ORDER
ANOTHER
POWER
MODULE

until you've
checked Deltron's
series "N"
WE GUARANTEE
the BEST at the
LOWEST price
IDJ
et.
run
rei

GET
THE
FACTS
send for

FREE
catalog

73mItrorz
WISSAHICKON AVE., NORTH WALES, PA. 19454
PHONE: (215) 699-9261 •TWX: (510) 661-8061
D 112
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until afull data frame is accumulated. Then either the computer or
a special-purpose decoder sequentially decodes the frame.
The demands on some of the decoder's components are more severe than they would be in an un coded pcm telemetry system. For
example, the bit synchronizer must
work with inputs whose signal-tonoise ratios are as low as 1decibel.
Most commercial synchronizers
show bit slippage at this low ratio;
however, two manufacturers have
made units that work with ratios
as low as —2 db.
Frame synchronizers aren't a
major problem. Standard units
have an acquisition time under four
frames and a 0.01% loss of data
duc to false loss of synchronization.
As far as the recording tape goes
in a test of 2,500 IMP F tapes,
1.3% had dropouts in the 10-kilohertz reference frequency track.
The test results indicate that the
depth of the dropout is directly
proportional to the recorded wavelength. So dropouts can be expected around 1.9 db in 1.3% of
the tapes recorded at 3.2-khz symbol rate. If this is the extent of the
problem, tape dropouts won't adversely affect the decoder.

Specify AUSTRON LORAN-C to

CALIBRATE FREQUENCY/SET TIME
Loran-C from Austron is your best solution to calibrating precision
frequency standards and setting local clocks. Austron's Model
2000 Loran-C Tracking Receiver calibrates rubidium standards
in two hours, eliminates expensive portable clock trips.
Whenever time and frequency are important, consider the benefits of Loran-C systems from Austron. Write for detailed data
sheets and application note.

‘.+stY.

Ys

1

)1NT INC.

10214 NORTH INTERREGIONAL HIGHWAY, AUSTIN, TEXAS 78753 TELEPHONE (512)454-2581
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Presented at the National Telemetering Conference, Washington, D.C., April 22-24.

Other uses for films
Applications of thin magnetic films
S. Middelhoek
IBM Research Laboratory
Zurich, Switzerland

Some engineers don't seem to
think too much of thin magnetic
films, even though physicists believe that a great deal of progress
has been made during the 15 or so
years since films were first seriously investigated. Most of the interest in films has been in using
them as computer memory elements, where their extremely short
switching time would be a considerable advantage. But difficulties in fabrication and operation
have limited the development of
thin-film systems, whereas ferritecore systems have continued to improve, and monolithic semiconducElectronics IMay 12, 1969

READY TO MEET YOU HALFWAY! The Deutsch 469
Push-Pull Plug is a friendly accommodating type that is ready and
willing to mate with all MIL-C-26482 bayonet-type receptacles.
Available in a wide range of insert arrangements and shell sizes,
the 469's push-pull capability grooms it for quick disconnect in
tight spots. Besides all its many other talents, it boasts rear contact insertion and removal. An agreeable fellow? You bet! Just like
all the other components of ITS...the Deutsch Integrated Termination System.

7. --CUOTIOCM

ELECTRONIC

tanici pal Airport • Banning. Cali torn i 92220 •Telephone
COPYRIGHT. INGO DEUTECII ELECTRONIC CONT.,

COMPONENTS

DIVISION

Area Code 711

• s111-6701.

•
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New, miniature
Teflon trimmers

Cffl-

COMPET:
Brain Child
Complex calculating problems require considerable brainwork. Either yours. With paper, pencil and lots of time. Or
with ours, which means one of Sharp's silent, lightningfast Compets.The original creative-time maker.
The world's first IC desk calculators, they are available
in several distinct capacities. See every model and make a
logical selection for your time-consuming calculations.
Here are just two specifications;

These new trimming capacitors are ideally suited
for VHF and UHF applications requiring low minimum capacity and delta C. They provide high
resolution and are electrically stable. Tuning is
linear. High Q (2000 at 1mHz typical). Insulation
resistance 10 6 megohms. Temperature range-55° to +150°C. Voltage breakdown 2000 VDC.
Part numbers 273-1-1 and 273-1-2 nominal capacity .25 pf min., 1.5 pf max.; part 273-15-1
nominal .30 pf min., 2.9 pf max.
Metal parts are gold plated on PC and solder lug
mounting types, silver plated on panel mount.
Insulation is Teflon.® Rotor screw threaded 80
turns to the inch on PC and solder lug types, 40
turns per inch on panel mount version. Resistant
to shock and vibration.
See your Johnson representative or write for
complete information.
STef Ion is a registered trade name of DuPont Co.

•t
E. F. JOHNSON COMPANY
3005 Tenth Avenue S. W Waseca, Minnesota 56093

Providing nearly ahalf-century of communications leadership
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Fourteen digit, 6 decimal place capacity. Automatic
decimal and half-cent round off system. Credit balance. Two working registers plus a memory bank.
Automatic constant multiplication and division. Memory indicator, over capacity error light. Silent, versatile
and very elegant. Just 8.8 lbs.

CS-17C
Twelve digit, 6 decimal
place capacity. Automatic
decimal system. Two registers. Adds, subtracts,
multiplies and divides in
milliseconds. Successive
multiplication and division by a constant. Easyto-read
display
panel.
Only 8.8 lbs.

SHARP
HAYAKAWA ELECTRIC CO., LTD.

,aka, Japan

U.S. Subsidlary: SHARP ELECTRONICS CORP. 178 Commerce Road Carlstadt, New Jersey

"Sharp Has aWay of Making it Better"
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High
Voltage
CRT
Power
Supplies
Custom
Designed

Technical Abstracts
tor memories now seem likely to
replace both technologies.
What many engineers have overlooked is that thin magnetic films
have great advantages in other applications besides memories. Applications that deserve more attention include magnetic logic circuits,
microwave attenuators and filters,
transducers, Kerr-effect or Faradayeffect displays, and superconducting switches.
In such applications the tight
restrictions in composition that
memory applications require are
absent. Thin-film memories must
be made of films composed of
about 83% nickel and 17% iron;
these proportions must be maintained, even when tiny quantities
of other elements are added. Tolerances are much looser on magnetic films intended for other applications; this let up leads to lower
fabrication costs.
Furthermore, these consideration apply only to conventional thin
films made by evaporation, electroplating or sputtering.

LOW
COST
AUTOMATION
takes•
many
forms

Presented at the International Conference on
Magnetics, Amsterdam, April 15-18.

Looking back
This custom designed Head-Up Display power supply met the requirements listed below and solved a
unique space and weight problem
as well.
• Outputs:
15 KVDC, 400 µa pk.
1.7 KV (adj. 1.4 to 2.0 KV),
-±30 jza
300 VDC, ±-.15 r.ta
• Ripple: 0.5%
• Regulation -±0.1%
• Volume: less than 50 cu. in.
• Weight: 31/4 lbs.
• Temperature:
—55°C to 110°C
• Ref. to MIL-STD-826
• MIL-E-5400
• Input:
115 V, 400 cps MIL-STD-704
Try stumping us with your problem.
We'll put everything we have into
solving it and probably come up
with a design that saves weight and
space. Write or call for details today.
Capitron Division
Elizabethtown, Pa. 17022
717-367-1105
TW X: 510-657-4561

IFI

INCORPORATED
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Surveying Earth Resources
with remote sensors
John D. Outsandreas
NASA, Washington, D.C.

Aircraft serving as laboratories are
carrying aloft batches of sensors.
The National Aeronautics and
Space Administration evaluates the
performance of the sensors. This
evaluation is, in effect, the purposes of its Earth Resources Survey
Aircraft program. Other government agencies participating in the
project hope to be able to gather
data relating to agriculture, geology, geography, hydrology and
oceanography.
The program is divided into lowaltitude and high-altitude phases.
Initial low-altitude tests were run
with sensors mounted in aConvair
240 and an Electra P-3A. Later, a
Lockheed C-130 B, which can
carry a larger payload than the
other two planes and which can fly
higher, replaced the 240. In the

I With this super-simple MT Sequence
Programmer you control up to 19 independent 10 amp load circuits in a
predetermined sequence with random inputs. The MT isolates.. interlocks... remembers.. its almost a
compt_ter. Should be the beginning
of every ccntrol circuit design...
eliminates many costly components.
Send for new Bulletin 910

GhW

Eagle Signal Division
EW. Bliss Company

Davenport, Iowa 52803
A GULF -WESTERN COMPANY

Service-In-Depth ...
Local Engineering, Stock, Repair
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Brighten your
image intensifier testing
with aCM!.
AC power source

The CML NL 10-WA gives you:
• delivery of full power into pure capacitive loads.
• adjustable voltage from 0-2800V peak to peak.
• adjustable frequency range from 1.2-50 KHz in 3
bands using abuilt-in oscillator. Stability -±.25%.
• adjustable current-limiting circuit prevents damage
to intensifier tube.
Write today for full data on the NL 10-WA and
other CML power sources.

CML, Inc.

350

Zenith uses Dale hybrid
Series-Resonant Trap
in FM circuitry

a subsidiary of Tenney Engineering, Inc.
Leland Avenue, Plainfield, N.J. 07062
(201) 754-5502 • TWX 710-997-9529

96
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Zenith wanted a better way to bypass 10.7
MHz in its FM receivers. To replace the
standard 2-component inductor-capacitor
trap, Dale provided this unique hybrid.
Dale's Series-Resonant

Trap has the electrical
characteristics of an inductor and a capacitor in
series and provides a
method of controlling
both functions. The result: 0
Controlled self-resonance
in a miniaturized circuit.

Ls

Cd

Cd =Controlled Series
Capacitance
Ls= Series Inductance

After four years of production use, Zenith says of the
Series-Resonant Trap: "It saves space, saves time,
works satisfactorily." Here are the basic specs:
•Resonant Frequency: 10.7 MHz
frequencies available)

.5 MHz (Other

RESOLVING POWER TEST TARGETS

•Impedance at Design Frequency: 15“ or less
•Impedance at 2_-50% of Design Frequency: 1500“ min.
Space and money-saving components like this
growing part of Dale's Sioux Division. Write for

information or call Dale at 605-665-9301.

DALE

are a
more

DALE ELECTRONICS. INC.
SIOUX DIVISION Dept ES
Yankton, South Dakota 57078

Producers of: Toroids, Series Resonant Traps, Variable Pitch !nductors, Miniature High Frequency Inductors, Degaussing Coils, IndJstrial
and Military Coils, Sub-Miniature Coils, Surge and Lightning Arresters,
Custom Assemblies, Motor Driven Potentiometers.
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Resolving Power Test Targets have been designed and
produced for U.S.A.F. under contract, for American
Standards Association Resolution Chart and National
Bureau of Standards Microcopy Resolution Test Chart
... High and low resolution targets are available—high,
medium and low contrast. Special Resolution Targets
are made on 35mm film in 20 foot rolls. Specialized
targets to custom specification. Send us your requirements in sketch or blue print—we will rush quote.
"

n

BUCKBEE - MEARS
COMPANY

245 E. 6th St., St. Paul, Minn. 55101 /(612) 227-6371
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The Material
of Unlimited Uses...

INSTANT
DIP-A- MOLD
In seconds, you can make perfect
molds, like this one, for potting
any encapsulation, and make
them economically, with lowmelting CERRO® Alloys. Just dip
the master in molten alloy. A thin
coating of alloy clings to the
pattern. Withdraw the pattern,
and you have aperfect high
fidelity mold. When the encapsulating plastic cures, simply
remove the CERRO Alloy. Use it
over and over again, almost
without limit.
This particular alloy—
CERROTRU .—does not shrink,
slips easily from the pattern
without parting or contaminating
compounds or coatings. Because
of its low melting point, it is safe
and easy to handle.
You can reproduce such unusual
details as positioning lugs for
transformer cases, as shown
above, without the use of cores,
inserts or secondary operations.
Instant molding is just one of the
many uses for CERRO Alloys. To
find out more, contact Cerro
Copper & Brass Co., Cerro Alloy
Dept., Stamford, Conn. 06907...
R. S. Darnell (203) 327-0550.
In Europe, contact Mining &
Chemical Products Ltd., Alperton,
Wembley, Middlesex, England.

CERRO,
Circle 266 on reader service card
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high-altitude phase, which will begin this year, the sensors will be
carried up to 50,000 feet by an Air
Force RB-57F.
Just about every conceivable surveying instrument is being pressed
into service. The sensors set up so
far are RC-8 metric cameras, multiband cameras, infrared cameras, infrared spectrometers, infrared radiometers, microwave radiometers
and imagers, scatterometers, and
side-looking radars.
The metric camera helps to correlate and index photographs taken
by black-and-white, infrared, and
color cameras. Its resolution is 50
lines per millimeter and its field is
74° by 74°.
Hydraheaded, the multiband
camera is actually four to six cameras, which operate synchronously.
Each has adifferent spectral bandpass filter. The multiband camera's
pictures show differences in tone
density due to differences in the terrain's reflectance characteristics.
These pictures can be used to identify crops, determine drainage patterns and soil moisture content, and
study migratory patterns.
Since it has two channels, the
infrared camera is sensitive to radiation in both the 0.3 to 5.5 micron
range, and the 8-to-14 micron
range. Infrared photography is useful in detecting sand bars and sea
mounts, and finding minerals.
Also useful in this area is the
infrared spectometer which detects
energy within a 0.4° beam width
and has awavelength between 6.5
and 13 microns. The primary use of
spectroscopy in this program is
identifying rocks and determining
their mineral content.
Two types of radiometers are
used in the program. The first is
the infrared radiometer used to
measure temperature differences
along the earth's surface and help
calibrate other infrared devices.
The second one is the microwave
radiometer, which measures microwave radiation and has an accuracy
of 1°K. It gathers data related to
the physical, chemical, and geomorphological features of terrain.
Presented at the National Telemetering Conference, Washington, D.C., April 22-2L.

LOW
COST
AUTOMATION
takes
many
forms

New plug-in Cycl-Flex 2& 3digit totally solid state I/C counters. 100°A
accurate. UDto 1200 counts per minute. Available in higher count rates.
Easy-to-set thumb wheels.
Get Cata og 15, describing these
and 5E-0 other forms of low-cost automation

Eagle Signal Division

E.W. Bliss Company
Dawenport, Iowa 52803

GULF...WESTERN COMPANY

Service-In-Depth
Loca Eneeering, Stock, Repair
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high performance, solid-state plug-in
/

POWER SUPPLIES

If you're looking for a reliable but low cost power supply that gives good re gulation and that can be chassis or rack mounted with an octal plug-you can stop.

POWER/MATE CORP. has just what you're looking for. The RC/RD series of
power supplies feature all silicon solid state circuitry, a MIL-T-27 Transformer,
85°C Capacitors, overload and short circuit protection and 100,000 hours MTBF.
In addition to that, only POWER/MATE CORP. can offer you

SAME DAY SHIPMENT!*
All RC Series Models only $ 65. 00
MODEL
NO.

OUTPUT
VOLTS

1.0
1.0

37-43
43-50

tr,

0.1
0.1

26-31
31-37

1.4

ódc:i

0.05
0.05

16-21
21-26

LOAD
0.6

0

0.5
0.5

RD-28
RD-34
RD-40
RD-48

11-13
13-16

LINE
0.2
0.15

121

37-43
43-50

RD-15
RD-19
RD-24

0

RC-40
RC-48

0.1

7-11

REGULATION -±%
0.6

,
1->

0.06
0.05

0.1
0.1
0.1

RD-9
RD-12

0

0.5
0.5

0.1
0.1

RD-5

•-•

0.5
0.5

RC-28
RC-34

16-21
21-26
26-31
31-37

0.075
0.075
0.075

13-16

0.7
0.3

3-7

OUTPUT
AMPS

0

1.0
0.5

0.3
0.1
0.075

OUTPUT
VOLTS

0

RC-12
RC-15
RC-19
RC-24

7-11
11-13

MODEL
NO.

0

3-7

RC-5
RC-9

OUTPUT REGULATION 1±%
AMPS
LOAD
LINE

All RD Series Models only $ 55.00

0.15
0.15
0.15

0.2
0.2

0.12

0.2
0.2
0.2

0.1

0.2

0.1
0.1

0.2
0.2

*on RC Models
Write today for complete information on

POWER/MATE CORP.

thousands of POWER/MATE CORP. power
supplies in voltages to 400 and currents

163 Clay St., Hackensack, N. J. 07601 /(201) 343-6294, /TWX: (710) 990-5023

to 50 amps.
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ASMALL ROTARY SWITCH
The mark of distinction in knobs

o
with

TREMENDOUS

features

• 30° Angle of Throw (12 Positions)
• 0.7" Behind Panel, 0.562 Diameter
• One, Two or Four Poles
• Shorting or Non-Shorting
• PC or Solder Lug Terminals
• Sealed or Unsealed
• Adjustable or Preset Stops
• Commercial or Military Styles

To Make and Break 50 MA for 25,000 cycles,
200 MA for 10,000 cycles (rated at 115 VAC resistive)

REQUEST YOUR ENGINEERING DATA SHEET 157
Lai/ 523 Hillgrove Avenue
LaGrange, Illinois 60525
lawznisso

Area Code 312, Phone 354-1040

Rogan gives you the extra over ordinary knobs ... and
that extra is distinction ... distinction in design-quality
-product acceptance.
N.V hy
not give your
product that "look of
distinction" with the
mark of aRogan Knob.
BROTHERS, INC.
Write today for free
8031 N. MONTICELLO AVE.
color catalog or see us
SKOKIE. ILLINOIS 60076
in Sweets and Thomas
M icro-Cat alog.

... the Difference Between Excellent and Adequate
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SURROUND
YOURSELF
WITH PROFIT
IN CARLSBAD
Put Yourself In A Position To
Profit ...In Carlsbad
Put Yourself On The Scientific
Frontier... In Carlsbad
Put Yourself Where Your Work
Force Is ...In Carlsbad
Profitable Position: True
manufacturing advantages
because reduced operating
levels in potash mining create opportunities to tap
Carlsbad's reservoir of important skills. Several thousand persons, readily trainable, are available to the
work force. Right! You're
surrounded with profit
potential when you're in
Carlsbad.
Profitable Position: Carlsbad's work force is competent, capable — serious
about making things go.
Technical and vocational
training, to meet your specific needs, is on hand, at
a year-round branch of New
Mexico State U.
Profitable Position: LTV's
new plant, only miles away.
Second -morning delivery,
by common carrier, to West
Coast, Denver, Oklahoma
City-Tulsa, and Dallas-Fort
Worth. Your own fleet
reaches those markets on
first-morning schedules.
Profitable Position: A full.
service industrial park, with
roads, streets, all utilities—
all in place, ready for use,
right now.
/. _
Get the Facts WCQuickly
and Confidentially From:
Ai

George Evans, Director
Carlsbad Dept. of Development
Box 1090, Carlsbad, N.M. 88220

Circle 269 on reader service card

New Literature
Graphic

recording

instruments.

Ester-

line Angus Division of Esterline Corp.,
P.O. Box 24000, Indianapolis 46224.
The importance of graphic recording
instruments in various monitoring applications is covered in bulletin 269.
Circle 446 on reader service card

Pulse

generator.

Ave., Dumont,
purpose pulse

Syntelex,

39

Lucille

N.J. 07628. Generalgenerator SPG-210 is

described in a preliminary data sheet.
[447]
Communications amplifier. American
Electronic Laboratories Inc., P.O. Box
552, Lansdale, Pa. 19446, has available a bulletin on the VHFA-20, a
1,000-watt broadband amplifier that
has only one tube and is tunable over
the range of 20 to 76 Mhz. [448]

LOW
COST
AUTOMATION
takes
many
forms

Plug-in power supplies. Acopian Corp.,
Easton, Pa. 18042, announces its 1969
catalog listing more than 82,000 allsilicon, a-c to d-c plug-in power supplies. [449]
Thermistor components. Yellow Springs
Instrument Co., P.O. Box 279, Yellow
Springs, Ohio 45387, has released an
eight-page catalog describing the characteristics of its precision thermistors
and linear output thermistor components. [450]
Telemetry equipment. Aertech Industries, 815 Stewart Dr., Sunnyvale, Calif.
94086, has published six data sheets
on
its updated telemetry-equipment
product line. [451]
Data sets. Sangamo Electric Co., P.O.
III, 62705. Fourpage
bulletin
5320
describes
the
Transidata T103A series of data sets.
[452]
Box 359, Springfield,

Logic handbook.
Digital
Equipment
Corp., Maynard, Mass. 07154. A 416page, thoroughly illustrated paperback
serves as a guide to the company's
complete line of logic modules, associated hardware, and applications information. [453]
Test equipment. Sage Laboratories Inc.,
14 Huron Dr., Natick, Mass. 01760,
offers a 16-page catalog describing its
line of microwave oscillators, phaselock synchronizers, and moving-targetindicator radar test equipment. [454]
Elapsed-time indicators. A. W. Haydon
Co., 232 N. Elm St., Waterbury, Conn.

06720. The K49200 series of microminiature elapsed-time indicators is the
subject of product information bulletin
137. [455]
Coaxial

components. Weinschel Engineering, Gaithersburg, Md. 20760, has
prepared

a brochure to

munications,

radar, and

provide

com-

ECM systems

ur famous plug-in Cycl-Flee elecromechan cal and solid state time
nd count ZDntrols cut down-time...
re replaceable in 5 seconds or less.
Get the facts on

these and 560

ther forms of low-cost automation.
end for Catalog 15.

WN'Eagle Signal Division
EW. Bliss Companv

DeYenport, Iowa 52803

A GULF

,

NŒSTERN COMPANY

Service-lr-Depth...
Local Engineering, Stock, Repair

Circle 223 on reader service card
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designers with a handy reference to the
important characteristics of its coaxial
components. [456]

HANSEN'S NEW

eTT

Switch selection. Master Specialties Co.,
1640 Monrovia, Costa Mesa, Calif.
92627. A six-page guide that summarizes the company's entire product
line permits a quick selection of the
proper switch for a specific application.
[457]
Software/wiring service. Scanbe Mfg.
Corp., 1161 Monterey Pass Road, Monterey Park, Calif. 91754, has published
a four-page brochure describing its
software/wiring service called Micromatics. [458]

Almost-off-the-shelf
solid state frequency
changers for custom
applications.
Avtel Solid State Frequency Changers
are built from pre-assembled, pretested modules. We offer 46 models in
our CR and TR Series with 31 standard
options in power ranges from 250 VA
to 50 KVA. Chances are a million to
one that we have amodel ready
to assemble that will meet your special
design requirements.
Our CR and TR Series feature:
• Uninterruptible power, optional on all
models.
• Four frequency ranges and 13 power
levels.
• Less than 2% THD.
• Adjustable voltage/current.
• Regulation better than 1% from
combined effects of line load
and temperature.
• Efficiencies in excess of 85%.
• Compactness approaching 3 KVA
per cubic foot.
• High mean-time-between-failure.
• Low mean-time-to-repair.
• Most popular models in stock.

Teflon-insulated
terminals.
Sealectro
Corp., 225 Hoyt St., Mamaroneck, N.Y.
10543, has issued a four-page catalog
on a comprehensive line of semiassembled
Teflon-insulated
terminals.
[459]
Temperature controller. West Instrument Division of Gulton Industries Inc.,
3860 N. River Rd., Schiller Park, Ill.
60176. An illustrated eight-page brochure,
bulletin
700,
describes the
Gardian series potentiometric temperature controller. [460]
Recorder/reproducer.
Ampex
Corp.,
401 Broadway, Redwood City, Calif.
94063, has available an updated specification sheet on the AR-1600 wideband instrumentation recorder/reproducer. [461]
Galvanometers. Honeywell Test Instruments Division, Box 5227, Denver,
Colo. 80217. Bulletin D2199 describes
high-voltage galvanometers and magnetic banks used in the company's
Visicorder oscillographs for recording
dynamic data. [462]
Germanium
power transistors.
KSC
Semiconductor Corp., KSC Way, (Katrina Road), Chelmsford, Mass. 01824.
A data sheet covers a series of germanium power transistors in a reduced
TO-8 case. [463]
R-f chokes. National Radio Co., 37
Washington St., Melrose, Mass. 02176,
offers five pages of tabular selections
data for wirewound and ferrite r-f
chokes, including encapsulated types,
with inductance ranges from 0.10 ich
to 10 mh. [464]

gives you
standard Synchron
reliability with up
to 98 oz.-in. torque
Now, without sacrificing compact
size, you can get high torque even
at higher speeds—from 1 to 900
RPM. Synchron' 900 Series has
thick, wide gears, specially designed to give the added gear
strength that makes full use of its
power increase. Highest quality instrument gear train for all speeds
below 900 RPM.
The new self-starting hysteresis
motor has positive direction of rotation—right or left hand. Plus extra heavy phenolic first gear for
low noise level. It can be stalled
continuously without electrical or
mechanical damage.
Added strength in both the rotor
and gear train enables 900 Series
to handle your toughest timing and
control jobs. Because of its compact dimensions, it is often interchangeable with motors of lower
torque. To find out what 900 SERIES can do for you, write or phone
today to have a representative contact you.

We also manufacture Inverters and
Uninterruptible Power Systems to one
million VA. Send for complete details.

f

AVTEL
CORPORATION
Division of Airtronics, Inc.

1130 East Cypress St. •Covina, California 91722
Phone (213) 331-0661 •TWX (910) 584-1311
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Circle 224 on reader service card

Coaxial connectors. Star-Tronics Inc.,
Georgetown, Mass. 01830, has released
an engineering data sheet describing
the characteristics of its miniature,
high-voltage coaxial connectors. [465]
Power supply. Quindar Electronics Inc.,
60
Fadem
Road,
Springfield,
N.J.
07081. A two-page product data sheet
describes the QP-17 solid state regulated power supply. [466]

HANSEN MFG.CO.,INC.
Princeton, Indiana 47570
HANSEN REPRESENTATIVES: CAREY & ASSOCIATES. Houston and Dallas, Texas; R. S. HOPKINS CO., Sherman Oaks, Calif.; MELCHIOR
ASSOCIATES, INC., San Carlos, Calif.; THE
FROMM CO., Elmwood Park, Ill.; JOHN ORR
ASSOCIATES, Grand Rapids, Mich.; H. C.
JOHNSON AGENCY,
INC., Rochester, N.Y.;
WINSLOW ELECTRIC CO., Essex, Conn., Vil lanosa, Pa., and New York, N.Y.
EXPORT DEPARTMENT:
Westbury, N.Y. 11590

2200

Shames

Drive,

Circle 270 on reader service card

Measure phase
easily,
directly,
and accurately
ACCURACY +1° WITH LARGE SIGNAL-TOREFERENCE RATIOS...
0.5 WITH SMALL
SIGNAL-TO-REFERENCE RATIOS • CONTINUOUS 0 TO 360 ° READINGS • EXPANDED SCALES FOR ACCURATE AND
EASY READING • ACCURACY INDEPENDENT OF ANGLE • DIGITAL RATIOMETRIC
READOUT AVAILABLE • ACTON LABS'
329B PHASE METER.
FROM THIS...

RHO
OFFERS
'20WMAR

ACTON LABORATORIES, INC.
A Subsidiary of Bowmar Instrument Corporation

531 Main Street • Acton, Mass. 01720 • (617) 263-7756

Circle 271 on reader service card

S130 111
90°SeCICOCOPE.

M EE

transportable
microwave relay links

Used for the transmission of nigh speed video data
or for neal
ehigh quality television, RHG wideband
transportable FM relay systen-sare in operation now for
the Navy ana Air Force. The model illustratec
puts out 20 watts at 7.75 ::.-msHz and has arange of 50 miles.
RHG also produces Air- -o-Air and Air-to-Gro_ind
systems for he military described in catalog 69B.
Or contact Sales ManagBr for details.
TO THIS
IN 5 MINUTES!

Model S1301A
Get technical literature on the only totally portable, solid
state oscilloscope. Operates from optional internal battery
or from 110/220 vac, 50 to 400 Hz line voltage. Features
include: 20 MHz bandwidth ; 17 nsec rise time ; 18 ranges of
calibrated sweep speeds ; internal voltage calibrator ; and
triggering stability in excess of 30 MHz.
Write for Bulletin TIC 3316 to Motorola Communications &
Electronics Inc., 4501 W. Augusta Blvd., Chicago, III. 60651

MOTOROLA
Precision Instrument Products

E--jtc---')

RHO ELECTRONICS
LABORATORY-INC

94 tabu Blvd. Farmingdale, Li, N.Y. 11735

(5:6) 694-3100

Microwave Receivers Transmitters and Components

Circle 272 on reader service card

Circle 225 on reacer service card
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LOW VSWR
MI
CROWAVE
HEAD
100 MHz12.4 GHz

SWEPT
MEASUREMENTS
The new
Model 1852 Broadband Microwave Head offers
VSWR less than 1.15 at the insertion point over the entire frequency range. The Model 1852
is designed for use in swept
frequency insertion loss measurements of attenuators, directional couplers, filters, switches,
isolators, circulators, power dividers, and other components.
The Model 1852 can also be
used in measuring the gain of
microwave amplifiers.
Modest cost plus Weinschel's
standards-lab excellence make
the Model 1852 ideal for systems used in production, calibration labs, engineering, quality
control and
inspection,
and
many other applications.
For complete specifications and
prices, contact your local Weinschel representative, or write:

.

Designers and
Manufacturers of Precision
Microwave Equipment

WEINSCHEL
ENGINEERING

Gaithersburg, Md. 20760
Tel: (301) 948-3434
TWX: 710-828-9705
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LOWLOSS THERMOSET
FOR RF AND MICROWAVE
MACHINED PARTS

R-f power equipment. Acrodyne Industries Inc., 666 Davisville Road, Willow
Grove, Pa. 19090, has available a brochure featuring recent developments
in advanced r-f power equipment. [467]
Data Sets. Rixon Electronics Inc., 2120
Industrial Parkway, Silver Spring, Md.
20904. The 1969 modern short-form
catalog describes standard commercial
and industrial data sets operating at
speeds up to 4,800 bps. [468]
Terminal blocks. Curtis Development &
Mfg. Co., 3250 N. 33rd St., Milwaukee
53216. Twenty-four-page catalog 369
covers a complete line of terminal
blocks. [469]

ECCOSTOCK '
0
HI-Q is clear thermosetting
rod and sheet. Machineable; won't creep under load; loss tangent below 0.0005 from 1
MHz to 10 GHz. Dielectric constant is 2.4
Highest temp., lowest loss plastic available;
use for insulation and support in coax, waveguide, stripline, etc.
Circle 508 on reader service card

Beryllia ceramics. American Lava Corp.,
Manufacturers
Road,
Chattanooga,
Tenn. 37405, offers technical bulletin
693 on AlSiMag beryllia ceramics. [407]

NEW DATA
APPLICATION GUIDE
EMI /RFI GASKETS
\IF- 1

Panel
meters.
Honeywell
Precision
Meter
Division,
Manchester,
N.H.
03105. Descriptions of a full line of
precision panel meters have been condensed into a four-page bulletin. [471]
Rear projection readout. Shelly Associates Inc., 111 Eucalyptus Dr., El
Segundo, Calif. 90245. A four-page
brochure describes the model SRO-90
rear projection readout for decimal input to visual display. [472]
Pulse generator. Datapulse Division,
Systron-Donner Corp., 10150 W. Jefferson Blvd., Culver City, Calif. 90230.
Technical bulletin 112 covers a pulse
generator that offers repetition rates
to 125 Mhz, rise and fall times of 1.3
nsec, and pulse widths from 3 nsec to
5 msec. [473]
IC tester. Intrex Systems Inc., 729
Centinela Ave., Inglewood, Calif. 90302,
has published a data sheet describing
a portable, battery-operated IC tester
for field and laboratory use. [474]

t1.1 .

ECCOSHIELD® folder describes the broadest
line of conductive plastic gaskets, including
forms and applications. All materials feature
high insertion loss, hermetic seal, low closing pressures, low compression set, low
maintenance. Send for FREE copy.
Circle 509 on reader service card

NEW BOOKLET DESCRIBES
SURFACE COATINGS
FOR ELECTRONICS
7
40i:

Shaft encoders. Airflyte Electronics Co.,
New Hook Rd., Bayonne, N.J. 07002,
offers a bulletin describing small, selfselect multiturn shaft encoders. [475]
Air trimmer capacitors. Voltronics Corp.,
West St., Hanover, N.J. 07936. Fourpage illustrated catalog 868 discusses
a line of air dielectric piston trimmer
capacitors. [476]
Rectifier modules. Unitrode Corp., 580
Pleasant St., Watertown, Mass. 02172,
has prepared 20-page application note
N130B on direct plug-in replacement
of high-voltage, high-current rectifier
tubes with stackable Doorbell rectifier
modules. [477]
IC sockets, systems, accessories. Robinson-Nugent Inc., 800 E. 8th St., New
Albany, Ind. 47150. Sixteen-page catalog 1268 is complete with photographs

ECCOCOAT® Surface Coatings include transparents for PC boards and components; dipcoats for transformers and coils; easy-mix and
one-part systems for automatic production;
and a wide range of special properties such
as 500 °Fcapability; resistivities to 10" ohms/
sq. Several chemical types. Send for copy.
Circle 510 on readers service card

Emerson & Cuming, Inc.
CANTON, MASS.
GARDENA, CALIF.
NORTHBROOK, ILL.
Sales Offices
in Principal Cities

EMERSON & COMING EUROPE N.Y., Oevel, Belgium
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Ile &FRI

lake
your Pulses
anywhere

CIRCUIT PROTECTOR

prevents transients from
causing "unexplainable" circuit failures.
Don't blame circuit failures on bad luck.
Voltage transients can cause circuits tri fail or suffer indetected and progressive damage.
Transtector* circuit protector, a new solid state
iv
senses transients within nanoseconds, absorbs f!, surge
and resets itself. Gives continuous protection bit tubes,
transistors, diodes and integrated circuits.
Find out about Transtector Systems from M&T chemicals
Inc., 3025 W. Mission Rd., Alhambra, California 1) 803.
Tnerbemarl, el MOT Om..

MsT Chemicals Inc.
SUBSIDIARY OF AMERICAN CAN COMPANY

Circle 273 on reader service card

Now you can drive RTL, OIL and TTL ciicuits in the lab or
in the field. The Contronics LochpulseTM units feature 100%
duty cycle, 6ns rise and fall time, simultaneous complementary outputs, 1 Hz to 10 MHz rep rate, half-rack size
and weight of only 6pounds.
Order the model most suited to your needs today.
MODEL
CPC-200-1

DESCRIPTION

PRICE

AC/Battery,

$310.00

constant amplitude
CPG-200-2

AC, Battery,
adjustable amplitude

335.00

CPG-200-3

AC only

335.00

Prices higher outside of U.S.A.

Ihave an application for Lochpulse

e lge

111 ,-

Free control knob
catalog
Broadest selection of commercial and military knobs:
colorful new PANELRAMATm Series, aluminum-cap
REGENCY .
" Series, DESIGNER ." Series, MIL-spec
and custom knobs of all types, plus self-lock ing devices.
Send reader service card or write:
Raytheon Company, Industrial
RAYTHEON
Cotnponents Operation, Quincy,
Mass. 02169.
Circle 274 on reader service card

p Please send me:
CPG-200-1,
CPG-200-2,
and/or
CPG-200-3. Purchase order enclosed.
f•Please send me information about your 10 day
free trial.

1
I
I

Send this coupon with your name and address to:

Oontronics Inc.
1038 W. Evelyn Ave. Sunnyvale, Calif. 94086 (408) 736-7620
Circle 227 on reader service card
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The Complete Line of Fuses For The
Protection of Semi-Conductor Rectifiers

IRON

Rectifier Fuses

Provide extremely fast opening
on overload and fault currents,
with a high degree of restriction
of let-thru current. Many types
and sizes available. Ampere ratings from 1
/ to 1000 in voltage
2
ratings up to 1500.

The Complete Line of Signal-Indicating
Alarm-Activating Fuses
For use on computers, microwave units, communication equipment,
all electronic circuitry.

BUSS GLD- 1
/ x11
4
/ in.
4
Visual-Indicating,
Alarm-Activating.
BUSS GBA- 1
/ x11
4
/ in.
4
Visual-Indicating.

BUSS MIC-13/32 x1/
2
1
in. Visual-Indicating,
Alarm-Activating.
BUSS MIN-13/32 x11
2
/
in. Visual-Indicating.

FNA FUSETRON Fuse
13/32 x 11
2 in. slow/
blowing ,Visual-Indicating, Alarm-Activating.
(Also useful for small
motors, solenoids,
transformers in machine tool industry.)

Write for SUSS Form SFR

BUSS Grasshopper
Fuse, Visual-Indicating,
Alarm-Activating.

BUSS ACH
Aircraft Limiter,
Visual-Indicating.

BUSS GMT and HIT
holder, Visual-Indicating, Alarm-Activating.

Write for BUSS Form SFS

FUSES

BUSSMANN MFG. DIVISION, McGraw -Edison Co St. Louis. Mo. 63107
Circle 228 on reader service card

BUSSMANN MFG. DIVISION, McGraw-Edison Co. St. Louis, Mo. 63107
Circle 228 on reader service card

BUSS: The Complete Line of Fuses and..

CARBON COMPOSITION AND WIRE WOUND POTENTIOMETERS
Other LESA products
for electrical industries:
Fractional HP Electric Motors
Record Players and
Record Changers
Phonographic Piezoelectric Cartridges

LESA
LESA
LESA
LESA
LESA

228

Circle 301 on reader service card

OF AMERICA CORP. - 521 Fifth Avenue - NEW YORK, N.Y. 10017
COSTRUZIONI ELETTROMECCANICHE S.p.A. - Via Bergamo, 21
DEUTSCHLAND GMBH - Wiesentalstrasse, 10 - 78 FREIBURG i/Br.
ELECTRA SA. - Viole Portone, 27 - 6500 BELLINZONA (Svizzera)
FRANCE S.A.R.L. - 19, Rue Duhamel -69 LYON 2 (France) -Tel.

(U.S.A.) -Tel. 212 697-5838
- MILANO (Italia) -Tel. 554.341
(Deutschland) -Tel. (0761) 44 010
-Tel. (092) 553 02
(78) 42 45 10
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and technical illustrations of IC sockets,
systems, and accessories. [478]
Lamination. Magnetics Inc., Butler, Pa.
16001. A new-size lamination, F26-27,
used in electromagnetic devices is detailed in a data sheet. [479]
Static relays. Flight Systems Inc., P.O.
Box 25, Mechanicsburg, Pa. 17055, has
released a general catalog covering a
complete line of static relays, including
polar, dry-circuit, time-delay, proportional, and circuit-breaker types. [480]
Components applications. Texas Instruments, P.O. Box 5012, Dallas 75222.
Eight-page bulletin CM-102 contains
abstracts of over 50 application reports
and notes related to solid state devices
and IC's. [481]
Servo recorder. Esterline Angus, Division of Esterline Corp., P.O. Box 24000,
Indianapolis 46224, offers an illustrated
catalog sheet on its Port-A-Graph servo,
a portable, battery-operated servo recorder priced at $750. [482]
Resolver/synchro bridge. North Atlantic
Industries Inc., Terminal Drive, Plainview, N.Y. 11803. A data sheet de-

scribes the model 540 resolver/synchro
bridge that features 2 arc-seconds accuracy, 0.0001° resolution. [483]
Sample-and-hold circuits. Data Device
Corp., 100 Tec St., Hicksville, N.Y.
11801. An application note explains the
terms used in defining sample-and-hold
circuits, and discusses typical applications. [484]
Switches and indicator lights. Controls
Co. of America, 1420 Delmar Dr., Folcroft, Pa., has issued a 24-page catalog
giving detailed specifications, dimensions, and part numbers for over 230
switches and indicator lights designed
to military specifications. [485]
Perforated tape. Data-link Corp., 100 S.
Ellsworth Ave., San Mateo, Calif. 94402.
A 12-page catalog describes a full line
of perforated tape equipment and supplies. [486]
Variable resistor. CTS Electronics Inc.,
1010 Sycamore Ave., South Pasadena,
Calif. Data sheet 1151 describes a single section variable resistor with direct
and vernier drive. [487]
Transistors. Solitron Devices Inc., 1177

. Fuseholdlers of Unquestioned
THE COMPLETE LINE °Fs/flat/Dimension FUSES
For The Protection of All Types of Electronic
and Electrical Circuits and Devices ...

. . . includes dual-element
"slow-blowing", single-element "quick-acting" and
signal

or visual

indicating

Blue Heron Blvd., Riviera Beach, Fla.
A 52-page book features a line of silicon and germanium small signal and
power transistors. [488]
Modular housing systems. Wyco Metal
Products, 6914 Beck Ave., N. Hollywood, Calif. 91609, offers a catalog
structured as a design handbook for
engineers to use in selecting and styling modular electronic housing systems. [489]
SCR applications. National Electronics
Inc., Geneva, III. 60134, has published
an application bulletin on NL-H150/
H152 series SCR's with regenerative
gate signal output. [490]
Spectrum analyzer. Federal Scientific
Corp., 615 W. 131 St., New York 10027,
has issued a technical bulletin describing the UA-9, a 1,000 line Ubiquitous
spectrum analyzer for the processing
of radar, sonar, and other data. [491]
R-f generators. Westinghouse Electric
Corp., P.O. Box 868, Pittsburgh 15230,
has available a two-page publication
describing the type 125K67 r-f generators with stepless power control for
high-power induction heating. [492]

High Quality

SUB-MINIATURE FUSES
Ideal for space tight applications, light weight,vibration and shock
resistant. For use as part of miniaturized integrated circuit, large
multi-circuit electronic systems, computers, printed circuit boards,
all electronic circuitry.

IRON Sub-miniature Pigtail
Fuses _ Body size only .145 X
.300 inches. Glass tube construction
permits visual inspection of element.
Hermatically sealed. Twenty-three
ampere sizes from 1/100 thru 15.

types ... in sizes from 1/500
amp. up.
For special fuses, clips,
blocks or holders, our staff
of fuse engineers is at your
service to help in selecting
or designing the fuse or fuse
mounting best suited to your
requirements.

BUSS Sub-miniature GMW

Fuse and HWA Fuseholder

Fuse size only .270 X .250 inches.
Fuse has window for visual inspection of element. Fuse may be used
with or without holder. 1/200 to 5
amp. Fuses and holders meet Military Specifications.

Write for BUSS Form SFB

PIS QuALIT
INSIST ON

FUSES

BUSSMANN MFG. DIVISION, McGraw-Edison Co. St. Louis, Mo. 63107
Circle 229 on reader service card

BUSSMANN MFG. DIVISION, McGraw-Edison Co. St. Louis, Mo. 63107
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EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES

ADDRESS BOX NO. REPLIES TO: Box No.
Classified Adv. Dept. of this publication.
Send to office nearest you.
NEW YORK, N. Y. 10036: P. 0. Box 12
CHICAGO, Ill. 60611: 645 N. Michigan Ave.
SAN FRANCISCO, Cal. 94111: 255 California St.

POSITION VACANT
Electronics or electrical engineer with five
or more years experience needed to teach in
area of electronics engineering technology.
Applicant must have B.S. degree (M.S. preferred). Salary commensurate with qualifications. Excellent future.
Send resume to:
W. E. Little, Chairman, Engineering and Industrial Occupations Division, Illinois Central College, P. 0. Box 2400, East Peoria,
Illinois 61611. P-8252, Electronics.

EMPLOYMENT SERVICES
Florida/Nationwide EE's, MEs, IEs . .. Electronic, Aerospace, Industrial, Sales & Mfg.
$9-18,000.
Tech
Div.
Brodeur
Personnel
Service,
Inc.,
3947
Blvd.,
Center Drive,
Jacksonville, Fla. 32207.

Since man became man, he has had one overriding desire:
a more effective way to holler "Help!" It has led him
into speech. Then writing. Then into technology, where
information is delivered "pure" at the speed of light.
One product of this continuing effort—a chain of
consequence that has led men into technology rather
than early graves— is asystem of side-looking radar,
developed at Motorola, which produces adegree of
resolution that challenges direct photography.
But the work has just started, and it's going to take
good men with creative talent to carry it on. It'll be done
at Motorola; so if you're such a man, there's avaluable
career spot for you here .. .where both the working
and the living is exceptional.

RATES
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES—
$79.00 per inch, subject to agency
commission.
SEARCHLIGHT

SECTION—$39.75

per inch for equipment (Used or Resale), business opportunity, etc. advertising appearing on other than
a contract basis. Contract rates on
request.
UNDISPLAYED (Not available for
Equipment Advertising)—$3.60 per
line, minimum 3 lines. To figure ad-

Specific opportunities are:
Space Communications D Radar Systems D Tracking &Telemetry
Fuzing D Digital Data Transmission LI Guidance & Navigation
Radar Transponders D ECM & Elint D Coherent Transponders
Integrated Electronics D Antennas & Propagation D Advanced RF
& Microwave Techniques D Ground Support Equipment D UHF/
VHF Communications Equipment El Display D Digital Multiplex
Troposcatter III Readout D Mechanical Design D Reliability &
Components D Offshore Geophysical Exploration Navigation
D Manufacturing El Product Engineering III Industrial Engineering D Quality Assurance Operations D Project Test

vance payment count 5 average
words to a line and 1 line for a
publication box number.
Position

Wanted — undisplayed

rate is one-half of above rate, payable in advance.

Send New Ads or Inquiries to:

MOTOROLA in PHOENIX
Government Electronics Division

Write: Paul Ahler, Recruitment Manager, Dept. 65, Box 1417, Scottsdale, Arizona 85252
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

Classified Adv. Dept.

ELECTRONICS
P.O. Box 12, New York, N. Y. 10036
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Looking for
a better job?

Ask Electronics'computer all about it
Electronics magazine feels an obligation to help its

grammed into a GE 265 computer, direct-linked to the
Manpower Register's offices in New York. The com-

readers find positions in the electronics technology
which will make the greatest contribution to their pro-

puter, once your resume form (bottom of page and
following page) is received, will continuously compare

fession and to society — jobs in which electronics men
themselves will be happiest.

all your data with the specific manpower needs of elec-

Electronics has joined with a nation-wide talent
search company—National Manpower Register, Inc.—to

tronics companies. When a match is made, you will be

form the computerized Electronics Manpower Register.

company and you will be brought together on a confidential basis.
Continued on next page

contacted directly or through an affiliated agency. The

Your qualifications and job requirements will be pro-

Resumes acceptable only
from applicants residing
within the United States

Electronics Manpower Register

Resumes acceptable only
from applicants residing
within the United States

It is important that your information be complete and that you type or print legibly
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

Your Used,

• CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING • BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
• USED OR .SURPLUS EQUIPMENT

Surplus and

AUTOTitACK MOUNT

Rebuilt

360 degree azimuth, 210
degree
elevation
sweep
with better than 1 mil.
accuracy. Missile velocity
acceleration and slowing
rates.
Amplidyne
and
servo control. Will handle
up to 20 It, dish. Supplied complete with control chassis. In stockimmediate delivery. Used
world
over by NASA.
USAF, 51P.11-13. Type
SCR-584.
Nike
Mal
mounts also In stock.

Equipment
Advertising
here in the

PULSE MODULATORS
MIT MODEL 9 PULSER 1 MW-HARD TUBE

Output 251tv 40 amp., 30kv 40 amp. max. Duty cy .002.
.25 to 2 microsed Also 5 to 5 microsce. and .1 to .5
microseo. Cue 6C21, Input 115v 60 cycle AC.
GE. Complete with driver and high voltage power
supply. Ref: MIT Rad. Lab. Series. Vol. 5, p. 152.

SEARCHLIGHT

2 MEGAWATT PULSER
Output 30 kv at 70 amp. Duty eel° .001. Rep rateo.
1 microsec 600 ape. 1 or 2 mace 300 ppe. Use@ 5948
hydrogen thyratron. Input 120/208 VAC 60 cycle.
Mfr. GE. Complete with high voltage power supply.

SECTION

250 KW HARD TUBE PULSER
Output la kv 18 amp. Duty cycle .002. Pulses can
be coded. Uwe 5D21, 715C or 4PR60A. Input 115
60 ay. AC $1200 es.

will impress

18 MEGAWATT PULSER

key buyers ...

Output 150KV at 120 amps. Rep rate: 50-500 PPS.
Pulse length: 5 mesa. 15KV
120 amp, into pulse
transformer. Rise time 1.5 maw. Filament supply 5V
80 amp. incl. 17.5KV 1.5 amp DC power supply.
Input: 220V 60 07 AC.

INDICATOR CONSOLES
A.N/SPA-4A, Pin 10', range to 300 mi.
V.I-1 PPI 12', Range to 200 mi.
VI.-1 Rill 12" to 200 mL 80K ft.

SCR 584 AUTOTRACK RADARS

Buyers regularly turn to
these pages for their used
equipment needs ...You
can

reach

these

buyers

Our 584s In like new condition ready to go, and In
stock for immediate delivery. Ideal for telemetry research and development, missile tracking. satellite
tracking. Fully Desc. MIT Rad. Lab. Series. vol. t.
PP9. 207.210, 228, 284-286. Comp. Inst. Bk available $25.00 each.

40 KW TRANSMITTER

4 to 21 5111E. 40 kw Telegraphy. 30 kw Voice, can
1,0 SS11. New condition. Two systems In stock. Excellent rf source, broadcast or point-to-point.

this
used

"meeting

in

place" of

electronics

equip-

ment buyers and sellers.

Will handle 8.000 lbs, rapid slew through 380° ailtomb, 180° elevation. Mobile.

MICROWAVE SYSTEMS
200-2400 mc. RF PKG
Continuous coverage, 30 Watts Cw nominal output.
Uses 2C39A. Price $575.

L BAND RF PKG.
20 KW peak 990 to 1040 MC. Pulse width .7 to 1.2
micro soc. Rep. rate 180 to 420 pps. Input 115 'Sc
incl. Receiver $1200.

200-225 me RADAR SYSTEM
1 Megawatt output. 200 nautleal mile range for long
range detection of medium and high altitude let aircraft as well as general search. AN/'ITS-28.

SURVEILLANCE DRONE RADAR SYSTEM

X-Band tracking system with plotting boards. Type
AN/DIPQ-29. Drone also in stock.

5 MEGAWATT C-BAND

Klystron 11.0` package delivering nominal 5 megawatt
Pulse RP. Complete with pulser and power supply.

500 KW L BAND RADAR
500 kw 1220-1359 mac, 180
range P.R.I. and A scopes.
magnetron. Complete
system.

nautical mile seamh
thyratron mod 5J26

Jun.

•

AN/GPG-1 SKYSWEEP TRACKER
3 cm. automatic tracking radar system. Complete package with indicator
system.
Full
target acquisition and
automatic tracking. Input 115 volts 80 cycle
New. In stock for
mediate delivery. Entire
System
6'
long.
5'
wide, 10' high. Ideal
for Infrared Tracker.
Drone Tracker, Missile
Tracker, 51., & D.
C Band Autotrack
1Megawatt 10 ft. Parabola. Sperry.
RADAR SYSTEMS GROUND AND AIRBORNE. AUTOMATIC
TRACKING ANTENNA SYSTEMS. NIKE AJAX. HIKE HERCULES. M-33. MS0-1A. MPS-19. MPS-9. SCR 584. TPS-ID
TPS-28. FAA-ASR-2. AIRBORNE SYSTEMS. APN-84. APN-IO2.
API-20. APS-27, APS-45. DPN-I9. DIGITAL COMPUTERS
IBM 650. IBM 704.

g-

LARGEST INVENTORY OF RADAR AND
MICROWAVE EQUIPMENT IN THE WORLD.

RADIO RESEARCH INSTRUMENT CO.
45 WEST 45TH ST

N. Y. 10036

212-JU 6-4691

CIRCLE 967 ON READER SERVICE CARD

quickly and economically
with your advertising

ANTI-AIRCRAFT GUN MOUNT

ELECTRON

TUBES I

KLYSTRONS • ATR & TR • MAGNETRONS
SUBMINIATURES • C.R.T. • T.W.T. • 6001)6000 SERIES
• SEND FOR NEW CATALOG A2 •

SomebodySomewhere

A & A ELECTRONICS CORP.
1063 PERRY ANNEX
WHITTIER, CALIF.
696-7644

CIRCLE 968 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Mini/ink/ DISPENSER

For more information,
please contact:

needs

your

Reach

that

idle

equipment!

buyer

quickly and

for miniature potting
and encapsuiannq

AIR OPERATED

Available in 3sizes
6cc 12cc 30c0

economically thru the

Electronics
Classified Advertising Div.,

CIRCLE 969 ON READER SERVICE CARD

"SEARCHLIGHT
SECTION"

Remember . . .

MAIL MOVES
THE COUNTRY

P.O. Box 12, New York,
N. Y. 10036
Area Code 212, 971-2557
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The meeting place of Used
Equipment Buyers and Sellers

but . . .

ZIP CODE MOVES
THE MAIL

OCTAVE-BAND RF-SWEPT SPECTRUM DISPLAYS
with Integral Preselection
Cover 14 kHz to 1GHz
TV
CHANNEL 2

TV

CHANNEL 4

TV
CHANNEL 6

FM
STATIONS

SWITCH-SELECT 15 CLEAN CRT DISPLAYS
FOR FAST SIGNAL ANALYSIS
WITH ANALYZER CSR-200
• SURVEILLANCE
• COMMUNICATIONS
• RFI/EMC TESTS
• FIELD STRENGTH TESTS
• SPECTRUM ANALYSIS
• INTERFERENCE ANALYSIS
• DESIGN ANALYSIS

50 MHz to 100 MHz, one of 15 octave displays Switchable
from EMC-25 Receiver Front Panel. Display in Spectrum
Position. Log response, Sweep rate @ 10 Sweeps/sec.

Calibrated Spectrum Analyzing Receiver Model CSR-200

The full story on your spectrum of interest can now be seen quickly,
a whole octave at a time—with electronically-tracked RF amplification and preselection! The oscilloscope presentation of 14 kHz to
1 GHz, provided by the Calibrated Spectrum Analyzing Receiver*
CSR-200 makes full use of the highly-sensitive, solid-state, Model
EMC-25 swept receiver front-end circuitry to take the guesswork out
of spectrum analysis.
With CSR-200, you switch-select your choice of 16 display formats
for each of the 15 octave bands—Spectrum, for viewing the entire
band; Locator, for determining frequency within the octave band;
Signature, for close-up viewing of a specific frequency segment
within the octave; and Video, for time-domain viewing of modulation
on a chosen carrier—each in either linear or log response—and each

in either Wide or Narrow bandwidth of the receiver IF system!
All the basic EMC-25 receiver features are exploited, including RF
selectivity, high sensitivity and shielding, varactor-controlled frequency scanning, dual bandwidths and wide dynamic range. And it's
easy to pull the receiver out of the CSR-200 cabinet and make use of
it alone, for RFI /EMC and other monitoring work—powering it from its
own self-contained rechargeable internal battery.
The Display Module provides sweep voltage to scan the receiver
electronically at rates of up to 10 sweeps per second.
Input to the system may be from a wide choice of available antennae, pick-up devices and other sources.
For full details or a demonstration, contact your local Fairchild/
Electro-Metrics representative or the company directly.

*HOW THE CSR-200 DIFFERS FROM ASTANDARD SPECTRUM ANALYZER
A Spectrum Analyzing Receiver incorporates integral tracked RF
amplification and preselection, full receiver sensitivity, and calibrated log and linear displays of amplitude vs. frequency and time. It
includes the full capability of an RFI/EMC meter, with choice of
matching pick-up devices, circuitry designed for handling broadband,
impulse-type signals, built-in broadband calibrator and all the special
detector circuits needed for interference measurements.
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French electronics
won't fare badly
under new regime

Plessey and Mullard
ready IC's for tv
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Now that there's been no virulent reaction to the political demise of
President de Gaulle, French electronics companies believe they'll feel
only ripples rather than atidal wave of change under the new regime.
Most are convinced the winner of next month's presidential election
will be amoderate—probably Gaullist protege Georges Pompidou. That
would mean only slight changes in French economic life. "We're in
for achange of style rather than substance," says Marcel Loichot, chairman of the SEMA-NIETRA group, France's largest computer software
and management consulting firm.
Industry leaders do foresee a few shifts. Andrew Danzin, president
of Thomson-CSF, the professional electronics subsidiary of the big
Thomson-Brandt Group, predicts de Gaulle's successor will rely more
on European defenses than on a purely French deterrent. This portends a cut in military spending and very likely a slash in funds for
de Gaulle's nuclear "force de frappe."
But Pompidou—or for that matter any potential French president—
would be inclined to favor European ventures like satellites and aircraft
development. Higher allotments for joint programs very likely will offset some of the expected cutbacks in domestic ones.
The "Plan Calcul," de Gaulle's scheme to give France a strong computer industry, looks untouchable. Most of the credits for the five-year
effort have been budgeted. "No government would be foolish enough
to call off the Plan Calcul at this point," says Loichot of SEMA-METRA.
"It would be an outright gift to the American computer companies."
One benefit from de Gaulle's departure that will accrue to French
hardware producers is the now-certain devaluation of the franc, possibly
coupled with adjustments in exchange rates of the pound sterling and
the German mark. A higher value for the mark and a devaluation of
the franc, which de Gaulle refused to make because he felt it tarnished
French prestige, will make French producers more competitive in export
markets.
At home, though, French companies might face more American competition in the long run. Pompidou has a reputation for greater "flexibility" than his former boss, and American electronics firms may get
warmer receptions in post-Gaullist France than they've been getting.
But until the successor regime has settled in, there'll be ahalt in new
plant investments.

The leading British consumer electronics components suppliers, the
Plessey Co. and Mullard Ltd., have started to joust for market positions
in integrated circuits for color-tv sets.
Mullard has its salesmen making the rounds with five linear IC's
developed in West Germany by Valvo and catching on fast there [see
story on p. 237]. Both Mullard and Valvo are subsidiaries of Philips'
Gloeilampenfabrieken. The response, Mullard maintains, has been
"enthusiastic" and the company plans to start quantity deliveries within
12 months.
Plessey has three circuits well along in development and expects to
make samples available to potential customers this summer. The IC
trio will be backed up with custom designs, developed for Rank-Bush235
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Murphy, that will later be sold to all comers. The market for color-set
IC's figures to boom once 625-lines-only sets become practical in Britain.
That will happen next year.

Norwegians tapped
for USAF contract

Egyptians choose
Germany and Japan
for communications

French firm builds
trillion-watt laser

Addenda
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A Norwegian intercom maker has cracked the tough U.S. military market.
Gustav A. Ring Sytemmaskiner A/S expects to get formal notification
any day now that it has been picked to supply its Garex voice-switching
equipment to the U.S. Air Force for the TPN-19 mobile air traffic control system.
Ring, taking advantage of awaiver of the "Buy-American" provisions
for U.S. military procurement that's included in aNorwegian-American
defense hardware deal, will be a subcontractor to Raytheon for the
TPN-19 hardware.
The Garex deal means nearly $3 million for Ring initially, and may
be the beginning of aU.S. bonanza for the Norwegian company. Ring
hopes to crack the civil air traffic control market once it's made its
mark with the military.

Watch for the Egyptian government to make abig buy of communications gear from Free World suppliers within afew months.
The Cairo government has earmarked $10 million for both cable and
radio transmission systems in its budget for the 1969-70 fiscal year, which
starts July 1. Most of this business, apparently, will go to West German
and Japanese companies. In recent years, Cairo had been leaning heavily
on East German suppliers for communications equipment.
AEG-Telefunken seems to be the main contender for the Germans'
share of the order. Company officials admit they've been negotiating
with the Egyptian Ministry of Transport.

Researchers at the Compagnie Generale d'Electricite, France's largest
electrical-electronics company, have nailed down the number two ranking in the world's laser sweepstakes with a 4-terawatt output. The
record is 10 terawatts, obtained by the Sandia Corp. with a modified
version of a 2-gigawatt neodymium-doped-glass laser made by the
American Optical Co.
Except to say it was built under government contract as abasic tool
for plasma research, CGE officials are keeping details of the laser to
themselves.
British phonograph makers have asked the Board of Trade to check
into the amazing prices East European producers are quoting in the UK.
Landed prices range from $22 for Polish sets to $43 for Russian sets.
East European consumer electronics gear enters Britain under reciprocal
trade pacts ...West Germany may get a giant aerospace concern.
Messerschmitt-Boelkow GmbH, formed by the merger last year of two
south German companies, plans to join forces with a north German
firm, Hamburger Flugzeugbau GmbH. The combine would have 19,000
employees and be Germany's largest in the field ...Philips' Gloeilampenfabrieken has developed wide-angle color-tv picture tubes in
two sizes-22 and 25 inches. The company expects to get into quantity
production on the 110° tubes in 18 months or so.
Electronics IMay 12, 1969
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Five IC's for color-tv sets
get warm reception in Germany
Monolithic circuits replace tangle of components in luminance
and chrominance channels; outputs can drive discrete transistors

Whenever there's an opening in the production. The color-set market, tected and fed to a matrix where
lineup of integrated circuits for particularly, has been running they are added to the luminance
consumer products made in West ahead of the most bullish year-end signal. The matrix outputs are the
Germany, look for Volvo GmbH to projections. Instead of 400,000 sets red (R), green (G), and blue (B)
this year, the figure will run close signals that go to the drive stages
close it fast.
Last year, for example, Volvo got to 500,000. At atime when set mak- for the picture tube.
The two circuits Volvo now proonto the German market first with ers have outstripped their parts
a monolithic voltage-stabilizing IC suppliers, the IC's are aboon.
duces are async demodulator and
Finally, there's added thrust for an RGB matrix. The three to follow
for diode television tuners. Several
months ago, the company again IC's—with their edge in insertion are avideo circuit, a chrominance
scored a beat on the competition costs—at atime when labor is tight circuit, and a color-reference cirwith an IC for camera-shutter con- in West Germany. For all these rea- cuit. All five are designed to function with very few outboarded comtrols. And at the Hanover Fair this sons, German set makers are shiftmonth, it became clear that Volvo ing to IC's much faster than U.S. ponents. All can dissipate 0.5 watt
and can handle signals between 50
had done it again with IC's for producers.
Clearings. Valvo's five IC's are millivolts and 1volt. Their outputs,
color-tv sets.
Volvo, a subsidiary of Philips' designed to clear up the "video then, are high enough to drive disGloeilampenfabrieken of the Neth- jungle" in color-sets, the parts- crete-transistor stages. The packerlands and the largest producer of studded section that handles the
ages, too, are identical: dual in-line
luminance (Y) and chrominance with 16 leads and an integral coplinear• IC's in Germany, let out at
the fair that it had apair of video channels. It's in this section that per heat sink.
The sync demodulator circuit,
circuits in production and—better the color difference signals are destill—orders for them from West
Germany's five major set makers,
FLYBACK PULSE
all of whom have one or two IC's
in the new color sets they'll introCONTRAST AND
I-F AMPLIFIER-1
duce this summer. What's more,
BRIGHTNESS
AGC
CONTROL
Volvo has three other circuits nearly
TUNER
ready for production and very good
prospects that the set makers will
LUMINANCE
SIGNAL (Y)
adopt them for next year's receivers.
Advantageous. It's not hard to see
PICTURE\
Y DELAY
TUBE
why these top set makers—among
SATURATION
them they account for nearly 80%
Fe -y
CONTROL
64µS
F
of German color-tv production—
DELAY
"
are pressing to get IC's into their
FLYBACK
PULSE
receivers. For one thing, there's
cost. Volvo sidesteps questions
I SYNC
CHROMINANCE I
about price schedules, but it's a
CIRCUIT
DEMODULATOR
good bet that the color-tv IC's will
Re _y
RR _y
sell for less than the kit of discrete
components needed to do the same
COLOR—REFERENCEI
job.
CHROM NANCE
CIRCUIT
SIGNAL
Then there's the components
shortage that's developed in Ger- Colorful quintet. Color-tv signals from video i
-f amplifier are processed by
many this year, largely because of five IC's and two delay lines. Sync demodulator and matrix are in mass
a boom in consumer electronics
production. The other three should be in production next year.

H
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color-killer circuit. The voltage gain
which is called the TAA 630, has
two stages, one for the R-Y signal control range is about 30 db.
The color-reference circuit, last
and one for B-Y. The G-Y signal is
obtained from these two demodu- of the five, generates a 4.4r Mhz
subcarrier signal and in addition
lated difference signals by amatrix.
has
a synchronizing circuit and a
The IC also has aphase-aiternation-line (PAL) switch, aflip-flop to pulse shaper.
control the PAL switch, and acolorkiller circuit. Voltage gain of the
sync demodulator is about 10.
Detached
The RGB matrix, called the TAA
Sooner or later, just about every
470, preamples the sync demodtelephone user finds the tie that
ulator R, G, and B output signals
for the transistor stages that drive binds his handset to his phone anythe picture tube. Nominal voltage thing but a blessing. Examples
gain of this circuit is about 500, but abound: abusiness man who wants
actually the gain is four. This is be- to keep talking while he checks
cause the IC is operated in aclosed some figures filed out of cord's
loop with d-c feedback to stabilize reach from his desk; or ahousewife
black level and a-c feedback for who's caught in mid-conversation
white balance. The circuit has a3 by adoorbell ringing.
One answer is to combine teledecibel bandwith up to about 6
phones with intercoms, an idea
megahertz.
Adding on. Actually, the sync de- that's already caught on strong in
Scandinavia. Still another answer
modulator and the matrix circuits
turned
up at the Hanover Fair this
are the last two functional blocks
before the R, G, and B discrete- month, where Standard Elektrik
Lorenz AG (SEL) showed a prototransistor stages. The three circuits
that will complete the series of five type cordless phone. It uses an inwill carry the integration all the ductive path for transmission up to
the handset from the table set. In
way upstream to the video i
-f amthe opposite direction, radio is used.
plifier.
SEL, a subsidiary of the InterOne of them, the video circuit,
national
Telephone & Telegraph
processes the luminance signal. It
has a two-stage preamplifier de- Corp., cautions that it will be along
time before its cordless phone apsigned so that a Y-delay line can
pears on the market. The governbe outboarded. This circuit also has
a stage for keyed automatic gain ment-run phone systems in Western
control, a flyback blanking circuit Europe move slowly when it comes
to approving new kinds of equipand controls for brightness and
ment. And with the cordless phone
contrast.
there's an added complication—
For brightness and contrast, set
users will twiddle with a potenti- radio transmission is involved, alometer knob as always. When they beit at low level. SEL's aim in builddo, they'll be remotely changing ing the prototype was to ready itself for the day that phone officials
the setting of an electronic potentiometer on the chip. It consists of a are ready to seriously consider undifferential amplifier that keeps the tying their handsets.
Simple. For the user, the cordless
level of the output luminance signal
a linear function of a d-c control phone presents no problem. He
simply picks up the handset, dials
voltage.
Color block. The chrominance his number, and starts talking. The
circuit comprises again-controlled principles of operation are equally
chrominance amplifier, an age am- simple. The table equipment feeds
plifier and a driver stage for the incoming signals to an inductive
loop installed in the room where
PAL 64-microsecond delay line. As
in the video circuit, there are re- the phone is. A receiver in the handmote controlled electronic potenti- set picks up this *broadcast",
ometers, this time for contrast and which can be on any of eight fresaturation. The chrominance cir- quencies between 40 and 135 kilocuit also has a stage for burst hertz.
For outgoing communications, a
blanking and gating, as well as a
238

Liberated. Cordless telephone handset
gets the message through as long
as user is not more than 60 feet from
table top equipment.

small transmitter in the handset
broadcasts on a37-megahertz carrier to areceiver in the table equipment. The signal, radiated by a
small ferrite antenna, is demodulated in the receiver and the lowfrequency voice signals are fed to
the phone line.
Light. The receiver and the transmitter, together with the microphone, the earpiece, and five nickelcadmium cells, are packed into a
plastic handset housing that's
standard for German telephones.
Despite its additional gear, the
handset weighs only about half a
pound—actually less than regular
handsets, which have fairly heavy
microphones and earpieces.
In the handset, both the receiver
and transmitter contain integrated
circuits. The transmitter has an output power of 5milliwatts, sufficient
for a range of about 60 feet. The
receiver sensitivity is 20 microvolts.
One drawback of the cordless
phone system, of course, is that
conversations can be monitored by
others inside the inductive loop.
One way out, SEL says, would be
atelephone with two handsets, only
one of them cordless. When the tie
that binds is a blessing, SEL proposes using it.
Electronics 'May 12, 1969
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Color by cassette
Designers at the Sony Corp. have
taken an audio idea of Philips'
Gloeilampenfabrieken, added to it
a video idea of their own, and expect the result will be the synergistic sum of considerably more
than two.
The sensational sales of audio
cassettes and cassette tape recorders, Sony figures, can be accounted
for in large measure by the fact
that most producers around the
world adopted Philips' design. For
that reason, prerecorded tapes are
compatible, a sine qua non for a
mass market.
Sales of video tape recorders, on
the other hand, have been slow.
Cost is one reason, of course, but
Sony also has ahunch that another
brake on vtr sales is incompatibility—tapes recorded on one make of
vtr often can't be played back on
another make.
So Sony has done what comes
naturally and developed a color
vtr that plays an hour on acassette
of tape. As it unveiled the prototype late in April, the company reported it could get the vtr into production within two years and sell
it for something like $500.
The early announcement, though,
wasn't aimed at potential customers. Rather, Sony hopes to nudge
the industry toward a standard
color-tv cassette design—Sony's or
even somebody else's. And, the
company apparently wants to line
up allies to help it take on the electronic video recording system
(EvR) that the Columbia Broadcasting System is trying to get on
the market.
Because it can record broadcasts
as well as play back prerecorded
material, the cassette vtr looks like
a serious competitor to EVR. Sony
figures it could deliver prerecorded
tapes for about $28 each. Since the
tapes would be good for about
1,000 replays, the cost per showing
should be within reach of a mass
audience. A vtr with playback only
could sell for about $370.
Wide track. The prototype cassette measures about 6 by 10 by
33/4 inches and to get it that small
Sony had to use 1-inch tape with
Electronics IMay 12, 1969

Viewers' choice. Cassette for color vtr carries a 1-hour program that
can be prerecorded or recorded off the air for later playback.

two tracks rather than the more
usual 1/
2-inch tape. In addition to
making it possible to cram an
hour's playing time onto smaller
reels, the 1-inch tape tends to hold
down jitter since its added width
makes it stiffer.
The two reels in the cassette are
mounted coaxially. Tape comes off
one reel, passes around ahub that
is slightly larger than the vtr head
drum, and then winds onto the second reel. When the cassette is
slipped into the vtr, the hub slips
over the drum. Locking the cassette into place rotates the hub so
that a window in it lets the tape
contact the drum.
Slight shift. Tape speed in the
cassette vtr is 31
/ -inches per sec4
ond. And the format of the color
video recording is a modification
of the NTSC signal. The luminance
signal is recorded by f-m modulation of a subcarrier. Its frequency
is about 3 megahertz and the modulation swing is from 3 Mhz to 4.5
Mhz. This leaves room on the same
track for the NTSC color signal,
which is shifted to a center frequency of 900 kilohertz and recorded with abandwidth of 17700
Khz around the center frequency.
Other vtr's use aseparate track for
the color signal. In the cassette vtr,
the second track is for audio.
The color signal is both amplitude and phase modulated, like a
regular NTSC color signal and so
needs only to be shifted back to
its rightful space in the signal

spectrum for playback. In Sony's
prototype, the recorded video signals are r-f modulated to put them
on Channel 2, unused in Tokyo.

Soviet Union
The computer mess
Even the party faithful these days
admit there's much amiss in the
Soviet Union's computer industry.
Rumblings
of
dissatisfaction
about the way the industry has
been stumbling under its six
masters have been surfacing for
the past couple of years. But now
criticism of the computer setup has
received an official cachet. The
leading government newspaper,
Izvestia, has published a sarcastic,
often witty, critique of the industry
by one of the top Russian computer
experts. The byline: Cud. I. Marchuk, director of the computer
center at Novosibirsk [Electronics,
July 10, 1967, p. 193].
In contrast to much of the breastbeating self-criticism that comes
out of Moscow, Marchuk has
backed up his critique with a program that adds up to full-scale reform of the organization in the
Soviet computer sector. Marchuk
wants more computers, better processors and peripherals, more time
sharing, more programers and better ones.
The only way to get all these
239
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betterments, he maintains, is to put
all computer activities under one
man. As it is now, five different
ministries and the Academy of
Sciences all have asay in computer
activity. Marchuk, a Ukranian,
sums up the situation with aRussian proverb, "If achild has seven
nurses, he won't have one eye."
Marchuk, obviously wouldn't
nominate his candidate for computer czar in the public print. But
Westerners who follow the politics
of Soviet industry say a likely
choice—if and when the reform
comes—is Konstantin N. Rudnev,
who currently heads the Ministry
of Automation and Control Systems.
That makes Rudnev one of the
too-many nurses now hovering over
the computer industry. But his
qualifications go well beyond his
current job. Earlier, Rudnev was
chairman of the State Committee
of Defense Technology and before
that headed a group that coordinated Russian research. He is also
adriving force in the current economic reform which depends so
heavily on computers and automation.
Chances are reasonably good
that control of the industry will be
handed to Rudnev or another high
government official. Conditions in
the industry are similar in many
ways to the hydra-headed setup
that led to reform of the refrigerator industry several years ago.
Head start. A computer czar,
Marchuk points out, wouldn't have
to start out from scratch. Russian
central processors, in his view, are
world class. And there's the nucleus of a national time-sharing
network in the three big Soviet
computing centers—at Moscow,
Kiev, and the one at Novosibirsk
that Marchuk directs.
But there's much catching up to
do in peripherals, according to
Marchuk. Terminals with graphic
displays are badly needed, as are
disk memories. And there's athird
main soft spot—lack of a small
"routing" computer to direct timesharing traffic to large computers.
Marchuk's center is trying to adapt
a Minsk 220 as a control for its
BESM 6, the largest Russian "commercial" computer.
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stand a 30-watt hi-fi amplifier
based on an experimental pdm integrated circuit.
Beating the heat
Triangle. Brian Attwood and
The idea of modulating analog Brian Buckingham spearheaded
waveforms by converting them to a the work for Mullard. Their IC has
train of pulses that vary in duration two main function blocks, a trihas been around for 45 years. But angle pulse generator and the modit wasn't until transistors came ulator. The pulse generator can be
along that pulse-duration-modula- adjusted externally to run at fretion (pdm) amplifiers became prac- quencies up to several gigahertz.
tical. What's needed for the tech- It feeds the modulator, whose innique is fast switching.
dex is 0.95 at 1Ghz and 0.9 at 2
At switching speeds of 200 kilo- Ghz. Rise times of the output
hertz, pdm amplifiers make admi- pulses from the modulator run 7
rable amplifiers for servos, where nanoseconds and fall times 10 nsec.
the analog waveforms have low freTo turn the modulator into an
quencies. The transistors in the amplifier, it is operated at 2 Mhz
amplifier operate only as switches, and paired with asolid state power
and about the only power con- block that amplifies the pulses to
sumed comes from transistor sat- peak currents of 3 to 4 amperes
uration losses, which are low. Effi- with rise and fall times between
ciencies between 90% and 95% 25 and 30 nsecs. The amplified
are typical, meaning there's little analog waveform is extracted by a
heat generated by the amplifiers.
low-pass filter. With 30 decibels of
All this makes pdm ideal for feedback, the total harmonic disaudio hi-fi amplifiers—for anyone tortion is 0.25%. Despite its 30with adevice that can switch high watt output and its small size—no
currents at gigahertz speeds. Mul- bigger than a cigarette package—
lard Ltd., a subsidiary of Philips' the demonstration amplifier needs
Gloeilampenfabrieken, now has no heat sink.
one. At the International ComFixed. Attwood says that once
ponents Show in London later this he was convinced that a highmonth, Mullard will have on its speed analog-to-digital modulator
could be integrated at areasonable
cost and paired with equally
speedy high-current output circuitry, he had no hesitation about
going directly to fixed-frequency
switching. The low-speed pdm systems now used for servo amplifiers
and like applications generally vary
their switching frequency as the
modulation index changes.
Attwood can trot out along list
of reasons why fixed-frequency
switching is the better scheme. For
one thing, filters can be smaller.
For another, radiation around the
amplifier is limited to afew inches,
without special precautions. This
is because the ratio of the switching frequency to the onalog waveform's frequency is so high that
there's very little ripple. This same
high ratio also cuts down intermodulation distortion.
Cool. Mullard's experimental pdm
Another advantage, says Attwood, is that the bandwidth of the
circuit (black dual in-line package at
analog signal can be as much as
top) and the power pack paired with it
500 khz—even higher if alowered
switch so efficiently that this 30-watt
modulation index can be tolerated.
audio amplifier needs no heat sink.
Great Britain
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CAPACITOR FACTFILL

What is the life
of a good aluminum capacitor?
Sample #7, shown below, survived 100,000 hours. It is one of a
group of computer grade aluminum electrolytic capacitors that
we put under test back in 1957.

TYPICAL LIFE TEST DATA
1.

.

vOLT

CG CAPAOTORS AFTER

100.000HOUR, CONTINUOUS OPERATION AT FuLL RATED VOLTAGE AT Sit C
INITiAL SPEC LIMITS

1.25 MF13 TO I025 AIFD

1.

IAL SPEC LIAltTS

All capacitors were operated at
rated DC working voltage, surge
voltage, ripple current and temperature range found in typical
computer type power supply
circuits.

20 ONMS STANDARD AT

INITIAL SPEL LIMITS

Of

ANuFACTUREI

000 UA (STANDARD AT TIME Of MANUFACTUFEI

Sample #7 works almost as well
today as it did eleven years ago.
Mallory capacitors enjoy long,
reliable life because they are
built to exacting standards and
tested for surge voltage, vibration resistance, container seal
tightness, shelf life, and capacitance, ESR, DC leakage current

1250 MFD 180 V

CG1253U180K1

'um

10

20

30

AO

o

100

the following percentage of

All Mallory CG capacitors should
have a useful life of about ten
years, when operated at specified
conditions. They will last even
longer if derated in one or more
operating conditions.

nominal rated room temperature

Temperature Range
CG capacitors are designed to
operate within arange of —40°C
to +85°C. They have been tested
at 105°C at less than rated voltage without immediate catastrophic failure. Extended operation under these conditions,
however, will shorten their life.
Capacitance
Capacity is measured at 120 cps
and at 25°C. Tolerance of capacitors rated at 3to 150 volts is —10,
•75c;. For capacitors rated at
1:)1 to 450 volts, the tolerance is
10,
Low Temperature Capacitance

May 12, 1969

60

and electrolyte leakage.

Capacitance of Mallory CG capacitors at reduced temperatures
and 120 cps does not fall below
Electronics

50

TIME iN THOUSANDS OF HOURS

(+25°C) capacity.

Rated
DC Voltage

Percent of
Nominal Rated Capacitance
—20°C

—30°C

—40°C

0-15

65

50

30

16-100

80

65

40

101 and up

85

75

50

Equivalent Series Resistance
ESR measurements are made at
120 cps and 25°C. ESR for
Mallory computer grade capacitors is very low.
Mallory wants the highest possible rating for its CG capacitors
—but not at the expense of long
life and reliable operation. The
object of all our research and
care in manufacturing and testing is to provide our customers
with the "best" capacitor. For
data, write or call Mallory Capacitor Company, a division of
P. R. Mallory & Co. Inc., Indianapolis, Indiana 46206.
Circle 243 on reader service card
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Second
Generation
10 20V

MODEL 2005A

Paw(

Of SIGNS .0

WISTBURr

Y

LIMIT
CURRENT
o/.

10

100» 1
1/01V

PRECISION POWER SOURCE
0 500MA
0 20VDC

PULL TO SET

$325.00
F.O.B. Westbury

Precision Calibrated Power Source
The Model 2005 calibrated (0.1%) power source was introduced in 1963 to combine the functions of a high stability
(100 p.v/8hrs), low noise (100 p.v PK-to-PK) power source with
a5-place potentiometric or digital voltmeter.
The new Model 2005A, a product of six years of field experience with 10,000 instruments, offers improved performance, reliability and human engineering at the same price.
Where instrumentation must be justified in tight capital
equipment budgets, the model 2005A is a must in every
laboratory.
Write for detailed specification.
POWER

DESIGNS

PACIFIC,

INC.

3381 MIRANDA AVE., PALO ALTO, CAL. 34304
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POWER

DESIGNS,

INC.

1700 SHAMES DRIVE • WESTBURY, N.Y. 11590
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Electronics reader service
Warning: The

Post Office row
number when fillmg

requires your ZIP CODE on all mail. Please include your ZIP CODE
out your reply card

Use these handy post cards

10*For employment inquiries fill in home address.

for more detailed information

Name

title

on: products advertised, new

Company•

products, new literature.

Address

Please print clearly. All written information must be legible to be efficiently processed.
If someone has beaten you to the
post cards, you may obtain the needed
information by writing directly to the
manufacturer, or by sending your name
and address, plus the Reader Service
number, to Electronics Reader Service
department.

1 year $8.00
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Zip Code
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172

191

210

229

248

267

286
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324

343

362

381

400 419 438 457 476 495 514

962

135

154

173

192

211

230

249

268

287

306

325

344

363

382

401

963

136

155

174

193

212

231

250

269

288 307 326 345

360

383 402 421
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39 58

77

96

115

134

2 21

40

59

78

97

116

3 22

41

60

79

98

117

Reader Service post card, must be

346

440

477 496 515

059 478 497

516

964
965

4 23

02

61

80

99

118

137

156

175

194

713

232

251

270

289 308

365 384

403 022 441

460 479 498 517

43 62

81

100

119

138

157

176

195

214

233

252

271

290 309 328 317

366

404 423

442

461

480 499 518 966

6 25

44

367

386 405 424

443

462

481

406 425 440

329 348

385

63

82

101

120

139

158

177

196

215

234

253

277

291

900

967

7 26 45

64

83

102

121

140

159

178

197

216

235

254

273

292 311

330

349 368

063

482

501

901

968

8 27 46
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122
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160

179

198

217

23E

255

274

293

312

331

350 369 388 407 426 445 464

483
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969

9 28 47

66

85

104

123

142
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180

199

218

237

256

275

294

313

332

351

484

503

951

970

10

310

327

420 439 458

5 24

370

389 408 427

446 465

500

29

48

67

86

105

124

143

162

181

200

219 238

257

276

295 314

333

352

390 409 428 447 466 485

504

952

971

30

49 68

87

106

125

144

163

182

201

220

239

258

777

296 315

334

353 372

391

505

12

31

50

69

88

107

126

145

164

183

202

221

240

259 278

297

316

335

354

373

392 411

13

32

51

70

89

108

127

146

165

184

203

222

241

260

279

298

317

336

355

370

393

012

14

33

52

71

90

109

128

147

166

185

204

223

242

261

280

299 318

337

356

375

394

413

15

34

53

72

91

110

129

108

167

186

205

224

243

262

281

300 319 338 357

376

395 414

490

509

957

16

35

54

73

92

III

130

149

168

187

206

725

244

263

282

301

377

396 415 034

453 472 491

510

958

397

454 473 492

320

339 358

371

387

II
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36

55

74

93

112

131

150

169

188

207

226

245

264

283

302

321

340

359 378
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37

56

75

94

113
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151

170

189

208

221

246

265

284

303

322

341

360
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38

57

76
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114

133
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285

304

323 342 361

10 'For employment inquiries fill in home address.

410 429

953

972

449 468 487

506 954

973

431

450

469 488

507 955

974

432

451

470 489 508 956

975

430

448 467

433 452 471

016 435

976
977

511

959 978

493

512

960

979

399 418 437 456 075 494

513

961

980

379 398 417 436 055 474
380

486
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All inquiries from outside the U.S.
that cannot reach Electronics before
the expiration dates noted on the

For Subscriptions
new E renewal
E 3 years $16.00

City

Circle the number on the Reader Service post card that corresponds to the
number at the bottom of the advertisement, new product item, or new literature in which you are interested.
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title

For Subscriptions

Company *

E new El renewal
E 3 years $16.00

Address

C] 1 year $8.00

City

State

Zip Code

_

I 20

39 58

77

96

115

134

153

172

191

210

229

248

267

786

305

324

343

362

381

400

419 438 457

476

495

514

962

mailed directly to the manufacturer.
The manufacturer assumes all respon-

2 21

40

59

78

97

116

135

154

173

192

711

230

249

268

287

306

325

344

363

382 401

470 419 458

477 496

515

963

3 22

41

60

79

98

117

136

155

174

193

212

231

750

269

288

307

326

345

364

383 407 421

440

459 478 497

516

964

4 23

42

61

80

99

118

137

156

175

194

713

237

251

270

289 308

377

346

365

384 403 422

441

460

479 098

517

965

sibilities for responding to inquiries.
Electronics merely provides and clears
requests for information from inquirer
to manufacturer.

5 24

43

62

81

100

119

138

157

176

195

214

233

252

271

290

309 328

347

366

385

442

461

480

499 518

966

367

Correct amount of postage must be
affixed for all mailings from outside the
U.S.
To subscribe to or to renew
Electronics
Fill in the -For Subscriptions - area
on the card if you desire to subscribe
to or renew your present subscription
to Electronics. Send no money. Electronics will bill you at the address in
on the Header Service post
card.
Multi -product advertisements
For information on specific items in
multi -product advertisements which do
not have aspecific Reader Service number indicated write directly to manufacturer for information on precise
product in which you are interested.
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82
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234
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291
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386 405 424

443
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E new [7] renewal

Company• _

L] 3 years $16.00

E 1 year $8.00
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City

State

Zi .
p Code
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77

96

115

134

153

172

191

210

229

248

267

286

305

324

343

367

381

400

2 21
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40
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59
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78
79

97
98

116
117

135
136

154
155

173
174

192
193

711
712

230
231

749
750

268
269

287
288

306
307

325
376

344
345

363
364

382 401
383 402

419 438

457

476 495 514

470 439 458 477
421 440 459 478
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497

962

515 963
516 964
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42

61

80

99

118

137

156

175
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213

232

251

270
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377

346

365
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460
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62
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214
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423

442
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63
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367
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443

462
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83
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140
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507
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47

66

85
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142
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199
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237
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313
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465

494

503

951

970
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48

67

86

105

124

143

162

181

200

719

238
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776

795

314

333 357

371

390

409 428 447

066

485

504

952

971
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30

49 68

87

106

125

i44
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201

220

239

258

271

410

429

448 467 486
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31

50

69 98

107
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164

183

202

221
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297
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397

411

430

449 468
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37

51

70

108
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146

165

184
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260

179

298

317

336

355
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393

412

431
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14

33

52

/I
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166

185

204

223

247
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337

356

375

394

413
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34

53

72

91

110

129

148

167

186

205

224

243

262

781

300

319

338

357

376

395

424

16

89

763

320

334

339

353

358

377

391

500

900

967

505

953

971

506

954

973

469 488 507

955

974

432 451

470

489 508

956

975

433

471

490

509 957

976

452

35

54

73

92

III

130

149

168

187

206

229

744

787

301

377

396

415

434

17

36

55

74

93

112

131

150

169

188

207

226

245

264

283

302

371

340

359 378

397

416

435

454

471

492

511

959

978

:8

37

56

75

94

03

132

:5!

170

189

208

227

246

765

284

303

322

341

360

379 3911

417 436

455

474

493

512

960

97.

19

38

51

76

95

114

131

152

171

190

709

775

247

266

785

304

323 342

362

380

496

475

494

513

951

980

399 418

437

453 472

487

491

510

958

977

Reprint service
All Electronics editorial matter available in reprint form:
For reprints of special reports and feature articles see list on
right side of this page. Send your order to Electronics Reprint
Department at the address indicated. To expedite mailing of
your order for single reprints please send cash, check or
money order with your order. Allow 3-4 weeks for delivery.

Bulk reprints of editorial matter can be ordered from current
or past issues. The minimum quantity is 100 copies. Prices
quoted on request: call 212-971-2274, or write to address
below.

Warning: The Post Office now requires your ZIP CODE on all mail. Please include your ZIP CODE
number when filling out your reply card.

First class
Permit no. 42
Hightstown, N. J.

Business reply mail

To order reprints or for further information, please write to: Electronics Reprint
Department, 330 West 42nd Street, New
York, N.Y. 10036.
You may order any of the below listed reprints by key number. Discounts on quantities over 10.

No postage stamp necessary if mailed in the United States
Postage will be paid by

Electronics
Reader service department
Box 444
Hightstown, N. J. 08520

Key no. R-01

Computer-aided Design: Part I,
The Man-machine Merger. 16
pages. $1.25.

Key no. R-04

Multilayer Circuit Boards:
Sharpening An Imperfect Art.
7 pages. 50Ø.

Key no. R-05

Topology Cuts Design Drudgery. 12 pages. 500.

Key no. R-06

Report on Japanese Technology: Sony. 20 pages. 500.

Key no. R-010 Special Report on Large Scale
Integration. 54 pages. $1.50.

First class
Permit no. 42

Key no. R-011

Medical Electronics (1967). 8
Dart series, 44 pages. $1.25.

Key no. R-012

Special Report on Gallium
Arsenide 17 parts. 32 pages.
$2.00

Hightstown, N. J.

Key no. R-016 Special Report on The Transistor: Two Decades of Progress.
48 pages. $1.50.

Business reply mail

No postage stamp necessary if mailed in the United States

Key no. R-017 Special Report on Ferrites.
16 pages. $1.00.

Postage will be paid by

Key no. R-018 European Electronics Markets
1969 20 page forecast report
with a 6 page foldout. $1.00

Electronics

Key no. R-019 U.S. Electronics Markets 1969
32 page forecast report with
4 page foldout. $1.00

Reader service department
Box 444

Key no. R-020 1968
Electronics
Index
to
Technical Articles and Authors
Free.

Hightstown, N.J. 08520

Key no. R-021 Infrared Detector Characteristics. 23 x 11 inch fold-out
chart. 50tt
First class
Permit no. 42
Hightstown, N. J.

Key no. R-87a The Packaging Revolution in
Microelectronics. Parts I
through VI. 64 pages. $2.00.
Key no. R-79

MOS Integrated
pages. 50e.

No postage stamp necessary if mailed in-the United States

Key no. R-78

The Overlay
pages. 50e.

Postage will be paid by

Key no. R-75

Biotelemetry. 2 part series, 16
pages. 50¢.

Key no. R-64

Field Effect Transistors. Parts
I, II, and III. 64 pages. $1.00.

Business reply mail

Electronics
Reader service department
Box 444
Hightstown, N.J. 08520
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Digivac S/G
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II
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How's this for legibility?
Judge for yourself the clarity of the Tung-Sol Digivac S G readout as compared to agas discharge tube. Single plane. up-front display is uniformly distinct. Reading is fast and accurate,
with exceptional wide-angle visibility. Characters don't "dance" as numerals change. Normal
blue-green color is easier to view than the familiar "bloodshot eye." Digivac S/G can be successfully used in "time sharing' . applications.
These advantages are enhanced by the low
price of Digivac S/G and matching IC logic which provides features not present in other
readout devices. Get the whole story. Write for the portfolio on Tung-Sol Digivac S/G readouts.
TUNG—SOL DIVISION /WAGNER ELECTRIC CORPORATION
ONE

SUMMER AVENUE.

NEWARK.

NEW JERSEY

07104

TUNG-SOL

DIGIVAC s/G
CHOICE OF COLOR WITH FILTERS
Simple filtering provides an almost unlimited choice

...the newest state
of the readout art

of colors for identifying individual readout arrays.
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Here's 15 A to 50 A Performance for your High-Speed Switching
Circuits.
Now, RCA brings you high-speed, high-current switching in four
of the industry's newest high power units —2N5671 and 2N5672
in regular TO-3 case available in production quantities, and developmental types TA7337 and TA7337A in modified TO-3 case
(two 60-mil pins) available on asampling basis.
These high-current transistors now make available for industrial
and commercial users astate-of-the-art combination of high performance and reliability originally dictated by the rigid requirements of aerospace.
All four devices are characterized by double-diffused, doubleepitaxiandesign techniques. As a•result, you get reduced' saturated switching times, increased current handling capability, and
low saturation voltage. These silicon .transistors have enhanced
second breakdown capability under forward and reverse-bias
conditions... backed by safe area operating curves

Among the applications for these units: switching control amplifiers, power gates, switching regulators, DC-DC converters.
DC-AC inverters, DC through RF linear power amplifiers and
oscillators.
Check the chart for some of the key parameters of these four new
types. Then ask your local RCA Representative or your RCA Distributor for prices and delivery details.
Unit

VcEo(sus)
I
C
VcE(sat)
fr
L
(V)
(A)
MHz
--,
2N5672
120
30
0.75 V @ 15 A • 50 0.5 µS @ 15 A
2N5671
90
30
0.75 V @ 15 A
50 0.5 ps @ 15 A
Above types available now in production quantities.
.
TA7337A
120
40
1.2 V @ 40 A
50
TA7337
90
50
1.5 V @ 50 A
50
Above types available now in sample quantities.

1v0
1.0

µS @
AS @

4o-A

40 A

MELD

We know
transistors like the
back of our hand

COLL EC T, Rt•LoPLY 'JOLTS (vcc)
I
c [2 5
I
t3 ,: -12 51 8,
I.4

2

I

0.6
0.4

-

O
COLLECTOR AMPERES (I C)
I. CPS

10

2N56-1

For technical data, write: RCA Electronic
Components, Commercial Engineering,
Section IN5-1,
Harrison, N. J. 07029.
Circle 902 on reader service card

